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PREFACE 

T
he twentieth century was a period of great international violence. 

In World War I ( 1 9 1 4- 1 8), roughly nine million people died on 

European battlefields. About fifty million people were killed during 

World War II ( 1939-45),  well over half of them civilians. Soon after the 

end of World War II, the Cold War engulfed the globe. During this con

frontation, the Soviet Union and its Warsaw Pact allies never directly 

fought the United States and its North Atlantic Treaty Organization allies, 

but many millions died in proxy wars in Korea, Vietnam, Afghanistan, 

Nicaragua, Angola, El Salvador, and elsewhere. Millions also died in the 

century's lesser, yet still fierce, wars. including the Russo-Japanese con

flicts of 1904-5 and 1 9 39, the Allied intervention in the Russian Civil War 

from 1 9 1 8  to 1 920, the Russo-Polish War of 1 920-2 1 ,  the various Arab

Israeli wars, and the Iran-Iraq War of 1980-88. 

This cycle of violence will continue far into the new millennium. Hopes 

for peace will probably not be realized, because the great powers that 

shape the international system fear each other and compete for power as 

a result. Indeed, their ultimate aim is to gain a position of dominant 

power over others. because having dominant power is the best means to 

ensure one's own survival. Strength ensures safety. and the greatest 

strength is the greatest insurance of safety. States facing this incentive are 

xi 
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fated t o  dash a s  each competes for advantage over the others. This is a 

tragic situation, but there is no escaping it unless the states that make up 

the system agree to form a world government. Such a vast transformation 

is hardly a realistic prospea, however, so conflia and war are bound to 

continue as large and enduring features of world politics. 

One could challenge this gloomy view by noting that the twentieth 

century ended peacefully-with the end of the Cold War-and that rela

tions among the great powers are quite peaceful as we begin the twenty

lirst century. This is cenainly true, but predicting the future by simply 

extrapolating forward from the present does not make for sound analysis. 

Consider what that approach would have told a European observer at 

the stan of each of the previous two centuries. In 1 800, Europe was in the 

midst of the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars, which lasted 

twenty-three years (1792-18 1 5 )  and involved all of that era's great pow

ers. Extrapolating fotward from that bloody year, one would have expect

ed the nineteenth century to be lilied with great-power conflict. In fact, it 

is among the least conflictual periods in European history. In 1900, on the 

other hand, there was no warfare in Europe that involved a great power, 

and little evidence ponended that one was in the offing. Extrapolating 

fotward from that tranquil year, one would have expected little conflict in 

Europe during the twentieth century. As we know, the opposite was the 

case. 

General theories of international politics offer useful tools for anticipat

ing what lies ahead. The most useful theories of this sort would describe 

how great powers normally behave toward each other and would explain 

their conduct. Useful theories would also account in good pan for how 

the great powers have behaved in the past, including explaining why 

some historical periods were more conflictual than others. A theory that 

satisfies these requirements and helps us look backward to understand the 

past should also help us look fotward and anticipate the future. 

In this book I try to offer a theory with these attributes. My theory, 

which I label "offensive realism,· is essentially realist in nature; it falls thus 

in the tradition of realist thinkers such as E. H.  Carr, Hans Morgenthau, and 

Kenneth Waltz. Its elements are few and can be distilled in a handful of 
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simple propositions. For example, I emphasize that great powers seek to 

maximize their share of world power. I also argue that multipolar systems 

which contain an especially powerful state-in other words, a potential 

hegemon-are especially prone to war. 

These and other propositions in this book will be controversial. In their 

defense I try to show that the logic that underpins them is sound and 

compelling. I also test these propositions against the historical record. For 

evidence I look mainly at relations between the great powers since 1 792.  

Finally, I use the theory to forecast the likely future shape of great-power 

relations . 

This book was written to speak both to my fellow academics and to citi

zens who are interested in understanding the central forces that drive the 

behavior of the great powers. In pursuit of that goal, I have tried to make 

my arguments clear and easy to understand for those unsteeped in the 

jargon and debates of the scholarly world. I have tried to keep in mind the 

advice that the literary scholar Lionel Trilling once gave to the eminent 

sociologist C .  Wright Mills: "You are to assume that you have been asked 

to give a lecture on some subject you know well, before an audience of 

teachers and students from all departments of a leading university, as well 

as an assortment of interested people from a nearby city. Assume that 

such an audience is before you and that they have a right to know; 

assume that you want to let them know. Now write. " 1  I hope readers con

clude that my efforts to follow this advice bore fruit. 
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Introduction 

M
any in the West seem to believe that "perpetual peace" among 

the great powers is finally at hand. The end of the Cold War, so 

the argument goes, marked a sea change in how great powers 

interact with one another. We have entered a world in which there is little 

chance that the major powers will engage each other in security competi

tion. much less war, which has become an obsolescent enterprise. In the 

words of one famous author, the end of the Cold War has brought us to 

the "the end of history."' 

This perspective suggests that great powers no longer view each other as 

potential military rivals, but instead as members of a family of nations. 

members of what is sometimes called the "'international community. " The 

prospects for cooperation are abundant in this promising new world, a 

world which is likely to bring increased prosperity and peace to all the great 

powers. Even a few adherents of realism, a school of thought that has his

torically held pessimistic views about the prospects for peace among the 

great powers. appear to have bought into the reigning optimism, as reflect

ed in an article from the mid-l 990s titled "Realists as Optimists. "2 

Alas, the claim that security competition and war between the great 

powers have been purged from the international system is wrong. Indeed, 

there is much evidence that the promise of everlasting peace among the 
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great powers was stillborn. Consider, for example, that even though the 

Soviet threat has disappeared, the United States still maintains about one 

hundred thousand troops in Europe and roughly the same number in 

Northeast Asia. It does so because it recognizes that dangerous rivalries 

would probably emerge among the major powers in these regions if U.S .  

troops were withdrawn. Moreover, almost every European state, includ

ing the United Kingdom and France, still harbors deep-seated, albeit 

muted, fears that a Germany unchecked by American power might 

behave aggressively; fear of Japan in Northeast Asia is probably even more 

profound, and it is certainly more frequently expressed. Finally, the possi

bility of a clash between China and the United States over Taiwan is hard

ly remote. This is not to say that such a war is likely, but the possibility 

reminds us that the threat of great-power war has not disappeared. 

The sad fact is that international politics has always been a ruthless and 

dangerous business, and it is likely to remain that way. Although the 

intensity of their competition waxes and wanes, great powers fear each 

other and always compete with each other for power. The overriding goal 

of each state is to maximize its share of world power, which means gain

ing power at the expense of other states. But great powers do not merely 

strive to be the strongest of all the great powers, although that is a wel

come outcome. Their ultimate aim is to be the hegemon-that is, the only 

great power in the system. 

There are no status quo powers in the international system, save for 

the occasional hegemon that wants to maintain its dominating position 

over potential rivals. Great powers are rarely content with the current dis

tribution of power; on the contrary, they face a constant incentive to 

change it in their favor. They almost always have revisionist intentions, 

and they will use force to alter the balance of power if they think it can be 

done at a reasonable price . 3  At times, the costs and risks of trying to shift 

the balance of power are too great, forcing great powers to wait for more 

favorable circumstances. But the desire for more power does not go away, 

unless a state achieves the ultimate goal of hegemony. Since no state is 

likely to achieve global hegemony, however, the world is condemned to 

perpetual great-power competition. 



lntrocluction 

This unrelenting pursuit of power means that great powers are inclined 

to look for opportunities to alter the distribution of world power in their 

favor. They will seize these opportunities if they have the necessary capa

bility. Simply put, great powers are primed for offense. But not only does 

a great power seek to gain power at the expense of other states, it also 

tries to thwart rivals bent on gaining power at its expense. Thus, a great 

power will defend the balance of power when looming change favors 

another state, and it will try to undermine the balance when the direction 

of change is in its own favor. 

Why do great powers behave this way? My answer is that the structure 

of the international system forces states which seek only to be secure 

nonetheless to act aggressively toward each other. Three features of the 

international system combine to cause states to fear one another: 1) the 

absence of a central authority that sits above states and can protect them 

from each other, 2) the fact that states always have some offensive mili

tary capability, and 3) the fact that states can never be certain about other 

states' intentions. Given this fear-which can never be wholly eliminat

ed-states recognize that the more powerful they are relative to their 

rivals. the better their chances of survival. lndeed, the best guarantee of 

survival is to be a hegemon, because no other state can seriously threaten 

such a mighty power. 

This situation, which no one consciously designed or intended, is gen

uinely tragic. Great powers that have no reason to fight each other-that 

are merely concerned with their own survival-nevertheless have little 

choice but to pursue power and to seek to dominate the other states in the 

system. This dilemma is captured in brutally frank comments that 

Prussian statesman Otto von Bismarck made during the early 1 860s, 

when it appeared that Poland, which was not an independent state at the 

time, might regain its sovereignty. "Restoring the Kingdom of Poland in 

any shape or form is tantamount to creating an ally for any enemy that 

chooses to attack us, " he believed, and therefore he advocated that Prussia 

should "smash those Poles till, losing all hope, they lie down and die; I 

have every sympathy for their situation, but if we wish to survive we have 

no choice but to wipe them out. "4 
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Although i t  i s  depressing t o  realize that great powers might think and 

act this way, it behooves us to see the world as it is, not as we would like it 

to be. For example, one of the key foreign policy issues facing the United 

States is the question of how China will behave if its rapid economic 

growth continues and effectively turns China into a giant Hong Kong. 

Many Americans believe that if China is democratic and enmeshed in the 

global capitalist system, it will not act aggressively; instead it will be con

tent with the status quo in Northeast Asia. According to this logic, the 

United States should engage China in order to promote the latter's inte

gration into the world economy, a policy that also seeks to encourage 

China's transition to democracy. If engagement succeeds, the United 

States can work with a wealthy and democratic China to promote peace 

around the globe. 

Unfortunately, a policy of engagement is doomed to fail. II China 

becomes an economic powerhouse it will almost certainly translate its 

economic might into military might and make a run at dominating 

Northeast Asia. Whether China is democratic and deeply enmeshed in the 

global economy or autocratic and autarkic will have little effect on its 

behavior, because democracies care about security as much as non

democracies do, and hegemony is the best way for any state to guarantee 

its own survival. Of course, neither its neighbors nor the United States 

would stand idly by while China gained increasing increments of power. 

Instead, they would seek to contain China, probably by trying to form a 

balancing coalition. The result would be an intense security competition 

between China and its rivals, with the ever-present danger of great-power 

war hanging over them. In short, China and the United States are des

tined to be adversaries as China's power grows. 

OF F E N S I V E  R E A L I S M  

T his book offers a realist theory o f  international politics that challenges 

the prevailing optimism about relations among the great powers. That 

enterprise involves three particular tasks. 



Introduction 

I begin by laying out the key components of the theory, which I call 

"offensive realism." I make a number of arguments about how great pow

ers behave toward each other, emphasizing that they look for opportunities 

to gain power at each others' expense. Moreover, I identify the conditions 

that make conflict more or less likely. For example, I argue that multipolar 

systems are more war-prone than are bipolar systems, and that multipolar 

systems that contain especially powerful states-potential hegemons-are 

the most dangerous systems of all. But I do not just assert these various 

claims; I also attempt to provide compelling explanations for the behaviors 

and the outcomes that lie at the heart of the theory. In other words, I lay 

out the causal logic. or reasoning, which underpins each of my claims. 

The theory focuses on the great powers because these states have the 

largest impact on what happens in international politics . 5  The fortunes of 

all states-great powers and smaller powers alike-are determined prima

rily by the decisions and actions of those with the greatest capability. For 

example, politics in almost every region of the world were deeply influ

enced by the competition between the Soviet Union and the United States 

between 1945 and 1990. The two world wars that preceded the Cold War 

had a similar effect on regional politics around the world. Each of these 

conflicts was a great-power rivalry, and each cast a long shadow over 

every part of the globe. 

Great powers are determined largely on the basis of their relative mili

tary capability. To qualify as a great power, a state must have sufficient 

military assets to put up a serious fight in an all-out conventional war 

against the most powerful state in the world.6 The candidate need not 

have the capability to defeat the leading state, but it must have some rea

sonable prospect of turning the conflict into a war of attrition that leaves 

the dominant state seriously weakened, even if that dominant state ulti

mately wins the war. In the nuclear age great powers must have a nuclear 

deterrent that can survive a nuclear strike against it. as well as formidable 

conventional forces. In the unlikely event that one state gained nuclear 

superiority over all of its rivals. it would be so powerful that it would be 

the only great power in the system. The balance of conventional forces 

would be largely irrelevant if a nuclear hegemon were to emerge. 
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My second task in this book is  to show that the theory tells us a lot 

about the history of international politics. The ultimate test of any theory 

is how well it explains events in the real world, so I go to considerable 

lengths to test my arguments against the historical record. Specifically, the 

focus is on great-power relations from the start of the French 

Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars in 1 792 until the end of the twenti

eth century. 7 Much attention is paid to the European great powers 

because they dominated world politics for most of the past two hundred 

years. Indeed, until Japan and the United States achieved great-power sta

tus in 1895 and 1898, respectively, Europe was home to all of the world's 

great powers. Nevertheless, the book also includes substantial discussion 

of the politics of Northeast Asia, especially regarding imperial Japan 

between 189 5 and 1945 and China in the 1990s. The United States also 

figures prominently in my efforts to test offensive realism against past 

events. 

Some of the important historical puzzles that I attempt to shed light on 

include the following: 

1 )  What accounts for the three longest and bloodiest wars in mod

ern history-the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars 

( 1 792-1 8 1 5) ,  World War I ( 1 9 1 4 -1 8 ) ,  and World War II ( 1 939 -45)

conflicts that involved all of the major powers in the system? 

2) What accounts for the long periods of relative peace in Europe 

between 1 8 1 6 and 1 8 52, 1 8 7 1 and 1 9 1 3, and especially 1 94 5  and 

1 990, during the Cold War? 

3) Why did the United Kingdom, which was by far the wealthiest 

state in the world during the mid-nineteenth century, not build a 

powerful military and try to dominate Europe? In other words, 

why did it behave differently from Napoleonic France, Wilhelmine 

Germany, Nazi Germany, and the Soviet Union, all of which trans

lated their economic might into military might and strove for 

European hegemony? 

4) Why was Bismarckian Germany ( 1862- 90 )  especially aggressive 

between 1862 and 1870, fighting two wars with other great powers 
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and one war with a minor power, but hardly aggressive at all from 

1 8 7 1  until 1 890, when it fought no wars and generally sought to 

maintain the European status quo? 

5) Why did the United Kingdom, France, and Russia form a balanc

ing coalition against Wilhelmine Germany before World War I, but 

fail to organize an effective alliance to contain Nazi Germany? 

6) Why did Japan and the states of Western Europe join forces with 

the United States against the Soviet Union in the early years of 

the Cold War, even though the United States emerged from World 

War II with the most powerful economy in the world and a 

nuclear monopoly? 

7 }  What explains the commitment of American troops to Europe 

and Northeast Asia during the twentieth century? For example, 

why did the United States wait until April 1 9 1 7  to join World War I, 

rather than enter the war when it broke out in August 1 9 1 4? For 

that matter, why did the United States not send troops to Europe 

before 1 9 1 4  to prevent the outbreak of war? Similiarly, why did 

the United States not balance against Nazi Germany in the 1 9 30s 

or send troops to Europe before September 1 9 39 to prevent the 

outbreak of World War II? 

8 )  Why did the United States and the Soviet Union continue build

ing up their nuclear arsenals after each had acquired a secure sec

ond-strike capability against the other? A world in which both 

sides have an "assured destruction" capability is generally consid

ered to be stable and its nuclear balance difficult to overturn, yet 

both superpowers spent billions of dollars and rubles trying to 

gain a first-strike advantage.  

Third, I use the theory to make predictions about great-power politics 

in the twenty-first century. This effort may strike some readers as foolhardy, 

because the study of international relations, like the other social sciences, 

rests on a shakier theoretical foundation than that of the natural sciences. 

Moreover, political phenomena are highly complex; hence, precise politi

cal predictions are impossible without theoretical tools that are superior to 
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those w e  now possess. A s  a result, all political forecasting i s  bound to 

include some error. Those who venture to predict, as I do here, should 

therefore proceed with humility, take care not to exhibit unwarranted con· 

fidence, and admit that hindsight is likely to reveal surprises and mistakes. 

Despite these hazards, social scientists should nevertheless use their 

theories to make predictions about the future. Making predictions helps 

inform policy discourse, because it helps make sense of events unfolding 

in the world around us. And by clarifying points of disagreement, making 

explicit forecasts helps those with contradictory views to frame their own 

ideas more clearly. Furthermore, trying to anticipate new events is a good 

way to test social science theories, because theorists do not have the bene· 

fit of hindsight and therefore cannot adjust their claims to fit the evidence 

(because it is not yet available ) .  In short, the world can be used as a labo· 

ratory to decide which theories best explain international politics. In that 

spirit, I employ offensive realism to peer into the future, mindful of both 

the benefits and the hazards of trying to predict events. 

The Virtues and L imits of Theory 

It should be apparent that this book is self·consciously theoretical. But out· 

side the walls of academia, especially in the policy world, theory has a bad 

name. Social science theories are often portrayed as the idle speculations of 

head·in·the·clouds academics that have little relevance to what goes on in 

the ""real world. "  For example, Paul Nitze, a prominent American foreign· 

policy maker during the Cold War, wrote, "Most of what has been written 

and taught under the heading of 'political science' by Americans since 

World War II has been . . .  of limited value, if not counterproductive, as a 

guide to the actual conduct of policy."' In this view, theory should fall 

almost exclusively within the purview of academics, whereas policymak· 

ers should rely on common sense, intuition, and practical experience to 

carry out their duties. 

This view is wrongheaded. In fact, none of us could understand the 

world we live in or make intelligent decisions without theories. Indeed, 

all students and practitioners of international politics rely on theories to 
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comprehend their surroundings. Some are aware of it and some are not, 

some admit it and some do not; but there is no escaping the fact that we 

could not make sense of the complex world around us without simplify

ing theories. The Clinton administration's foreign policy rhetoric, for 

example, was heavily informed by the three main liberal theories of 

international relations: 1) the claim that prosperous and economically 

interdependent states are unlikely to fight each other, 2 )  the claim that 

democracies do not fight each other, and 3) the claim that international 

institutions enable states to avoid war and concentrate instead on build

ing cooperative relationships. 

Consider how Clinton and company justified expanding the member

ship of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) in the mid-i 990s. 

President Clinton maintained that one of the chief goals of expansion was 

"'locking in democracy's gains in Central Europe,"' because "democracies 

resolve their differences peacefully." He also argued that the United States 

should foster an "open trading system," because "our security is tied to the 

stake other nations have in the prosperity of staying free and open and 

working with others, not working against them. "9 Strobe Talbott, Clinton's 

Oxford classmate and deputy secretary of state, made the same claims for 

NATO enlargement: "With the end of the cold war, it has become possible 

to construct a Europe that is increasingly united by a shared commitment 

to open societies and open markets."' Moving the borders of NATO east

ward, he maintained, would help "to solidify the national consensus for 

democratic and market reforms"' that already existed in states like Hungary 

and Poland and thus enhance the prospects for peace in the region. 10 

In the same spirit, Secretary of State Madeleine Albright praised 

NATO's founders by saying that "[t]heir basic achievement was to begin 

the construction of the . . network of rule-based institutions and 

arrangements that keep the peace."  "But that achievement is not com

plete,"' she warned, and "our challenge today is to finish the post-war con

struction project . [and] expand the area of the world in which 

American interests and values will thrive." 1 1 

These examples demonstrate that general theories about how the 

world works play an important role in how policymakers identify the ends 
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they seek and the means they choose t o  achieve them. Yet that i s  not to 

say we should embrace any theory that is widely held, no matter how 

popular it may be, because there are bad as well as good theories. For 

example, some theories deal with trivial issues. while others are opaque 

and almost impossible to comprehend. Funhennore, some theories have 

contradictions in their underlying logic, while others have little explana

tory power because the world simply does not work the way they predict. 

The trick is to distinguish between sound theories and defective ones. 1 2  

My a im is to  persuade readers that offensive realism is a rich theory which 

sheds considerable light on the workings of the international system. 

As with all theories, however. there are limits to offensive realism's 

explanatory power. A few cases contradict the main claims of the theory, 

cases that offensive realism should be able to explain but cannot. All theo

ries face this problem, although the better the theory, the fewer the 

anomalies. 

An example of a case that contradicts offensive realism involves 

Germany in 1 905 .  At the time Germany was the most powerful state in 

Europe. Its main rivals on the continent were France and Russia, which 

some fifteen years earlier had formed an alliance to contain the Germans. 

The United Kingdom had a tiny army at the time because it was counting 

on France and Russia to keep Germany at bay. When Japan unexpectedly 

inflicted a devastating defeat on Russia between 1 904 and 1 905 ,  which 

temporarily knocked Russia out of the European balance of power, France 

was left standing virtually alone against mighty Germany. Here was an 

excellent opportunity for Germany to crush France and take a giant step 

toward achieving hegemony in Europe. It surely made more sense for 

Germany to go to war in 1 905 than in 1 9 14 .  But Germany did not even 

seriously consider going to war in 1 905 ,  which contradicts what offensive 

realism would predict. 

Theories encounter anomalies because they simplify reality by empha· 

sizing certain factors while ignoring others. Offensive realism assumes that 

the international system strongly shapes the behavior of states. Structural 

factors such as anarchy and the distribution of power, I argue, are what 

matter most for explaining international politics. The theory pays little 
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attention to individuals or domestic political considerations such as ideol

ogy. It tends to treat states like black boxes or billiard balls. For example, it 

does not matter for the theory whether Germany in 1 90 5  was led by 

Bismarck, Kaiser Wilhelm, or Adolf Hitler, or whether Germany was dem

ocratic or autocratic. What matters for the theory is how much relative 

power Germany possessed at the time. These omitted factors, however, 

occasionally dominate a state's decision-making process; under these cir

cumstances, offensive realism is not going to perform as well. In short, 

there is a price to pay for simplifying reality. 

Furthermore, offensive realism does not answer every question that 

arises in world politics, because there will be cases in which the theory is 

consistent with several possible outcomes. When this occurs, other theo

ries have to be brought in to provide more precise explanations. Social sci

entists say that a theory is .. indeterminate" in such cases, a situation that is 

not unusual with broad-gauged theories like offensive realism. 

An example of offensive realism's indeterminacy is that i t  cannot 

account for why the security competition between the superpowers dur

ing the Cold War was more intense between 1 94 5  and 1 9 63 than between 

1 9 63 and 1 990." The theory also has little to say about whether NATO 

should have adopted an offensive or a defensive military strategy to deter 

the Warsaw Pact in central Europe.14 To answer these questions it is neces

sary to employ more fine-grained theories, such as deterrence theory. 

Nevenheless, those theories and the answers they spawn do not contra

dict offensive realism; they supplement it. In short, offensive realism is 

like a powerful flashlight in a dark room: even though it cannot il lumi

nate every nook and cranny, most of the time it is an excellent tool for 

navigating through the darkness. 

It should be apparent from this discussion that offensive realism is main

ly a descriptive theory. It explains how great powers have behaved in the 

past and how they are likely to behave in the future. But it is also a pre

scriptive theory. States should behave according to the dictates of offensive 

realism, because it outlines the best way to survive in a dangerous world. 

One might ask, if  the theory describes how great powers act, why is  it 

necessary to stipulate how they should act? The imposing constraints of 
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the system should leave great powers with little choice but t o  act a s  the 

theory predicts. Although there is much truth in this description of great 

powers as prisoners trapped in an iron cage, the fact remains that they 

sometimes-although not often-act in contradiction to the theory. These 

are the anomalous cases discussed above. As we shall see, such foolish 

behavior invariably has negative consequences. In short, if they want to 

survive, great powers should always act like good offensive realists. 

The Pursuit of Power 

Enough said about theory. More needs to be said about the substance of 

my arguments, which means zeroing in on the core concept of "power." 

For all realists, calculations about power lie at the heart of how states 

think about the world around them. Power is the currency of great-power 

politics, and states compete for it among themselves. What money is to 

economics, power is to international relations. 

This book is organized around six questions dealing with power. First, 

why do great powers want power? What is the underlying logic that 

explains why states compete for it? Second. how much power do states 

want? How inuch power is enough? These two questions are of para

mount imponance because they deal with the most basic issues concern

ing great-power behavior. My answer to these foundational questions, as 

emphasized above, is that the structure of the international system 

encourages states to pursue hegemony. 

Third, what is power? How is that pivotal concept defined and meas

ured? With good indicators of power. it is possible to determine the power 

levels of individual states, which then allows us to describe the architec

ture of the system. Specifically. we can identify which states qualify as 

great powers. From there, it is easy to determine whether the system is 

hegemonic (directed by a single great power), bipolar (controlled by two 

great powers ) ,  or multipolar (dominated by three or more great powers ) .  

Furthermore, w e  will know the relative strengths of t h e  major powers. 

We are especially interested in knowing whether power is distributed 

more or less evenly among them, or if there are large power asymmetries. 
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In particular, does the system contain a potential hegemon-a great 

power that is considerably stronger than any of its rival great powers? 

Defining power dearly also gives us a window into understanding state 

behavior. I[ states compete for power, we learn more about the nature of 

that competition if we understand more fully what power is, and there

fore what states are competing for. In short, knowing more about the true 

nature of power should help illuminate how great powers compete 

among themselves. 

Fourth, what strategies do states pursue to gain power, or to maintain it 

when another great power threatens to upset the balance of power? 

Blackmail and war are the main strategies that states employ to acquire 

power. and balancing and buck-passing are the principal strategies that 

great powers use to maintain the distribution of power when facing a dan

gerous rival. With balancing, the threatened state accepts the burden of 

deterring its adversary and commits substantial resources to achieving that 

goal. With buck-passing. the endangered great power tries to get another 

state to shoulder the burden of deterring or defeating the threatening state. 

The final two questions locus on the key strategies that states employ to 

maximize their share of world power. The fifth is, what are the causes of 

war? Specifically, what power-related factors make it more or less likely 

that security competition will intensify and tum into open conflict? Sixth, 

when do threatened great powers balance against a dangerous adversary 

and when do they attempt to pass the buck to another threatened state? 

I will attempt to provide clear and convincing answers to these ques

tions. It should be emphasized, however, that there is no consensus 

among realists on the answers to any of them. Realism is a rich tradition 

with a long history, and disputes over fundamental issues have long been 

commonplace among realists. In the pages that follow, I do not consider 

alternative realist theories in much detail. I will make clear how offensive 

realism differs from its main realist rivals. and I will challenge these alter

native perspectives on panicular points. mainly to elucidate my own argu

ments. But no attempt will be made to systematically examine any other 

realist theory. Instead, the locus will be on laying out my theory of offen 

sive realism a n d  using i t  to explain t h e  past a n d  predict t h e  future. 
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Of course. there are  also many nonrealist theories of international poli

tics. Three different liberal theories were mentioned earlier; there are 

other nonrealist theories, such as social constructivism and bureaucratic 

poJitics, to name just two. I will briefly analyze some of these theories 

when I look at great-power politics after the Cold War (Chapter 1 0), 

mainly because they underpin many of the claims that international poli

tics has undergone a fundamental change since 1 990. Because of space 

limitations, however, I make no attempt at a comprehensive assessment 

of these nonrealist theories. Again, the emphasis in this study will be on 

making the case for offensive realism. 

Nevenheless, it makes good sense at this point to describe the theories 

that dominate thinking about international relations in both the academic 

and policy worlds, and to show how offensive realism compares with its 

main realist and nonrealist competitors. 

L I B E R A L I S M  V S .  R E A L I S M  

L iberalism and realism are the two bodies o f  theory which hold places of 

privilege on the theoretical menu of international relations. Most of the 

great intellectual battles among international relations scholars take place 

either across the divide between realism and liberalism, or within those 

paradigms.15 To illustrate this point, consider the three most influential 

realist works of the twentieth century: 

1) E. H. Carr's The 1Wenty Years' Crisis. 1919-1939, which was pub

lished in the United Kingdom shonly after World War II staned in 

Europe ( 1939) and is still widely read today. 

2 )  Hans Morgenthau's Politics among Nations. which was first pub

lished in the United States in the early days of the Cold War 

( 19 48) and dominated the field of international relations for at 

least the next two decades. 

3) Kenneth Waltz's Theory of International Politics, which has dominat

ed the field since it first appeared during the latter pan of the Cold 

War(l979).16 
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All three of these realist giants critique some aspect of liberalism in 

their writings. For example, both Carr and Waltz take issue with the 

liberal claim that economic interdependence enhances the prospects for 

peace.17 More generally, Carr and Morgenthau frequently criticize liberals 

for holding utopian views of politics which, if followed, would lead states 

to disaster. At the same time, these realists also disagree about a number 

of imponant issues. Waltz. for example, challenges Morgenthau's claim 

that multipolar systems are more stable than bipolar systems.11 

Furthermore. whereas Morgenthau argues that states strive to gain power 

because they have an innate desire for power, Waltz maintains that the 

structure of the international system forces states to pursue power to 

enhance their prospects for survival. These examples are just a small sam

ple of the differences among realist thinkers." 

Let us  now look more closely at liberalism and realism, focusing first on 

the core beliefs shared by the theories in each paradigm, and second on 

the differences among specific liberal and realist theories. 

Liberalism 

T h e  liberal tradition h a s  i t s  roots in t h e  Enlightenment, that period in 

eighteenth-century Europe when intellectuals and political leaders had a 

powerful sense that reason could be employed to make the world a better 

place.20 Accordingly, liberals tend to be hopeful about the prospects of 

making the world safer and more peaceful .  Most liberals believe that it is 

possible to substantially reduce the scourge of war and to increase inter

national prosperity. For this reason, liberal theories are sometimes labelled 

"utopian" or .. idealist . "  

Liberalism's optimistic view of international politics is based on three 

core beliefs, which are common to almost all of the theories in the para

digm. First, liberals consider states to be the main actors in international 

politics. S econd, they emphasize that the internal characteristics of states 

vary considerably, and that these differences have profound effects on 

state  behavior." Funhermore. liberal theorists often believe that  some 

internal a rrangements (e .g .. democracy) are inherently preferable to oth

ers (e.g., dictatorship ) .  For liberals. therefore. there are "good" and "bad" 
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states i n  the international system. Good states pursue cooperative policies 

and hardly ever start wars on their own, whereas bad states cause con

flicts with other states and are prone to use force to get their way.22 Thus, 

the key to peace is to populate the world with good states. 

Third, liberals believe that calculations about power matter little for 

explaining the behavior of good states. Other kinds of political and eco

nomic calculations matter more, although the form of those calculations 

varies from theory to theory, as will become apparent below. Bad states 

might be motivated by the desire to gain power at the expense of other 

states, but that is only because they are misguided. In an ideal world, 

where there are only good states, power would be largely irrelevant. 

Among the various theories found under the big tent of liberalism, the 

three main ones mentioned earlier are panicularly influential. The first 

argues that high levels of economic interdependence among states make 

them unlikely to fight each other." The taproot of stability. according to 

this theory. is the creation and maintenance of a liberal economic order 

that allows for free economic exchange among states. Such an order makes 

states more prosperous. thereby bolstering peace, because prosperous 

states are more economically satisfied and satisfied states are more peace

ful. Many wars are waged to gain or preserve wealth, but states have much 

less motive to initiate war if they are already wealthy. Funhermore. 

wealthy states with interdependent economies stand to become less pros

perous if they fight each other. since they are biting the hand that feeds 

them. Once states establish extensive economic ties, in short, they avoid 

war and can concentrate instead on accumulating wealth. 

The second. democratic peace theory. claims that democracies do not 

go to war against other democracies.24 Thus, a world containing only 

democratic states would be a world without war. The argument here is 

not that democracies are less warlike than non-democracies, but rather 

that democracies do not fight among themselves. There are a variety of 

explanations for the democratic peace, but little agreement as to which 

one is correct. Liberal thinkers do agree, however. that democratic peace 

theory offers a direct challenge to realism and provides a powerful recipe 

for peace. 
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Finally. some liberals maintain that international institutions enhance 

the prospects for cooperation among states and thus significantly reduce 

the likelihood of war.15 Institutions are not independent political entities 

that sit above states and force them to behave in acceptable ways. Instead. 

institutions are sets of rules that stipulate the ways in which states should 

cooperate and compete with each other. They prescribe acceptable forms 

of state behavior and proscribe unacceptable kinds of behavior. These 

rules are not imposed on states by some leviathan, but are negotiated by 

states, which agree to abide by the rules they created because it is in their 

interest to do so. Liberals claim that these institutions or rules can funda

mentally change state behavior. Institutions. so the argument goes. can 

discourage states from calculating self-interest on the basis of how their 

every move affects their relative power position. and thus they push states 

away from war and promote peace. 

Realism 

In contrast to liberals, realists are pessimists when it comes to internation

al  politics. Realists agree that creating a peaceful world would be desirable, 

but they see no easy way to escape the harsh world of security competi

tion and war. Creating a peaceful world is surely an attractive idea, but it 

is not a practical one. "Realism," as Carr notes, "tends to emphasize the 

irresistible strength of existing forces and the inevitable character of exist

ing tendencies, and to insist that the highest wisdom lies in  accepting. and 

adapting oneself to these forces and these tendencies. "26 

This gloomy view of international relations i s  based on three core 

beliefs. First, realists, like liberals, treat states as  the principal actors in 

world politics. Realists focus mainly on great powers, however. because 

these states dominate and shape international politics and they also cause 

the deadliest wars. S econd, realists believe that the behavior of great pow

ers is influenced mainly by their external environment, not by their inter

nal characteristics. The structure of the international system, which all  

states must deal with, largely shapes their foreign policies. Realists tend 

not to draw sharp distinctions between •good" and "bad" states,  because 
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all great powers act according t o  the same logic regardless o f  their culture, 

political system, or who runs the government. 27 It is therefore difficult to 

discriminate among states, save for differences in relative power. In 

essence, great powers are like billiard balls that vary only in size." 

Third, realists hold that calculations about power dominate states' 

thinking, and that states compete for power among themselves. That com

petition sometimes necessitates going to war, which is considered an 

acceptable instrument of statecraft. To quote Carl von Clausewitz, the 

nineteenth-century military strategist. war is a continuation of politics by 

other means.29 Finally, a zero-sum quality characterizes that competition, 

sometimes making it intense and unforgiving. States may cooperate with 

each other on occasion, but at root they have conflicting interests. 

Although there are many realist theories dealing with different aspects 

of power, two of them stand above the others: human nature realism, 

which is laid out in Morgenthau's Politics among Nations. and defensive 

realism. which is presented mainly in Waltz's Theory of International Politics. 

What sets these works apan from those of other realists and makes them 

both imponant and controversial is that they provide answers to the two 

foundational questions described above. Specifically, they explain why 

states pursue power-that is, they have a story to tell about the causes of 

security competition-and each offers an argument about how much 

power a state is likely to want. 

Some other famous realist thinkers concentrate on making the case that 

great powers care deeply about power, but they do not attempt to explain 

why states compete for power or what level of power states deem satisfac

tory. In essence, they provide a general defense of the realist approach, but 

they do not offer their own theory of international politics. The works of 

Carr and American diplomat George Kennan fit this description. In his 

seminal realist tract, The 1\venty Years '  Crisis. Carr criticizes liberalism at 

length and argues that states are motivated principally by power consider

ations. Nevenheless. he says little about why states care about power or 

how much power they want.'° Bluntly put, there is no theory in his book. 

The same basic pattern obtains in Kennan's well-known book American 

Diplomacy, 1900-1950. " Morgenthau and Waltz, on the other hand, offer 
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their own theories of international relations, which is why they have 

dominated the discourse about world politics for the past fifty years. 

Human nature realism, which is sometimes called "classical realism, "  

dominated t h e  study of international relations from t h e  late 1 940s, when 

Morgenthau's writings began attracting a large audience, until the early 

1 970s. 32 It is based on the simple assumption that states are led by human 

beings who have a "will to power" hardwired into them at birth. n  That is, 

states have an insatiable appetite for power, or what Morgenthau calls "a 

limitless lust for power, "  which means that they constantly look for 

opportunities to take the offensive and dominate other states. i 4  All states 

come with an  "animus dominandi, " so there is no basis for discriminating 

among more aggressive and less aggressive states, and there certainly 

should be no room in the theory for status quo states.15 Human nature 

realists recognize that international anarchy-the absence of a governing 

a uthority over the great powers---causes states to worry about the balance 

of power. But that structural constraint is treated as a second-order cause 

of state behavior. The principal driving force in international politics is the 

will to power inherent in every state in the system, and it pushes each of 

them to strive for supremacy. 

Defensive realism, which is frequently referred to as "stru ctural real

ism." came on the scene in the late 1 970s with the appearence of Waltz's 

Theory of International Politics. i6 Unlike Morgenthau, Waltz does not assume 

that great powers are inherently aggressive because they are infused with 

a will to power; instead he stans by assuming that states merely aim to 

survive. Above all else. they seek security. Nevertheless, he maintains that 

the structure of the international system forces great powers to pay careful 

attention to the balance of power. In particular, anarchy forces security

seeking states to compete with each other for power, because power is the 

best means to survival. Whereas human nature is the deep cause of secu

rity competition in Morgenthau's theory, anarchy plays that role in 
Waltz's theory." 

Waltz does not emphasize, however, that the international system pro

vides great powers with good reasons to act offensively to gain power. 

Instead, h e  appears to make the opposite case: that anarchy encourages 
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states t o  behave defensively and t o  maintain rather than upset the balance 

of power. "The first concern of states, " he writes, is "to maintain their 

position in the system. "'38 There seems to be, as international relations the

orist Randall Schweller notes, a •status quo bias• in Waltz's theory." 

Waltz recognizes that states have incentives to gain power at their 

rivals' expense and that it makes good strategic sense to act on that motive 

when the time is right. But he does not develop that line of argument in 

any detail. On the contrary, he emphasizes that when great powers 

behave aggressively, the potential victims usually balance against the 

aggressor and thwan its effons to gain power.40 For Waltz, in shon, bal

ancing checkmates offense." Funhermore, he stresses that great powers 

must be careful not to acquire too much power, because "excessive 

strength" is likely to cause other states to join forces against them, thereby 

leaving them worse off than they would have been had they refrained 

from seeking additional increments of power.42 

Waltz's views on the causes of war further reflect his theory's status 

quo bias. There are no profound or deep causes of war in his theory. In 

particular. he does not suggest that there might be imponant benefits to 

be gained from war. In fact, he says little about the causes of war, other 

than to argue that wars are largely the result of uncenainty and miscalcu

lation. In other words, if states knew better, they would not stan wars. 

Roben Jervis, Jack Snyder, and Stephen Van Evera buttress the defen

sive realists' case by focusing attention on a structural concept known as 

the offense-defense balance." They maintain that military power at any 

point in time can be categorized as favoring either offense or defense. If 

defense has a dear advantage over offense, and conquest is therefore diffi

cult, great powers will have little incentive to use force to gain power and 

will concentrate instead on protecting what they have. When defense has 

the advantage, protecting what you have should be a relatively easy task. 

Alternatively, if offense is easier, states will be sorely tempted to try con

quering each other, and there will be a lot of war in the system. Defensive 

realists argue. however, that the offense-defense balance is usually heavily 

tilted toward defense, thus making conquest extremely difficult.44 In sum, 

efficient balancing coupled with the natural advantages of defense over 
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offense should discourage great powers from pursuing aggressive strate

gies and instead make them "defensive positionalists. "45 

My theory of offensive realism is also a structural theory of internation

al politics. As with defensive realism, my theory sees great powers as con

cerned mainly with figuring out how to survive in a world where there is 

no agency to protect them from each other; they quickly realize that 

power is the key to their survival. Offensive realism parts company with 

defensive realism over the question of how much power states want. For 

defensive realists. the international structure provides states with little 

incentive to seek additional increments of power; instead it pushes them 

to maintain the existing balance of power. Preserving power, rather than 

increasing it, is the main goal of states. Offensive realists, on the other 

hand, believe that status quo powers are rarely found in world politics, 

because the international system creates powerful incentives for states to 

look for opponunities to gain power at the expense o! rivals, and to take 

advantage o! those situations when the benefits outweigh the costs. A 

state's ultimate goal is to be the hegemon in the system.46 

It should be apparent that both o!!ensive realism and human nature 

realism portray great powers as relentlessly seeking power. The key differ

ence between the two perspectives is that offensive realists reject 

Morgenthau's claim that states are naturally endowed with Type A per

sonalities. On the contrary, they believe that the international system 

forces great powers to maximize their relative power because that is the 

optimal way to maximize their security. In other words, survival man

dates aggressive behavior. Great powers behave aggressively not because 

they want to or because they possess some inner drive to dominate, but 

because they have to seek more power ii they want to maximize their 

odds o! survival. (Table I. I summarizes how the main realist theories 

answer the foundational questions described above. )  

No ankle or book makes  the case  for  offensive realism in the sophisti

cated ways that Morgenthau does for human nature realism and Waltz 

and others do for defensive realism. For sure, some realists have argued 

that the system gives great powers good reasons to act aggressively. 

Probably the best brief for offensive realism is a shon. obscure book writ-
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T A. I L i  1 . 1  

The Major Realist Theories 

Human Nature 

Realism 

What causes states to Lust for power 

compete for power? inherent in states 

How much power All they can get. 

do states want? States maximize 

relative power. 

with hegemony as 

their ultimate goal. 

Defensive 

Realism 

Structure of 

the system 

Not much more 

than what they have. 

States concentrate 

on maintaining the 

balance of power. 

Offensive 

Realism 

Structure of 

the system 

All they can get. 

States maximize 

relative power, 

with hegemony as 

their ultimate goal. 

ten during World War I by G. Lowes Dickinson, a British academic who 

was an early advocate of the League of Nations.47 In The European Anarchy, 

he argues that the root cause of World War I ·was not Germany nor any 

other power. The real culprit was the European anarchy,· which created 

powerful incentives for states "to acquire supremacy over the others for 

motives at once of security and domination. "48 Nevertheless, neither 

Dickinson nor anyone else makes a comprehensive case for offensive real

ism." My aim in writing this book is to fill that void. 

P OW E R  POL I T I C S  IN L l l E R A L  A M E R I C A  

Whatever merits realism may have a s  a n  explanation for real-world 

politics and as a guide for formulating foreign policy, it is not a pop

ular school of thought in the West. Realism's central message-that it 

makes good sense for states to sellishly pursue power-does not have 

broad appeal. It is difficult to imagine a modem political leader openly ask

ing the public to light and die to improve the balance of power. No 

European or American leader did so during either world war or the Cold 
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War. Most people prefer to think of fights between their own state and 

rival states as clashes between good and evil. where they are on the side of 

the angels and their opponents are aligned with the devil. Thus, leaders 

tend to portray war as a moral crusade or an ideological contest, rather 

than as a struggle for power. Realism is a hard sell. 

Americans appear to have an especially intense antipathy toward bal

ance-of-power thinking. The rhetoric of twentieth-century presidents, for 

example, is filled with examples of realism bashing. Woodrow Wilson is 

probably the most well-known example of this tendency, because of his elo

quent campaign against balance-of-power politics during and immediately 

after World War 1.50 Yet Wilson is hardly unique, and his successors have fre

quently echoed his views. In the final year of World War II, for example, 

Franklin Delano Roosevelt declared, "In the future world the misuse of 

power as implied in the term 'power politics' must not be the controlling 

factor in international relations. " 5 1 More recently, Bill Clinton offered a 

strikingly similar view, proclaiming that "in a world where freedom, not 

tyranny, is on the march, the cynical calculus of pure power politics simply 

does not compute. It is ill-suited to a new era. "' 52 He sounded the same 

theme when defending NATO expansion in 1 997, arguing that the charge 

that this policy might isolate Russia was based on the mistaken belief "that 

the great power territorial politics of the 20th century will dominate the 2 1 st 

century. • Instead, Clinton emphasized his belief that •enlightened self

interest, as well as shared values, will compel countries to define their great

ness in more constructive ways . . .  and will compel us to cooperate." 5 3  

Why Americans Dis l ike Realism 

Americans tend to be hostile to realism because it clashes with their basic 

values. Realism stands opposed to Americans' views of both themselves 

and the wider world." In particular, realism is at odds with the deep-seated 

sense of optimism and moralism that pervades much of American society. 

Liberalism. on the other hand, fits neatly with those values. Not surprising

ly, foreign policy discourse in the United States often sounds as if it has 

been lifted right out of a Liberalism I O I  lecture. 
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Americans are basically optimists.55 They regard progress i n  politics, 

whether at the national or the international level, as both desirable and 

possible. As the French author Alexis de Tocqueville observed long ago, 

Americans believe that •man is endowed with an indefinite faculty of 

improvement. "56 Realism, by contrast, offers a pessimistic perspective on 

international politics. It depicts a world rife with security competition and 

war, and holds out little promise of an "escape from the evil of power, 

regardless of what one does."57 Such pessimism is at odds with the power

ful American belief that with time and effort, reasonable individuals can 

cooperate to solve important social problems.58 Liberalism offers a more 

hopeful perspective on world politics, and Americans naturally find it 

more attractive than the gloomy specter drawn by realism. 

Americans are also prone to believe that morality should play an 

important role in politics. As the prominent sociologist Seymour Martin 

Lipset writes, "Americans are utopian moralists who press hard to institu

tionalize virtue, to destroy evil people, and eliminate wicked institutions 

and practices. "'59 This perspective clashes with the realist belief that war is 

an intrinsic element of life in the international system. Most Americans 

tend to think of war as a hideous enterprise that should ultimately be 

abolished from the face of the Earth. It might justifiably be used for lofty 

liberal goals like fighting tyranny or spreading democracy, but it is morally 

incorrect to fight wars merely to change or preserve the balance of power. 

This makes the Clausewitzian conception of warfare anathema to most 

Americans.60 

The American proclivity for moralizing also conflicts with the fact that 

realists tend not to distinguish between good and bad states, but instead dis

criminate between states largely on the basis of their relative power capa

bilities. A purely realist interpretation of the Cold War, for example, allows 

for no meaningful difference in the motives behind American and Soviet 

behavior during that conflict. According to realist theory, both sides were 

driven by their concerns about the balance of power, and each did what it 

could to maximize its relative power. Most Americans would recoil at this 

interpretation of the Cold War, however, because they believe the United 

States was motivated by good intentions while the Soviet Union was not. 
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Liberal theorists do distinguish between good and bad states, of course, 

and they usually identify liberal democracies with market economies as 

the most worthy. Not surprisingly, Americans tend to like this perspective, 

because it  identifies the United States as a benevolent force in world pol

itics and ponrays its real and potential rivals as misguided or malevolent 

troublemakers. Predictably. this line of thinking fueled the euphoria that 

attended the downfall of the Soviet Union and the end of the Cold War. 

When the •evil empire• collapsed, many Americans (and Europeans) con

cluded that democracy would spread across the globe and that world peace 

would soon break out. This optimism was based largely on the belief that 

democratic America is a virtuous state. If other states emulated the United 

States, therefore, the world would be populated by good states, and this 

development could only mean the end of international conflict. 

Rhetoric vs. Proctice 

B ecause Americans dislike realpolitik, public discourse about foreign poli

cy in the United States is usually couched in the language of liberalism. 

Hence the pronouncements of the policy elites are heavily flavored with 

optimism and moralism. American academics are especially good at pro

moting liberal thinking in the marketplace of ideas. Behind dosed doors. 

however, the elites who make national security policy speak mostly the 

language of power, not that of principle, and the United States acts in the 

international system according to the dictates of realist logic.6 1  In essence, 

a discernible gap separates public rhetoric from the actual conduct of 

American foreign policy. 

Prominent realists have often criticized U.S .  diplomacy on the grounds 

that it  is too idealistic and have complained that American leaders pay 

insufficient attention to the balance of power. For example, Kennan wrote 

in 1 9 5 1 .  •1 see the most serious fault of our past policy formulation to lie 

in  something that I might call the legalistic-moralistic approach to interna

tional problems. This approach runs like a red skein through our foreign 

policy of the last fifty years . •  ., According to this line of argument. there is 

no real gap between America's liberal rhetoric and its foreign policy 
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behavior, because the United States practices what it preaches. But this 

claim is wrong, as I will argue at length below. American foreign policy 

has usually been guided by realist logic. although the public pronounce

ments of its leaders might lead one to think otherwise. 

It should be obvious to intelligent observers that the United States 

speaks one way and acts another. In fact, policymakers in other states 

have always remarked about this tendency in American foreign policy. As 

long ago as 1 939, for example, Carr pointed out that states on the 

European continent regard the English-speaking peoples as "'masters in 

the an of concealing their selfish national interests in the guise of the gen

eral good,· adding that "this kind of hypocrisy is a special and characteris

tic peculiarity of the Anglo-Saxon mind. " 6 1 

Still, the gap between rhetoric and reality usually goes unnoticed in the 

United States itself. Two factors account for this phenomenon. First, realist 

policies sometimes coincide with the dictates of liberalism, in which case 

there is no conflict between the pursuit of power and the pursuit of prin

ciple. Under these circumstances, realist policies can be justified with lib

eral rhetoric without having to discuss the underlying power realities. 

This coincidence makes for an easy sell. For example. the United States 

fought against fascism in World War II and communism in the Cold War 

for largely realist reasons. But both of those fights were also consistent 

with liberal principles, and thus policymakers had little trouble selling 

them to the public as ideological conflicts. 

Second, when power considerations force the United States to act in 

ways that conflict with liberal principles, "spin doctors· appear and tell a 

story that accords with liberal ideals." For example. in the late nineteenth 

century. American elites generally considered Germany to be a progres

sive constitutional state wonhy of emulation. But the American view of 

Germany changed in the decade before World War I, as relations between 

the two states deteriorated. By the time the United States declared war on 

Germany in April 1 9 1 7, Americans had come to see Germany as more 

autocratic and militaristic than its European rivals. 

Similarly. during the late 1 930s, many Americans saw the Soviet Union 

as an evil state. panly in response to Josef Stalin's murderous internal 
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policies and his infamous alliance with Nazi Germany in August 1 939.  

Nevertheless, when the United States joined forces with the Soviet Union 

in late 1 94 1  to fight against the Third Reich, the U.S. government began a 

massive public relations campaign to clean up the image of America's new 

ally and make it compatible with liberal ideals. The Soviet Union was now 

portrayed as a proto-democracy, and Stalin became "Uncle Joe."  

How is it possible to get  away with this contradktion between rhetoric 

and policy? Most Americans readily accept these rationalizations because 

liberalism is so deeply rooted in their culture. As a result, they find it easy 

to believe that they are acting according to cherished principles, rather 

than cold and calculated power considerations.65 

T H E  P L A N  OF T H E  B OOK 

T he rest of the chapters in this book are concerned mainly with 

answering the six big questions about power which I identified earlier. 

Chapter 2, which is probably the most important chapter in the book, lays 

out my theory of why states compete for power and why they pursue 

hegemony. 

In Chapters 3 and 4, 1 define power and explain how to measure it. I do 

this in order to lay the groundwork for testing my theory. It is impossible 

to determine whether states have behaved according to the dictates of 

offensive realism without knowing what power is and what different 

strategies states employ to maximize their share of world power. My start

ing point is to distinguish between potential power and actual military 

power, and then to argue that states care deeply about both kinds of 

power. Chapter 3 focuses on potential power, which involves mainly the 

size of a state's population and its wealth. Chapter 4 deals with actual mil

itary power. It is an especially long chapter because I make arguments 

about "the primacy of land power· and "the stopping power of water" 

that are novel and likely to be controversial. 

In Chapter 5, I discuss the strategies that great powers employ to gain 

and maintain power. This chapter includes a substantial discussion of the 
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utility o f  war for acquiring power. I also focus o n  balancing and buck

passing, which are the main strategies that states employ when faced with 

a rival that threatens to upset the balance of power. 

In Chapters 6 and 7, I examine the historical record to see whether 

there is evidence to suppon the theory. Specifically. I compare the con

duct of the great powers from 1792 to 1 990 to see whether their behavior 

fits the predictions of offensive realism. 

In Chapter 8, I lay out a simple theory that explains when great powers 

balance and when they choose to buck-pass. and then I examine that the

ory against the historical record. Chapter 9 focuses on the causes of war. 

Here. too, I lay out a simple theory and then test it against the empirical 

record. 

Chapter IO challenges the oft-made claim that international politics has 

been fundamentally transformed with the end of the Cold War. and that 

great powers no longer compete with each other for power. I briefly assess 

the theories underpinning that optimistic perspective, and then I look at 

how the great powers have behaved in Europe and Northeast Asia 

between 1 99 I and 2000. Finally, I make predictions about the likelihood 

of great-power conflict in these two important regions in the early twenty

first century. 



T W O  

Anarchy and 

the Struggle for Power 

G 
reat powers, I argue, are always searching for opportunities to 

gain power over their rivals, with hegemony as their final goal.  

This perspective does not allow for status quo powers, except for 

the unusual state that achieves preponderance. Instead, the system is pop

ulated with great powers that have revisionist intentions at their core . 1  

This chapter presents a theory that explains this competition for power. 

Specifically, I attempt to show that there is a compelling logic behind my 

claim that great powers seek to maximize their share of world power. I do 

not, however, test offensive realism against the historical record in this 

chapter. That important task is reserved for later chapters. 

W H Y  STAT E S  P U R S U E  P O W E R  

M y explanation for why great powers vie with each other for power 

and strive for hegemony is derived from five assumptions about the 

international system. None of these assumptions alone mandates that 

states behave competitively. Taken together, however, they depict a world 

in which states have considerable reason to think and sometimes behave 

aggressively. In particular, the system encourages states to look for oppor

tunities to maximize their power vis-.3 -vis other states. 

29 
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How important i s  i t  that these assumptions b e  realistic? Some social sci

entists argue that the assumptions that underpin a theory need not con

form to reality. Indeed, the economist Milton Friedman maintains that the 

best theories "will be found to have assumptions that are wildly inaccu

rate descriptive representations of reality, and, in general, the more signif

icant the theory, the more unrealistic the assumptions. "2 According to this 

view, the explanatory power of a theory is all that matters. If unrealistic 

assumptions lead to a theory that tells us a lot about how the world 

works, it is of no importance whether the underlying assumptions are 

realistic or not. 

I reject this view. Although I agree that explanatory power is the ulti

mate criterion for assessing theories, I also believe that a theory based on 

unrealistic or false assumptions will not explain much about how the 

world works. 1 Sound theories are based on sound assumptions. Accordingly, 

each of these five assumptions is a reasonably accurate representation of 

an important aspect of life in the international system. 

Bedrock Assumptions 

The first assumption is that the international system is anarchic, which 

does not mean that it is chaotic or riven by disorder. It is easy to draw that 

conclusion, since realism depicts a world characterized by security compe

tition and war. By itself, however, the realist notion of anarchy has noth

ing to do with conflict; it is an ordering principle, which says that the 

system comprises independent states that have no central authority above 

them.4 Sovereignty, in other words, inheres in states because there is no 

higher ruling body in the international system.' There is no "government 

over governments. "6 

The second assumption is that great powers inherently possess some 

offensive military capability, which gives them the wherewithal to hun 

and possibly destroy each other. States are potentially dangerous to each 

other, although some states have more military might than others and are 

therefore more dangerous. A state's military power is usually identified 

with the panicular weaponry at its disposal, although even if there were 
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no weapons, the individuals in those states could still use their feet and 

hands to attack the population of another state. After all, for every neck, 

there are two hands to choke it. 

The third assumption is that states can never be certain about other 

states' intentions. Specifically. no state can be sure that another state will 

not use its offensive military capability to attack the first state. This is not to 

say that states necessarily have hostile intentions. Indeed, all of the states 

in the system may be reliably benign, but it is impossible to be sure of that 

judgment because intentions are impossible to divine with 100 percent cer

tainty.7 There are many possible causes of aggression, and no state can be 

sure that another state is not motivated by one of them.8 Furthermore, 

intentions can change quickly, so a state's intentions can be benign one day 

and hostile the next. Uncertainty about intentions is unavoidable, which 

means that states can never be sure that other states do not have offensive 

intentions to go along with their offensive capabilities. 

The fourth assumption is that survival is the primary goal of great pow

ers. Specifically, states seek to maintain their territorial integrity and the 

autonomy of their domestic political order. Survival dominates other 

motives because, once a state is conquered, it is unlikely to be in a posi

tion to pursue other aims. Soviet leader Josef Stalin put the point well 

during a war scare in 1 927: "We can and must build socialism in the 

[Soviet Union ] .  But in order to do so we first of all have to exist."' States 

can and do pursue other goals, of course, but security is their most impor

tant objective. 

The fifth assumption is that great powers are rational actors. They are 

aware of their external environment and they think strategically about 

how to survive in it. In particular, they consider the preferences of other 

states and how their own behavior is likely to affect the behavior of those 

other states, and how the behavior of those other states is likely to affect 

their own strategy for survival. Moreover, states pay attention to the long 

term as well as the immediate consequences of their actions. 

As emphasized, none of these assumptions alone dictates that great 

powers as a general rule should behave aggressively toward each other. 

There is surely the possibility that some state might have hostile intentions. 
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but the only assumption dealing with a specific motive that i s  common to 

all states says that their principal objective is to survive, which by itself is a 

rather harmless goal. Nevertheless, when the five assumptions are married 

together, they create powerful incentives for great powers to think and act 

offensively with regard to each other. In particular, three general patterns 

of behavior result: fear, self-help, and power maximization. 

State Behavior 

Great powers fear each other. They regard each other with suspicion, and 

they worry that war might be in the offing. They anticipate danger. There 

is little room for trust among states. For sure, the level of fear varies across 

time and space, but it cannot be reduced to a trivial level. From the per

spedive of any one great power, all other great powers are potential ene

mies. This point is illustrated by the reaction of the United Kingdom and 

France to German reunification at the end of the Cold War. Despite the 

fact that these three states had been dose allies for almost forty-five years, 

both the United Kingdom and France immediately began worrying about 

the potential dangers of a united Germany. ' °  

The basis of this fear is that  in a world where great powers have the 

capability to attack each other and might have the motive to do so, any 

state bent on survival must be at least suspicious of other states and reluc

tant to trust them. Add to this the "9 1 1 "  problem-the absence of a cen

tral authority to which a threatened state can tum for help-and states 

have even greater incentive to fear each other. Moreover, there is no 

mechanism, other than the possible self- interest of third parties, for pun

ishing an aggressor. Because it is sometimes difficult to deter potential 

aggressors, states have ample reason not to trust other states and to be 

prepared for war with them. 

The possible consequences of falling victim to aggression further ampli

fy the importance of fear as a motivating force in world politics. Great pow

ers do not compete with each other as if international politics were merely 

an economic marketplace. Political competition among states is a much 

more dangerous business than mere economic intercourse; the former can 
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lead to war. and war often means mass killing on the battlefield as well as 

mass murder of civilians. In extreme cases, war can even lead to the 

destruction of states. The horrible consequences of war sometimes cause 

states to view each other not just as competitors, but as potentially deadly 

enemies. Political antagonism, in short, tends to be intense, because the 

stakes are great. 

States in the international system also aim to guarantee their own sur

vival. Because other states are potential threats, and because there is no 

higher authority to come to their rescue when they dial 9 1 1 ,  states can

not depend on others for their own security. Each state tends to see itself 

as vulnerable and alone, and therefore it aims to provide for its own sur

vival. In international politics, God helps those who help themselves. 

This emphasis on self-help does not preclude states from forming 

alliances .u But alliances are only temporary marriages of convenience: 

today's alliance partner might be tomorrow's enemy, and today's enemy 

might be tomorrow's alliance partner. For example, the United States 

fought with China and the Soviet Union against Germany and Japan in 

World War II, but soon thereafter flip-flopped enemies and partners and 

allied with West Germany and Japan against China and the Soviet Union 

during the Cold War. 

States operating in a self-help world almost always act according to 

their own self-interest and do not subordinate their interests to the inter

ests of other states, or to the interests of the so-called international com

munity. The reason is simple: it pays to be selfish in a self-help world. This 

is true in the short term as well as in the long term, because if a state loses 

in the short run, it might not be around for the long haul. 

Apprehensive about the ultimate intentions of other states. and aware 

that they operate in a self-help system, states quickly understand that the 

best way to ensure their survival is to be the most powerful state in the 

system. The stronger a state is relative to its potential rivals, the less likely 

it is that any of those rivals will attack it and threaten its survival. Weaker 

states will be reluctant to pick fights with more powerful states because 

the weaker states are likely to suffer military defeat. Indeed, the bigger the 

gap in power between any two states, the less likely it is that the weaker 
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will attack the stronger. Neither Canada nor Mexico, for example, would 

countenance attacking the United States, which is far more powerful than 

its neighbors. The ideal situation is to be the hegemon in the system. As 

Immanuel Kant said, "It is the desire of every state, or of its ruler, to arrive 

at a condition of perpetual peace by conquering the whole world, if that 

were possible. "12 Survival would then be almost guaranteed. u 
Consequently. states pay close attention to how power is distributed 

among them, and they make a special effon to maximize their share of 

world power. Specifically. they look for opportunities to alter the balance 

of power by acquiring additional increments of power at the expense of 

potential rivals. States employ a variety of means-economic, diplomatic, 

and military-to shift the balance of power in their favor. even if doing so 

makes other states suspicious or even hostile. Because one state's gain in 

power is another state's loss, great powers tend to have a zero-sum men

tality when dealing with each other. The trick, of course, is to be the win

ner in this competition and to dominate the other states in the system. 

Thus, the claim that states maximize relative power is tantamount to 

arguing that states are disposed to think offensively toward other states, 

even though their ultimate motive is simply to survive. In short, great 

powers have aggressive intentions. 1 4  

Even when a great power achieves a distinct military advantage over its 

rivals, it continues looking for chances to gain more power. The pursuit of 

power stops only when hegemony is achieved. The idea that a great 

power might feel secure without dominating the system, provided it has 

an "'appropriate amount" of power, is not persuasive, for two reasons. 1 5  

First. i t  i s  difficult t o  assess how much relative power o n e  state must have 

over its rivals before it is secure. Is twice as much power an appropriate 

threshold? Or is three times as much power the magic number? The root 

of the problem is that power calculations alone do not determine which 

side wins a war. Clever strategies. for example, sometimes allow less pow

erful states to defeat more powerful foes. 

Second, determining how much power is enough becomes even more 

complicated when great powers contemplate how power will be distrib

uted among them ten or twenty years down the road.  The capabilities of 
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individual states vary over time, sometimes markedly, and it is often diffi

cult to predict the direction and scope of change in the balance of power. 

Remember, few in the West anticipated the collapse of the Soviet Union 

before it happened. In fact, during the first half of the Cold War, many in 

the West feared that the Soviet economy would eventually generate 

greater wealth than the American economy, which would cause a marked 

power shift against the United States and its allies. What the future holds 

for China and Russia and what the balance of power will look like in 2020 

is difficult to foresee. 

Given the difficulty of determining how much power is enough for 

today and tomorrow, great powers recognize that the best way to ensure 

their security is to achieve hegemony now, thus eliminating any possibili

ty of a challenge by another great power. Only a misguided state would 

pass up an opportunity to be the hegemon in the system because it 

thought it already had sufficient power to survive. "  But even if a great 

power does not have the wherewithal to achieve hegemony (and that is 

usually the case) ,  it will still act offensively to amass as much power as it 

can, because states are almost always better off with more rather than less 

power. In shon, states do not become status quo powers until they com

pletely dominate the system. 

All states are influenced by this logic, which means that not only do 

they look for opportunities to take advantage of one another. they also 

work to ensure that other states do not take advantage of them. After all, 

rival states are driven by the same logic, and most states are likely to rec

ognize their own motives at play in the actions of other states. In short, 

states ultimately pay attention to defense as well as offense. They think 

about conquest themselves, and they work to check aggressor states from 

gaining power at their expense. This inexorably leads to a world of con

stant security competition, where states are willing to lie, cheat. and use 

brute force if it helps them gain advantage over their rivals. Peace, if one 

defines that concept as a state of tranquility or mutual concord, is not like

ly to break out in this world. 

The •security dilemma, · which is one of the most well-known concepts 

in the international relations literature, reflects the basic logic of offensive 
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realism. The essence o f  the dilemma i s  that the measures a state takes to 

increase its own security usually decrease the security of other states. 

Thus, it is difficult for a state to increase its own chances of survival with

out threatening the survival of other states. John Herz first introduced the 

security dilemma in a I 950 anicle in the journal World Politics. " After dis

cussing the anarchic nature of international politics, he writes. "Striving to 

attain security from . . .  attack. [states] are driven to acquire more and 

more power in order to escape the impact of the power of others. This. in 

tum, renders the others more insecure and compels them to prepare for 

the worst. Since none can ever feel entirely secure in such a world of 

competing units, power competition ensues, and the vicious circle of secu

rity and power accumulation is on." 1 8  The implication of Herz's analysis is 

clear: the best way for a state to survive in anarchy is to take advantage of 

other states and gain power at their expense. The best defense is a good 

offense. Since this message is widely understood, ceaseless security com

petition ensues. Unfonunately. little can be done to ameliorate the securi

ty dilemma as long as states operate in anarchy. 

It should be apparent from this discussion that saying that states are 

power maximizers is tantamount to saying that they care about relative 

power, not absolute power. There is an important distinction here, 

because states concerned about relative power behave differently than do 

states interested in absolute power. 1 9  States that maximize relative power 

are concerned primarily with the distribution of material capabilities. In 

panicular. they try to gain as large a power advantage as possible over 

potential rivals. because power is the best means to survival in a danger

ous world. Thus. states motivated by relative power concerns are likely to 

forgo large gains in their own power. if such gains give rival states even 

greater power. for smaller national gains that nevenheless provide them 

with a power advantage over their rivals.20 States that maximize absolute 

power. on the other hand, care only about the size of their own gains. not 

those of other states. They are not motivated by balance-of-power logic 

but instead are concerned with amassing power without regard to how 

much power other states control. They would jump at the opponunity for 

large gains. even if a rival gained more in the deal. Power. according to 

this logic, is not a means to an end (survival ) ,  but an end in itself." 
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There is obviously little room for status quo powers in a world where 

states are inclined to look for opportunities to gain more power. 

Nevertheless, great powers cannot always act on their offensive inten

tions, because behavior is influenced not only by what states want, but 

also by their capacity to realize these desires. Every state might want to be 

king of the hill, but not every state has the wherewithal to compete for 

that lofty position, much less achieve it. Much depends on how military 

might is distributed among the great powers. A great power that has a 

marked power advantage over its rivals is likely to behave more aggres

sively, because it has the capability as well as the incentive to do so. 

By contrast. great powers facing powerful opponents will be less 

inclined to consider offensive action and more concerned with defending 

the existing balance of power from threats by their more powerful oppo

nents. Let there be an opportunity for those weaker states to revise the 

balance in their own favor, however, and they will take advantage of it. 

Stalin put the point well at the end of World War II: ·Everyone imposes 

his own system as far as his army can reach. It  cannot be otherwise. "' 22 

States might also have the capability to gain advantage over a rival power 

but nevertheless decide that the perceived costs of offense are too high 

and do not justify the expected benefits. 

In short, great powers are not mindless aggressors so bent on gaining 

power that they charge headlong into losing wars or pursue Pyrrhic victo

ries. On the contrary. before great powers take offensive actions, they 

think carefully about the balance of power and about how other states 

will react to their moves. They weigh the costs and risks of offense against 

the likely benefits. If the benefits do not outweigh the risks. they sit tight 

and wait for a more propitious moment. Nor do states start arms races that 

are unlikely to improve their overall position. As discussed at greater length 

in Chapter 3, states sometimes limit defense spending either because spend

ing more would bring no strategic advantage or because spending more 

would weaken the economy and undermine the state's power in the long 

run." To paraphrase Clint Eastwood, a state has to know its limitations to 

survive in the international system. 
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Nevertheless, great powers miscalculate from time t o  time because they 

invariably make imponant decisions on the basis of imperfect informa

tion. States hardly ever have complete information about any situation 

they confront. There are two dimensions to this problem. Potential adver

saries have incentives to misrepresent their own strength or weakness, 

and to conceal their true aims.24 For example, a weaker state trying to 

deter a stronger state is likely to exaggerate its own power to discourage 

the potential aggressor from attacking. On the other hand, a state bent on 

aggression is likely to emphasize its peaceful goals while exaggerating its 

military weakness, so that the potential victim does not build up its own 

arms and thus leaves itself vulnerable to attack. Probably no national 

leader was better at practicing this kind of deception than Adolf Hitler. 

But even if disinformation was not a problem, great powers are often 

unsure about how their own military forces, as well as the adversary's, 

will perform on the battlefield. For example, it is sometimes difficult to 

determine in advance how new weapons and untested combat units will 

perform in the face of enemy fire. Peacetime maneuvers and war games 

are helpful but imperfect indicators of what is likely to happen in actual 

combat. Fighting wars is a complicated business in which it is often diffi

cult to predict outcomes. Remember that although the United States and 

its allies scored a stunning and remarkably easy victory against Iraq in 

early 1 99 1 .  most experts at the time believed that Iraq's military would be 

a formidable foe and put up stubborn resistance before finally succumbing 

to American military might." 

Great powers are also sometimes unsure about the resolve of opposing 

states as well as allies. For example, Germany believed that if it went to war 

against France and Russia in the summer of 1 9 1 4, the United Kingdom 

would probably stay out of the fight. Saddam Hussein expected the United 

States to stand aside when he invaded Kuwait in August 1 990. Both aggres

sors guessed wrong, but each had good reason to think that its initial judg

ment was correct. In the 1 9 30s, Adolf Hitler believed that his great-power 

rivals would be easy to exploit and isolate because each had little interest 

in fighting Germany and instead was determined to get someone else to 

assume that burden. He guessed right. In short, great powers constantly 
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find themselves confronting situations in which they have to make impor

tant decisions with incomplete information. Not surprisingly, they some

times make faulty judgments and end up doing themselves serious harm. 

Some defensive realists go so far as to suggest that the constraints of the 

international system are so powerful that offense rarely succeeds, and that 

aggressive great powers invariably end up being punished.26 As noted, 

they emphasize that I )  threatened states balance against aggressors and 

ultimately crush them, and 2 )  there is an offense-defense balance that is 

usually heavily tilted toward the defense, thus making conquest especially 

difficult. Great powers, therefore, should be content with the existing bal

ance of power and not try to change it by force. Alter all. it makes little 

sense for a state to initiate a war that it is likely to lose; that would be self

defeating behavior. It is better to concentrate instead on preserving the 

balance of power.21 Moreover, because aggressors seldom succeed, states 

should understand that security is abundant, and thus there is no good 

strategic reason for wanting more power in the first place. In a world 

where conquest seldom pays, states should have relatively benign inten

tions toward each other. If they do not, these defensive realists argue, the 

reason is probably poisonous domestic politics, not smart calculations 

about how to guarantee one's security in an anarchic world. 

There is no question that systemic factors constrain aggression, espe

cially balancing by threatened states. But defensive realists exaggerate 

those restraining forces. 28 Indeed, the historical record provides little sup

port for their claim that offense rarely succeeds. One study estimates that 

there were 6 3  wars between 1 8 1 5  and 1 980, and the initiator won 39  

times, which translates into about a 60 percent success rate.29 Turning to  

specific cases, Otto von Bismarck unified Germany by winning military 

victories against Denmark in 1 864, Austria in 1 866, and France in 1 870, 

and the United States as we know it today was created in good part by 

conquest in the nineteenth century. Conquest certainly paid big dividends 

in these cases. Nazi Germany won wars against Poland in 1 9 3 9  and France 

in 1 940, but lost to the Soviet Union between 1 94 1  and 1 94 5 .  Conquest 

ultimately did not pay for the Third Reich, but if Hitler had restrained 

himself after the fall of France and had not invaded the Soviet Union, 
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conquest probably would have paid handsomely for the Nazis. In short, 

the historical record shows that offense sometimes succeeds and some

times does not. The trick for a sophisticated power maximizer is to figure 

out when to raise and when to fold. 30 

H E G E M O N Y ' S  L I M I T S  

G reat powers, as I have emphasized, strive t o  gain power over their 

rivals and hopefully become hegemons. Once a state achieves that 

exalted position, it becomes a status quo power. More needs to be said, 

however, about the meaning of hegemony. 

A hegemon is a state that is so powerful that it dominates all the other 

states in the system. 3 1  No other state has the military wherewithal to put 

up a serious fight against it. In essence, a hegemon is the only great power 

in the system. A state that is substantially more powerful than the other 

great powers in the system is not a hegemon, because it faces, by defini

tion, other great powers. The United Kingdom in the mid-nineteenth cen

tury, for example, is sometimes called a hegemon. But it was not a 

hegemon, because there were four other great powers in Europe at the 

time-Austria, France, Prussia, and Russia-and the United Kingdom did 

not dominate them in any meaningful way. In fact, during that period, the 

United Kingdom considered France to be a serious threat to the balance of 

power. Europe in the nineteenth century was multipolar, not unipolar. 

Hegemony means domination of the system, which is usually interpret

ed to mean the entire world. It is possible, however, to apply the concept 

of a system more narrowly and use it to describe panicular regions, such 

as Europe, Nonheast Asia, and the Western Hemisphere. Thus. one can 

distinguish between global hegemons, which dominate the world, and 

regional hegemons, which dominate distinct geographical areas. The United 

States has been a regional hegemon in the Western Hemisphere for at 

least the past one hundred years. No other state in the Americas has suffi

cient military might to challenge it, which is why the United States is 

widely recognized as the only great power in its region. 
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My argument, which I develop at length in subsequent chapters, is that 

except for the unlikely event wherein one state achieves clear-cut nuclear 

superiority, it is virtually impossible for any state to achieve global hege

mony. The principal impediment to world domination is the difficulty of 

projecting power across the world's oceans onto the territory of a rival 

great power. The United States, for example, is the most powerful state on 

the planet today. But it does not dominate Europe and Northeast Asia the 

way it does the Western Hemisphere, and it has no intention of trying to 

conquer and control those distant regions, mainly because of the stopping 

power of water. Indeed, there is reason to think that the American mili

tary commitment to Europe and Northeast Asia might wither away over 

the next decade. In short, there has never been a global hegemon, and 

there is not likely to be one anytime soon. 

The best outcome a great power can hope for is to be a regional hege

mon and possibly control another region that is nearby and accessible 

over land. The United States is the only regional hegemon in modem his

tory, although other states have fought major wars in pursuit of regional 

hegemony: imperial Japan in Northeast Asia, and Napoleonic France, 

Wilhelmine Germany, and Nazi Germany in Europe. But none succeeded. 

The Soviet Union, which is located in Europe and Northeast Asia, threat

ened to dominate both of those regions during the Cold War. The Soviet 

Union might also have attempted to conquer the oil-rich Persian Gulf 

region, with which it shared a border. But even if Moscow had been able 

to dominate Europe. Northeast Asia, and the Persian Gulf, which it never 

came dose to doing, it still would have been unable to conquer the 

Western Hemisphere and become a true global hegemon. 

States that achieve regional hegemony seek to prevent great powers in 

other regions from duplicating their feat. Regional hegemons, in other 

words, do not want peers. Thus the United States, for example, played a 

key role in preventing imperial Japan, Wilhelmine Germany, Nazi 

Germany, and the Soviet Union from gaining regional supremacy. 

Regional hegemons attempt to check aspiring hegemons in other regions 

because they fear that a rival great power that dominates its own region 

will be an especially powerful foe that is essentially free to cause trouble 
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i n  the fearful great power's backyard. Regional hegemons prefer that 

there be at least two great powers located together in other regions, 

because their proximity will force them to concentrate their attention on 

each other rather than on the distant hegemon. 

Furthermore, if a potential hegemon emerges among them, the other 

great powers in that region might be able to contain it by themselves, 

allowing the distant hegemon to remain safely on the sidelines. Of course, 

if the local great powers were unable to do the job, the distant hegemon 

would take the appropriate measures to deal with the threatening state. 

The United States, as noted, has assumed that burden on four separate 

occasions in the twentieth century, which is why it is commonly referred 

to as an •offshore balancer.· 

In sum, the ideal situation for any great power is to be the only region

al hegemon in the world. That state would be a status quo power, and it 

would go to considerable lengths to preserve the existing distribution of 

power. The United States is in that enviable position today; it dominates 

the Western Hemisphere and there is no hegemon in any other area of 

the world. But if a regional hegemon is confronted with a peer competi

tor, it would no longer be a status quo power. Indeed, it would go to con

siderable lengths to weaken and maybe even destroy its distant rival. Of 

course, both regional hegemons would be motivated by that logic, which 

would make for a fierce security competition between them. 

POW E R  A N D  F E A R  

T hat great powers fear each other i s  a central aspect o f  life i n  the inter

national system. But as noted, the level of fear varies from case to case. 

For example, the Soviet Union worried much less about Germany in I 930 

than it did in I 939. How much states fear each other matters greatly, 

because the amount of fear between them largely determines the severity 

of their security competition, as well as the probability that they will fight a 

war. The more profound the fear is, the more intense is the security com

petition, and the more likely is war. The logic is straightforward: a scared 
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state will look especially hard for ways to enhance its security, and it will 

be disposed to pursue risky policies to achieve that end. Therefore. it is 

imponant to understand what causes states to fear each other more or less 

intensely. 

Fear among great powers derives from the fact that they invariably have 

some offensive military capability that they can use against each other. and 

the fact that one can never be cenain that other states do not intend to use 

that power against oneself. Moreover. because states operate in an anarchic 

system, there is no night watchman to whom they can tum for help if 

another great power attacks them. Although anarchy and uncenainty 

about other states' intentions create an irreducible level of fear among 

states that leads to power-maximizing behavior, they cannot account for 

why sometimes that level of fear is greater than at other times. The reason 

is that anarchy and the difficulty of discerning state intentions are constant 

facts of life, and constants cannot explain variation. The capability that 

states have to threaten each other. however. varies from case to case. and it 

is the key factor that drives fear levels up and down. Specifically. the more 

power a state possesses, the more fear it generates among its rivals. 

Germany. for example, was much more powerful at the end of the 1 9 30s 

than it was at the decade's beginning, which is why the Soviets became 

increasingly fearful of Germany over the course of that decade. 

This discussion of how power affects fear prompts the question, What is 

power? It is important to distinguish between potential and actual power. 

A state's potential power is based on the size of its population and the 

level of its wealth. These two assets are the main building blocks of mili

tary power. Wealthy rivals with large populations can usually build formi

dable military forces. A state's actual power is embedded mainly in its 

army and the air and naval forces that directly support it .  Armies are the 

central ingredient of military power, because they are the principal instru

ment for conquering and controlling territory-the paramount political 

objective in a world of territorial states. In short, the key component of 

military might, even in the nuclear age, is land power. 

Power considerations affect the intensity of fear among states in three 

main ways. First, rival states that possess nuclear forces that can survive a 
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nuclear attack and retaliate against i t  are likely t o  fear each other less than 

if these same states had no nuclear weapons. During the Cold War, for 

example, the level of fear between the superpowers probably would have 

been substantially greater if nuclear weapons had not been invented. The 

logic here is simple: because nuclear weapons can inflict devastating 

destruction on a rival state in a short period of time, nuclear-armed rivals 

are going to be reluctant to fight with each other, which means that each 

side will have less reason to fear the other than would otherwise be the 

case. But as the Cold War demonstrates, this does not mean that war 

between nuclear powers is no longer thinkable; they still have reason to 

fear each other. 

Second, when great powers are separated by large bodies of water, they 

usually do not have much offensive capability against each other, regard

less of the relative size of their armies. Large bodies of water are formidable 

obstacles that cause significant power-projection problems for attacking 

armies. For example, the stopping power of water explains in good part 

why the United Kingdom and the United States {since becoming a great 

power in 1 898) have never been invaded by another great power. It also 

explains why the United States has never tried to conquer territory in 

Europe or Northeast Asia, and why the United Kingdom has never 

attempted to dominate the European continent. Great powers located on 

the same landmass are in a much better position to attack and conquer 

each other. That is especially true of states that share a common border. 

Therefore, great powers separated by water are likely to fear each other 

less than great powers that can get at each other over land. 

Third, the distribution of power among the states in the system also 

markedly affects the levels of fear." The key issue is whether power is dis

tributed more or less evenly among the great powers or whether there are 

sharp power asymmetries. The configuration of power that generates the 

most fear is a multipolar system that contains a potential hegemon-what 

I call ·unbalanced multipolarity. • 

A potential hegemon is more than just the most powerful state in the 

system. It is a great power with so much actual military capability and so 

much potential power that it stands a good chance of dominating and 
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controlling all of the other great powers in its region of the world. A 

potential hegemon need not have the wherewithal to fight all of its rivals 

at once. but it must have excellent prospects of defeating each opponent 

alone. and good prospects of defeating some of them in tandem. The key 

relationship, however. is the power gap between the potential hegemon 

and the second most powerful state in the system: there must be a marked 

gap between them. To qualify as a potential hegemon, a state must have

by some reasonably large margin-the most formidable army as well as 

the most latent power among all the states located in its region. 

Bipolarity is the power configuration that produces the least amount of 

fear among the great powers. although not a negligible amount by any 

means. Fear tends to be less acute in bipolarity. because there is usually a 

rough balance of power between the two major states in the system. 

Multipolar systems without a potential hegemon, what I call "balanced 

multipolarity. • are still likely to have power asymmetries among their 

members, although these asymmetries will not be as pronounced as the 

gaps created by the presence of an aspiring hegemon. Therefore. balanced 

multipolarity is likely to generate less fear than unbalanced multipolarity, 

but more fear than bipolarity. 

This discussion of how the level of fear between great powers varies 

with changes in the distribution of power, not with assessments about 

each other's intentions, raises a related point. When a state surveys its 

environment to determine which states pose a threat to its survival, it 

focuses mainly on the offensive capabilities of potential rivals, not their 

intentions. As emphasized earlier, intentions are ultimately unknowable, 

so states worried about their survival must make worst-case assumptions 

about their rivals' intentions. Capabilities, however, not only can be meas

ured but also determine whether or not a rival state is a serious threat. In  

shon, great powers balance against capabilities, not  intentions.n 

Great powers obviously balance against states with formidable military 

forces, because that offensive military capability is the tangible threat to 

their survival. But great powers also pay careful attention to how much 

latent power rival states control. because rich and populous states usually 

can and do build powerful armies. Thus. great powers tend to fear states 
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with large populations and rapidly expanding economies, even if these 

states have not yet translated their wealth into military might. 

T H E  H I E RA R C H Y  OF STAT E GOA L S  

5 urvival i s  the number one goal o f  great powers, according t o  m y  theo

ry. In practice. however. states pursue non-security goals as well. For 

example, great powers invariably seek greater economic prosperity to 

enhance the welfare of their citizenry. They sometimes seek to promote a 

panicular ideology abroad, as happened during the Cold War when the 

the United States tried to spread democracy around the world and the 

Soviet Union tried to sell communism. National unification is another goal 

that sometimes motivates states, as it did with Prussia and Italy in the 

nineteenth century and Germany after the Cold War. Great powers also 

occasionally try to foster human rights around the globe . States might 

pursue any of these. as well as a number of other non-security goals. 

Offensive realism cenainly recognizes that great powers might pursue 

these non-security goals. but it has little to say about them, save for one 

imponant point: states can pursue them as long as the requisite behavior 

does not conflict with balance-of-power logic, which is often the case. w  

Indeed, the pursuit of these non-security goals sometimes complements 

the hunt for relative power. For example, Nazi Germany expanded into 

eastern Europe for both ideological and realist reasons, and the superpow

ers competed with each other during the Cold War for similar reasons. 

Funhermore, greater economic prosperity invariably means greater 

wealth, which has significant implications for security, because wealth is 

the foundation of military power. Wealthy states can afford powerful mili

tary forces, which enhance a state's prospects for survival. As the political 

economist Jacob Viner noted more than fifty years ago, "there is a long

run harmony· between wealth and power. " National unification is anoth

er goal that usually complements the pursuit of power. For example, the 

unified German state that emerged in 1 8 7 1  was more powerful than the 

Prussian state it replaced. 
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Sometimes the pursuit of non-security goals has hardly any effect on 

the balance of power. one way or the other. Human rights interventions 

usually fit this description, because they tend to be small-scale operations 

that cost little and do not detract from a great power's prospects for sur

vival. For better or for worse, states are rarely willing to expend blood and 

treasure to protect foreign populations from gross abuses. including geno

cide. For instance. despite claims that American foreign policy is infused 

with moralism, Somalia ( 1 992-9 3 )  is the only instance during the past 

one hundred years in which U.S. soldiers were killed in action on a 

humanitarian mission. And in that case, the loss of a mere eighteen sol

diers in an infamous firefight in October 1 99 3  so traumatized American 

policymakers that they immediately pulled all U.S .  troops out of Somalia 

and then refused to intervene in Rwanda in the spring of 1 994, when eth

nic Hutu went on a genocidal rampage against their Tutsi neighbors. )6 

Stopping that genocide would have been relatively easy and it would have 

had vinually no effect on the position of the United States in the balance 

of power." Yet nothing was done. In shon, although realism does not pre

scribe human rights interventions, it does not necessarily proscribe them. 

But sometimes the pursuit of non-security goals conOicts with balance

of-power logic, in which case states usually act according to the dictates of 

realism. For example, despite the U.S. commitment to spreading democra

cy across the globe, it helped ovenhrow democratically elected govern

ments and embraced a number of authoritarian regimes during the Cold 

War. when American policymakers felt that these actions would help con

tain the Soviet Union." In World War II, the liberal democracies put aside 

their antipathy for communism and formed an alliance with the Soviet 

Union against Nazi Germany. " f  can't take communism,• Franklin 

Roosevelt emphasized, but to defeat Hitler ·1 would hold hands with the 

Devil . . ,. In the same way, Stalin repeatedly demonstrated that when his 

ideological preferences clashed with power considerations, the latter won 

out. To take the most blatant example of his realism, the Soviet Union 

formed a non-aggression pact with Nazi Germany in August 1 9 39-the 

infamous Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact-in hopes that the agreement would 

at least temporarily satisfy Hitler's territorial ambitions in eastern Europe 
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and turn the Wehrmacht toward France and the United Kingdom.40 When 

great powers confront a serious threat, in short, they pay little attention to 

ideology as they search for alliance partners.41 

Security also trumps wealth when those two goals conflict, because 

"'defence," as Adam Smith wrote in The Wealth of Nations, "is of much more 

importance than opulence. "41 Smith provides a good illustration of how 

states behave when forced to choose between wealth and relative power. 

In 1 651 , England put into effect the famous Navigation Act protectionist 

legislation designed to damage Holland's commerce and ultimately cripple 

the Dutch economy. The legislation mandated that all goods imported into 

England be carried either in English ships or ships owned by the country 

that originally produced the goods. Since the Dutch produced few goods 

themselves, this measure would badly damage their shipping, the central 

ingredient in their economic success. Of course, the Navigation Act would 

hurt England's economy as well, mainly because it would rob England of 

the benefits of free trade. "The act of navigation, " Smith wrote, "is not 

favorable to foreign commerce, or to the growth of that opulence that can 

arise from it ."  Nevertheless, Smith considered the legislation "the wisest of 

all the commercial regulations of England" because it did more damage to 

the Dutch economy than to the English economy, and in the mid-seven

teenth century Holland was "the only naval power which could endanger 

the security of England. "43 

C R E AT I N G  W O R L D  O R D E R  

T he claim i s  sometimes made that great powers can transcend realist logic 

by working together to build an international order that fosters peace 

and justice. World peace, it would appear, can only enhance a state's pros

perity and security. America's political leaders paid considerable lip service 

to this line of argument over the course of the twentieth century. President 

Clinton, for example, told an audience at the United Nations in September 

1 993 that •at the birth of this organization 48 years ago . . .  a generation of 

gifted leaders from many nations stepped forward to organize the world's 

efforts on behalf of security and prosperity . . . .  Now history has granted to 
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us a moment of even greater opponunity . . . .  Let us resolve that we will 

dream larger. . . . Let us ensure that the world we pass to our children is 

healthier, safer and more abundant than the one we inhabit today."44 

This rhetoric notwithstanding, great powers do not work together to 

promote world order for its own sake. Instead, each seeks to maximize its 

own share of world power, which is likely to clash with the goal of creat

ing and sustaining stable international orders.45 This is not to say that 

great powers never aim to prevent wars and keep the peace. On the con· 

trary, they work hard to deter wars in which they would be the likely vic

tim. In such cases, however, state behavior is driven largely by narrow 

calculations about relative power. not by a commitment to build a world 

order independent of a state's own interests. The United States, for exam· 

pie, devoted enormous resources to deterring the Soviet Union from stan· 

ing a war in Europe during the Cold War, not because ol some 

deep·seated commitment to promoting peace around the world, but 

because American leaders feared that a Soviet victory would lead to a 

dangerous shift in the balance of power.46 

The panicular international order that obtains at any time is mainly a 

by-product of the self-interested behavior of the system's great powers. 

The configuration of the system, in other words, is the unintended conse· 

quence of great·power security competition, not the result of states acting 

together to organize peace. The establishment of the Cold War order in 

Europe illustrates this point. Neither the Soviet Union nor the United 

States intended to establish it, nor did they work together to create it. In 

fact, each superpower worked hard in the early years of the Cold War to 

gain power at the expense of the other, while preventing the other from 

doing likewise." The system that emerged in Europe in the aftermath of 

World War II was the unplanned consequence of intense security compe

tition between the superpowers. 

Although that intense superpower rivalry ended along with the Cold War 

in 1 990, Russia and the United States have not worked together to create 

the present order in Europe. The United States, for example, has rejected 

out of hand various Russian proposals to make the Organization for 

Security and Cooperation in Europe the central organizing pillar of 

European security ( replacing the U.S. -dominated NATO) .  Funhermore, 
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Russia was deeply opposed to NATO expansion, which i t  viewed a s  a serious 

threat to Russian security. Recognizing that Russia's weakness would pre

clude any retaliation, however, the United States ignored Russia's concerns 

and pushed NATO to accept the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Poland as 

new members. Russia has also opposed U.S. policy in the Balkans over the 

past decade, especially NATO's 1 999 war against Yugoslavia. Again, the 

United States has paid little attention to Russia's concerns and has taken 

the steps it deems necessary to bring peace to that volatile region. Finally, it 

is worth noting that although Russia is dead set against allowing the United 

States to deploy ballistic missile defenses, it is highly likely that Washington 

will deploy such a system if it is judged to be technologically feasible. 

For sure. great-power rivalry will sometimes produce a stable interna

tional order, as happened during the Cold War. Nevenheless, the great 

powers will continue looking for opportunities to increase their share of 

world power, and if a favorable situation arises. they will move to under

mine that stable order. Consider how hard the United States worked dur

ing the late 1 980s to weaken the Soviet Union and bring down the stable 

order that had emerged in Europe during the latter pan of the Cold War.48 

Of course, the states that stand to lose power will work to deter aggression 

and preserve the existing order. But their motives will be selfish, revolving 

around balance-of-power logic, not some commitment to world peace. 

Great powers cannot commit themselves to the pursuit of a peaceful 

world order for two reasons. First, states are unlikely to agree on a general 

formula for bolstering peace. Certainly, international relations scholars 

have never reached a consensus on what the blueprint should look like. 

In fact. it seems there are about as many theories on the causes of war and 

peace as there are scholars studying the subject. But more imponant, poli

cymakers are unable to agree on how to create a stable world. For exam

ple, at the Paris Peace Conference alter World War I, imponant differences 

over how to create stability in Europe divided Georges Clemenceau, David 

Lloyd George, and Woodrow Wilson.49 In panicular, Clemenceau was 

determined to impose harsher terms on Germany over the Rhineland 

than was either Lloyd George or Wilson, while Lloyd George stood out as 

the hard-liner on German reparations. The Treaty of Versailles, not sur

prisingly, did little to promote European stability. 
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Furthermore, consider American thinking on how to achieve stability 

in Europe in the early days of the Cold War.50 The key elements for a sta· 

ble and durable system were in place by the early 1 9 50s. They included 

the division of Germany, the positioning of American ground forces in 

Western Europe to deter a Soviet attack, and ensuring that West Germany 

would not seek to develop nuclear weapons. Officials in the Truman 

administration, however, disagreed about whether a divided Germany 

would be a source of peace or war. For example, George Kennan and Paul 

Nitze, who held important positions in the State Department, believed 

that a divided Germany would be a source of instability, whereas 

Secretary of State Dean Acheson disagreed with them. In the 1 950s, 

President Eisenhower sought to end the American commitment to defend 

Western Europe and to provide West Germany with its own nuclear 

deterrent. This policy, which was never fully adopted. nevenheless caused 

significant instability in Europe, as it led directly to the Berlin crises of 

1 9 58-59 and 1 96 1 .5 1  

Second, great powers cannot put  aside power considerations and work 

to promote international peace because they cannot be sure that their 

effons will succeed. If their attempt fails. they are likely to pay a steep 

price for having neglected the balance of power, because if an aggressor 

appears at the door there will be no answer when they dial 9 1 1 .  That is a 

risk few states are willing to run. Therefore, prudence dictates that they 

behave according to realist logic. This line of reasoning accounts for why 

collective security schemes. which call for states to put aside narrow con· 

cems about the balance of power and instead act in accordance with the 

broader interests of the international community, invariably die at birth .  52 

C OO P E R AT I ON A M O N G  STAT E S  

0 n e  might conclude from the preceding discussion that my theory 

does not allow for any cooperation among the great powers. But this 

conclusion would be wrong. States can cooperate. although cooperation is 

sometimes difficult to achieve and always difficult to sustain. Two factors 

inhibit cooperation: considerations about relative gains and concern about 
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cheating." Ultimately. great powers live i n  a fundamentally competitive 

world where they view each other as real. or at least potential, enemies, 

and they therefore look to gain power at each other's expense. 

Any two states contemplating cooperation must consider how profits or 

gains will be distributed between them. They can think about the division 

in terms of either absolute or relative gains (recall the distinction made 

earlier between pursuing either absolute power or relative power; the 

concept here is the same) .  With absolute gains, each side is concerned 

with maximizing its own profits and cares little about how much the 

other side gains or loses in the deal. Each side cares about the other only 

to the extent that the other side's behavior affects its own prospects for 

achieving maximum profits. With relative gains, on the other hand, each 

side considers not only its own individual gain, but also how well it fares 

compared to the other side. 

Because great powers care deeply about the balance of power, their 

thinking focuses on relative gains when they consider cooperating with 

other states. For sure, each state tries to maximize its absolute gains; still, 

it is more important for a state to make sure that it does no worse, and 

perhaps better, than the other state in any agreement. Cooperation is 

more difficult to achieve, however, when states are attuned to relative 

gains rather than absolute gains. 54 This is because states concerned about 

absolute gains have to make sure that if the pie is expanding, they are get

ting at least some portion of the increase, whereas states that worry about 

relative gains must pay careful attention to how the pie is divided, which 

complicates cooperative efforts. 

Concerns about cheating also hinder cooperation. Great powers are 

often reluctant to enter into cooperative agreements for fear that the other 

side will cheat on the agreement and gain a significant advantage. This 

concern is especially acute in the military realm, causing a •special peril of 

defection." because the nature of military weaponry allows for rapid shifts 

in the balance of power." Such a development could create a window of 

opponunity for the state that cheats to inflict a decisive defeat on its victim. 

These barriers to cooperation notwithstanding. great powers do cooper

ate in a realist world. Balance-of-power logic often causes great powers to 
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form alliances and cooperate against common enemies. The United 

Kingdom, France, and Russia, for example, were allies against Germany 

before and during World War I .  States sometimes cooperate to gang up on 

a third state, as Germany and the Soviet Union did against Poland in 1 939.56 

More recently, Serbia and Croatia agreed to conquer and divide B osnia 

between them, although the United States and its European allies prevent

ed them from executing their agreement.57 Rivals as well as allies cooperate. 

After all. deals can be struck that roughly reflect the distribution of power 

and satisfy concerns about cheating. The various arms control agreements 

signed by the superpowers during the Cold War illustrate this point. 

The bottom line, however, is that cooperation takes place in a world 

that is competitive at its core-one where states have powerful incentives 

to take advantage of other states. This point is graphically highlighted by 

the state of European politics in the forty years before World War I .  The 

great powers cooperated frequently during this period, but that did not 

stop them from going to war on August I, 1 9 1 4." The United States and 

the Soviet Union also cooperated considerably during World War II, but 

that cooperation did not prevent the outbreak of the Cold War shortly 

after Germany and Japan were defeated. Perhaps most amazingly. there 

was significant economic and military cooperation between Nazi Germany 

and the Soviet Union during the two years before the Wehrmacht 

attacked the Red Army.59 No amount of cooperation can eliminate the 

dominating logic of security competition . Genuine peace, or a world in 

which states do not compete for power, is not likely as long as the state 

system remains anarchic. 

C O N C L U S I O N  

I n sum, my argument i s  that the structure o f  the international system, not 

the particular characteristics of individual great powers. causes them to 

think and act offensively and to seek hegemony. 60 I do not adopt 

Morgenthau's claim that states invariably behave aggressively because they 

have a will to power hardwired into them. Instead. I assume that the prin-
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dpaI motive behind great·power behavior is survival. In anarchy, however, 

the desire to survive encourages states to behave aggressively. Nor does my 

theory classify states as more or Jess aggressive on the basis of their eco· 

nomic or political systems. Offensive realism makes only a handful of 

assumptions about great powers, and these assumptions apply equally to 

all great powers. Except for differences in how much power each state con

trols, the theory treats all states alike. 

I have now laid out the logic explaining why states seek to gain as 

much power as possible over their rivals. I have said little, however, about 

the object of that pursuit: power itself. The next two chapters provide a 

detailed discussion of this important subject. 



T H R E E  

Wealth and Power 

P 
ower lies at the heart o f  international politics, yet there is consid

erable disagreement about what power is and how to measure it. 

In this chapter and the next, I define power and offer rough but 

reliable ways to measure it. Specifically, I argue that power is based on the 

particular material capabilities that a state possesses. The balance of 

power, therefore, is a function of tangible assets-such as armored divi

sions and nuclear weapons-that each great power controls. 

States have two kinds of power: latent power and military power. 

These two forms of power are closely related but not synonymous, 

because they are derived from different kinds of assets. Latent power 

refers to the socio-economic ingredients that go into building military 

power; it is largely based on a state's wealth and the overall size of its pop

ulation. Great powers need money, technology, and personnel to build 

military forces and to fight wars, and a state's latent power refers to the 

raw potential it can draw on when competing with rival states. 

In international politics, however, a state's effective power is ultimately 

a function of its military forces and how they compare with the military 

forces of rival states. The United States and the Soviet Union were the 

most powerful states in the world during the Cold War because their mili

tary establishments dwarfed those of other states. Japan is not a great 

55 
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power today. even though it has  a large and wealthy economy. because it 

has a small and relatively weak military. and it is heavily dependent on 

the United States for its security. Therefore, the balance of power is largely 

synonymous with the balance of military power. I define power largely in 

military terms because offensive realism emphasizes that force is the ulti

ma ratio of international politics . 1  

Military power is based largely on the size and strength of a state's army 

and its supporting air and naval forces. Even in a nuclear world, armies are 

the core ingredient of military power. Independent naval forces and strate

gic air forces are not suited for conquering territory, nor are they much 

good by themselves at coercing other states into making territorial conces

sions. They certainly can contribute to a successful military campaign, but 

great-power wars are won mainly on the ground. The most powerful 

states, therefore, are those that possess the most formidable land forces. 

This privileging of military power notwithstanding. states care greatly 

about latent power, because abundant wealth and a large population are 

prerequisites for building formidable military forces. During the Cold War. 

for example. American leaders worried about Soviet economic growth 

and were especially alarmed by Soviet scientific achievements (such as the 

Sputnik satellite launched in 1 9 57) ,  which they saw as signs that the 

Soviet Union's latent capabilities might one day exceed those of the 

United States. Today. the United States is increasingly worried about 

China. not because of its military. which is still relatively weak, but 

because China has more than 1 .2 billion people and a rapidly modernizing 

economy. Should China become especially wealthy, it could readily 

become a military superpower and challenge the United States. These 

examples show that states pay careful attention to the balance of latent 

power as well as the balance of military power. 

The next section discusses why it makes sense to define power in terms 

of material capabilities rather than outcomes. an approach favored by 

some scholars. I also explain why the balance of power is not an especially 

good predictor of military victory. The three sections that follow it focus 

on latent power. first, I discuss the fundamental imponance of wealth for 

building powerful military forces. and then I describe the measures of 

wealth that I employ to capture latent power. Second, I use some histori-
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cal cases to show that the rise and fall of great powers over the past two 

centuries has been due in good part to changes in the distribution of 

wealth among the major actors in the international system. Third, I 

explain why wealth and military power, although closely connected, are 

not synonymous. and I show that wealth cannot be used as a substitute 

measure for military might. Accordingly, I argue, we need separate indica

tors for latent power and military power. 

T H E  M AT E R I A L  B A S I S  OF P O W E R  

A t its most basic level, power can b e  defined i n  two different ways. 

Power, as I define it, represents nothing more than specific assets or 

material resources that are available to a state. Others, however, define 

power in terms of the outcomes of interactions between states. Power. they 

argue. is all about control or influence over other states; it is the ability of 

one state to force another to do something. 2 Robert Dahl. a prominent pro

ponent of this view, maintains that "A has power over B to the extent that 

[A] can get B to do something that B would not otherwise do."' According 

to this logic, power exists only when a state exercises control or influence, 

and therefore it can be measured only after the outcome is determined. 

Simply put, the most powerful state is the one that prevails in a dispute. 

It might seem that there is no meaningful difference between these two 

definitions. After all, when two great powers get into a conflict, should 

not the side with greater material capabilities prevail? Some students oi 

international politics seem to believe that in war the state with greater 

resources should win almost all of the time, and that, therefore, the bal

ance o[ power should do an excellent job o[ forecasting victory in war. 

There is a large body of quantitative studies, for example, that employs 

different measures of power to try to account for the outcome of interstate 

conflicts.4 This belief also underpins Geoffrey Blainey's famous argument 

that war breaks out in good part because states cannot agree on the bal

ance of power, but the subsequent fighting then establishes "an orderly 

ladder of power between victors and losers. "' 5  U the rival states had recog

nized the true balance beforehand, he argues, there would have been no 
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war. Both sides would have foreseen the outcome and been motivated to 

negotiate a peaceful settlement based on existing power realities, rather 

than fight a bloody war to reach the same end. 

But it is impossible to conflate these definitions of power, because the 

balance of power is not a highly reliable predictor of military success.• The 

reason is that non-material factors sometimes provide one combatant with 

a decisive advantage over the other. Those factors include, among others, 

strategy, intelligence, resolve, weather, and disease. Although material 

resources alone do not decide the outcome of wars, there is no question 

that the odds of success are substantially affected by the balance of 

resources, especially in protracted wars of attrition in which each side is 

trying to wear down the other by virtue of material superiority.' States cer

tainly want to have more rather than less power over their rivals, because 

the more resources a state has at its disposal, the more likely it is to prevail 

in war. Of course, this is why states seek to maximize their share of world 

power. Nevertheless, increasing the likelihood of success does not mean 

that success is virtually certain. Indeed, there have been numerous wars 

where the victor was either less powerful or about as powerful as the loser, 

yet the victor prevailed because of non-material factors. 

Consider strategy, which is how a state employs its forces against an 

opponent's forces, and which is probably the most important of the non

material factors. Clever strategies sometime allow states that are less pow

erful or no more powerful than their battlefield rivals to achieve victory.8 

The Germans, for example, employed a blitzkrieg strategy in the spring of 

1 940 to defeat the British and French armies, which were roughly of the 

same size and strength as the Wehrmacht.9 The famous Schlieffen Plan, 

however, failed to produce a German victory against the same opponents 

in 1 9 14, although a case can be made that the original version of the plan, 

which was more daring than the version that was finally executed, pro

vided a blueprint for defeating France and the United Kingdom. "  Strategy 

sometimes matters a lot. 1 1  

Russia's decisive defeat o f  Napoleon's army i n  1 8 1 2  highlights how these 

non-material factors can even help an outgunned defender win a war. 1 2  

The French forces that spearheaded the invasion of Russia on June 23 ,  
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1 8 1 2, outnumbered the Russian front-line armies by 449,000 to 2 1 1 .000." 

Counting reserve forces, Napoleon had a total of 674,000 troops at his dis

posal for the Russian campaign, while the entire Russian army numbered 

409,000 regular soldiers at the start of the conflict. Moreover, the French 

forces were qualitatively superior to the Russian forces. Yet the Russians 

completely destroyed Napoleon's army during the next six months and 

won a decisive victory. By January I. 1 8 1 3, Napoleon had only 9 3,000 sol

diers left to fight the Russians. A stunning 470,000 French soldiers had per

ished in Russia and another I 00,000 were prisoners of war. The Russians, 

by contrast, lost a total of only 1 50,000 soldiers. 

Weather, disease. and a smart Russian strategy defeated Napoleon. The 

Russians refused to engage the invasion force along their western border 

and instead withdrew toward Moscow, implementing a scorched-earth 

policy as they moved eastward. 14  The French army tried to catch the 

retreating Russian army and decisively defeat it in battle, but bad weather 

thwarted Napoleon's game plan. Torrential rain followed by blistering heat 

in the early weeks of the invasion slowed the attacking armies and 

allowed the Russians to escape. Disease and desertion soon became major 

problems for the French forces. Napoleon finally managed to engage the 

retreating Russian army in major battles at Smolensk (August 1 7 )  and 

Borodino ( September 7). The French army won both battles, but they 

were Pyrrhic victories: French losses were high. the Russians refused to 

surrender, and the French army was drawn deeper into Russia. Napoleon 

occupied Moscow on September 14 but was forced to retreat in mid

October when the Russians still refused to quit the war. The subsequent 

retreat westward was a disaster for the French army, which disintegrated 

despite holding its own in battles with the pursuing Russian forces ." 

Weather again played an important role as winter set  in on the retreating 

forces. Despite never winning a major battle in the 1 8 1 2  campaign, the 

less powerful Russian army routed the more powerful French army. 

It should be apparent that Blainey is wrong to argue that there would be 

no war if states could accurately measure the balance of power, because less 

powerful states can sometimes defeat more powerful states . 1 6  Therefore 

weaker states are sometimes going to initiate wars against stronger states. 
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The same logic also applies t o  states o f  roughly equal might. Funhermore, 

weaker states are sometimes going to stand up to stronger states that 

threaten to attack them, because there are often good reasons for defend

ers to think that they can fight, although outnumbered, and win. 

In essence, then, it is not possible to equate the balance of tangible 

assets with outcomes, because non-material fad.ors such as strategy some

times profoundly affect outcomes. When defining power. therefore, one 

has to choose between material capabilities and outcomes as the basis for 

definition; the latter effeaively incorporate the non-material as well as 

material ingredients of military success. 

There are three reasons not to equate power with outcomes. First, 

when focusing on outcomes it becomes almost impossible to assess the 

balance of power before a conflict, since the balance can be determined 

only after we see which side wins. Second, this approach sometimes leads 

to implausible conclusions. For example. Russia might have decisively 

defeated Napoleon's armies in 1 8 1 2, but Russia was not more powerful 

than France. Defining power in terms of outcomes, however. would effec

tively force one to argue that Russia was more powerful than France. 

Moreover. few would deny that the United States was a vastly more pow

erful state than North Vietnam. yet the weaker state was able to defeat the 

stronger in the Vietnam War ( 1 965-72) because non-material factors 

trumped the balance of power. Third, one of the most interesting aspects 

of international relations is how power, which is a means, affeas political 

outcomes, which are ends ."  But there is little to say about the matter if 

power and outcomes are indistinguishable; there would be no difference 

between means and ends. We are then left with a circular argument. 

P O P U LAT I O N  A N D  W E A LT H :  

T H E  S I N E W S  O F  M I L ITARY P O W E R  

L atent power constitutes the societal resources that a state has available 

to build military forces. "  Although there are always a variety of such 

resources, the size of a state's population and its wealth are the two most 
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important components for generating military might. Population size mat

ters a lot, because great powers require big armies, which can be raised only 

in countries with large populations." States with small populations cannot 

be great powers. For example, neither Israel. with its population of 6 mil

lion, nor Sweden, with its population of 8.9 million, can achieve great

power status in a world in which Russia, the United States, and China have 

populations of 147 million, 281 million, and 1 .24 billion, respectively.20 

Population size also has important economic consequences. because only 

large populations can produce great wealth. the other building block of mil

itary power.2 1  

Wealth is important because a state cannot build a powerful military i f  

it does not  have the money and technology to  equip, train, and continual

ly modernize its fighting forces.22 Furthermore, the costs of waging great

power wars are enormous. For example, the total direct cost of World War 

I ( 1 9 1 4- 1 8 )  for all the participants was about $200 billion." The United 

States alone spent roughly $306 billion lighting the Axis powers between 

1 94 1  and 1 945-roughly three times its gross national product ( GNP) in 

1 940.24 Accordingly, the great powers in the international system are 

invariably among the world's wealthiest states. 

Although population size and wealth are essential ingredients of mili

tary power, I use wealth alone to measure potential power. This emphasis 

on wealth is not because it is more important than population, but 

because wealth incorporates both the demographic and the economic 

dimensions of power. As noted, a state must have a large population to 

produce great wealth. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the states 

with abundant wealth will also have large populations. In short, I am not 

ignoring population size, just assuming that it will be captured by the indi

cators I use to measure wealth. 

It would be easier to use population size by itself to measure latent 

power, because a state's population is simpler to measure than its wealth. 

But it is not feasible to use population size to measure latent power, 

because population numbers often do not reflect wealth differences 

among states. Both China and India, for instance, had much larger popu

lations than either the Soviet Union or the United States during the Cold 
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War, but neither China nor India achieved great-power status because 

they were nowhere near as wealthy as the superpowers. In essence, a 

large population does not ensure great wealth, but great wealth does 

require a large population. Therefore. only wealth can be used by itself as 

a measure of latent power. 

The concept of wealth has various meanings and can be measured in dif

ferent ways. For my purposes, however, it is essential to choose an indica

tor of wealth that reflects a state's latent power. Specifically, it must capture 

a state's mobilizable wealth and its level of technological development. 

"Mobilizable wealth" refers to the economic resources a state has at its dis

posal to build military forces. It is more imponant than overall wealth 

because what matters is not simply how wealthy a state might be. but how 

much of that wealth is available to spend on defense. It is also imponant to 

have industries that are producing the newest and most sophisticated tech

nologies. because they invariably get incorporated into the most advanced 

weaponry. The development of steel in the mid-nineteenth century and jet 

aircraft in the mid-twentieth century, for example. profoundly changed the 

arsenals of the great powers. It behooved the great powers of the day to be 

on the cutting edge in those industries. as well as in other industries that 

contributed to building formidable military forces. 

GNP, which represents a state's entire output over one year, is probably 

the most commonly used indicator of a state's wealth. In fact, I use it to 

measure wealth after I 960, as discussed below. But GNP is not always a 

good indicator of latent power, and employing it in the wrong circum

stances can give a distorted picture of the balance of latent power. The 

essence of the problem is that GNP is primarily a measure of a state's over

all wealth, and it does not always capture imponant di!!erences in the 

mobilizable wealth and technological sophistication of di!!erent states. 

Nevenheless. GNP does a reasonably good job of measuring these two 

dimensions of wealth when the relevant great powers are at similar levels 

of economic development. For example. two highly industrialized 

economies-such as the United Kingdom and Germany in 1 890 or Japan 

and the United States in 1 990-are likely to have similar leading-edge 

industries and roughly the same ratio of overall wealth to mobilizable 
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wealth. The same logic applies when comparing two largely agrarian soci

eties, such as Prussia and France in 1 7 50. 

But GNP is a poor indicator of latent power when the states being com

pared are at different levels of economic development. Consider what can 

happen when GNP is used to assess the potential power of a semi-indus

trialized state and a highly industrialized state. GNP, which represents the 

market value of all the goods and services that a state produces in a fixed 

period of time. is a function of both the size and the productivity of a 

state's labor force. The size of a state's labor force is directly related to its 

population size, while the productivity of its labor force is directly linked 

to the state's level of economic development. It is therefore possible for 

two states to have similar GNPs but substantially different population sizes 

and markedly different levels of industrialization. For example, one state 

might have a weak industrial base, but a relatively large population, a 

substantial portion of which is employed on farms, while the other state is 

highly industrialized, but has a considerably smaller population.25 

The United Kingdom and Russia fit this profile for the hundred-year 

period between the fall of Napoleon in 1 8 1 5  and the start of World War I 

in l 9 1 4. Their GNPs were similar over that period, although the United 

Kingdom far outdistanced Russia in terms of industrial output, as Table 

3 . 1  makes clear. But Russia was able to hold its own in terms of GNP, 

because its huge peasant population grew at a robust pace over the nine

teenth century. 

Differences in industrial might like those between the United Kingdom 

and Russia, however, have imponant consequences for the balance of 

latent power. First, highly industrialized states invariably have consider

ably more surplus wealth to spend on defense than do semi-industrialized 

states, mainly because much of the physical product of the peasantry is 

consumed on the spot by the peasants themselves. Second, only states 

with the most advanced industries are capable of producing the large 

quantities of sophisticated weaponry that militaries need to survive in 

combat.26 

Focusing on GNP alone, however, might lead one to think that the 

United Kingdom and Russia had the most powerful economies in Europe 



TA B L E  3 . 1  

Indicators of British and Russian Weahh and Papulatian, 1830-1913 

1 830 1 860 1 880 1 900 1 9 1 3  

GNP (billions of dollars) 

United Kingdom 8.2 1 6 . l  23 .6  36 .3  44. l  

Russia 10 .6  14 .4 23 .3  32 .0 52.4 

Relative share of European wealth (percent) 

United Kingdom 5 3  6 8  59 37 28 

Russia 1 5  1 0  I I  

Energy consumption (millions of metric tons of coal equivalent) 

United Kingdom 73 .8  1 2 5 . 3  1 7 1 .4 1 95 . 3  

Russia 1 .0 5 .4 30.4 54.5 

Iron/steel production (thousands of tons) 

United Kingdom 690 3,880 7,870 4,979 7,787 

Russia 1 90 350 450 2 ,201  4 ,925 

Relative share of world manufacturing output (percent) 

United Kingdom 9 .5  1 9 . 9  22.9 1 8 . 5  1 3 .6 

Russia 5 .6 7.0 7 .6 8.8 8.2 

Total industrial potential (United Kingdom in 1 900 = 100) 

United Kingdom 1 7 . 5  45.0 73.3 1 00.0 1 27.2 

Russia 1 0 . 3  1 5 .8 24.5 47 . 5  76.6 

Population (millions) 

United Kingdom 23 .8  28.8 34.6 4 1 .2 45 .6  

Russia 57.6 76.0 1 00.0 1 3 5 . 7  1 7 5 . I  

SOURCES: GNP figures, which are in 1 960 U.S. dollars and prices, are from Paul Bairoch, *Europe's Gross 

National Product: 1 800-1 975, w Journal of European Economic History 5, No. 2 (Fall 1 976), p. 2 8 1 .  Relative 

shares of world manufacturing output are from Paul Bairoch, wlntemational Industrialization Levels from 

1750 to 1 980, w Journal of European Economic History 1 1 . No. 2 (Fall 1 982), p. 296. Figures for total indus

trial potential. which assign the United Kingdom in 1900 the baseline number of 100, are from ibid., p. 

292. The energy consumption figures, the iron/steel production figures, and the population figures are 

from J. David Singer and Melvin Small, National Material Capabilities Data, 1816-1985 (Ann Arbor, Ml: 
Inter·University Consonium for Political and Social Research, February 1993). The figures for relative 

shares of European wealth are from Table 3 .3 .  
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between 1 8 1 5  and 1 9 1 4, and that they had the wherewithal to build for

midable military forces and dominate the region's politics. As a compari

son of Table 3 . 1  with Table 3 .2 indicates, the United Kingdom and Russia 

led the other European great powers in terms of GNP during most of the 

period. In fact, this conclusion is wrong.27 The United Kingdom certainly 

had more latent power than any other European state during the nine

teenth century, especially in the middle decades of that century, which are 

often called the "Pax Brittanica. "28 But as discussed below, the Russian 

economy was in an anemic state from at least the mid-nineteenth century 

through the 1 920s. Russia had relatively little latent power during this 

period, which explains in good part why its military suUered crushing 

defeats in the Crimean War ( 1 8 5 3-56) ,  the Russo-Japanese War ( 1 904-5) ,  

and World War I ( 1 9 1 4- 1 7 ) ." In short, GNP fails to capture the  poten

tially sharp difference in latent power between industrialized and semi

industrialized states. 

The same problem arises when GNP is used to compare the latent 

power of contemporary China with Japan and the United States. Despite 

its rapid economic development over the past two decades, China is still a 

semi-industrialized state. Roughly 1 8  percent of its wealth remains tied up 

in agriculture . )0 Japan and the United States, on the other hand, are high

ly industrialized states; only 2 percent of their wealth is in agriculture. 

China, however, has almost five times as many people as the United 

States and about ten times as many people as Japan. Therefore, the bal

ance of latent power among those three states will be biased in China's 

favor if GNP is the chosen measure. This problem is likely to go away with 

time, because China's agricultural base will continue to shrink (it account

ed for 30  percent of wealth in 1 980) as its economy modernizes. But for 

now, it must be factored into any analysis that uses GNP to measure 

China's latent power. 

Thus, GNP is sometimes a sound measure of latent power, whereas at 

other times it is not. In those latter cases, one can either find an alterna

tive indicator that does a better job of capturing latent power, or use GNP 

but add the appropriate qualifiers. 

In measuring the balance of latent power for the long historical period 

from 1 792 to 2000, it is impossible to find one simple but reliable indica-



T A I L I  3 . 2  

lndicatars o f  French a n d  Prussian/German 

Wealth and Population, 1830-1 913 

1 830 1 860 1 180 1 900 1 9 1 3  

GNP (billions of dollars) 

France 8.6 1 33 1 7 .4 2 3 . 5  2 7 . 4  

Germany 7.2 1 2 .8 20.0 3 5 .8 49.8 

Relative share of European wealth (percent) 

France 2 1  1 4  1 3  1 1  1 2  

Germany 1 0  2 0  34 40 

Energy consumption (millions of metric tons of coal equivalent) 

France 1 3 .2  29. l 48.0 62.8 

Germany 1 5 .0 47 . l  1 1 3 .0  1 87.8 

Iron/steel production (thousands of tons) 

France 270 900 1 , 7.30 1 , 56 5  4.687 

Germany 60 400 2.470 6,46 1 1 7,600 

Relative share of world manufacturing output (percent) 

France 5 .2  7.9 7.8 6 .8 6 . 1  

Germany 3 . 5  4 . 9  8 . 5  1 3 .2 1 4.8 

Total industrial potential (United Kingdom in 1 900 = 100) 

France 9 .5  1 7 . 9  2 5 . l  36.8 57.3 

Germany 6.5  1 1 . 1  27.4 7 1 .2 1 37.7 

Population (millions) 

France 32.4 37.4 37.5 38.9 39.7 

Germany 1 2 . 9  1 8.0 4 5 . l  56.0 67.0 

NOTE: Figures labeled "Germany· are for Prussia in 1830 and 1 860, and for Germany thereafter. 

SOURCES: Same as those in Table 3. 1 .  
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tor of wealth. For one thing, there is little economic data available for the 

years between 1 792 and 1 8 1 5 .  The main place this causes problems is in 

Chapter 8, when the question arises of whether Napoleonic France had 

more latent power than its great-power rivals. especially the United 

Kingdom. I attempt to deal with the problem by describing what histori

ans say about the relative wealth of the United Kingdom and France, and 

also by looking at population size. the other building block of military 

power. This information provides a rough but probably accurate picture of 

the balance of latent power during the Napoleonic years. 

I measure latent power between 1 8 1 6  and 1 960 with a straightforward 

composite indicator that accords equal weight to a state's iron and steel 

production and its energy consumption. That indicator. which e!!ectively 

represents a state's industrial might. does a good job of capturing both 

mobilizable wealth and level of technological development for that 

lengthy period."  From 1 960 to the present. GNP is used to measure 

wealth. I switched indicators in 1 960 for two reasons.32 First, my compos

ite indicator is not useful after I 970, because the role of steel in the major 

industrial economies began to decline sharply around that time." Thus, a 

different measure of potential power is needed for the years after 1 970; 

GNP was the obvious alternative. Second. the best available GNP figures 

for the Soviet Union and the United States. the two great powers in the 

system at the time. start in 1 960 and run through the end of the Cold 

War.'4 So I employ GNP for the last thirty years of the Cold War ( 1 9 60-90)  

and the  first decade of the post-Cold War era ( 1 99 1 -2000) .  taking due 

note of the limits of GNP as an indicator of China's latent power today. " 

T H E  E C O N O M I C  F O U N D AT I O N  O F  M I L I TA RY P O W E R  

A brief look a t  the rise and decline o f  three European great powers dur

ing the last two centuries buttresses my claim that wealth underpins 

military power and that wealth by itself is a good indicator of latent power. 

The profound change that took place in the balance of power between 

France and Germany (Prussia before 1 870) during the nineteenth century. 
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a s  well a s  Russia's changing position i n  the balance o f  power between 1 800 

and 2000, shows the crucial role of wealth in determining power. 

Napoleonic France was the most powerful state in Europe between 

1 793 and 1 8 1 5; in fact, it came close to conquering the entire continent. 

Prussia was probably the weakest of the great powers at that time. It was 

decisively defeated by Napoleon's armies in 1 806 and was effectively 

knocked out of the European balance of power until 1 8 1 3, when it took 

advantage of France's devastating defeat in Russia to join the balancing 

coalition that finally finished off Napoleon at Waterloo in June of 1 8 1 5 . 

By 1 900, however, the tables had turned almost completely, and 

Wilhelmine Germany was emerging as Europe's next potential hegemon, 

while France needed alliance partners to help check its German neighbor. 

France and its allies subsequently went to war in 1 9 1 4  and 1 939 to pre

vent Germany from dominating Europe. 

Changes in the relative wealth of France and Germany during the hun

dred years after Waterloo largely account for the shift in military power 

between them. As is clear from Table 3 .2 ,  France was considerably 

wealthier than Prussia from 1 8 1 6  until the late 1 860s, when Otto von 

Bismarck transformed Prussia into Germany. In fact, Germany first gained 

an edge over France in steel production in 1 870, the year that the Franco

Prussian War broke out.H• From that point until the start of World War I, 

the wealth gap between France and Germany steadily widened in the lat

ter's favor. By 1 9 1 3, Germany was roughly three times as wealthy as 

France. 

This marked change in the relative wealth of France and Germany was 

due in part to the fact that Germany industrialized more rapidly than 

France in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The main 

cause, however. was a significant shift in the size of their respective popu

lations, which illustrates how changes in wealth also capture changes in 

population. The data in Table 3.2 show that France had about a 2 . 5 : 1  

advantage i n  population over Prussia i n  1 8 30, but that b y  1 9 1 3  Germany 

had gained roughly a 1 .7: 1 population advantage over France. This demo

graphic flip-flop was the result of two factors. The French birthrate in the 

nineteenth century was especially low, while the German birthrate was 
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among the highest in Europe. Furthermore, the unified German state that 

Bismarck built around Prussia had a substantially larger population than 

Prussia itself. For example, Prussia had 1 9 . 3  million people in 1 865,  

whereas Germany had 34.6 million people in 1 870." 

Russia offers another case of a state whose position in the balance of 

power has been markedly affected by the fortunes of its economy. Russia 

was probably Napoleonic France's most formidable military rival. Indeed, 

the Russian army played the key role in driving Napoleon from power 

between 1 8 1 2  and 1 8 1 5 .  There was even fear in the wake of France's col

lapse that Russia might try to dominate Europe.38 But Russia did not make 

a run at hegemony after 1 8 1 5 . Instead, its position in the European bal

ance of power declined over the next hundred years. As noted, Russia 

fought three wars against other great powers during that period and suf

fered humiliating defeats in each: the Crimean War. the Russo-Japanese 

War. and World War I .  

A comparison of Russia's performance in the Napoleonic Wars. World 

War I, and World War II shows how weak Russia had become by 1 9 14 .  

Each conflict was  dominated by a potential hegemon that invaded Russia. 

Napoleonic France and Nazi Germany were able to concentrate the bulk 

of their armies against Russia, although each had to maintain some forces 

in other theaters as well ." Nevertheless, Russia decisively defeated both of 

those aggressors. During World War I, however. Germany deployed 

approximately two-thirds of its fighting forces on the western front 

against the French and British armies. while the remaining one-third 

fought against the Russian army on the eastern front.40 Although the 

German army was fighting the Russian army with its best hand tied 

behind its back, it still managed to defeat Russia and knock it out of the 

war. a feat that neither Napoleon nor Hitler could accomplish with both 

hands free. 

Russia's decline reached its nadir in the years immediately after World 

War I, when Poland invaded the newly created Soviet Union and scored 

major victories." The Red Army briefly turned the tide before the Poles 

regained the initiative and won a limited victory. Starting in the early 

1 9 30s, however. the Soviets began to build a formidable military machine, 
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which beat the Japanese army i n  a brief war i n  1939, and then defeated 

the vaunted German Wehrmacht in World War II. The Soviet Union was 

so powerful after 1 945 that only the United States could prevent it from 

dominating all of Europe. The Soviet Union remained a formidable mili

tary power for more than fony years after Hitler's defeat, until it broke 

apart into fifteen separate states in 1 99 1 .  

The ups and downs i n  Russian military power over the past two cen

turies can be explained in good pan by changes in Russia's position in the 

hierarchy of wealth. Although we do not have much data on the wealth 

of the great powers between 1 800 and 1 8 1 5, it seems clear that the United 

Kingdom and France had the most powerful economies in Europe.42 

Nevertheless, it does not appear that Russia was decidedly less wealthy 

than either the United Kingdom or France in those years.43 But even if 

that were the case, the Russian economy was still able to support the 

Russian military in its fight against Napoleon, although Russia received 

subsidies from the United Kingdom at various points in the conflict. In 

shon, there is no evidence that the French army had an important advan

tage over the Russian army because France was wealthier than Russia .44 

Russia's position in the balance of wealth declined sharply over the 

seventy-five years following Napoleon's defeat (see Table 3 . 3 ) ,  mainly 

because Russia industrialized much more slowly than did the United 

Kingdom, France. and Germany. Russia's lack of industrial might had 

important military consequences. For example, in the two decades before 

World War I, Russia could not afford to build large railroad networks in its 

western regions, which made it difficult for Russia to mobilize and move 

its armies rapidly to the Russo-German border. Germany, on the other 

hand. had a well-developed railroad system, so it could move its forces 

quickly to that same border. To rectify that asymmetry, France, which was 

allied with Russia against Germany. subsidized the building of Russian 

railroads.45 In essence, by the eve of World War I, Russia was a semi

industrialized state about to go to war against a highly industrialized 

Germany.46 

Not surprisingly, Russia's war economy could not support its army's 

needs. Rifle production was so woeful that in 1 9 1 5, •only part of the army 



T A B L E  3 . 3  

Relative Share o f  European Wealth, 1 8 1 6-1 940 

1 8 1 6  1 820 1 830 1 840 1 850 1 860 1 870 1 880 1 890 1 - 1 9 1 0  1 9 1 3  1 920 1 930 1 940 
-- ---- ---

United Kingdom 4 3 %  4 8 %  5 3 %  64% 70% 68% 64% 59% 5 0 %  3 7 %  3 0 %  2 8 %  44% 2 7 %  2 4 %  

Prussia/Germany 8 °/o 7 %  5 %  5 °/o 4 %  i 0 %  1 6 %  2 0 %  2 5 %  34% 3 9 %  4 0 %  3 8 %  3 3 %  3 6 %  

France 2 i %  1 8 %  2 1 %  1 6 %  1 2 %  1 4 %  1 3 % 1 3 % 1 3 % 1 1 %  1 2 %  1 2 %  1 3 % 2 2 %  9 %  

Russia/Soviet Union 1 9 %  1 8 %  1 5 %  9 %  7 %  4% 2% 3 %  5 %  1 0 %  1 0 %  1 1 %  2 %  1 4 %  2 8 %  

Austria-Hungary 9% 9% 7% 6% 7% 4% 5 %  4 %  6 %  7 %  8 %  8 %  

Italy 0% 1 %  1 %  1 %  2 %  2 %  3 %  5 %  4 %  

NOTE: ·weahh- here is a straightforward composite indicator t h a t  assigns equal weight to ironfsteel produc1ion a n d  energy consump1ion. Specifically, I determined the 
total amount of ironfs1ccl that all the great powers produced for a given year, and then I calculated the percentage of that 101al accounted for by each greal power. I 
performed a similar calculation for energy consumption. Then I averaged together each state's percentages for iron/steel and energy. However, percentages for 1 8 30-50 

are based on iron/steel production alone because energy consumption data is unavailable. Note that the calculations of European wealth used here and throughout this 
book arc based solely on figures for the relevant great powers and do not include minor powers such as Belgium and Denmark. Finally, no1e that Germany was Prussia 

before 1 870. 

SOURCES: All data are from Singer and Small, National Material Capabilities Data. 
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was armed, with others waiting for casualties io get arms. "47 Artillery was 

so lacking by as late as 1 9 1 7  that Germany had 6,8 1 9  heavy pieces, while 

Russia had only 1 .430. Jonathan Adelman estimates that at best only 30 

percent of the Russian army's equipment needs were met during the war. 

Another way to look at Russia's problem is to consider the following com

parisons for the period from 1 9 1 4  through 1 9 1 7 :  

I )  Germany produced 47,300 airplanes; Russia produced 3, 500. 

2 )  Germany produced 280,000 machine guns; Russia produced 

28,000. 

3 )  Germany produced 64,000 artillery pieces; Russia produced 

1 1 ,700. 

4) Germany produced 8, 547,000 rifles; Russia produced 3, 300,000. 

Thus, it is hardly surprising that less than half the German army was able 

to defeat the entire Russian army in World War I. 

Stalin ruthlessly but effectively modernized the Soviet economy in the 

1930s, so that by the start of World War II Germany enjoyed only a modest 

advantage in wealth over the Soviet Union (see Table 3 .3 ) .48 Thus, the Soviet 

war economy was able to compete effedively with the German war economy 

in World War II. Indeed, the Soviets outproduced the Germans in virtually 

every category of military weaponry for the years from 1 94 1  through 1 945: 

I )  The Soviet Union produced 1 02,600 airplanes; Germany pro

duced 76,200. 

2 )  The Soviet Union produced 1 .437,900 machine guns; Germany 

produced 1 . 048,500. 

3 )  The Soviet Union produced 1 1 ,820, 500 rifles; Germany produced 

7,845,700. 

4) The Soviet Union produced 92,600 tanks; Germany produced 

4 1 . 500. 

5 )  The Soviet Union produced 3 50,300 mortars; Germany 68,900.49 

No wonder the Red Army defeated the Wehrmacht on the eastern lront.50 
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Although the Soviet economy suffered enormous damage in World 

War ff (see Table 3.4),  the Soviet Union emerged from that conflict with 

the most powerful economy in Europe .5 1  Not surprisingly. it had the mili

tary might in the late 1 940s to dominate the region. But the United States, 

which was far wealthier than the Soviet Union (see Tu.ble 3 . 5 ) .  was deter

mined to prevent the Soviets from becoming a European hegemon. In the 

first three decades after World War II, the Soviet economy grew rapidly as 

it recovered from that war, and the wealth gap with its bipolar rival nar

rowed considerably. It appeared that General Secretary Nikita Khrushchev's 

boast in 1 9 5 6  that the Soviet Union would "bury• the United States might 

prove true. 52 

T A. I L i  3 . ..  

Relative Share o f  European Wealth, 1 941-44 

1 94 1  1 942 1 943 1 944 

United States 54% 58% 6 1 %  6 3 %  

Germany 2 2 %  2 3 %  2 3 %  1 9 %  

Soviet Union 1 2 %  7 %  7 %  9 %  

United Kingdom 9 %  9 %  9 %  9 %  

Italy 3% 3% 

NOTE: ·wealth" is measured with the same composite indicator used in Table 3.3, save for 

the fact that I use energy production here instead of energy consumption. Although the 
United States is not a European power. it is included in this table because it was deeply 

involved in the fighting in Europe during World War II. 

SOURCES:  Energy and steel figures for the United States are from 8.  R. Mitchell. 

lnttrnation<ll Historical Statistia: The Americas. 1 750-1988. 2d ed. (New York: Stockton Press. 

1 99 3 ) ,  pp. 356. 397. The figures for the United Kingdom and Italy are from B. R .  Mitchell, 

Inttrnation<ll Historical St<ltistia: Europe, 1 750-1988, 3d ed. (New York: Stockton Press, 1 992),  

pp. 457-58, 547. The figures for the Soviet Union are from Mark Harrison, Soviet Pl<lnning in 

Pella and War. /9�1945 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1 9 8 5 ) ,  p .  2 5 3 .  The 

German figures require explanation, because the numbers one uses depend on what territo

ry is considered pan of Germany. There are roughly three choices: l) "older Germany,· 

which covers the pre- 1 9 38 borders; 2 )  "greater Gcnnany.· which includes Austria, the 

Sudetenland, and territories conquered in the war. such as Alsace-Lonaine and the Polish 
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regions o f  Olsa and Dombrowa, all o f  which were incorporated into the Third Reich; and 3 ) 

Mgreater Germany plus the occupied statesw that Germany exploited for gain. On these dis

tincrions, see United States Strategic Bombing Survey (USSBS), The Effects of Strategic Bombing 

on the German War Eamomy, European War Report 3 (Washington, DC: USSBS, October 3 1 .  

I 945), p .  249. Also see Patricia Harvey, �The Economic Structure of Hitler's Europe, w i n  

Arnold Toynbee and Veronica M. Toynbee, eds., Hitler's Europe (Oxford: Oxford University 

Press, 1 954), pp. 165-282. For German steel producrion between 1 94 1 and 1 945, I used the 

relevant figures for the third category above, which are from USSBS, Effects of Strategic 

Bombing, p. 252. However, reliable energy producrion figures for Germany for the World War 

II years are difficult to find. See ibid., p. 1 1 6. Using Soviet sources, Jonathan Adelman esti

mates the total amounts of elecrricity and steel produced by Germany and the Soviet Union 

during World War II. Adelman, Prelude to the Cold War: The Tsarist, Soviet, and U.S. Annies in the 

1Wo World Wars (Boulder, CO: Lynne Rienner, 1 988), p. 2 1 9. Since Adelman's figure for 

German steel producrion ( 1 3 3.7 million tons) is dose to my total ( 127 million), I assume his 

electricity figure is reliable. To apportion energy on a yearly basis, I simply applied the steel 

ratio for each year. For example, if 27 percent of German steel produced during the war was 

produced in 1 943, I assume that 27 percent of all elearicity was produced in that year, as 

well. 

T A B L E  3 . 5  

Relative Share o f  Superpower Wealth, 1 945-90 

1 945 1 950 1 955 1 960 1 965 1 970 1 975 1 980 1 98 5  1 990 

United States 84% 78% 72% 67% 67% 65% 63% 6 5 %  6 6 %  

Soviet Union 16% 22% 28% 33% 33% 35% 37% 3 5 %  34% 

�
a
�TeE� .

��ures for 1 945· i 950.  and 1 95 5  are based on the same composite indicator used in 

SOURCES: All  data for 1 945-55 are from Si d S II . 
Figures for I 960-90 are based on 

n�er an ma , National Material Capabilities Data. 
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nized that this incipient technological backwardness would eventually 

hurt the Soviet military as well. Marshal Nikolai Ogarkov was dismissed as 

the chief of the Soviet general staff in the summer of 1 984 for saying pub

licly that Soviet industry was falling badly behind American industry, 

which meant that Soviet weaponry would soon be inferior to American 

weaponry.54 Soviet leaders recognized the gravity of the situation and 

tried to fix the problem. But their economic and political reforms went 

awry, touching off a crisis of nationalism, which not only allowed the 

United States to win the Cold War but shortly thereafter led to the disso

lution of the Soviet Union. 

This discussion of the importance of wealth for building military power 

might suggest that the distribution of latent power among states should 

roughly reflect the distribution of military power, and therefore it should 

be feasible to equate the two kinds of power. My argument that great 

powers aim to maximize their share of world power might reinforce that 

notion, since it seems to imply that states will translate their wealth into 

military power at roughly the same rate. But that is not the case, and thus 

economic might is not always a sound indicator of military might. 

T H E  GAP B E TW E E N  LAT E N T  P O W E R  A N D  M I L ITARY P O W E R  

T he alliance patterns that formed during the Cold War illustrate the 

problems that arise when wealth is equated with military power. The 

United States was much wealthier than the Soviet Union from the start to 

the finish of that conflict, but that was especially true between 1 945 and 

1 95 5 ,  when the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and the Warsaw Pact 

were formed (see Table 3 . 5 ) .  Yet the United Kingdom, France, West 

Germany, and Italy in Europe, and Japan in Asia, opted to join an 

American-led coalition aimed at containing the Soviet Union. If wealth 

were an  accurate measure of power. those less powerful states should have 

j oined forces with the Soviet Union to check the United States, not the 

other way around. After all, if wealth is the metric for assessing power, the 

United States was clearly the mightier superpower." 
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Power realities d o  not always reflect the hierarchy o f  wealth, for three 

reasons. First, states convert varying portions of their wealth into military 

might. Second, the efficiency of that transformation varies from case to 

case, occasionally with imponant consequences for the balance of power. 

And third, great powers buy different kinds of military forces, and those 

choices also have implications for the military balance. 

Diminishing Returns 

Wealthy states sometimes do not build additional military forces-even 

though they could in principle afford them-because they recognize that 

doing so would not give them a strategic advantage over their rivals. 

Spending more makes little sense when a state's defense effon is subject 

to diminishing returns (that is, if its capabilities are already on the •flat of 

the curve") or if opponents can easily match the effon and maintain the 

balance of power. If launching an arms race is unlikely to leave the initia

tor in a better strategic position. in short, it will sit tight and wait for more 

favorable circumstances. 

The United Kingdom in the nineteenth century is an example of a state 

that hit the flat of the curve in terms of the military payoff from additional 

defense spending. Between 1 820 and 1 890. the United Kingdom was far 

and away the wealthiest state in Europe. It never controlled less than 45 

percent of great-power wealth during those seven decades, and in the 

middle two decades of the century ( 1 840-60), it possessed close to 70 per

cent (see Table 3 . 3 ) .  France, which was the United Kingdom's closest com

petitor during those twenty years. never controlled more than 16 percent 

of European industrial might. No other European great power has ever 

enjoyed such an overwhelming economic advantage over its rivals. If 

wealth alone was a sound indicator of power, the United Kingdom would 

probably have been Europe's first hegemonic power, or at least a potential 

hegemon that the other great powers would have had to balance against. 

But it is apparent from the historical record that this was not the case." 

Despite its abundant wealth, the United Kingdom did not build a military 

force that posed a serious threat to France, Germany, or Russia. Indeed, 
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the United Kingdom spent a much smaller percentage of its wealth on 

defense between 1 8 1 5  and 1 9 1 4  than any of its great-power rivals.57 The 

United Kingdom was just another state in the European balance of power. 

Consequently, the other great powers never formed a balancing coalition 

to contain it, as happened with Napoleonic France, Wilhelmine Germany, 

Nazi Germany, and the Soviet Union.58 

The United Kingdom did not raise a large army and attempt to conquer 

Europe because it would have faced huge problems trying to project 

power across the English Channel and onto the European continent. 

Large bodies of water, as discussed in the next chapter, tend to rob armies 

of offensive capability. At the same time, the stopping power of water 

made it especially difficult for any continental power to cross the channel 

and invade the United Kingdom. Thus, the United Kingdom wisely con

cluded that it made no strategic sense to build a large army that was of lit

tle utility for offense and unnecessary for defending the homeland. 

The United States provides another example from the nineteenth cen

tury of a rich state maintaining a relatively small military establishment. 

The United States was wealthy enough by 1 8 50 to qualify as a great 

power, but it is generally agreed that it did not achieve that exalted status 

until 1 898, when it began building a muscular military that could com

pete with those of the European great powers. 59 This matter is discussed at 

greater length in Chapter 7 .  Suffice it to say here that the tiny American 

army notwithstanding, the United States was a highly expansionist state 

during the nineteenth century, pushing the European great powers back 

across the Atlantic Ocean and expanding its borders westward to the 

Pacific Ocean.  The United States was bent on establishing hegemony in 

the Western Hemisphere, a goal it clearly had achieved by the start of the 

twentieth century. 

The American military remained much smaller than its European 

counterparts during the latter half of the nineteenth century because it 

could dominate the hemisphere on the cheap, Local rivals such as the var

ious Native American tribes and Mexico were outgunned by even a small 

U.S.  army, and the European great powers were unable to confront the 

United States in a serious way. The Europeans not only had to devote sig-
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nificant resources t o  defending their homelands from attack b y  each 

other, but projecting power across the Atlantic Ocean onto the North 

American continent was a difficult task. 

Another reason that states sometimes keep a lid on their military 

budgets is that they conclude that aggressive defense spending is likely to 

be bad for the economy, which will ultimately undermine state power, 

since economic might is the foundation of military might. During the 

1 930s, for example, British policymakers kept a tight rein on defense 

spending despite lacing multiple threats around the globe, because they 

feared that massive increases would wreck the British economy, which 

they referred to as the "founh arm of defence. •oo Similarly, the adminis

tration of President Dwight Eisenhower ( 1 953-6 1 )  was dominated by fis

cal conservatives who tended to see high levels of defense spending as a 

threat to the American economy. This was one of the reasons why U.S .  

defense spending was curtailed in the 1 9 50s and why greater emphasis 

was placed on nuclear weapons. A nuclear-based strategy, it was 

believed, would provide the basis for a stable and fiscally viable defense 

policy for the long haul.61 

Allies also affect the level of resources that a great power devotes to its 

defense. For sure. any two great powers involved in an intense security 

competition or fighting a war with each other are going to spend heavily 

on their military. But if one of those rivals has wealthy allies and the other 

does not, the state with rich friends will probably have to spend less on 

defense than its rival. During the Cold War, for example, the Soviet Union 

committed a larger percentage of its wealth to defense than did the United 

States." This asymmetry was due in pan to the fact that the United States 

had wealthy allies such as the United Kingdom, France, Italy, and espe

cially West Germany and Japan. The Soviet Union, on the other hand, 

had impoverished allies such as Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Poland." 

Finally, there are those cases in which a wealthy state cannot build 

powerful military forces because it is occupied by a great power that wants 

it to remain militarily weak. Austria and Prussia, for example, were each 

defeated and knocked from the ranks of the great powers by France dur

ing the Napoleonic Wars, and France was occupied by Nazi Germany from 
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mid- 1 940 until the late summer of 1 944, when it was finally liberated by 

B ritish and American troops. The United States maintained troops in West 

Germany and Japan during the Cold War, and although it was surely a 

benevolent occupier, it did not allow either of its allies to build the requi

site military might to become a great power. The United States preferred 

to keep Japan at bay, even though Japan was about as wealthy as the 

Soviet Union by the mid- I 980s. if not sooner. Indeed. the available evi

dence indicates that Japan had a larger GNP than the Soviet Union's by 

I 987.64 This case shows that although all great powers are wealthy states, 

not all wealthy states are great powers. 

Different Levels  of Efficiency 

It is also unwise to liken the distribution of economic might with the dis

tribution of military might because states conven their wealth into mili

tary power with varying degrees of efficiency. Indeed, there is sometimes 

a large efficiency gap between rival great powers that has a marked effect 

on the balance of power. The fight to the death between Nazi Germany 

and the Soviet Union in World War II illustrates this point. 

Germany controlled some 36 percent of European wealth by I 940, while 

the Soviet Union possessed about 28 percent (see Table 3 . 3 ) .  In the spring of 

I 940, Germany conquered Belgium, Denmark, France, the Netherlands, 

and Norway and immediately began exploiting their economies, adding to 

its wealth advantage over the Soviet Union." The Wehrmacht then invaded 

the Soviet Union in June 1 94 1 ,  and within six months Germany controlled 

altnost all Soviet territory west of Moscow, which was prime real estate. By 

late 1 94 1 .  the Soviet Union had lost territory that held 41 percent of its rail

way lines, 42 percent of its electricity-generating capacity, 71 percent of its 

iron ore, 63 percent of its coal. and 58 percent of its capacity to make crude 

steel. 66 In the spring of 1 942, the Nazi war machine further extended its 

reach by driving deep into the oil-rich Caucasus region. The Soviet Union 

lost roughly 40 percent of its national income between 1 940 and 1 942.67 

Germany appears to have held more than a 3: I advantage in economic 

might over the Soviet Union by 1 942 (see Table 3 .4) .  
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Despite Germany's profound advantage i n  latent power, the Soviet war 

economy amazingly outproduced the German war economy over the 

course of the war and helped shift the balance of power in the Red Army's 

favor. As described earlier, the Soviet Union produced 2.2 times as many 

tanks as Germany and l . 3  times as many airplanes between 1 94 1  and 

1 945. What is most astonishing is that the Soviets even outproduced the 

Germans in the early years of the war, when German control of Soviet ter

ritory was at its peak and the Allied bombing campaign was having barely 

any effect on the German war economy. The Soviet Union, for example, 

produced 24,446 tanks in 1 942; Germany produced 9,200. The ratio of 

artillery pieces for 1 942 was 127,000 to 12 ,000 in the Soviets' favor.68 This 

asymmetry in weapons production eventually led to a significant Soviet 

advantage in the balance of ground forces. When Germany invaded the 

Soviet Union in June 1 94 1 ,  the Soviets had a slight advantage in number 

of divisions-2 1 1 : 1 99-the key indicator of military strength. By January 

l 945, however, there were 473 Soviet divisions and only 276 German divi

sions, and the average Red Army division was far better equipped with 

weapons and vehicles than the average Wehrmacht division. 69 

How did the Soviet Union manage to produce so much more weaponry 

than a far wealthier Nazi Germany? One possible answer is that the Soviet 

Union spent a larger percentage of its available wealth on the military 

than did the Third Reich. But in !act Germany devoted a slightly larger 

percentage of its national income to defense than did the Soviet Union. 

The German advantage in defense spending over the Soviets in 1 942, for 

example, was 63 to 61 percent; in 1 943 it was 70 to 61 percent.70 The 

Allies' strategic bombing campaign might well have hurt German war pro

duction in the last months of the war, but as noted above, the Soviet 

Union was turning out greater numbers of weapons than Germany long 

before the bombing campaign began to have any significant e!!ect on 

German output. The Soviet ef!on was also helped by the U.S .  Lend-Lease 

program, although that aid accounts !or only a small percentage of Soviet 

output.7 1 The main reason that the Soviet Union produced so many more 

weapons than Germany is that the Soviets did a much better job of ration

alizing their economy to meet the demands of total war. In panicular, the 
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Soviet (and American) economy was far better organized than the 

German economy for mass producing weaponry.12 

Different Kinds of Military Forces 

The final reason why wealth is not a reliable indicator of military might is 

that states can buy different kinds of military power. and how they build 

their armed forces has consequences for the balance of power. This matter 

is discussed at length in the next chapter. The key issue here is whether a 

state has a large army with significant power-projection capability. But  not 

all states spend the same percentage of their defense dollars on their army, 

and not all armies have the same power-projection capabilities. 

During the period from 1 870 to 1 9 14, for example, when great powers 

spent their defense dollars on either their army or their navy, the United 

Kingdom earmarked a significantly larger share of its military budget to its 

navy than did either France or Germany. 73 These different patterns of 

defense spending made good strategic sense, since the United Kingdom 

was an insular state that needed a large and powerful navy to protect its 

seaborne commerce and to transpon its army across the large bodies of 

water that separated it from the European continent as well as the vast 

B ritish empire. France and Germany, on the other hand, were continental 

powers with much smaller empires, so they were less dependent on their 

navies than was the United Kingdom. They were also more dependent on 

their armies than the United Kingdom, however. because they had to 

worry constantly about an invasion by a neighboring state. The United 

Kingdom was much less concerned about being attacked, because it was 

separated from the other European great powers by the English Channel. 

a formidable barrier to invasion. Consequently, the United Kingdom had a 

much smaller army than did either France or Germany. 

Funhermore. the small British army had little power-projection capa

bility against the other European great powers, because the same geo

graphical obstacle that made it difficult for rivals to invade the U nited 

Kingdom made it difficult for the United Kingdom to invade the conti

nent. Kaiser Wilhelm summed up the U.K. military weakness when he 
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said t o  a British visitor i n  l 9 1 1 ,  "Excuse m y  saying so, but the few divi

sions you could put into the field could make no appreciable difference. "74 

In short, the United Kingdom was not as powerful as either France or 

Germany during the forty-four years before World War I, even though it 

was wealthier than France for that entire period, and wealthier than 

Germany for roughly three-quaners of that time (see Table 3 . 3 ) .  

I t  should b e  apparent that there are sometimes important differences in 

how wealth and power are distributed among the great powers, but that 

those incongruities are not caused by states passing up opportunities to 

maximize their share of world power. For sound strategic reasons, states 

build different kinds of military establishments, and they expend different 

amounts of their wealth on their fighting forces. Moreover, states distil] 

military power from wealth at varying levels of efficiency. All of these 

considerations affect the balance of power. 

Thus, although wealth is the foundation of military might, it is impossi

ble to simply equate wealth with military might. It is necessary to come 

up with separate indicators of military power; the next chapter takes on 

this task. 



F O U R  

The Primacy 

of Land Power 

P 
ower in international politics is largely a product of the military 

forces that a state possesses. Great powers, however, can acquire 

different kinds of fighting forces, and how much of each kind they 

buy has important implications for the balance of power. This chapter ana

lyzes the four types of military power among which states choose-inde

pendent sea power, strategic airpower, land power, and nuclear 

weapons-to determine how to weigh them against each other and come 

up with a useful measure of power. 

I make two main points in the discussion below. First, land power is the 

dominant form of military power in the modem world. A state's power is 

largely embedded in its army and the air and naval forces that support 

those ground forces. Simply put, the most powerful states possess the most 

formidable armies. Therefore, measuring the balance of land power by itself 

should provide a rough but sound indicator of the relative might of rival 

great powers. 

Second, large bodies of water profoundly limit the power-projection 

capabilities of land forces. When opposing armies must cross a large 

expanse of water such as the Atlantic Ocean or the English Channel to 

attack each other, neither army is likely to have much offensive capability 

against its rival, regardless of the size and quality of the opposing armies. 

83 
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The stopping power o f  water i s  o f  great significance not just because i t  i s  a 

central aspect of land power, but also because it has important conse

quences for the concept of hegemony. Specifically, the presence of oceans 

on much of the earth's surface makes it impossible for any state to achieve 

global hegemony. Not even the world's most powerful state can conquer 

distant regions that can be reached only by ship. Thus, great powers can 

aspire to dominate only the region in which they are located, and possibly 

an adjacent region that can be reached over land. 

For more than a century strategists have debated which form of military 

power dominates the outcome of war. U .S .  admiral Alfred Thayer Mahan 

famously proclaimed the supreme importance of independent sea power in 

The Influence of Sea Power upon History. 1 660-1 783 and his other writings. '  

General Giulio Doubet o f  Italy later made the case for the primacy o f  strate

gic airpower in his 1 92 1  classic, The Command of the Air.2 Their works are still 

widely read at staff colleges around the world. I argue that both are wrong: 

land power is the decisive military instrument. Wars are won by big bat

talions, not by armadas in the air or on the sea. The strongest power is the 

state with the strongest army. 

One might argue that nuclear weapons greatly diminish the imponance 

of land power, either by rendering great-power war obsolete or by making 

the nuclear balance the essential component of military power in a com

petitive world. There is no question that great-power war is less likely in a 

nuclear world, but great powers still compete for security even under the 

nuclear shadow, sometimes intensely, and war between them remains a 

real possibility. The United States and the Soviet Union, for example, waged 

an unremitting security competition for fony-five years, despite the pres

ence of nuclear weapons on both sides. Moreover, save for the u nlikely sce

nario in which one great power achieves nuclear superiority, the nuclear 

balance matters little for determining relative power. Even in a nuclear 

world. armies and the air and naval forces that suppon them are the core 

ingredient of military power. 

The alliance patterns that formed during the Cold War are evidence that 

land power is the principal component of military might. In a world domi

nated by two great powers. we would expect other key states to join forces 

with the weaker great power to contain the stronger one. Throughout the 
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Cold War, not only was the United States much wealthier than the Soviet 

Union, but it also enjoyed a significant advantage in naval forces, strategic 

bombers, and nuclear warheads. Nevertheless, France, West Germany, Italy, 

Japan, the United Kingdom, and eventually China considered the Soviet 

Union, not the United States, to be the most powerful state in the system. 

Indeed, those states allied with the United States against the Soviet Union 

because they feared the Soviet army, not the American army. J Moreover, 

there is little concern about a Russian threat today-even though Russia has 

thousands of nuclear weapons-because the Russian army is weak and in 

no position to launch a major ground offensive. Should it recover and 

become a formidable fighting force again, the United States and its European 

allies would start worrying about a new Russian threat. 

This chapter comprises eight sections. I compare the different kinds of 

conventional military power in the first four sections, aiming to show that 

land power dominates independent sea power and strategic airpower. In 

the first section, I describe these different kinds of military power more fully 

and explain why land power is the main instrument for winning wars. In 

the next two sections, I discuss the various missions that navies and air 

forces perform and then consider the evidence on how independent naval 

and air forces have affected the outcomes of great-power wars. The role of 

land power in modern military history is examined in the fourth section. 

The fifth section analyzes how large bodies of water sharply curtail the 

power-projection capabilities of armies and thus shift the balance of land 

power in important ways. The impact of nuclear weapons on military 

power is discussed in the sixth section. I then describe how to measure land 

power in the seventh section, which is followed by a short conclusion that 

describes some implications for international stability that follow from my 

analysis of power. 

C O N Q U E S T  V S .  C O E R C I O N  

Land power i s  centered around annies. but i t  also includes th e  air and 

naval forces that support them. For example, navies transport armies 

across large bodies of water, and sometimes they attempt to project ground 
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forces onto hostile beaches. Air forces also transpon armies, but more 

important, they aid armies by delivering firepower from the skies. These air 

and naval missions, however, are directly assisting the army, not acting 

independently of it. Thus, these missions fit under the rubric of land power. 

Armies are of paramount imponance in warfare because they are the 

main military instrument for conquering and controlling land, which is 

the supreme political objective in a world of territorial states. Naval and 

air forces are simply not suited for conquering territory.4 The famous 

British naval strategist Julian Corbett put the point well regarding the 

relationship between armies and navies: #Since men live upon the land 

and not upon the sea, great issues between nations at war have always 

been decided-except in the rarest cases-either by what your army can 

do against your enemy's territory and national life, or else by the fear of 

what the fleet makes it possible for your army to do. • s  Corbett's logic 

applies to airpower as well as sea power. 

Navies and air forces, however, need not act simply as force multipliers 

for the army. Each can also independently project power against rival 

states, as many navalists and airpower enthusiasts like to emphasize. 

Navies, for example, can ignore what is happening on the battlefield and 

blockade an opponent, while air forces can fly over the battlefield and 

bomb the enemy's homeland. Both blockades and strategic bombing seek 

to produce victory by coercing the adversary into surrendering before its 

army is defeated on the battlefield. Specifically, the aim is to cause the 

opponent to surrender either by wrecking its economy and thus under

mining its ability to prosecute the war, or by inflicting massive punish

ment on its civilian population .  

The claims of Doubet and Mahan notwithstanding, neither independent 

naval power nor strategic airpower has much utility for winning major 

wars. Neither of those coercive instruments can win a great-power war 

operating alone. Only land power has the potential to win a major war by 

itself. The main reason, as discussed below, is that it is difficult to coerce a 

great power. In panicular, it is hard to destroy an enemy's economy solely 

by blockading or bombing it. Funhermore. the leaders as well as the people 

in modem states are rarely willing to surrender even after absorbing 
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tremendous amounts of punishment. Although blockading navies and 

strategic bombers cannot produce victory by themselves, they sometimes 

can help armies gain victory by damaging the economy that underpins the 

adversary's military machine. But even in this more limited capacity, air 

and naval forces usually do not play more than an auxiliary role. 

Land power dominates the other kinds of military power for another 

reason: only armies can expeditiously defeat an opponent. Blockading 

navies and strategic bombing, as discussed below, cannot produce quick 

and decisive victories in wars between great powers. They are useful 

mainly for fighting lengthy wars of attrition. But states rarely go to war 

unless they think that rapid success is likely. In fact. the prospect of a pro

tracted conflict is usually an excellent deterrent to war.6 Consequently, a 

great power's army is its main instrument for initiating aggression. A 

state's offensive potential. in other words, is embedded largely in its army. 

Let us now look more closely at the different missions that navies and 

air forces perform in wanime, paying special attention to how blockades 

and strategic bombing campaigns have affected the outcomes of past 

great-power conflicts. 

T H E  L I M I T S  OF I N D E P E N D E N T  N AVA L P O W E R  

A navy bent o n  projecting power against a rival state must first gain 

command of the sea. which is the bedrock mission for naval forces.7 

Command of the sea means controlling the lines of communication that 

crisscross the ocean's surface, so that a state's commercial and military 

ships can freely move across them. For a navy to command an ocean, it 

need not control all of the sea all of the time, but it must be able to control 

the strategically imponant pans whenever it wants to use them, and deny 

the enemy the ability to do likewise.• Gaining command of the sea can be 

achieved by destroying rival navies in battle, by blockading them in their 

pons, or by denying them access to critical sea lanes. 

A navy that commands the oceans may have the freedom to move 

about those moats. but it still must find a way to project power against its 
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rival's homeland; command o f  the sea b y  itself does not provide that capa

bility. Navies can perform three power-projection missions where they are 

directly supporting the army, not acting independently. 

Amphibious assault takes place when a navy moves an army across a 

large body of water and lands it on territory controlled by a rival great 

power.9 The attacking forces meet armed resistance either when they 

arrive at their landing zones or shonly thereafter. Their aim is to engage 

and defeat the defender's main armies, and to conquer some portion, if 

not all, of its territory. The Allied invasion of Normandy on June 6, 1 944, 

is an example of an amphibious assault. 

Amphibious landings, in contrast, occur when the seaborne forces meet 

hardly any resistance when they land in enemy territory and are able to 

establish a beachhead and move well inland before engaging enemy 

forces. 1 0  The insenion of British troops into French-controlled Ponugal 

during the Napoleonic Wars, discussed below, is an example of an 

amphibious landing; the landing of German army units in Nmway in the 

spring of 1 940 is another. 

Troop transport by a navy involves moving ground forces across an 

ocean and landing them on territory controlled by friendly forces, from 

where they go into combat against the enemy army. The navy effectively 

serves as a ferry service. The American navy performed this mission in 

World War I. when it moved troops from the United States to France, and 

again in World War II. when it moved troops from the United States to the 

United Kingdom. These different kinds of amphibious operations are con

sidered below, when I discuss how water limits the striking power of 

a rmies. Suffice it to say here that invasion from the sea against territory 

defended by a rival great power is usually a daunting task. Troop transport 

is a much easier mission . 1 1  

There are also two ways that navies can b e  used independently to proj

ect power against another state. In naval bombardment, enemy cities or 

selected military targets, usually along a rival's coast, are hit with sus

tained firepower from guns or missiles on ships and submarines. or by air

craft flying from carriers. The aim is to coerce the adversary either by 

punishing its cities or by shifting the military balance against it. This is not 
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a serious strategy; naval bombardment is pinprick warfare, and it has little 

effect on the target state. 

Although navies often bombarded enemy ports in the age of sail 

( 1 500- 1 8 50) ,  they could not deliver enough firepower to those targets to 

be more than a nuisance. 12 Moreover, naval gunfire did not have the range 

to hit targets located off the coast. Horatio Nelson, the famous British 

admiral, summed up the futility of naval bombardment with sailing navies 

when he said, "A ship's a fool to fight a fort." n The industrialization of 

navies after 1 850 significantly increased the amount of firepower navies 

could deliver, as well as their delivery range. But industrialization had an 

even more profound effect on the ability of land-based forces to find and 

sink navies, as discussed below. Thus, twentieth-century surface navies 

tended to stay far away from enemy coastlines in wartime. 1 4  More impor

tant, however, if a great power were to try to coerce an adversary with a 

conventional bombing campaign, it would surely use its air force for that 

purpose, not its navy. 

The two great naval theorists of modern times, Corbett and Mahan, 

believed that a blockade is the navy's ace strategy for winning great-power 

wars. Blockade, which Mahan called "the most striking and awful mark of 

sea power," works by strangling a rival state's economy. 1 5  The aim is to cut 

off an opponent's overseas trade-to deny it imports that move across 

water and to prevent it from exporting its own goods and materials to the 

outside world. 

Once seaborne trade is severed, there are two ways a blockade might 

coerce a rival great power into surrendering. First, it can inflict severe 

punishment on the enemy's civilian population, mainly by cutting off 

food imports and making life miserable, if not deadly, for the average citi

zen. If  enough people are made to suffer and die, popular support for the 

war will evaporate, a result that will either cause the population to revolt 

or force the government to stop the war for fear of revolt. Second, a 

blockade can so weaken an enemy's economy that it can no longer con

tinue the fight. Probably the best way to achieve this end is to cut off a 

critical import, such as oil. Blockading navies usually do not discriminate 

between these two approaches but instead try to cut off as much of an 
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opponent's overseas trade a s  possible, hoping that one approach succeeds. 

Regardless, blockades do not produce quick and decisive victories, because 

it takes a long time for a navy to wreck an adversary's economy. 

States usually implement blockades with naval forces that prevent 

oceangoing commerce from reaching the target state. The United Kingdom, 

for example. has historically relied on its surface navy to blockade rivals 

such as Napoleonic France and Wilhelmine Germany. Submarines can also 

be used to cut an enemy state's overseas trade, as Germany attempted to 

do against the United Kingdom in both world wars, and the United States 

did against Japan in World War JI. The Americans also used surface ships, 

land-based aircraft, and mines to blockade Japan. But navies are not always 

necessary to carry out a blockade. A state that dominates a continent and 

controls its major ports can stop trade between the states located on that 

continent and states located elsewhere, thus blockading the outside states. 

Napoleon's Continental System ( 1 806-1 3) ,  which was aimed at the United 

Kingdom, fits this model. 

The History of Blockades 

There are eight cases in the modern era in which a great power attempted 

to coerce another great power with a wartime blockade: I )  France block

aded the United Kingdom during the Napoleonic Wars, and 2) the United 

Kingdom did likewise to France; 3 )  France blockaded Prussia in 1 870; 4) 

Germany blockaded the United Kingdom and 5 )  the United Kingdom and 

the United States blockaded Germany and Austria-Hungary in World War I; 

6) Germany blockaded the United Kingdom and 7) the United Kingdom 

and the United States blockaded Germany and Italy in World War II; and 

8 )  the United States blockaded Japan in World War II .  The Union's block

ade of the Confederacy during the American Civil War ( 1 86 1 -6 5 )  is a pos

sible ninth case, although neither side was technically a great power; I will 

consider it here nonetheless . 1 6  

In evaluating these cases, two questions should be  kept in mind.  First, 

is there evidence that blockades alone can coerce an enemy into surren

dering? And second, can blockades contribute importantly to victory by 
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ground armies? Is the influence of blockades on the final outcome of wars 

likely to be decisive, roughly equal to that of land power. or marginal? 

The British economy was certainly hun by Napoleon's Continental 

System, but the United Kingdom stayed in the war and eventually came 

out on the winning side. ' 7  The British blockade of Napoleonic France did 

not come close to wrecking the French economy, which was not panicu

larly vulnerable to blockade. 1 8  No serious scholar argues that the British 

blockade played a key role in Napoleon's downfall. France's blockade of 

Prussia in 1 870 had hardly any effect on the Prussian economy, much less 

on the Prussian army, which won a decisive victory over the French 

army. 1 9  Germany's submarine campaign against British shipping in World 

War I threatened to knock the United Kingdom out of the war in 1 9 1 7, 

but that blockade ultimately failed and the British army played the key 

role in defeating Wilhelmine Germany in 1 9 1 8.20 In that same conflict, the 

British and American navies imposed a blockade of their own on 

Germany and Austria-Hungary that badly damaged those countries' 

economies and caused great suffering among their civilian populations.2 1 

Nevenheless, Germany surrendered only alter the kaiser's armies, which 

were not seriously affected by the blockade, were shattered in combat on 

the western front in the summer of 1 9 1 8 .  Austria -Hungary, too, had to be 

defeated on the battlefield. 

In World War II, Hitler launched another U-boat campaign against 

the United Kingdom, but again it failed to wreck the British economy 

and knock the United Kingdom out of the war.22 The Anglo-American 

blockade of Nazi Germany in that same conflict had no significant effect 

on the German economy, which was not particularly vulnerable to 

blockade." Nor did the Allied blockade cause Italy's economy much 

harm, and it certainly had little to do with Italy's decision to quit the 

war in mid- 1 943 .  Regarding the American Civil War. the Confederacy's 

economy was hurt by the Union blockade, but it did not collapse, and 

General Roben E .  Lee surrendered only alter the Confederate armies 

had been soundly defeated in battle. Moreover. Lee's armies were not 

beaten in battle because they suffered from material shortages stemming 

from the blockade.,. 
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The American blockade o f  Japan during World War I I  i s  the only case 

in which a blockade wrecked a rival's economy, causing serious damage to 

its military forces. Moreover, it is the only case among the nine of success

ful coercion. since Japan surrendered before its Home Anny of two mil

lion men was defeated in battle." There is no question that the blockade 

played a central role in bringing Japan to its knees, but it was done in tan

dem with land power, which played an equally imponant role in produc

ing victory. Japan's decision to surrender unconditionally in August 1 945 

merits close scrutiny, because it is a controversial case, and because it has 

significant implications for analyzing the efficacy of strategic airpower as 

well as blockades." 

A good way to think about what caused Japan to surrender is to distin

guish between what transpired before August 1 945 and what happened in 

the first two weeks of that critical month. By late July 1 945, Japan was a 

defeated nation, and its leaders recognized that fact. The only imponant 

issue at stake was whether Japan could avoid unconditional surrender, 

which the United States demanded. Defeat was inevitable because the bal

ance of land power had shifted decisively against Japan over the previous 

three years. Japan's army, along with its supporting air and naval forces, 

was on the verge of collapse because of the devastating American block

ade, and because it had been worn down in protracted fighting on two 

fronts. The Asian mainland was Japan's western front, and its armies had 

been bogged down there in a costly war with China since 1 937.  Japan's 

eastern front was its island empire in the western Pacific, where the 

United States was its principal foe. American ground forces, with exten

sive air and naval suppon for sure, had defeated most of the Japanese 

forces holding those islands and were gearing up to invade Japan itself in 

the fall of 1 945 .  

By the end of July 1 945, the American air force had been firebombing 

Japan's major cities for almost five months, and it had inflicted massive 

destruction on Japan's civilian population. Nevenheless, this punishment 

campaign neither caused the Japanese people to put pressure on their 

government to end the war nor caused Japan's leaders to think seriously 

about throwing in the towel. Instead, Japan was on the ropes because its 
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army had been decimated by blockade and years of debilitating ground 

combat. Still, Japan refused to surrender unconditionally. 

Why did Japan continue to hold out? It was not because its leaders 

thought that their badly weakened army could thwart an American inva

sion of Japan. In fact, it was widely recognized that the United States had 

the military might to conquer the home islands. Japanese policymakers 

refused to accept unconditional surrender because they thought that it 

was possible to negotiate an end to the war that left Japan's sovereignty 

intact. The key to success was to make the United States think that it 

would have to pay a large blood price to conquer Japan. The threat of 

costly victory, they reasoned, would cause the United States to be more 

flexible on the diplomatic front. Furthermore. Japanese leaders hoped 

that the Soviet Union, which had stayed out of the Pacific war so far. 

would mediate the peace talks and help produce an agreement short of 

unconditional surrender. 

Two events in early August 1 945 finally pushed Japan's leaders over 

the line and got them to accept unconditional surrender. The atomic 

bombings of Hiroshima (August 6 )  and Nagasaki (August 9) and the 

specter of more nuclear attacks caused some key individuals, including 

Emperor Hirohito. to push for quitting the war immediately. The final 

straw was the Soviet decision to join the war against Japan on August 8, 

1 945 ,  and the Soviet attack on the Kwantung Army in Manchuria the fol

lowing day. Not only did that development eliminate any possibility of 

using the Soviet Union to negotiate a peace agreement, but Japan was 

now at war with both the Soviet Union and the United States. Moreover. 

the rapid collapse of the Kwantung Army at the hands of the Red Anny 

suggested that the Home Anny was likely to fall rather quickly and easily 

to the American invasion force. In short, Japan's strategy for gaining a 

conditional surrender was in tatters by August 9, 1 945,  and this fact was 

widely recognized by the Japanese military, especially the army, which 

had been the principal roadblock to quitting the war. 

The evidence from these cases of blockade suggests two conclusions 

about their utility for winning wars. First, blockades alone cannot coerce an 

enemy into surrendering. The futility of such a strategy is shown by the fact 
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that n o  belligerent has ever tried it. Moreover, the record shows that even 

blockades used together with land power rarely have produced coercive 

results, revealing the general inability of blockades to coerce. In the nine 

cases surveyed above, the blockading state won five times and lost four 

times. In four of the five viaories, however, there was no coercion; the vic

tor had to conquer the other state's army. In the single case of successful 

coercion, the U.S.  navy's blockade of Japan was only panially responsible 

for the outcome. Land power mattered at least as much as the blockade. 

Second, blockades rarely do much to weaken enemy armies. hence 

they rarely contribute in imponant ways to the success of a ground cam

paign. The best that can be said for blockade is that it sometimes helps 

land power win protracted wars by damaging an adversary's economy. 

Indeed, the blockade of Japan is the only case in which a blockade mat

tered as much as land power for winning a great-power war. 

Why Blockades Fail  

Numerous factors account for the limited impact of blockades in great

power wars. They sometimes fail because the blockading navy is checked 

at sea and cannot cut the victim's sea lines of communication. The British 

and American navies thwaned Germany's blockades in both world wars 

by making it difficult for German submarines to get close enough to Allied 

shipping to launch their torpedoes. Funhermore, blockades sometimes 

become porous over the course of a long war, because of leakage or 

because neutral states seive as entrepOts. The Continental System, for 

example, eroded over time because Napoleon could not completely shut 

down British trade with the European continent. 

Even when a blockade cuts off vinually all of the target state's 

seaborne commerce, its impact is usually limited for two reasons. First, 

great powers have ways of beating blockades, for example by recycling, 

stockpiling, and substitution. The United Kingdom was heavily depend

ent on imponed food before both world wars, and the German blockades 

in those conflicts aimed to starve the British into submission. The United 

Kingdom dealt with this threat to its survival, however, by sharply 
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increasing its production of foodstuffs.27 When Germany had its rubber 

supply cut off in World War II, it developed a synthetic substitute." 

Furthermore, great powers can conquer and exploit neighboring states, 

especially since the coming of railroads. Nazi Germany, for example, 

thoroughly exploited the European continent in World War II, greatly 

reducing the impact of the Allied blockade. 

Modem bureaucratic states are especially adept at adjusting and ration

alizing their economies to counter wartime blockades. Mancur Olson 

demonstrates this point in The Economics of the Wartime Shortage. which 

compares the blockades against the United Kingdom in the Napoleonic 

Wars, World War I, and World War II." He notes that "Britain endured the 

greatest loss of food supplies in World War ll, the next greatest loss in 

World War I. and the smallest loss in the Napoleonic wars.• At the same 

time, the United Kingdom was more dependent on food imports during 

the twentieth century than it was during the Napoleonic period. Therefore, 

one would expect "the amount of suffering for want of food" to be greatest 

in World War II and least in Napoleon's day. 

But Olson finds the opposite to be true: suffering due to lack of food in 

the Napoleonic period "was probably much greater than in either of the 

world wars ."  His explanation for this counterintuitive finding is that the 

administrative abilities of the British state increased markedly over time, 

so that its capacity to reorganize its economy in wartime and ameliorate 

the effects of blockade was "least remarkable in the Napoleonic period. 

more remarkable in World War I, and most remarkable in World War II.· 

Second, the populations of modem states can absorb great amounts o! 

pain without rising up against their governments.30 There is not a single 

case in the historical record in which either a blockade or a strategic 

bombing campaign designed to punish an enemy's population caused sig

nificant public protests against the target government. II anything, it 

appears that "punishment generates more public anger against the attack

er than against the target government. • 1 1 Consider Japan in World War II. 

Not only was its economy devastated by the American blockade, but 

Japan was subjected to a strategic bombing campaign that destroyed vast 

tracts of urban landscape and killed hundreds of thousands of civilians. 
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Yet the Japanese people stoically withstood the withering punishment the 

United States dished out, and they put little pressure on their government 

to surrender.12 

Finally, governing elites are rarely moved to quit a war because their 

populations are being brutalized. In fact, one could argue that the more 

punishment that a population suffers, the more difficult it is for the lead

ers to quit the war. The basis of this claim, which seems counterintuitive, 

is that bloody defeat greatly increases the likelihood that after the war is 

over the people will seek revenge against the leaders who led them down 

the road to destruction. Thus, those leaders have a powerful incentive to 

ignore the pain being inflicted on their population and fight to the finish 

in the hope that they can pull out a victory and save their own skin. n 

T H E  L I M I T S  OF S T R AT E G I C  A I R P O W E R  

T here are important parallels i n  how states employ their air forces and 

their navies in war. Whereas navies must gain command of the sea 

before they can project power against rival states, air forces must gain com

mand of the air, or achieve what is commonly called air superiority, before 

they can bomb enemy forces on the ground or attack an opponent's home

land. If an air force does not control the skies, its strike forces are likely to 

suffer substantial losses. making it difficult. if not impossible for them to 

project power against the enemy. 

American bombers. for example. conducted large-scale raids against the 

German cities of Regensburg and Schweinfun in August and October 1 943 

without commanding the skies over that pan of Germany. The attacking 

bombers suffered prohibitive losses as a result. forcing the United States to 

halt the attacks until long-range fighter escons became available in early 

1 944. "  During the first days of the Yorn Kippur War in October 1 973 ,  the 

Israeli Air Force ( IAF) attempted to provide much-needed suppon to the 

beleaguered Israeli ground forces along the Suez Canal and on the Golan 

Heights. But withering fire from Egyptian and Syrian surface-to-air missiles 

and air-defense guns forced the IAF to curtail that mission." 
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Once an air force controls the skies, it can pursue three power-projeaion 

missions in support of army units fighting on the ground. In a close air sup

port role, an air force flies above the battlefield and provides direct tactical 

support to friendly ground forces operating below. The air force's principal 

goal is to destroy enemy troops from the air, in effect serving as "' flying 

artillery.,. This mission requires close coordination between air and ground 

forces. Interdiction involves air force strikes at the enemy army's rear area, 

mainly to destroy or delay the movement of enemy supplies and troops to 

the front line. The target list might include supply depots, reserve units, 

long-range artillery, and the lines of communication that crisscross the 

enemy's rear area and run up to its front lines. Air forces also provide air

lift, moving troops and supplies either to or within a combat theater. These 

missions, of course, simply augment an army's power. 

But an air force can also independently project power against an adver

sary with strategic bombing, in which the air force strikes directly at the 

enemy's homeland, paying little attention to events on the battlefield.l6 

This mission lends itself to the claim that air forces alone can win wars. 

Not surprisingly, airpower enthusiasts tend to embrace strategic bombing, 

which works much like its naval equivalent, the blockade." The aim of 

both strategic bombing and blockading is to coerce the enemy into surren

dering either by massively punishing its civilian population or by destroy

ing its economy, which would ultimately cripple its fighting forces. 

Proponents of economic targeting sometimes favor striking against the 

enemy's entire industrial base and wrecking it in toto. Others advocate 

strikes limited to one or more "critical components" such as oil. ball bear

ings, machine tools, steel. or transportation networks-the Achilles' heel 

of the enemy's economy. " Strategic bombing campaigns, like blockades. 

are not expected to produce quick and easy victories. 

Over the past decade, some advocates of airpower have argued that 

strategic bombing can secure victory by decapitating the enemy's political 

leadership. "  Specifically, bombers might be used either to kill a rival 

state's political leaders or to isolate them from their people by attacking 

the leadership's means of communication as well as the security forces 

that allow it to control the population. More benign elements in the 
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adversary's camp, i t  i s  hoped, would then stage a coup and negotiate 

peace. Advocates of decapitation also claim that it might be feasible to iso

late a political leader from his military forces, making it impossible for him 

to command and control them. 

Two further points about independent airpower are in order before 

looking at the historical record. Strategic bombing, which I take to 

mean non-nuclear attacks on the enemy's homeland, has not been an 

important kind of military power since 1 945 ,  and that  situation is  

unlikely to change in the foreseeable future. With the development of 

nuclear weapons at the end of World War II, great powers moved away 

from threatening each other's homelands with conventionally armed 

bombers and instead relied on nuclear weapons to accomplish that mis

sion. During the Cold War. for example, neither the United States nor 

the Soviet Union planned to launch a strategic bombing campaign 

against the other in the event of a superpower war. B oth states. howev

er. had extensive plans for using their nuclear arsenals to strike each 

other's territory. 

But old-fashioned strategic bombing has not disappeared altogether. 

The great powers continued employing it against minor powers. as the 

Soviet Union did against Afghanistan in the 1 980s and the United States 

did against Iraq and Yugoslavia in the 1 990s." Having the capability to 

bomb small, weak states. however. should not count for much when 

assessing the balance of military might among the great powers. What 

should count the most are the military instruments that the great powers 

intend to use against each other. and that no longer includes strategic 

bombing. Thus. my analysis of independent airpower is relevant primarily 

to the period between 1 9 1 5  and 1 945,  not to the recent past, the present, 

or the future. 

The historical record includes founeen cases of strategic bombing: five 

involve great powers attacking other great powers, and nine are instances 

of great powers striking minor powers. The campaigns between rival great 

powers provide the most imponant evidence for determining how to 

assess the balance of military might among the great powers. Nevenheless. 

I also consider the cases involving minor powers, because some might 
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think that they-especially the U.S.  air campaigns against Iraq and 

Yugoslavia-provide evidence that great powers can use their air forces to 

coerce another great power. That is not so, however, as will become 

apparent. 

The History of Strategic Bombing 

The five cases in which a great power attempted to coerce a rival great 

power with strategic bombing are in World War I. when 1 )  Germany 

bombed B ritish cities; and in World War IL when 2) Germany struck again 

at British cities, 3) the United Kingdom and the United States bombed 

Germany, 4)  the United Kingdom and the United States attacked Italy, 

and 5) the United States bombed Japan. 

The nine instances in which a great power attempted to coerce a 

minor power with strategic airpower include l )  Italy against Ethiopia in 

I 936;  2) Japan versus China from 1 9 3 7  to 1 945;  3) the Soviet Union 

against Finland in World War II; the United States versus 4 )  North Korea 

in the early 1 9 50s, 5) North Vietnam in the mid- 1 960s, and 6 )  North 

Vietnam again in 1 972; 7) the Soviet Union against Afghanistan in the 

1 980s; and the United States and its allies versus 8 )  Iraq in 1 9 9 1  and 9) 

Yugoslavia in 1 999. 

These fourteen cases should be evaluated in terms of the same two 

questions that informed the earlier analysis of blockades: First. is there 

evidence that strategic bombing alone can coerce an enemy into surren

dering? Second, can strategic airpower contribute importantly to victory 

by ground armies? Is the influence of strategic bombing on the final out

come of wars likely to be decisive, roughly equal to that of land power, or 

marginal? 

Bombing Great Powers 

The German air offensives against B ritish cities in World Wars I and II not 

only failed to coerce the United Kingdom to surrender, but Germany also 

lost both wars.4 1 Furthermore, there is no evidence that either of those 
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bombing campaigns seriously damaged the United Kingdom's military 

capability. Thus, if there is a case to be made for the decisive influence of 

strategic bombing, it depends largely on the Allied bombing of the so

called Axis powers-Germany, Italy, and Japan-in World War II. 

A good reason to be skeptical about claims that bombing was of central 

imponance to the outcomes of these three conflicts is that, in each case, 

serious bombing of the target state did not begin until well after it was 

clear that each was going down to defeat. Germany, for example, went to 

war with the United Kingdom in September 1 9 3 9  and with the United 

States in December 1 94 1 .  Germany surrendered in May 1 945,  although it 

was clear by the end of 1 942, if not sooner, that Germany was going to 

lose the war. The Wehrmacht's last major offensive against the Red Army 

was at Kursk in the summer of 1 943,  and it failed badly. After much 

debate, the Allies finally decided at the Casablanca Conference in January 

1 943 to launch a serious strategic bombing campaign against Germany. 

But the air offensive was slow getting started, and the bombers did not 

begin pounding the Third Reich until the spring of 1 944, when the Allies 

finally gained air superiority over Germany. Even historian Richard 

Overy, who believes that airpower played a central role in winning the 

war against Germany, acknowledges that it was only "during the last year 

of the war [that] the bombing campaign came of age."42 

Italy went to war with the United Kingdom in June 1 940 and the 

United States in December 1 94 1 .  But unlike Germany, Italy quit the war 

in September 1 943,  before it had been conquered. The Allied bombing 

campaign against Italy began in earnest in July 1 943,  roughly two months 

before Italy surrendered. By  that point, however, Italy was on the brink of 

catastrophic defeat. Its army was decimated and it no longer was capable of 

defending the Italian homeland from invasion.41 In fact, the Wehrmacht 

was providing most of Italy's defense when the Allies invaded Sicily from 

the sea in July 1 94 3 .  

Japan's w a r  with t h e  United States staned in December 1 94 1  a n d  ended 

in August 1 945 .  The serious pounding of Japan from the air began in 

March 1 945, about five months before Japan surrendered. At that point, 

however, Japan had clearly lost the war and was facing the prospect of  sur-
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rendering unconditionally. The United States had destroyed Japan's empire 

in the Pacific and effectively eliminated what remained of the Japanese 

navy at the Battle of Leyte Gulf in October 1 944. Moreover. the American 

naval blockade had wrecked the Japanese economy by March 1 945,  an act 

that had profoundly negative consequences for Japan's anny, a large por

tion of which was bogged down in an unwinnable war with China. 

The fact is that these strategic bombing campaigns were feasible only 

late in the war when the Axis powers were badly battered and headed for 

defeat. Otherwise, the target states would not have been vulnerable to a 

sustained aerial assault. The United States. for example, was unable to con

duct a major bombing campaign against Japan until it had destroyed most 

of Japan's navy and air force and had fought its way close to the home 

islands. Only then were American bombers near enough to make unhin

dered attacks on Japan. Nor could the United States effectively employ its 

strategic bombers against Germany until it had gained air superiority over 

the Third Reich. That difficult task took time and was feasible only because 

Germany was diverting huge resources to fight the Red Anny. 

The best case that can be made for the three Allied strategic bombing 

campaigns is that they helped finish off opponents who were already well 

on their way to defeat-which hardly supports the claim that independent 

airpower was a decisive weapon in World War II.  In particular. one might 

argue that those strategic air campaigns helped end the war sooner rather 

than later, and that they also helped the Allies secure better terms than 

otherwise would have been possible. Except for the Italian case, however. 

the evidence seems to show that strategic bombing had little effect on 

how these conflicts ended. Let us consider these cases in more detail. 

The Allies attempted to coerce Germany into surrendering by inflicting 

pain on its civilian population and by destroying its economy. The Allied 

punishment campaign against German cities, which included the infamous 

"firebombings" of Hamburg and Dresden, destroyed more than 40 percent 

of the urban area in Germany's seventy largest cities and killed roughly 

3 0 5.000 civilians.44 The German people, however, fatalistically absorbed 

the punishment, and Hitler felt no compunction to surrender.45 There is no 

doubt that Allied air strikes. along with the advancing ground forces. 
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wrecked Germany's industrial base b y  early 1 945 .46 B u t  the war was 

almost over at that point, and more important, the destruction of German 

industry was still not enough to coerce Hitler into stopping the war. In the 

end, the American, British, and Soviet armies had to conquer Germany.47 

The strategic bombing campaign against Italy was modest in the 

extreme compared to the pummeling that was inflicted on Germany and 

Japan.« Some economic targets were struck, but no attempt was made to 

demolish Italy's industrial base. The Allies also sought to inflict pain on 

Italy's population, but in the period from October 1 942 until August 1 943 

they killed about 3 ,700 Italians, a t iny number compared to the 305 ,000 

Germans (between March 1 942 and April 1 94 5 )  and 900,000 Japanese 

(between March and August 1 94 5 )  killed from the air. Despite its limited 

lethality, the bombing campaign began to rattle Italy's ruling elites in the 

summer of 1 943 (when it was intensified) and increased the pressure on 

them to surrender as soon as possible. Nevertheless, the main reason that 

Italy was desperate to quit the war at that point-and eventually did so on 

September 8, 1 943-was that the Italian army was in tatters and it stood 

hardly any chance of stopping an Allied invasion.49 Italy was doomed to 

defeat well before the bombing campaign began to have an effect. Thus, 

the best that can be said for the Allied air offensive against Italy is that it 

probably forced Italy out of the war a month or two earlier than otherwise 

would have been the case. 

When the American bombing campaign against Japan began in late 

1 944, the initial goal was to use high-explosive bombs to help destroy 

Japan's economy, which was being wrecked by the U ,S ,  navy's blockade.'° 

It quickly became apparent, however, that this airpower strategy would 

not seriously damage Japan's industrial base. Therefore, in March 1 945 ,  

the United States decided to try  instead to punish Japan's civilian popula

tion by firebombing its cities .5 1 This deadly aerial campaign, which lasted 

until the war ended five months later, destroyed more than 40 percent of 

Japan's 64 largest cities, killed approximately 785,000 civilians, and forced 

about 8 .  5 million people to evacuate their homes. 52 Although Japan sur

rendered in August 1 94 5  before the United States invaded and conquered 

the Japanese homeland-making this a case of succesful coercion-the 
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firebombing campaign played only a minor role in convincing Japan to 

quit the war. As discussed earlier, blockade and land power were mainly 

responsible for the outcome, although the atomic bombings and the 

Soviet declaration of war against Japan (both in early August) helped 

push Japan over the edge. 

Thus coercion failed in three of the five cases in which a great power 

was the target state: Germany's air offensives against the United Kingdom 

in World Wars I and II, and the Allied bombing campaign against Nazi 

Germany. Moreover, strategic bombing did not play a key role in the 

Allies' victory over the Wehrmacht. Although Italy and Japan were 

coerced into surrendering in World War II, both successes were largely 

due to factors other than independent airpower. Let us now consider what 

happened in the past when the great powers unleashed their bombers 

against minor powers. 

Bombing Small Powers 

Despite the significant power asymmetry in the nine instances in which a 

great power's strategic bombers struck at a minor power. coercion did not 

happen in five of the cases. Italy bombed Ethiopian towns and villages in 

1 936, sometimes using poison gas . 5 3  Nevertheless, Ethiopia refused to sur

render, forcing the Italian army to conquer the entire country. Japan 

bombed Chinese cities between 1 9 37 and I 945, killing large numbers of 

Chinese civilians. 54 But China did not surrender and ultimately the United 

States decisively defeated Japan. The United States conducted the famous 

"Rolling Thunder" bombing campaign against North Vietnam from 1 96 5  

t o  1 968.  Its a i m  was t o  force the North Vietnamese t o  stop fueling the war 

in South Vietnam and accept the existence of an independent South 

Vietnam." The effort failed and the war went on. 

The Soviet Union waged a bombing campaign against Afghanistan's 

population centers between 1 979 and 1 989 in order to coerce the Afghan 

rebels to stop their war against the Soviet-backed government in Kabul.56  

The Soviets, not the rebels, eventually quit the war. Finally, in early 1 99 1 .  

the United States launched a strategic air offensive against Iraq t o  coerce 
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Saddam Hussein into abandoning Kuwait. which his army had conquered 

in August 1 990. 57 The bombing campaign failed to coerce Saddam, how

ever, and the United States and its allies eventually had to employ ground 

forces to accomplish their mission. This bombing campaign is noteworthy 

because the United States employed a decapitation strategy: it tried to kill 

Saddam from the air, and it also attempted to isolate him from his popula

tion and from his military forces in Kuwait. This strategy failed on all 

counts. 58 

Coercion did succeed in four of the cases involving small powers, but 

strategic bombing appears to have played a peripheral role in achieving 

that end in all but one of those cases. When the Soviet Union invaded 

Finland on November 30, 1 9 39, Soviet leader Josef Stalin launched a 

modest bombing campaign against Finnish cities. killing roughly 6 5 0  civil

ians." By all accounts, the bombing campaign had little to do with 

Finland's decision to stop the war in March 1 940 before it was defeated 

and conquered by the Red Army. Finland quit fighting because it recog

nized that its army was badly outnumbered and stood hardly any chance 

of winning the war. 

During the Korean War. the United States attempted to coerce North 

Korea into quitting the war by punishing it from the air.00 This effort actu

ally involved three distinct campaigns. From late July 1 9 5 0  until late 

October 1 9 50, American bombers concentrated on bombing North Korea's 

five major industrial centers. Between May and September 1 9 52,  the 

main targets were a handful of hydroelectric plants in North Korea, as 

well as Pyongyang, the North Korean capital .  American bombers struck 

North Korean dams between May and June 1 9 5 3 ,  aiming to destroy 

North Korea's rice crop and starve it into surrendering. 

Since the annistice terminating the war was not signed until July 27, 

1 95 3, the first two punishment campaigns clearly did not end the war. 

Indeed, it is apparent from the available evidence that neither of those cam

paigns affected North Korean behavior in any meaningful way. Although 

the campaign to destroy North Korea's rice crop immediately preceded the 

signing of the annistice, bombing the dams did not devastate North Korea's 

rice crop and cause mass starvation. North Korea was finally coerced into 
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signing the armistice by President Dwight Eisenhower's nuclear threats, 

and by the realization that neither side had the necessary combination of 

capability and will to alter the stalemate on the ground. In shon, conven

tional aerial punishment did not cause this successful coercion. 

In addition to the failed "Rolling Thunder" campaign against Nonh 

Vietnam ( 1 96 5-68) ,  the United States launched the "Linebacker" bomb

ing campaigns in 1 972.6 1  Nonh Vietnam eventually signed a cease-fire 

agreement in early l 973 that allowed the United States to withdraw from 

the war and delayed funher Nonh Vietnamese ground offensives against 

South Vietnam.  Although technically this was a case of successful coer

cion, in fact, the agreement merely postponed North Vietnam's final victo

ry over South Vietnam until 1975 .  Nevertheless, strategic bombing played 

a small role in causing North Vietnam to accept a cease-fire with the 

United States. 

Contrary to the popular perception at the time, American bombers 

inflicted relatively little punishment on Nonh Vietnam's civilian popula

tion. About thineen thousand Nonh Vietnamese died from the 1 972 air 

campaign, a level of suffering that was hardly likely to cause a determined 

foe like North Vietnam to cave in to American demands.62 The main reason 

North Vietnam agreed to a cease-fire in January 1 97 3  was that the U .S .  air 

force had thwarted a North Vietnamese ground offensive in the spring of 

1 972, thereby creating a powerful incentive for North Vietnam to facilitate 

a rapid withdrawal of all American forces from Vietnam before going on 

the offensive again. Signing the cease-fire did just that, and two years later 

North Vietnam won a complete military victory over South Vietnam, 

which fought its final battles without the help of American airpower. 

The recent war conducted by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

( NATO )  against Yugoslavia appears at first glance to be the one case in 

which strategic airpower alone coerced an adversary into submission.61 The 

United States and its allies began bombing Yugoslavia on March 24, 1 999. 

Their aim was to get Slobodan Milosevic, Yugoslavia's president, to stop 

repressing the Albanian population in the province of Kosovo and allow 

NATO troops into that province. The air campaign lasted seventy days. 

Milosevic caved in to NATO's demands on June 8, 1 999. NATO did not 
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launch a ground attack into Kosovo, although the rebel Kosovo Liberation 

Army skirmished with Yugoslav ground forces throughout the campaign. 

Not much evidence is available about why Milosevic capitulated, but it 

seems clear that bombing did not come dose to bringing Yugoslavia to its 

knees, and that bombing alone is not responsible for the outcome.64 The 

bombing campaign was initially a small-scale effon, because NATO leaders 

believed that Milosevic would concede defeat after a few days of light 

punishment from the air. Although NATO intensified the air war when 

that approach failed, it did not have the political will to inflict significant 

pain on Yugoslavia. Consequently, NATO's bombers went to great lengths 

not to kill Yugoslav civilians while striking against a limited number of 

economic and political targets in Yugoslavia. The bombing campaign killed 

about five hundred civilians." Not surprisingly, there is hardly any evi

dence that Milosevic threw in the towel because of pressure from his peo

ple to end their suffering. 

It appears that a variety of factors account for Milosevic's decision to 

cave into NATO's demands. The threat of funher punishment from the air 

was probably a key factor, but two other factors appear to have been at 

least as important. NATO was beginning preparations for a massive 

ground invasion of Yugoslavia, and in late May the U.S .  administration of 

President Bill Clinton sent a clear message to Milosevic via the Russians 

that NATO would soon send ground troops into Kosovo if he did not sur

render. Funhermore, Russia, which was Yugoslavia's key ally and was bit

terly opposed to the war, essentially sided with NATO in early June and 

put significant pressure on Milosevic to end the conflict immediately. 

NATO also softened its demands a bit to make a settlement more attractive 

to the Yugoslav leader. In sum, the punishment campaign alone did not 

produce victory against Yugoslavia, although it seems to have been an 

imponant factor. 

The evidence from these founeen cases suppons the following conclu

sions about the utility of strategic bombing. First, strategic bombing alone 

cannot coerce an enemy into surrendering. Save for the case of Yugoslavia, 

no great power (or  a lliance of great powers) has ever tried to win a war by 

relying solely on its air force, and even in that case NATO eventually 
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threatened a ground invasion to coerce Milosevic. Strategic bombing was 

employed in tandem with land power from the start in the other thirteen 

cases. This record shows the futility of relying on strategic bombing alone. 

Furthermore, there is little evidence that past bombing campaigns so 

markedly affected the war's outcome as to indicate that strategic bombing 

by itself can compel the surrender of another great power. Even when 

strategic bombing is used along with land power, the record shows that 

strategic bombing plausibly played a major role in shaping the outcome 

only once. Strategic bombing is generally unable to coerce on its own. 

Consider that in nine out of the fourteen cases, the great power 

employing strategic airpower won the war. In three of those nine cases, 

however, the victor did not coerce its adversary but had to defeat it on the 

ground: Italy against Ethiopia, the Allies against Nazi Germany, and the 

United States against Iraq. In the remaining six cases, the great power 

employing strategic airpower successfully coerced its adversary. Strategic 

bombing, however, played a subordinate role in determining the outcome 

of five of those six cases: the United States against Japan, the Soviet Union 

against Finland, the Allies against Italy, and the United States against 

Korea and Vietnam ( 1 972 ) .  Land power was the key to victory in each 

case, although blockade was also an essential ingredient of success in the 

U.S . -Japan case. 

The war over Kosovo is the only instance in which strategic bombing 

appears to have played a key role in causing successful coercion. But that 

case is not cause for optimism about the utility of independent airpower. 

Not only was Yugoslavia an especially weak minor power fighting alone 

against the mighty United States and its European allies, but other factors 

besides the bombing campaign moved Milosevic to acquiesce to NATO's 

demands. 

The second lesson to be drawn from the historical record is that strate

gic bombing rarely does much to weaken enemy armies. and hence it 

rarely contributes importantly to the success of a ground campaign. 

During World War II, independent airpower did sometimes help great 

powers win lengthy wars of attrition against rival great powers, but it 

played only an ancillary role in those victories. In the nuclear era, great 
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powers have employed that coercive instrument only against minor pow

ers, not against each other. But even against weaker states, strategic 

bombing has been about as effective as it was against other great powers. 

In shon, it is hard to bomb an adversary into submission. 

Why Strategic Bombing Campaigns Fail 

Strategic bombing is unlikely to work for the same reasons that blockades 

usually fail to coerce an opponent: civilian populations can absorb 

tremendous pain and deprivation without rising up against their govern

ment. Political scientist Rohen Pape succinctly summarizes the historical 

evidence regarding aerial punishment and popular revolt: •over more 

than seventy- five years. the record of air power is replete with effons to 

alter the behavior of states by attacking or threatening to attack large 

numbers of civilians. The incontrovenible conclusion from these cam

paigns is that air attack does not cause citizens to tum against their gov

ernment . . . .  In fact, in the more than thiny major strategic air campaigns 

that have thus far been waged, air power has never driven the masses into 

the streets to demand anything. '" 66 Funhennore, modem industrial 

economies are not fragile structures that can be easily destroyed, even by 

massive bombing attacks. To paraphrase Adam Smith, there is a lot of 

room for ruin in a great power's economy. This targeting strategy makes 

even less sense against minor powers. because they invariably have small 

industrial bases. 

But what about decapitation? As noted, that strategy failed against Iraq 

in 1 99 1 .  It was also tried on three other occasions. none of  which are 

included in the previous discussion because they were such small-scale 

attacks. Nevenheless. the strategy failed all three times to produce the 

desired results. On April 1 4. 1 986. the United States bombed the tent of 

Muammar Qaddafi. The Libyan leader's young daughter was killed, but he 

escaped harm. It is widely believed that the terrorist bombing of Pan Am 

flight 1 0 3  over Scotland two years later was retribution for that failed 

assassination attempt. On April 2 I. 1 996, the Russians targeted and killed 

Dzhokhar Dudayev, the leader of rebel forces in  the province of Chechnya. 
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The aim was to coerce the Chechens into settling their secessionist war 

with Russia on terms that were favorable to the Kremlin. In fact, the 

rebels vowed to avenge Dudayev's death, and a few months later (August 

1 996) the Russian troops were forced out of Chechnya. Finally. the United 

States launched a brief four-day attack against Iraq in December 1 998. 

"'Operation Desen Fox," as the effon was code-named, was another 

attempt to decapitate Saddam; it failed. 67 
Decapitation is a fanciful strategy.68 The case of Dudayev notwithstand

ing, it especially difficult in wanime to locate and kill a rival political 

leader. But even if decapitation happens, it is unlikely that the successor's 

politics will be substantially different from those of the dead predecessor. 

This strategy is based on the deep-seated American belief that hostile 

states are essentially comprised of benign citizens controlled by evil lead

ers. Remove the evil leader. the thinking goes. and the forces of good will 

triumph and the war will quickly end. This is not a promising strategy. 

Killing a panicular leader does not guarantee that one of his closest lieu

tenants will not replace him .  For example, had the Allies managed to kill 

Adolf Hitler. they probably would have gotten Manin Bormann or 

Hermann Goering as his replacement. neither or whom would have been 

much, if any, improvement over Hitler. Funhermore. evil leaders like 

Hitler often enjoy widespread popular support: not only do they some

times represent the views or their body politic. but nationalism tends to 

foster close ties between political leaders and their populations, especially 

in wartime, when all concerned face a powerful external threat.b" 

The variant of the strategy that calls for isolating the political leadership 

from the broader population is also illusory. Leaders have multiple chan

nels for communicating with their people, and it is virtually impossible for 

an air force to knock all of them out at once and keep them shut down for 

a long period of time. For example. bombers might be well-suited for 

damaging an adversary's telecommunications, but they are ill-suited for 

knocking out newspapers. They are also ill-suited for destroying the secret 

police and other instruments of suppression. Finally, causing coups that 

produce friendly leaders in enemy states during wartime is an extremely 

difficult task. 
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Isolating a political leader from his military forces i s  equally impractical. 

The key to success in this variant of the strategy is to sever the lines of 

communication between the battlefield and the political leadership. There 

are two reasons why this strategy is doomed to fail, however. Leaders 

have multiple channels for communicating with their military, as well as 

with their population, and bombers are not likely to shut them all down 

simultaneously, much less keep them all silent for a long time. Moreover, 

political leaders worried about this problem can delegate authority in 

advance to the appropriate military commanders, in the event that the 

lines of communication are cut. During the Cold War, for example, both 

superpowers planned for that contingency because of their fear of nuclear 

decapitation. 

It seems clear from the historical record that blockades and strategic 

bombing occasionally affect the outcome of great-power wars but rarely 

play a decisive role in shaping the final result. Armies and the air and 

naval forces that support them are mainly responsible for determining 

which side wins a great-power war. Land power is the most formidable 

kind of conventional military power available to states. 70 In fact, it  is a rare 

event when a war between great powers is not settled largely by rival 

armies fighting it out on the battlefield. Although some of the relevant 

history has been discussed in the preceding sections and chapters, a brief 

overview of the great-power wars since 1 792 shows that wars are won on 

the ground. 

T H E  D O M I N AT I N G  I N F L U E N C E  OF A R M I E S  

T here have been ten wars between great powers over the past two cen

turies, three of which were central wars involving all of  the great pow

ers: the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars (I 792-I 8 1 5 ) ,  World 

War I ( I 9 1 4- 1 8 ) ,  and World War II ( 1 9 3 9-4 5 ) ;  the latter actually involved 

distinct conflicts in Asia and Europe. 

In the wake of the French Revolution, France fought a series of wars 

over twenty-three years against different coalitions of  E u ropean great pow-
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ers, including Austria, Prussia, Russia, and the United Kingdom. The out

come of almost every campaign was determined by battles between rival 

armies, not battles at sea. Consider, for example, the impact of the famous 

naval Battle of Irafalgar on the course of the war. The British navy deci

sively defeated the French fleet in that engagement on October 2 1 ,  1 805 .  

one day after Napoleon had won a major victory against Austria in the 

Battle of Ulm. Britain's victory at sea, however, had little effect on 

Napoleon's fortunes. Indeed, over the course of the next two years, 

Napoleon's armies achieved their greatest triumphs, defeating the 

Austrians and the Russians at Austerlitz ( 1 805 ) ,  the Prussians at Jena and 

Auerstadt ( 1 806) ,  and the Russians at Friedland ( 1 807) ." 

Funhermore, the United Kingdom blockaded the European continent 

and Napoleon blockaded the United Kingdom. But neither blockade 

markedly influenced the war's outcome. In fact, the United Kingdom was 

eventually forced to send an army to the continent to fight against 

Napoleon's army in Spain. That British army and, even more imponant, 

the Russian army that decimated the French army in the depths of Russia 

in 1 8 1 2  were largely responsible for putting Napoleon out of business. 

The balance of land power was also the principal determinant of victory 

in World War I .  In panicular, the outcome was decided by long and costly 

battles on the eastern front between German and Russian armies, and on the 

western front between German and Allied (British, French, and American) 

forces. The Germans scored a stunning victory in the east in October 1 9 1 7. 

when the Russian army collapsed and Russia quit the war. The Germans 

almost duplicated that feat on the western front in the spring of 1 9 1 8, but 

the B ritish. French, and American armies held last; shonly thereafter the 

German army fell apan. and with that the war ended on November 1 1 , 1 9 1 8. 

Strategic bombing played hardly any role in the final outcome. The Anglo

American blockade of Germany surely contributed to the victory. but it was 

a secondary factor. "The Great War,· as it was later called, was settled main

ly  by the millions of soldiers on both sides who fought and often died in bloody 

battles at places like Verdun. Tannenberg. Passchendaele, and the Somme. 

The outcome of World War II in Europe was determined largely by bat

tles fought between rival armies and their supponing air and naval forces. 
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Nazi land power was almost exclusively responsible for the tidal wave of 

early German victories: against Poland in September 1 939, France and the 

United Kingdom between May and June 1 940, and the Soviet Union 

between June and December 1 94 1 .  The tide turned against the Third Reich 

in early 1 942, and by May 1 945, Hitler was dead and his successors had 

surrendered unconditionally. The Germans were beaten decisively on the 

battlefield, mainly on the eastern front by the Red Army. which lost a stag· 

gering eight million soldiers in the process but managed to cause at least 

three out of every four German wartime casualties.n British and American 

armies also helped wear down the Wehrmacht. but they played a consider

ably smaller role than the Soviet army. mainly because they did not land 

on French soil until June 1 944, less than a year before the war ended. 

The Allies' strategic bombing campaign failed to cripple the German 

economy until early 1 945.  when the war's outcome had already been set· 

tied on the ground. Nevertheless, airpower alone did not wreck Germany's 

industrial base; the Allied armies closing in on the Third Reich also played 

a major role in that effort. The B ritish and American navies imposed a 

blockade on the Third Reich, but it, too, had a minor impact on the war's 

outcome. In short, the only way to defeat a formidable continental power 

like Nazi Germany is to smash its army in bloody land battles and conquer 

it. B lockades and strategic bombing might help the cause somewhat, but 

they are likely to matter primarily on the margins. 

Americans tend to think that the Asian half of World War II began 

when Pearl Harbor was attacked on December 7,  1 94 1 .  But Japan had 

been on the warpath in Asia since 1 9 3 1  and had conquered Manchuria, 

much of northern China. and pans of Indochina before the United States 

entered the war. Immediately after Pearl Harbor. the Japanese military 

conquered most of Southeast Asia, and virtually all of the islands in the 

western half of the Pacific Ocean. Japan's army was its principal instru

ment of conquest. although its navy often transported the army into com· 

bat. Japan conducted a strategic bombing campaign against China, but it 

was a clear-cut failure (as discussed earlier in this chapter) .  Also. starting 

in I 938, Japan tried to cut off China's access to the outside world with a 

blockade, which reduced the flow of arms and goods into China to a trick· 
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le by 1 942. Nevertheless, China's armies continued to hold their own on 

the battlefield, refusing to surrender to their Japanese foes.73 In short, land 

power was the key to Japan's military successes in World War II. 

The tide turned against Japan in June 1 942, when the American navy 

scored a stunning victory over the Japanese navy at the Battle of Midway. 

Over the next three years, Japan was worn down in a protracted two· 

front war, finally surrendering unconditionally in August 1 945 .  As noted 

earlier, land power played a critical role in defeating Japan. The U.S .  

navy's blockade of the Japanese homeland, however, was also a deciding 

factor in that conflict. The firebombing of Japan, including Hiroshima and 

Nagasaki, certainly caused tremendous suffering in the targeted cities, but 

it played only a minor role in causing Japan's defeat. This is the only 

great·power war in modern history in which land power alone was not 

principally responsible for determining the outcome, and in which one of 

the coercive instruments-airpower or sea power-played more than an 

auxiliary role. 

Seven other great power vs. great power wars have been fought over 

the past two hundred years: the Crimean War ( 1 8 5 3-56) ,  the War of 

Italian Unification ( 1 859) ,  the Austro-Prussian War ( 1 866) ,  the Franco

Prussian War ( 1 870-7 1 ) , the Russo-Japanese War ( 1 904-5 ) ,  the Russian 

Civil War ( 1 9 1 8-2 1 ) , and the Soviet-Japanese War ( 1 9 3 9 ) .  None of these 

cases involved strategic bombing, and only the Russo·Japanese War had a 

significant  naval dimension, although neither side blockaded the other. 

The rival navies mainly fought for command of the sea, which was imper· 

tant because whichever side dominated the water had an advantage in 

moving land forces about the theater of operations.74 All seven conflicts 

were settled between rival armies on the battlefield. 

Finally, the outcome of a major conventional conflict during the Cold 

War would have been determined in large part by events on the central 

front, where NATO and Warsaw Pact armies would have clashed head-on. 

For sure, the tactical air forces supporting those armies would have influ·  

enced developments on the ground. Still, the war would have been decid

ed largely by how well the rival armies performed against each other. 

Neither side would have mounted a strategic bombing campaign against 
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the other, mainly because the advent o f  nuclear weapons rendered that 

mission moot. Furthermore, there was no serious possibility of the NATO 

allies using independent naval power to their advantage, mainly because 

the Soviet Union was not vulnerable to blockade as Japan was in World 

War Il.75 Soviet submarines probably would have tried to cut the sea lines 

of communication between the United States and Europe. but they surely 

would have failed, just as the Germans had in both world wars. As was the 

case with Napoleonic France, Wilhelmine Germany, and Nazi Germany, a 

hegemonic war with the Soviet Union would have been settled on the 

ground by clashing armies. 

T H E  S T O P P I N G  P O W E R  OF WAT E R  

T here is one especially important aspect o f  land power that merits 

further elaboration: how large bodies of  water sharply limit an 

army's power-projection capability. Water is usually not a serious obsta

cle for a navy that is transporting ground forces across an ocean and 

landing them in a friendly state.  But  water is a forbidding barrier when a 

navy attempts to deliver an army onto territory controlled and well

defended by a rival great power. Navies are therefore at a significant dis

advantage when attempting amphibious operations against powerful 

land-based forces, which are likely to throw the seaborne invaders back 

into the sea. Generally speaking, land assaults across a common border 

are a much easier undertaking. Armies that have to traverse a large 

body of water to attack a well-armed opponent invariably have little 

offensive capability. 

Why Water Stymies Armies 

The basic problem that navies face when conducting seaborne invasions is 

that there are significant limits on the number of troops and the amount 

of  firepower that a navy can bring to bear in an amphibious operation .  76 

Thus, it  is difficult for navies to insert onto enemy shores assault forces 
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that are powerful enough t o  overwhelm the defending troops. The specific 

nature of this problem varies from the age of sail to the industrial age.77 

Before the 1 8 50s, when ships were powered by sail, navies were con

siderably more mobile than armies. Not only did armies have to negotiate 

obstacles such as mountains. forests. swamps, and desens, they also did 

not have access to good roads, much less railroads or motorized vehicles. 

Land-based armies therefore moved slowly, which meant that they had 

considerable difficulty defending a coastline against a seaborne invasion. 

Navies that commanded the sea, on the other hand, could move swiftly 

about the ocean's surface and land troops on a rival's coast well before a 

land-based army could get to the beachhead to challenge the landing. 

Since amphibious landings were relatively easy to pull off in the age of 

sail, great powers hardly ever launched amphibious assaults against each 

other's territory; instead they landed where the opponent had no large 

forces. In fact, no amphibious assaults were carried out in Europe from 

the founding of the state system in 1 648 until steam ships began replacing 

sailing ships in the mid-nineteenth centmy. 

Despite the relative ease of landing troops in enemy territory, navies 

were not capable of putting large forces ashore and supponing them for 

long periods. Sailing navies had limited carrying capacity, and thus they 

were rarely capable of providing the logistical suppon that the invading 

forces needed to survive in hostile territory.78 Nor could navies quickly 

bring in reinforcements with the necessary supplies. Funhennore, the 

enemy army, which was fighting on its own territory, would eventually 

reach the amphibious force and was likely to defeat it in battle. 

Consequently, great powers in the age of sail launched remarkably few 

amphibious landings in Europe against either the homeland of rival great 

powers or territory controlled by them. In fact, there were none during 

the two centuries prior to the stan of the Napoleonic Wars in 1 792, 

despite the fact that Europe's great powers were constantly at war with 

each other during that long period." The only two amphibious landings in 

Europe during the age of sai l  were the Anglo-Russian operation in 

Holland ( 1 799)  and the British invasion of Ponugal ( 1 808) .  The seaborne 

forces were defeated in both cases, as discussed below. 
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The industrialization o f  war in the nineteenth century made large-scale 

amphibious invasions more feasible, but they remained an especially for

midable task against a well-armed opponent.8° From the invader's per

spective, the most favorable development was that new, steam-driven 

navies had greater carrying capacity than sailing navies, and they were 

not beholden to the prevailing wind patterns. Consequently, steam-driven 

navies could land greater numbers of troops on enemy beaches and sus

tain them there for longer periods of time than could their predecessors. 

"Steam navigation," Lord Palmerston warned in 1 845,  had "rendered that 

which was before unpassable by a military force [the English Channel] 

nothing more than a river passable by a steam bridge. "8 1 

But Palmerston greatly exaggerated the threat of invasion to the United 

Kingdom, as there were other technological developments that worked 

against the seaborne forces. In particular, the development of airplanes, 

submarines, and naval mines increased the difficulty of reaching enemy 

shores, while the development of airplanes and railroads (and later, paved 

roads, trucks, and tanks) made it especially difficult for amphibious forces 

to prevail after they put ashore. 

Railroads, which began spreading across Europe and the United States 

in the mid-nineteenth century, played an important role in the German 

wars of unification against Austria ( 1 866)  and France ( 1 870-7 1 ) , and in 

the American Civil  War ( 1 86 1- 6 5 ) .82 Amphibious forces hardly benefit 

from railroads as they move across large bodies of water. Also, seaborne 

forces cannot bring railroads with them, and it is difficult to capture and 

make use of enemy railroads-at least in the short term. Railroads, how

ever, markedly increase a land-based army's ability to defeat an amphibi

ous operation, because they allow the defender to rapidly concentrate 

large forces at  or near the landing sites. Armies on rails also arrive on the 

battlefield in excellent physical shape, because they avoid the wear and 

tear that comes with marching on foot. Furthermore, railroads are an 

excellent tool for sustaining an army locked in combat with an amphibi

ous force. For these same reasons, the development in the early 1 900s of 

paved roads and motorized as well as mechanized vehicles funher advan

taged the land-based army against the seaborne invader. 
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Although airplanes were first used i n  combat i n  the 1 9 1 0s, i t  w a s  not 

until the 1 920s and 1 930s that navies began developing aircraft carriers 

that could be used to support amphibious operations.u Nevertheless, the 

territorial state under assault benefits far more from airpower than do the 

amphibious forces, because many more aircraft can be based on land than 

on a handful of aircraft carriers.84 A territorial state is essentially a huge 

aircraft carrier that can accommodate endless numbers of airplanes, 

whereas an actual carrier can accommodate only a small number of air

planes. Therefore, other things being equal, the territorial state should be 

able to control the air and use that advantage to pound the amphibious 

forces on the beaches, or even before they reach the beaches. Of course, 

the seaborne force can ameliorate this problem if it can rely on land-based 

aircraft of its own. For example, the assault forces at Normandy in June 

1 944 relied heavily on aircraft stationed in England. 

Land-based air forces also have the capability to sink a rival navy. It is 

aaually dangerous to place naval forces near the coast of a great power 

that has a formidable air force. Between March and December 1 942, for 

example, Allied convoys sailing between British and Icelandic ports and 

the Soviet port of Murmansk passed close to Norway, where substantial 

German air forces were located. Those land-based aircraft wreaked havoc 

on the convoys until late 1 942. when German airpower in the region was 

substantially reduced.8� Thus, even if a navy commands the sea, it cannot 

go near a territorial state unless it also commands the air, which is difficult 

to achieve with aircraft carriers alone, because land-based air forces usual

ly outnumber sea-based air forces by a large margin. 

Submarines were also employed for the first time in World War I. 

mainly by Germany against Allied shipping in the waters around the 

United Kingdom and in the Atlantic." Although the German submarine 

campaign ultimately failed, it demonstrated that a large submarine force 

could destroy unescorted merchant ships with relative ease. German sub

marines also seriously threatened the United Kingdom's formidable sur

face navy, which spent the war playing a cat-and-mouse game in the 

North Sea with the German navy. In fact, the commanders of the British 

fleet lived in constant fear of German submarines, even when they were 
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i n  home port. B u t  they were especially fearful o f  venturing into the N<trth 

Sea and being drawn near the German coast, where submarines might be 

lying in wait. "The submarine danger," as naval historian Paul Halpern 

notes, "had indeed contributed the most toward making the North Sea for 

capital ships somewhat similiar to the no-man's-land between the oppos

ing trench systems on land. They would be risked there, but only for spe

cific purposes. "s7 The submarine threat to surface ships has important 

implications for navies bent on launching amphibious assaults against a 

rival's coast. In particular, an opponent with a formidable submarine force 

could sink the assaulting forces before they reached the beaches or sink 

much of the striking navy after the assaulting forces had landed, thereby 

stranding the seaborne troops on the beaches. 

Finally, naval mines, fixed explosives that sit under the water and 

explode when struck by passing ships, increase the difficulty of invading a 

territorial state from the sea.ss Navies used mines effectively for the first time 

in the American Civil War, but they were first employed on a massive scale 

during World War I .  The combatants laid down roughly 240,000 mines 

between 1 9 1 4  and 1 9 1 8, and they shaped the course of the war in impor

tant ways. s9 Surface ships simply cannot pass unharmed through heavily 

mined waters; the minefields must be cleared first, and this is a difficult, 

sometimes impossible, task in wartime. A territorial state can therefore use 

mines effectively to defend its coast against invasion. Iraq, for example, 

mined the waters off the Kuwaiti coast before the United States and its allies 

began to amass forces to invade in the Persian Gulf War. When the ground 

war staned on February 24, 1 99 l, the U.S. marines did not storm the 

Kuwaiti beaches but remained on their ships in the gulf.90 

Although amphibious operations against a land mass controlled by a 

great power are especially difficult to pull off, they are feasible under special 

circumstances. In particular, they are likely to work against a great power 

that is on the verge of catastrophic defeat, mainly because the victim is not 

going to possess the wherewithal to defend itself. Funhermore, they are 

likely to succeed against great powers that are defending huge expanses of 

territory. In such cases, the defender's troops are likely to be widely dis

persed, leaving their territory vulnerable to attack somewhere on the 
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periphery. In fact, uncontested amphibious landings are possible if a defend

ing great power's forces are stretched thinly enough. It is especially helpful if 

the defender is fighting a two-front war, because then some sizable portion 

of its force will be pinned down on a front far away from the seaborne 

assault.91 In all cases, the invading force should have clear-cut air superiority 

over the landing sites, so that its air force can provide close air support and 

prevent enemy reinforcements from reaching the beachheads.92 

But if none of these circumstances applies and the defending great 

power can employ a substantial portion of its military might against the 

amphibious forces, the land-based forces are almost certain to inflict a 

devastating defeat on the seaborne invaders. Therefore, when surveying 

the historical record, we should expect to find cases of amphibious opera

tions directed against a great power only when the special circumstances 

described above apply. Assaults from the sea against powerful land forces 

should be rare indeed. 

The H istory of Amphibious Operations 

A brief survey of the history of seaborne invasions provides ample evi

dence of the stopping power of water. There is no case in which a great 

power launched an amphibious assault against territory that was well

defended by another great power. Before World War 1, some British naval 

planners argued for invading Germany from the sea at the outset of a gen

eral European war." That idea, however, was considered suicidal by mili

tary planners and civilian policymakers alike. Corbett surely reflected 

mainstream thinking on the matter when he wrote in 1 9 1 1 ,  "Defeat the 

enemy's fleet as we may. he will be but little the worse. We shall have 

opened the way for invasion, but any of the great continental powers can 

laugh at  our attempts to invade single-handed."" German chancellor Otto 

von B ismarck apparently did just that when asked how he would respond 

if the B ritish army landed on the German coastline. He reponedly replied 

that he would "call out the local police and have it arrested ! "" The United 

Kingdom did not seriously contemplate invading Germany either before 

or after World War I broke out but instead convoyed its army to France, 
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where i t  took its place on  the western front alongside the French army. 

The United Kingdom followed a similiar strategy after Germany invaded 

Poland on September I. 1 939. 

During the Cold War, the United States and its allies never seriously 

considered launching an amphibious attack against the Soviet Union.96 

Moreover, American policymakers recognized during the Cold War that if 

the Soviet army had overrun Western Europe. it would have been almost 

impossible for the U.S. and British armies to launch a second Normandy 

invasion to get back on the European continent.97 In all likelihood, the 

Soviet Union would not have faced a two-front war, and thus it would 

have been able to concentrate almost all of its best divisions in France. 

Moreover, the Soviets would have had a formidable air force to use 

against the invading forces. 

Vinually all of the cases in modern history of amphibious assaults 

launched against territory controlled by a great power occurred under the 

special circumstances specified above. During the French Revolutionary 

and Napoleonic Wars ( 1 792-1 81 5 ) ,  for example, the British navy con

ducted two amphibious landings and one amphibious assault into territo

ry controlled by France. Both landings ultimately failed, although the 

assault was a success. 

Great Britain and Russia landed amphibious troops in French-dominated 

Holland on August 27, 1 799." Their aim was to force France, which was 

already locked in combat with Austrian and Russian armies in the center 

of Europe, to fight a two-front war. However, shonly after the Anglo

Russian forces landed in Holland to open up the second front, France won 

key victories on the other front. Austria then quit the war, leaving France 

free to concentrate its military might against the invasion forces, which 

were poorly equipped and supplied from the stan (this was the age of sail ) .  

To avoid disaster, the British and Russian armies did a n  about-face and tried 

to exit Holland by sea. But they failed to get off the continent and were 

forced to surrender to the French army on October 1 8, 1 799, less than two 

months after the initial landing. 

The second amphibious landing took place along the Ponuguese coast 

in August 1 808, at a time when Napoleon's military machine was deeply 
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involved in neighboring Spain. 9 9  Portugal was then under the control of a 

small and weak French army, which made it possible for the United 

Kingdom to land troops on a strip of coastline controlled by friendly 

Portuguese fighters. The British invasion force pushed the French army 

out of Portugal and then moved into Spain to engage the main French 

armies on the Iberian Peninsula. Badly mauled by Napoleon's forces. the 

B ritish army had to evacuate Spain by sea in January 1 809, six months 

after landing in PortugaI. 100 In both cases, the initial landings were possi

ble because the main body of French troops was engaged elsewhere and 

the B ritish navy was able to find safe landing sites in otherwise hostile ter

ritory. Once the amphibious forces were confronted with powerful French 

forces, however, they quickly headed for the beaches. 

The B ritish military launched a successful amphibious assault against 

French forces at Aboukir, Egypt, on March 8, 1 80 l .  The defenders were 

actually the remnants of the army that Napoleon had brought to Egypt in 

the summer of 1 798. 1" The British navy had soon thereafter severed that 

army's lines of communication with Europe, dooming it to eventual 

destruction. Recognizing the bleak strategic situation facing him, Napoleon 

snuck back to France in August 1 798. Thus, by the time Britain invaded 

Egypt in 1 80 L the French forces there had been withering on the vine for 

almost three years and were in poor shape to fight a war. Moreover, they 

were led by an especially incompetent commander. Thus. Britain's assault 

forces faced a less-than-formidable adversary in Egypt. In fact, the French 

army made little effon to defend the beaches at Aboukir and performed 

poorly in subsequent battles with B ritish troops. French forces in Egypt sur

rendered on September 2,  1 80 l .  
The Crimean War ( 1 8 5 3-56)  is one of two cases in modem history in 

which a great power invaded the homeland of another great power from 

the sea (the Allied invasion of Sicily in July 1 943 is the other case ) .  In 

September 1 8 54, roughly 5 3,000 British and French troops landed on the 

Crimean Peninsula, a remote piece of Russian territory that jutted into the 

Black Sea.  • 02 Their aim was to challenge Russian control of the Black Sea 

by capturing the Russian naval base at Sevastopol. which was defended by 

about 45 ,000 Russian troops. ••• The operation was an amphibious landing, 
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not a n  amphibious assault. The Anglo-French forces put ashore approxi

mately fifty miles nonh of Sevastopol where they met no Russian resist

ance until after they had established a beachhead and moved well inland. 

Despite considerable British and French ineptitude, Sevastopol fell in 

September 1 8 5 5 .  Russia lost the war soon thereafter; a peace treaty was 

signed in Paris in early 1 856. 

A number of exceptional circumstances account for the Crimean case. 

First, the United Kingdom and France threatened Russia in two widely sep

arated theaters: the Baltic Sea and the Black Sea. But because the Baltic 

Sea was dose to Russia's most imponant cities, and the Black Sea was far 

away from them. Russia kept most of its army near the Baltic Sea. Even 

after British and French troops landed in the Crimea, Russian forces in the 

Baltic region remained put. Second. the possibility of an Austrian attack 

against Poland pinned down additional Russian troops that might have 

otherwise been sent to the Crimea. Third, the communications and trans

portation network in mid-nineteenth-centuiy Russia was primitive. and 

therefore it was difficult for Russia to supply its forces around Sevastopol. 

Field Marshal Helmuth von Moltke. the architect of Prussia's victories 

against Austria ( 1 866) and France ( 1 870-7 1 ) , opined, "If Russia had had a 

railway to Sevastopol in 1 856, the war would cenainly have had a differ

ent outcome. • 104 Finally, the United Kingdom and France had limited aims 

in the Crimea: they did not seriously threaten to enlarge their foothold 

there, and they cenainly did not threaten to move nonh and inflict a deci

sive defeat on Russia. Only a British and French seaborne assault across the 

Baltic Sea might have led to a major Russian defeat. However. Russia kept 

sufficient forces in the Baltic region to deter such an attack. 

During World War I, no seaborne invasions were carried out against 

territory controlled by Germany or any other great power. The disastrous 

Gallipoli campaign was the only major amphibious operation of the 

war.105 British and French forces attempted to capture the Gallipoli 

Peninsula, which was pan of Turkey and was of critical imponance for 

gaining access to the Black Sea. Turkey was not a great power. but it was 

allied with Germany, although German troops did not fight with the 

Turks. Nevenheless, the Turks contained the attacking Allied forces in 
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their beachheads and eventually forced them to withdraw by sea from 

Gallipoli. 

Numerous amphibious operations took place in World War n against 

territory controlled by a great power. In the European theater, British and 

American forces launched five major seaborne assaults.'06 Allied forces 

invaded Sicily in July 1 943, when Italy was still in the war (although 

barely) ,  and the Italian mainland in September 1 943, just after Italy quit 

the war. 1 07 Both invasions were successful. After conquering southern 

Italy, the Allies mounted a large-scale invasion at Anzio in January 

1 944. ios The aim was to tum the German army's flank by landing a large 

seaborne force about fifty-five miles behind German lines. Although the 

landings went smoothly, the Anzio operation was a failure. The 

Wehrmacht pinned down the assaulting forces in their landing zones, 

where they remained until the German army began retreating northward 

toward Rome. The final two invasions were against German forces occu

pying France: Normandy in June 1 944 and southern France in August 

1 944. Both were successful and contributed to the downfall of Nazi 

Germany. 109 

Leaving Anzio aside for the moment, the other four seaborne assaults 

were successful in pan because the Allies enjoyed overwhelming air supe

riority in each case, which meant that the landing forces but not the 

defending forces were directly supported by flying artillery. Allied airpow

er was also used to thwart the movement of German reinforcements to 

the landing areas, which provided time for the Allies to build up their 

forces before they had to engage the Wehrmacht's main units. 

Furthermore, Germany, which was occupying and defending Italy and 

France when these invasions occurred, was fighting a two-front war and 

the majority of its forces were pinned down on the eastern front. 1 1 0  The 

German armies in Italy and France also had to cover vast stretches of 

coastline, so they had to spread their forces out, leaving them vulnerable 

to Allied amphibious assaults, which were concentrated at particular 

points along those coasts. Imagine the Normandy invasion against a 

Wehrmacht that controlled the skies above France and was not at war 

with the Soviet Union: the Allies would not have dared invade. 
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The successful landing at Anzio was due to these same factors: decisive 

air superiority and limited German resistance at the landing sites. The 

Allies, however, did not move quickly to exploit this initial advantage and 

score a stunning success. Not only were they slow to move inland from 

their beacheads, but Allied airpower failed to prevent the Wehrmacht from 

moving powerful forces to the landing areas, where they were able to con

tain the invasion force. Moreover, no effort was made to bring in reinforce

ments to strengthen the initial landing force, mainly because the Anzio 

operation did not matter much for the outcome of the Italian campaign. 

Amphibious operations in the Pacific theater during World War II fall 

into two categories. In the six months immediately after Pearl Harbor, 

Japan conducted roughly fifty amphibious landings and assaults in the 

western Pacific against territory defended mainly by British but also by 

American troops. n 1  The targets included Malaysia, British Borneo, Hong 

Kong, the Philippines, Timor, Java, Sumatra, and New Guinea, to name 

just a few. Almost all of these amphibious operations were successful, 

leaving Japan with a vast island empire by mid- 1942. Japan's amphibious 

successes were due to the special circumstances described above: air supe

riority over the landing sites, and weak and isolated Allied forces that 

were incapable of defending the lengthy coastlines assigned to them. 1 1 2  

The U.S. military conducted fifty-two amphibious invasions against 

Japanese-held islands in the Pacific during World War 11. 1 1 1  Those cam

paigns were essential for destroying the island empire Japan had built ear

lier in the war with its own amphibious operations. Some of the American 

invasions were small in scale, and many were unopposed landings. 

Others, such as that at Okinawa, turned deadly when the invading forces 

moved inland and encountered strong Japanese resistance. Some, such as 

Tarawa, Saipan, and Iwo Jima, involved major seaborne assaults against 

heavily defended beaches. Virtually all of these seaborne invasions were 

successful. although the price of victory was sometimes high. 

This impressive record was due in pan to American air superiority. As 

the U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey notes, "Our series of landing opera

tions were always successful because air domination was always estab

lished in the objective area before a landing was attempted. "  1 14 Control of 
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the air not only meant that the invading American forces had close air 

support, while the Japanese had none, but it also allowed the United 

States to concentrate its forces against particular islands on the perimeter 

of Japan's Pacific empire and cut the flow of supplies and reinforcements 

to those outposts. u s .. Thus, the perimeter defense points became isolated, 

nonreinforceable garrisons-each subject to individual destruction in 

detail ." 1 1 6 Furthermore, Japan was fighting a two-front war and only a 

small portion of its army was located on those Pacific islands; most of its 

army was located on the Asian mainland and in Japan itself. 

Finally, it is worth noting that the United States was making plans to 

invade Japan when World War II ended in August 1 945 .  There is little 

doubt that American seaborne forces would have assaulted Japan's main 

is.lands if it had not surrendered. and that the invasion would have been 

successful .  

Amphibious operations against Japan were feasible in late 1 945 

because Japan was a fatally crippled great power, and the assault forces 

essentially would have delivered the coup de grace. From the Battle of 

Midway in June 1 942 through the capture of Okinawa in June 1 945 ,  the 

U .S .  military had devastated Japanese forces in the Pacific. 1 1 7 By the sum

mer of 1 945 ,  Japan's Pacific empire was in ruins and the remnants of its 

once-formidable navy were largely useless against the American military 

machine. The Japanese economy, which had been only about one-eighth 

the size of the American economy at the start of World War II, was in 

shambles by the spring of 1 94 5 . ' 1 8  Furthermore, by the summer of 1 945 ,  

Japan's a i r  force, like its navy, was  wrecked, which meant that American 

planes dominated the skies over Japan. All Japan had left to defend its 

homeland was its army. But even here fortune smiled on the United 

States, because more than half of Japan's ground units were stuck on the 

Asian mainland, where they would not be able to affect the American 

invasio n . '  1 9 In short, Japan was a great power in name only by the sum

mer of 1 94 5 ,  and thus it was feasible for American policymakers to coun

tenance an invasion. Even so, they were deeply committed to avoiding an 

amphibious assault against Japan itself, because they feared high numbers 

of casualties. 120 
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Continental vs.  Insular Greot Powers 

The historical record illustrates in another way the difficulty of assaulting 

a great power's territory from the sea compared to invading it over land. 

Specifically, one can distinguish between insular and continental states. An 

insular state is the only great power on a large body of land that is sur

rounded on all sides by water. There can be other great powers on the 

planet, but they must be separated from the insular state by major bodies 

of water. The United Kingdom and Japan are obvious examples of insular 

states. since each occupies a large island by itself. The United States is also 

an insular power, because it is the only great power in the Western 

Hemisphere. A continental state, on the other hand, is a great power 

located on a large body of land that is also occupied by one or more other 

great powers. France, Germany, and Russia are obvious examples of conti

nental states. 

Insular great powers can be attacked only over water, whereas conti

nental powers can be attacked over land and over water. provided they 

are not landlocked. 12 1  Given the stopping power of water, one would 

expect insular states to be much less vulnerable to invasion than conti

nental states, and continental states to have been invaded across land far 

more often than across water. To test this argument, let us briefly consider 

the history of two insular great powers. the United Kingdom and the 

United States. and two continental great powers, France and Russia, 

focusing on how many times each has been invaded by another state, and 

whether those invasions were by land or sea. 

Until 1945, the United Kingdom had been a great power for more than 

four centuries, during which time it was involved in countless wars. Over 

that long period. however, it was never invaded by another great power, 

much less a minor power. 122 For sure, adversaries sometimes threatened to 

send invasion forces across the English Channel, yet none ever launched 

the assault boats. Spain, for example. planned to invade England in 1 588. 

But the defeat of the the Spanish Armada that same year in waters off 

England's coast eliminated the naval forces that were supposed to have 

escorted the Spanish army across the English Channel. '"  Although both 
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Napoleon and Hitler considered invading the United Kingdom, neither 

made an attempt. 1 24 

Like the United Kingdom, the United States has not been invaded since 

it became a great power in 1 898. 1 25 Britain launched a handful of large

scale raids against American territory during the War of 1 8 1 2, and Mexico 

raided Texas in the War of 1 846-48. Those conflicts, however, took place 

long before the United States achieved great-power status, and even then, 

neither the United Kingdom nor Mexico seriously threatened to conquer 

the United States. 1 26 More important, there has been no serious threat to 

invade the United States since it became a great power at the end of the 

nineteenth century. In fact, the United States is probably the most secure 

great power in history, mainly because it has always been separated from 

the world's other great powers by two giant moats-the Atlantic and 

Pacific Oceans. 

The story looks substantially different when the focus shifts to France 

and Russia. France has been invaded seven times by rival armies since 

I 792,  and it was conquered three of those times. During the French 

Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars ( 1 792-1 8 1 5 ) ,  rival armies attacked 

France on four separate occasions ( 1 792, 1 793 ,  1 8 1 3, and 1 8 1 5 ) ,  finally 

inflicting a decisive defeat on Napoleon with the last invasion. France was 

invaded and defeated by Prussia in 1 870-7 1 and was paid another visit by 

the German army in 1 9 1 4, although France narrowly escaped defeat in 

World War I. Germany struck once again in 1 940, and this time it con

quered France. All seven of these invasions came across land; France has 

never been invaded from the sea. 1 27 

Russia, the other continental state, has been invaded five times over 

the past two centuries. Napoleon drove to Moscow in 1 8 1 2, and France 

and the United Kingdom assaulted the Crimean Peninsula in 1 8 54. Russia 

was invaded and decisively defeated by the German army in World War I. 

Shonly thereafter, in 1 92 L Poland, which was not a great power, invaded 

the newly established Soviet Union. The Germans invaded again in the 

summer of  1 94 1 .  beginning one of the most murderous military cam

paigns in recorded history. All of these invasions came across land, save 

for the Anglo-French attack in the C rimea . '"  
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In sum, neither o f  o u r  insular great powers (the United Kingdom and 

the United States) has ever been invaded, whereas our continental great 

powers (France and Russia) have been invaded a total of twelve times 

since 1792. These continental states were assaulted across land eleven 

times. but only once from the sea. The apparent lesson is that large bodies 

of water make it extremely difficult for armies to invade territory defend

ed by a well-armed great power. 

The discussion so far has focused on conventional military forces, 

emphasizing that land power is more imponant than either independent 

naval power or strategic airpower for winning great·power wars. Little has 

been said, however, about how nuclear weapons affect military power. 

N U C L EAR W E A P O N S  A N D  T H E  B A L A N C E  OF P O W E R  

N uclear weapons are revolutionary i n  a purely military sense, simply 

because they can cause unprecedented levels of destruction in short 

periods of time. 1 29  During much of the Cold War, for example, the United 

States and the Soviet Union had the capability to destroy each other as 

functioning societies in a matter of days, if not hours. Nevertheless, there is 

little agreement about how nuclear weapons affect great·power politics 

and, in particular, the balance of power. Some argue that nuclear weapons 

effectively eliminate great-power security competition, because nuclear· 

armed states would not dare attack each other for fear of annihilation. The 

preceding discussion of conventional military power, according to this per· 

spective, is largely irrelevant in the nuclear age. But others make the oppo

site argument: because nuclear weapons are horribly destructive, no 

rational leader would ever use them. even in self-defense. Thus, nuclear 

weapons do not dampen security competition in any significant way, and 

the balance of conventional military power still matters greatly. 

I argue that in the unlikely event that a single great power achieves 

nuclear superiority, it becomes a hegemon, which effectively means that it 

has no great-power rivals with which to compete for security. Conventional 

forces matter little for the balance of power in such a world. But in the 

more likely situation in which there are two or more great powers with 
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survivable nuclear retaliatory forces, security competition between them 

will continue and land power will remain the key component of military 

power. There is no question, however, that the presence of nuclear 

weapons makes states more cautious about using military force of any kind 

against each other. 

Nuclear Superiarity 

In its boldest and most well-known form, nuclear superiority exists when 

a great power has the capability to destroy an adversary's society without 

fear of major retaliation against its own society. In other words, nuclear 

superiority means that a state can tum a rival great power into "'a smok

ing, radiating ruin" and yet remain largely unscathed itself ."" That state 

could also use its nuclear arsenal to destroy its adversary's conventional 

forces, again without fear of nuclear retaliation. The best way for a state to 

achieve nuclear superiority is by arming itself with nuclear weapons while 

making sure no other state has them. A state with a nuclear monopoly, by 

definition, does not have to worry about retaliation in kind if it unleashes 

its nuclear weapons. 

In a world of two or more nuclear-armed states, one state might gain 

superiority if it develops the capability to neutralize its rivals' nuclear 

weapons. To achieve this superiority, a state could either acquire a "'splen

did first strike" capability against its opponents' nuclear arsenals or devel

op the capability to defend itself from attack by their nuclear weapons . ' "  

Nuclear superiority does n o t  obtain, however. simply because o n e  state 

has significantly more nuclear weapons than another state. Such an 

asymmetry is largely meaningless as long as enough of the smaller nuclear 

arsenal can survive a first strike to inflict massive punishment on the state 

with the bigger arsenal. 

Any state that achieves nuclear superiority over its rivals effectively 

becomes the only great power in the system, because the power advan

tage bestowed on that state would be tremendous. The nuclear hegemon 

could threaten to use its potent arsenal to inflict vast destruction on rival 

states, effectively eliminating them as functioning political entities. The 

potential victims would not be able to retaliate in kind-which is what 
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makes this threat credible. The nuclear hegemon could also use its deadly 

weapons for military purposes, like striking large concentrations of enemy 

ground forces, air bases, naval ships, or key targets in the adversary's com

mand-and-control system. Again, the target state would not have a com

mensurate capability, thereby giving the nuclear hegemon a decisive 

advantage, regardless of the balance of conventional forces. 

Every great power would like to achieve nuclear superiority, but it is 

not likely to happen often, and when it does occur, it probably is not 

going to last for a long time. 1 32 Non-nuclear rivals are sure to go to great 

lengths to acquire nuclear arsenals of their own, and once they do, it  

would be difficult, although not impossible, for a great power to reestab

lish superiority by insulating itself from nuclear attack .m The United 

States, for example, had a monopoly on nuclear weapons from 1 945 until 

1 949, but it did not have nuclear superiority in any meaningful sense dur

ing that brief period. 1 14 Not only was America's nuclear arsenal small dur

ing those years. but the Pentagon had not yet developed effeaive means 

for delivering it to the appropriate targets in the Soviet Union. 

After the Soviet Union exploded a nuclear device in 1949, the United 

States tried. but failed. to gain nuclear superiority over its rival. Nor were 

the Soviets able to gain a decisive nuclear advantage over the Americans at 

any time during the Cold War. Thus, each side was forced to live with the 

fact that no matter how it employed its own nuclear forces, the other side 

was still likely to have a survivable nuclear retaliatory force that could 

inflict unacceptable damage on an attacker. This "Texas standoff' came to 

be called ·mutual assured destruction· (MAD ) ,  because both sides probably 

would have been destroyed if either initiated a nuclear war. However 

desirable it might be for any state to transcend MAD and establish nuclear 

superiority, it is unlikely to happen in the foreseeable future . " '  

Mil itary Power in a MAD World 

A MAD world is highly stable at the nuclear level, because there is no  incen

tive for any great power to stan a nuclear war that it could not win; indeed, 

such a war would probably lead to its destruction as a functioning society. 

Still, the question remains: what effect does this balance of terror have on 
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the prospects for a conventional war between nuclear-armed great powers? 

One school of thought maintains that it is so unlikely that nuclear weapons 

would be used in a MAD world that great powers are free to fight conven

tional wars almost as if nuclear weapons did not exist. Former secretary of 

defense Robert McNamara, for example, argues that "'nuclear weapons serve 

no useful military purpose whatsoever. They are totally useless-except 

only to deter one's opponent from using them. " 1 16 Nuclear weapons, accord

ing to this logic, have little effect on state behavior at the conventional level. 

and thus great powers are free to engage in security competition, much the 

way they did before nuclear weapons were invented. 1 37 

The problem with this perspective is that it is based on the assumption that 

great powers can be highly confident that a large-scale conventional war will 

not tum into a nuclear war. In fact, we do not know a great deal about the 

dynamics of escalation from the conventional to the nuclear level, because 

( thankfully) there is not much history to draw on. Nevertheless. an excellent 

body of scholarship holds that there is some reasonable chance that a con

ventional war among nuclear powers might escalate to the nuclear level. 1 38 

Therefore, great powers operating in a MAD world are likely to be consider

ably more cautious when contemplating a conventional war with one anoth

er than they would be in the absence of nuclear weapons. 

A second school of thought argues that great powers in a MAD world 

have little reason to worry about the conventional balance because 

nuclear-armed great powers are simply not going to attack each other with 

conventional forces because of fear of nuclear escalation. 1 39 Great powers 

are remarkably secure in a MAD world, so the argument goes, and thus 

there is no good reason for them to compete for security. Nuclear weapons 

have made great-power war vinually unthinkable and have thus rendered 

obsolete Carl van Clausewitz's dictum that war is an extension of politics 

by other means. In effect. the balance of terror has trivialized the balance 

of land power. 

The problem with this perspective is that it goes to the other extreme on 

the escalation issue. In panicular, it is based on the assumption that it is 

likely. if not automatic, that a conventional war would escalate to the 

nuclear level.  Furthermore, it assumes that all the great powers think that 

conventional and nuclear war are part of a seamless web, and thus there is 
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no meaningful distinction between the two kinds o f  conflict. But a s  t h e  first 

school of thought emphasizes, the indisputable horror associated with 

nuclear weapons gives policymakers powerful incentives to ensure that 

conventional wars do not escalate to the nuclear level. Consequently, it is 

possible that a nuclear-armed great power might conclude that it could 

fight a conventional war against a nuclear-armed rival without the war 

turning nuclear. especially if the attacking power kept its goals limited and 

did not threaten to decisively defeat its opponent."0 Once this possibility is 

recognized, great powers have no choice but to compete for security at the 

conventional level. much the way they did before the advent of nuclear 

weapons. 

It is clear from the Cold War that great powers operating in a MAD world 

still engage in intense security competition, and that they care greatly about 

conventional forces. especially the balance of land power. The United States 

and the Soviet Union competed with each other for allies and bases all over 

the globe from the stan of their rivalry after World War II until its finish 

some fony-five years later. It was a long and harsh struggle. Apparently, 

neither nine American presidents nor six Soviet leaderships bought the 

argument that they were so secure in a MAD world that they did not have 

to pay much attention to what happened outside their borders. Furthermore, 

despite their massive nuclear arsenals, both sides invested tremendous 

resources in their conventional forces, and both sides were deeply con

cerned about the balance of ground and air forces in Europe, as well as in 

other places around the globe. 14 1 

There is other evidence that casts doubt on the claim that states with an 

assured destruction capability are remarkably secure and do not have to 

worry much about fighting conventional wars. Most imponant, Egypt and 

Syria knew that Israel had nuclear weapons in 1973, but nevenheless they 

launched massive land offensives against Israel . 1 42 Actually. the Syrian 

offensive on the Golan Heights, located on Israel's doorstep, briefly opened 

the door for the Syrian army to drive into the hean of Israel. Fighting also 

broke out between China and the Soviet Union along the Ussuri River in 

the spring of 1969 and threatened to escalate into a full-blown war. 1" Both 

China and the Soviet Union had nuclear arsenals at the time. China 
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attacked American forces in Korea in the fall of 1 950, despite the fact that 

China had no nuclear weapons of its own and the United States had a 

nuclear arsenal, albeit a small one. 

Relations between India and Pakistan over the past decade cast funher 

doubt on the claim that nuclear weapons largely eliminate security competi

tion between states and make them feel as though they have abundant secu

rity. Although both India and Pakistan have had nuclear weapons since the 

late 1 980s, security competition between them has not disappeared. Indeed, 

they were embroiled in a serious crisis in 1 990, and they fought a major bor

der skirmish (involving more than a thousand battle deaths) in 1 999. 144 

Finally, consider how Russia and the United States, who still maintain 

huge nuclear arsenals, think about conventional forces today. Russia's 

deep-seated opposition to NATO expansion shows that it fears the idea of 

NATO's conventional forces moving closer to its border. Russia obviously 

does not accept the argument that its powerful nuclear retaliatory force 

provides it with absolute security. The United States also seems to think 

that it has to worry about the conventional balance in Europe. After all, 

NATO expansion was predicated on the belief that Russia might someday 

try to conquer territory in central Europe. Moreover, the United States con

tinues to insist that Russia observe the limits outlined in the Treaty on 

Conventional Armed Forces in Europe, signed on November 19 ,  1 990, 

before the Soviet Union collapsed. 

Thus, the balance of land power remains the central ingredient of mili

tary power in the nuclear age. although nuclear weapons undoubtedly 

make great-power war less likely. Now that the case for land power's pri

macy has been detailed, it is time to describe how to measure it. 

M E A S U R I N G  M I L I TA R Y  P O W E R  

A ssessing the balance o f  land power involves a three-step process. 

First, the relative size and quality of the opposing armies must be 

estimated. It is imponant to consider the strength of those forces in peace

time as well as after mobilization, because states often maintain small 
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standing armies that expand quickly in size when t h e  ready reserves are 

called to active duty. 

There is no simple way to measure the power of rival armies, mainly 

because their strength depends on a variety of factors, all of which tend to 

vary across armies: l) the number of soldiers, 2)  the quality of the sol

diers. 3 )  the number of weapons. 4) the quality of the weaponry. and 5) 

how those soldiers and weapons are organized for war. Any good indica

tor of land power should account for all these inputs. Comparing the 

number of basic fighting units in opposing armies, be they brigades or 

divisions, is sometimes a sensible way of measuring ground balances, 

although it is essential to take into account significant quantitative and 

qualitative differences between those units. 

During the Cold War, for example, it was difficult to assess the 

NATO-Warsaw Pact conventional balance, because there were substantial 

differences in the size and composition of the various armies on the cen

tral front. 145 To deal with this problem, the U.S. Defense Department 

devised the "armored division equivalent." or ADE, score as a basic meas

ure of ground force capability. This ADE score was based mainly on an 

assessment of the quantity and quality of weaponry in each army. 146 

Political scientist Barry Posen subsequently made an important refine

ment to this measure, which was a useful indicator of relative army 

strength in Europe. 147 

Although a number of studies have attempted to measure force bal

ances in particular historical cases, no study available has systematically 

and carefully compared force levels in different armies over long periods 

of time. Consequently, there is no good database that can be tapped to 

measure military power over the past two centuries. Developing such a 

database would require an enormous effort and lies beyond the scope of 

this book. Therefore, when I assess the power of opposing armies in sub

sequent chapters, I cobble together the available data on the size and 

quality of the relevant armies and come up with rather rough indicators 

of military might. I start by counting the number of soldiers in each army, 

which is reasonably easy to do, and then attempt to account for the other 

four factors that affect army strength, which is a more difficult task. 
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The second step in assessing the balance of land power is to factor any 

air forces that support armies into the analysis. 148 We must assess the 

inventory of aircraft on each side, focusing on available numbers and 

quality. Pilot efficiency must also be taken into account as well as the 

strength of each side's l) ground-based air defense systems, 2) reconnais

sance capabilities, and 3) battle-management systems. 

Third, we must consider the power-projection capability inherent in 

armies, paying special attention to whether large bodies of water limit an 

army's offensive capability. If there is such a body of water, and if an ally 

lies across it, one must assess the ability of navies to protect the movement 

of troops and supplies to and from that ally. But if a great power can cross 

the water only by directly assaulting territory on the other side of the 

water that is well-defended by a rival great power, the assessment of naval 

power is probably unnecessary, because such amphibious assaults are 

rarely possible .  Thus the naval forces that might support that army are 

rarely useful, and hence judgments about their capabilities are rarely rele

vant to strategy. In those special circumstances where amphibious opera

tions are feasible against a rival great power's territory, however, it is 

essential to assess the ability of the relevant navy to project seaborne 

forces ashore. 

C O N C L U S I O N  

A rmies, along with their supponing air and naval forces, are the para

mount form of military power in the modem world. Large bodies of 

water, however, severely limit the power-projection capabilities of armies, 

and nuclear weapons markedly reduce the likelihood that great-power 

armies will clash. Nevenheless. even in a nuclear world, land power 

remains king. 

This conclusion has two implications for stability among the great pow

ers. The most dangerous states in the international system are continental 

powers with large armies. In fact, such states have initiated most of the past 

wars o f  conquest between great powers. and they have almost always 
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attacked other continental powers, n o t  insular powers, which are protect

ed by the water surrounding them. This pattern is clearly reflected in 

European history over the past two centuries. During the years of almost 

constant warfare between 1 792 and 1 8 1 5, France was the main aggressor 

as it conquered or tried to conquer other continental powers such as 

Austria, Prussia, and Russia. Prussia attacked Austria in 1 866, and although 

France declared war on Prussia in 1 870, that decision was provoked by 

Prussia, which invaded and conquered France. Germany began World War 

I with the Schlieffen Plan, which aimed to knock France out of the war so 

that the Germans could then tum eastward and defeat Russia. Germany 

began World War II with separate land offensives against Poland ( 1 939),  

France ( 1 940), and the Soviet Union ( 1 94 1 ) .  None of these aggressors 

attempted to invade either the United Kingdom or the United States. 

During the Cold War, the principal scenario that concerned NATO planners 

was a Soviet invasion of Western Europe. 

In contrast. insular powers are unlikely to initiate wars of conquest 

against other great powers, because they would have to traverse a large 

body of water to reach their target. The same moats that protect insular 

powers also impede their ability to project power. Neither the United 

Kingdom nor the United States, for example, has ever seriously threat

enened to conquer another great power. British policymakers did not con

template staning a war against either Wilhelmine or Nazi Germany, and 

during the Cold War. American policymakers never seriously counte

nanced a war of conquest against the Soviet Union. Although the United 

Kingdom (and France) declared war against Russia in March 1 854 and 

then invaded the Crimean Peninsula, the United Kingdom had no inten

tion of conquering Russia. Instead, it entered an ongoing war between 

Turkey and Russia for the purpose of checking Russian expansion in the 

region around the Black Sea. 

The Japanese attack against the United States at Pearl Harbor in 

December 1 941 might appear to be another exception to this rule, since 

Japan is an insular state, and it struck first against another great power. 

However, Japan did not invade any pan of the United States, and 

Japanese leaders cenainly gave no thought to conquering it. Japan merely 
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sought to establish an empire in the western Pacific by capturing the vari

ous islands located between it and Hawaii. Japan also initiated wars 

against Russia in 1 904 and 1 939, but in neither case did Japan invade 

Russia or even think about conquering it .  Instead. those fights were essen

tially for control of Korea, Manchuria, and Outer Mongolia. 

Finally, given that oceans limit the ability of armies to project power, 

and that nuclear weapons decrease the likelihood of great-power army 

clashes, the most peaceful world would probably be one where all the 

great powers were insular states with survivable nuclear arsenals. 149 

This concludes the discussion of power. Understanding what power is, 

however, should provide important insights into how states behave, espe

cially how they go about maximizing their share of world power, which is 

the subject of the next chapter. 



F I V E  

Strategies for Survival 

I
t is time to consider how great powers go about maximizing their share 

of world power. The first task is to lay out the specific goals that states 

pursue in their competition for power. My analysis of state objectives 

builds on previous chapters' discussion of power. Specifically, I argue that 

great powers strive for hegemony in their region of the world. Because of 

the difficulty of projecting power over large bodies of water, no state is 

likely to dominate the entire globe. Great powers also aim to be wealthy

in fact. much wealthier than their rivals, because military power has an 

economic foundation. Furthermore, great powers aspire to have the 

mightiest land forces in their region of the world, because armies and 

their  supponing air and naval forces are the core ingredient of military 

power. Finally, great powers seek nuclear superiority. although that is an 

especially difficult goal to achieve. 

The second task is to analyze the various strategies that states use to 

shift the balance of power in their favor or to prevent other states from 

shifting it against them. War is the main strategy states employ to acquire 

relative power. Blackmail is a more attractive alternative. because it relies 

on the threat of force, not the actual use of force. to produce results. Thus, 

it is relatively cost·free. Blackmail is usually difficult to achieve, however, 

because great powers are likely to fight before they submit to threats from 

IJ8 
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other great powers. Another strategy for gaining power is bait and bleed, 

whereby a state tries to weaken its rivals by provoking a long and costly 

war between them. But this scheme is also difficult to make work. A more 

promising variant of the strategy is bloodletting, in which a state takes 

measures to ensure that any war in which an adversary is involved is pro

tracted and deadly. 

Balandng and buck-passing are the principal strategies that great powers 

use to prevent aggressors from upsetting the balance of power. 1 With bal

ancing, threatened states seriously commit themselves to containing their 

dangerous opponent. In other words, they are willing to shoulder the bur

den of deterring, or fighting if need be, the aggressor. With buck-passing, 

they try to get another great power to check the aggressor while they 

remain on the sidelines. Threatened states usually prefer buck-passing to 

balancing, mainly because the buck-passer avoids the costs of lighting the 

aggressor in the event of war. 

The strategies of appeasement and bandwa9onin9 are not particulary use

ful for dealing with aggressors. Both call for conceding power to a rival 

state, which is a prescription for serious trouble in an anarchic system. 

With bandwagoning, the threatened state abandons hope of preventing 

the aggressor from gaining power at its expense and instead joins forces 

with its dangerous foe to get at least some small portion of the spoils of 

war. Appeasement is a more ambitious strategy. The appeaser aims to 

modify the behavior of the aggressor by conceding it power, in the hope 

that this gesture will make the aggressor feel more secure, thus dampen

ing or eliminating its motive for aggression. Although appeasement and 

bandwagoning are ineffective and dangerous strategies, because they 

allow the balance of power to shift against the threatened state, I will dis

cuss some special circumstances where it may make sense for a state to 

concede power to another state. 

It is commonplace in the international relations literature to argue that 

balancing and bandwagoning are the key alternative strategies available to 

threatened great powers, and that great powers invariably opt to balance 

against dangerous adversaries.' I disagree. Bandwagoning, as e mphasized, 

is not a productive option in a realist world, for although the bandwago-
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ning state may achieve more absolute power, the dangerous aggressor 

gains more. The actual choice in a realist world is between balancing and 

buck-passing, and threatened states prefer buck-passing to balancing 

whenever possible.1 

Finally, I relate my theory to the well-known realist argument that 

imitation of the successful practices of rival great powers is an imponant 

consequence of security competition. While I acknowledge the basic 

point as correct, I argue that imitation tends to be defined too narrowly, 

focusing on copycatting defensive but not offensive behavior. Moreover, 

great powers also care about innovation, which often means finding clever 

ways to gain power at the expense of rival states. Although a variety of 

state strategies are considered in this chapter, the primary focus is on 

three: war is the main strategy for gaining additional increments of 

power, whereas balancing and buck-passing are the main strategies for 

preserving the balance of power. An explanation of how threatened 

states choose between balancing and buck-passing is laid out in Chapter 

8, and an explanation for when states are likely to choose war is put 

fonh in Chapter 9. 

O P E R ATI O N A L  S TATE G O A L S  

A lthough I have emphasized that great powers seek to maximize their 

share of world power, more needs to be said about what that behav

ior entails. This section will therefore examine the different goals that 

states pursue and the strategies they employ in their hunt for more rela

tive power. 

Regional Hegemony 

Great powers concentrate on achieving four basic obj ectives. First, they 

seek regional hegemony. Although a state would maximize its security if it 

dominated the entire world, global hegemony is not feasible, except i n  the 

unlikely event that that a state achieves nuclear superiority over its rivals 

(see below ) .  The key limiting factor, as discussed in the preceding chapter, 
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is the difficulty of projecting power across large bodies of water. which 

makes it impossible for any great power to conquer and dominate regions 

separated from it by oceans. Regional hegemons cenainly pack a powerful 

military punch, but launching amphibious assaults across oceans against 

territory controlled and defended by another great power would be a sui

cidal undertaking. Not surprisingly, the United States, which is the only 

regional hegemon in modem history. has never seriously considered con

quering either Europe or Nonheast Asia. A great power could still con

quer a neighboring region that it could reach by land, but it would still fall 

far short of achieving global hegemony. 

Not only do great powers aim to dominate their own region. they also 

strive to prevent rivals in other areas from gaining hegemony. Regional 

hegemons fear that a peer competitor might jeopardize their hegemony 

by upsetting the balance of power in their backyard. Thus, regional hege

mons prefer that there be two or more great powers in the other key 

regions of the world, because those neighbors are likely to spend most of 

their time competing with each other, leaving them few opponunities to 

threaten a distant hegemon. 

How regional hegemons prevent other great powers from dominating 

far-of! regions depends on the balance of power in those areas. II power is 

distributed rather evenly among the major states, so that there is no 

potential hegemon among them, the distant hegemon can safely stay out 

of any conflicts in those regions, because no state is powerful enough to 

conquer all of the others. But even ii a potential hegemon comes on the 

scene in another region, the distant hegemon's first preference would be 

to stand aside and allow the local great powers to check the threat. This is 

quintessential buck-passing at play, and as discussed below. states prefer 

to buck-pass than to balance when laced with a dangerous opponent. II 

the local great powers cannot contain the threat, however, the distant 

hegemon would move in and balance against it. Although its main goal 

would be containment, the distant hegemon would also look for opportu

nities to u ndermine the threat and reestablish a rough balance of power in 

the region, so that it  could return home. In essence, regional hegemons 

act as offshore balancers in other areas of the world, although they prefer 

to be the balancer of last resort. 
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O n e  might wonder why a state that stood astride i t s  own region would 

care whether there was another regional hegemon, especially if the two 

competitors were separated by an ocean. After all, it would be almost 

impossible for either regional hegemon to strike across the water at the 

other. For example, even if Nazi Germany had won World War II in 

Europe, Adolf Hitler could not have launched an amphibious assault 

across the Atlantic Ocean against the United States. Nor could China, if it 

someday becomes an Asian hegemon. strike across the Pacific Ocean to 

conquer the American homeland. 

Nevertheless, rival hegemons separated by an ocean can still threaten 

one another by helping to upset the balance of power in each other's back

yard. Specilically. a regional hegemon might someday face a local chal

lenge from an upstart state, which would surely have strong incentives to 

ally with the distant hegemon to protect itself from attack by the neighbor

ing hegemon. At the same time, the distant hegemon might have reasons 

of its own for collaborating with the upstart state. Remember that there are 

many possible reasons why states might attempt to take advantage of each 

other. Jn such cases, water's stopping power would have little effect on the 

distant hegemon's power-projection capability, because it would not have 

to launch an amphibious attack across the sea, but could instead transport 

troops and supplies across the water to the lriendly territory of its ally in 

the rival hegemon's backyard. Ferrying troops is far easier to accomplish 

than invading a rival great power from the sea, although the distant hege

mon would still need to be able to move freely across the ocean. 

To illustrate this logic. consider the following hypothetical example. If 

Germany had won World War II in Europe and Mexico's economy and 

population had grown rapidly during the 1 950s. Mexico probably would 

have sought an alliance with Germany, and might have even invited 

Gennany to station troops in Mexico. The best way for the United States 

to have precluded a scenario of this kind would have been to ensure that 

its power advantage over Mexico remained large, and that Gennany, or 

any other rival great power. was bogged down in a regional security com

petition, thus poorly positioning it to meddle in the Western Hemisphere. 

Of course, ii Germany had been a hegemon in Europe, it would have had 

the same incentives to do whatever was possible to end the United States's 
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dominance of the Western Hemisphere, which is why Germany would 

have been likely to join forces with Mexico against the United States in 

the first place. 

Real-world evidence shows the importance of gaining hegemony in 

one's own region while making sure that rivals in distant regions are 

bogged down in security competition. France. for example, put troops in 

Mexico during the American Civil War ( 1 86 1-65)  against the wishes of the 

United States. But the U.S. military was in no position to challenge the 

French deployment, because it was involved in a major war with the 

Confederacy. Soon after winning the war. the United States forced France 

to remove its troops from Mexico. Shortly thereafter, in early 1 866, Austria 

threatened to send its own troops to Mexico. That threat never material

ized, however. because Austria became involved in a serious crisis with 

Prussia that led to a major war between them in the summer of 1 866.4 

Although every great power would like to be a regional hegemon, few 

are likely to reach that pinnacle. As mentioned already. the United States 

is the only great power that has dominated its region in modern history. 

There are two reasons why regional hegemons tend to be a rare species. 

Few states have the necessary endowments to make a run at hegemony. To 

qualify as a potential hegemon, a state must be considerably wealthier than 

its local rivals and must possess the mightiest army in the region. During 

the past two centuries. only a handful of states have met those criteria: 

Napoleonic France, Wilhelmine Germany. Nazi Germany, the Soviet Union 

during the Cold War. and the United States. Furthermore, even if a state 

has the wherewithal to be a potential hegemon, the other great powers in 

the system will seek to prevent it from actually becoming a regional hege

mon. None of the European great powers mentioned above, for example, 

was able to defeat all of its rivals and gain regional hegemony. 

Maximum Wealth 

Second, great powers aim to maximize the amount of the world's wealth 

that they control. States care about relative wealth, because economic 

might is the foundation of military might. In practical terms, this means 

that great powers place a high premium on having a powerful and 
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dynamic economy, not only because i t  enhances the general welfare, but 

also because it is a reliable way to gain a military advantage over rivals. 

'"'National self-preservation and economic growth," Max Weber main· 

tained, are .. two sides of the same coin. "5 The ideal situation for any state 

is to experience sharp economic growth while its rivals' economies grow 

slowly or hardly at all. 

Parenthetically, great powers are likely to view especially wealthy 

states, or states moving in that direction, as serious threats, regardless of 

whether or not they have a formidable military capability. Alter all, wealth 

can rather easily be translated into military might. A case in point is 

Wilhelmine Germany in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 

The mere fact that Germany had a large population and a dynamic econ

omy was reason enough to scare Europe's other great powers. although 

German behavior sometimes fueled those fears.6 Similiar fears exist today 

regarding China, which has a huge population and an economy that is 

undergoing rapid modernization. Conversely, great powers are likely to 

worry less about states that are moving down the pecking order of wealthy 

states. The United States. for example, fears Russia less than it did the for

mer Soviet Union. in part because Russia does not control nearly as much 

of  the world's wealth as the Soviet Union did in its heyday; Russia cannot 

build as powerful an army as did its Soviet predecessor. If China's econ

omy hits the skids and does not recover. fears about China will subside 

considerably. 

Great powers also seek to prevent rival great powers from dominating 

the wealth-generating areas of the world. In the modem era. those areas 

are usually populated by the leading industrial states. although they might 

be occupied by less-developed states that possess critically important raw 

materials. Great powers sometimes attempt to dominate those regions 

themselves. but at the very least. they try to ensure that none falls under 

the control of a rival great power. Areas that contain little intrinsic wealth 

are of less concern to great powers.7 

During the Cold War, for example. American strategists focused their 

attention on three regions outside of the Western Hemisphere: E u rope. 

Northeast Asia. and the Persian Gulf.• The United States was determined 
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that the Soviet Union not dominate any of those areas. Defending Western 

Europe was America's number one strategic priority because it is a wealthy 

region that was directly threatened by the Soviet army. Soviet control of 

the European continent would have sharply shifted the balance of power 

against the United States. Northeast Asia was strategically imponant 

because Japan is among the world's wealthiest states, and it faced a Soviet 

threat, albeit a less serious threat than the one confronting Western 

Europe. The United States cared about the Persian Gulf mainly because of 

oil, which fuels the economies of Asia and Europe. Consequently. the 

American military was designed largely to fight in these three areas of the 

world. The United States paid less attention to Africa, the rest of the Middle 

East, Southeast Asia, and the South Asian subcontinent, because there was 

little potential power in those regions. 

Preeminent Land Pawer 

Third, great powers aim to dominate the balance of land power. because 

that is the best way to maximize their share of military might. In practice, 

this means that states build powerful armies as well as air and naval forces 

to suppon those ground forces. But great powers do not spend all of their 

defense funds on land power. As discussed below, they devote consider

able resources to acquiring nuclear weapons; sometimes they also buy 

independent sea power and strategic airpower. But because land power is 

the dominant form of military power, states aspire to have the most formi

dable army in their region of the world. 

Nuclear Superiarity 

Founh, great powers seek nuclear superiority over their rivals. In an ideal 

world, a state would have the world's only nuclear arsenal, which would 

give it the capability to devastate its rivals without fear of retaliation. That 

huge military advantage would make that nuclear-armed state a global 

hegemon, in which case my previous discussion of regional hegemony 

would be irrelevant. Also. the balance of land power would be of minor 
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imponance i n  a world dominated b y  a nuclear hegemon. I t  i s  difficult, 

however, to achieve and maintain nuclear superiority, because rival states 

will go to great lengths to develop a nuclear retaliatory force of their own. 

As emphasized in Chapter 4, great powers are likely to find themselves 

operating in a world of nuclear powers with the assured capacity to 

destroy their enemies-a world of mutual assured destruction, or MAD. 

Some scholars, especially defensive realists, argue that it makes no 

sense for nuclear-armed states in a MAD world to pursue nuclear superi

ority.9 In panicular, they should not build counterforce weapons-i.e., 

those that could strike the other side's nuclear arsenal-and they should 

not build defensive systems that could shoot down the adversary's incom

ing nuclear warheads, because the essence of a MAD world is that no state 

can be assured that it has destroyed all of its rival's nuclear weapons, and 

thus would remain vulnerable to nuclear devastation. It makes more 

sense, so the argument goes, for each state to be vulnerable to the other 

side's nuclear weapons. Two reasons underpin the assenion that nuclear

armed states should not pursue nuclear superiority. MAD is a powerful 

force for stability, so it makes no sense to undermine it. Funhennore, it is 

almost impossible to gain meaningful military advantage by building 

counterforce weapons and defenses. No matter how sophisticated those 

systems might be, it is almost impossible to fight and win a nuclear war, 

because nuclear weapons are so destructive that both sides will be annihi

lated in the conflict. Thus, it makes little sense to think in terms of  gaining 

military advantage at the nuclear level. 

Great powers, however, are unlikely to be content with living in a MAD 

world, and they are likely to search for ways to gain superiority over their 

nuclear-armed opponents. Although there is no question that MAD makes 

war among the great powers less likely, a state is likely to be more secure if 

it has nuclear superiority. Specifically, a great power operating under MAD 

still has great-power rivals that it must worry about, and it still is vulnera

ble to nuclear attack, which although unlikely, is still possible. A great power 

that gains nuclear superiority, on the other hand, is a hegemon and thus has 

no major rivals to fear. Most imponant, it would not face the threat of a 

nuclear attack. Therefore, states have a powerful incentive to be nuclear 
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hegemons. This logic does not deny that meaningful nuclear superiority is 

an especially difficult goal to achieve. Nevertheless, states will pursue 

nuclear advantage because of the great benefits it promises. In particular, 

states will build lots of counterforce capability and push hard to develop 

effective defenses in the hope that they might gain nuclear superiority. 

In sum, great powers pursue four main goals: 1 )  to be the only regional 

hegemon on the globe, 2) to control as large a percentage of the world's 

wealth as possible, 3) to dominate the balance of land power in their 

region, and 4)  to have nuclear superiority. Let us now move from goals to 

strategies, starting with the strategies that states employ to increase their 

relative power. 

S T R AT E G I E S  F O R  G A I N I N G  P O W E R  

War 

War is the most controversial strategy that great powers can employ to 

increase their share of world power. Not only does it involve death and 

destruction, sometimes on a vast scale, but it became fashionable in the 

twentieth century to argue that conquest does not pay and that war is 

therefore a futile enterprise. The most famous work making this point is 

probably Norman Angeli's The Great Illusion, which was published a few 

years before the start of World War 1 . 10 This basic theme is also central to 

the writings of many contemporary students of international politics. 

Nevertheless, the argument is wrong: conquest can still improve a state's 

power position.  

The claim that war is a losing proposition takes four basic forms. Some 

suggest that aggressors almost always lose .  I dealt with this claim in 

Chapter 2,  where I noted that in the past, states that initiated war won 

roughly 60 percent of the time. Others maintain that nuclear weapons 

make it virtually impossible for great powers to fight each other, because 

of the danger of mutual annihilation. I dealt with this issue in Chapter 4, 

arguing that nuclear weapons make great-power war less likely, but they 

do not render it obsolete. Certainly none of the great powers in the 
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nuclear age has behaved a s  i f  war with another major power has been 

ruled out. 

The other two perspectives assume that wars are winnable, but that 

successful conquest leads to Pyrrhic victories. The two focus, respectively, 

on the costs and on the benefits of war. These concepts are actually 

linked, since states contemplating aggression invariably weigh its expected 

costs and benefits. 

The costs argument. which attracted a lot of attention in the 1 980s, is 

that conquest does not pay because it leads to the creation of empires, 

and the price of maintaining an empire eventually becomes so great that 

economic growth at home is sharply slowed. In effect, high levels of 

defense spending undermine a state's relative economic position over 

time, ultimately eroding its position in the balance of power. Ergo, great 

powers would be better off creating wealth rather than conquering for

eign territory. 1 1  

According t o  the benefits argument, military victory does not pay 

because conquerors cannot exploit modem industrial economies for gain, 

especially those that are built around information technologies. 1 2  The root 

of the conqueror's problem is that nationalism makes it hard to subdue 

and manipulate the people in defeated states. The victor may try repres

sion, but it is likely to backfire in the face of massive popular resistance. 

Moreover, repression is not feasible in the information age, because 

knowledge-based economies depend on openness to function smoothly. 

Thus, if the conqueror cracks down, it will effectively kill the goose that 

lays the golden eggs. If it does not crack down, however, subversive ideas 

will proliferate inside the defeated state, making rebellion likely. 1 J 

There is no question that great powers sometimes confront circum

stances in which the likely costs of conquest are high and the expected 

benefits are small. In those cases, it makes no sense to stan a war. But the 

general claim that conquest almost always bankrupts the aggressor and 

provides no tangible benefits does not stand up to close scrutiny. 

There are many examples of states expanding via the sword and yet not 

damaging their economies in the process. The United States during the first 

half of the nineteenth century and Prussia between 1862 and 1 870 are 
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obvious cases in point; aggression paid handsome economic dividends for 

both states. Moreover, little scholarly evidence supports the claim that high 

levels of defense spending necessarily hurt a great power's economy.14 The 

United States, for example, has spent enormous sums of money on defense 

since 1 940, and its economy is the envy of the world today. The United 

Kingdom had a huge empire and its economy eventually lost its competi

tive edge, but few economists blame its economic decline on high levels of 

defense spending. In fact, the United Kingdom historically spent consider

ably less money on defense than did its great-power rivals . i s Probably the 

case that best supports the claim that large military budgets ruin a state's 

economy is the demise of the Soviet Union in the late 1 980s. But scholars 

have reached no consensus on what caused the Soviet economy to collapse, 

and there is good reason to think that it was due to profound structural 

problems in the economy, not military spending ." 

Regarding the benefits argument, conquerors can exploit a vanquished 

state's economy for gain, even in the information age. Wealth can be 

extracted from an occupied state by levying taxes. confiscating industrial 

output. or even confiscating industrial plants. Peter Liberman shows in his 

seminal work on this subject that contrary to the views of Angell and oth

ers, modernization not only makes industrial societies wealthy and there

fore lucrative targets, but it also makes coercion and repression 

easier-not harder-for the conqueror. 1 7  He notes, for example. that 

although information technologies have a ·subversive potential.· they 

also have an "' Orwellian .. dimension, which facilitates repression in impor

tant ways . ..  Coercive and repressive conquerors,· he argues . ..  can make 

defeated modem societies pay a large share of their economic surplus in 

tribute. " 1 8 

During World War II, for example, Germany was able, "through finan

cial transfers alone . . . to mobilize an annual average of 30 percent of 

French national incomes. 42-44 percent of Dutch, Belgian, and Norwegian 

prewar national income, and at least 25 percent of Czech prewar national 

income. " 19 Germany also extracted significant economic resources from 

the Soviet Union during World War II. The Soviets then returned the 

favor in the early years of the Cold War by exploiting the East German 
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economy for gain.20 Nevertheless, occupation i s  n o t  cost-free for t h e  con

queror, and there will be cases where the costs of exploiting another 

state's economy outweigh the benefits. Still, conquest sometimes pays 

handsome dividends. 

It is also possible for conquerors to gain power by confiscating natural 

resources such as oil and foodstuffs. For example, any great power that 

conquers Saudi Arabia would surely reap significant economic benefits 

from controlling Saudi oil. This is why the United States created its Rapid 

Deployment Force in the late 1 970s; it feared that the Soviet Union might 

invade Iran and capture the oil-rich area of Khuzestan, which would 

enhance Soviet power.21 Moreover, once in Iran, the Soviets would be well 

positioned to threaten Saudi Arabia and other oil-rich states. During both 

world wars, Germany was bent on gaining access to the grain and other 

foodstuffs produced in the Soviet Union so that it could feed its own peo

ple cheaply and easily.22 The Germans also coveted Soviet oil and other 

resources. 

But even if one rejects the notion that conquest pays economic divi

dends, there are three other ways that a victorious aggressor can shift the 

balance of power in its favor. The conqueror might employ some portion 

of the vanquished state's population in its army or as forced labor in its 

homeland. Napoleon's military machine, for example, made use of man

power raised in defeated states. 23 In fact, when France attacked Russia in 

the summer of 1 8 1 2, roughly half of the main invasion force-which 

totalled 674,000 soldiers-was not French.24 Nazi Germany also employed 

soldiers from conquered states in its army. For example, .. of the thirty

eight SS divisions in existence in 1 945, none was composed entirely of 

native Germans, and nineteen consisted largely of foreign personnel. "25 

Moreover, the Third Reich used forced labor to its advantage. Indeed, it 

appears that there were probably as many as 7 .6 million foreign civilian 

workers and prisoners of war employed in Germany by August 1 944, 

which was one-fourth of the total German work force. 26 

Funhermore, conquest sometimes pays because the victor gains strate

gically important territory. In panicular, states can gain a buffer zone that 

helps protect them from attack by another state, or that can be used to 
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launch an attack on a rival state. For example, France gave serious consid

eration to annexing the Rhineland before and after Germany was defeat

ed in World War I. 27 Israel's strategic position was cenainly enhanced in 

June 1 967 with the acquisition of the Sinai Peninsula, the Golan Heights, 

and the West Bank in the Six-Day War. The Soviet Union went to war 

against Finland in the winter of 1 939-40 to g�erritory that would help 

the Red Anny thwan a Nazi invasion.28 The Wehrmacht, on the other 

hand, conquered part of Poland in September 1 939 and used it as a 

launching pad for its June 1 94 1  invasion of the Soviet Union. 

Finally, war can shift the balance of power in the victor's favor by elim

inating the vanquished state from the ranks of the great powers. 

Conquering states can achieve this goal in different ways. They might 

destroy a defeated rival by killing most of its people, thereby eliminating it 

altogether from the international system. States rarely pursue this drastic 

option, but evidence of this kind of behavior exists to make states think 

about it. The Romans. for example, annihilated Carthage, and there is rea

son to think that Hitler planned to eliminate Poland and the Soviet Union 

from the map of Europe." Spain destroyed both the Aztec and the Inca 

empires in Central and South America, and during the Cold War. both 

superpowers worried that the other would use its nuclear weapons to 

launch a •splendid first strike" that would obliterate them. Israelis often 

worry that if the Arab states ever inflicted a decisive defeat on Israel. they 

would impose a Carthaginian peace . '0 

Alternatively, conquering states might annex the defeated state. Austria, 

Prussia, and Russia, for example, partitioned Poland four times in the past 

three centuries. 1 1 The victor might also consider disarming and neutralizing 

the beaten state. The Allies employed this strategy against Germany after 

World War I. and in the early years of the Cold War. Stalin flirted with the 

idea of creating a unified but militarily weak Germany.'2 The famous 

"Morgenthau Plan· proposed that post-Hitler Gemtany be de-industrial

ized and turned into two largely agrarian states. so that it no longer could 

build powerful military forces." Finally. conquering states might divide a 

defeated great power into two or more smaller states. which is what 

Germany did to the Soviet Union in the spring of l 9 I 8  with the Treaty of 
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Brest-Litovsk, and i s  also what t h e  United Kingdom, the United States. and 

the Soviet Union effectively did to Germany after World War II. 

Blackmail 

A state can gain power at a rival's expense without going to war by threat

ening to use military force against its opponent. Coercive threats and 

intimidation, not the actual use of force, produce the desired outcome.14 If 

this blackmail works, it is clearly preferable to war. because blackmail 

achieves its goals without bloody costs. However. blackmail is unlikely to 

produce marked shifts in the balance of power, mainly because threats 

alone are usually not enough to compel a great power to make significant 

concessions to a rival great power. Great powers, by definition, have for

midable military strength relative to each other. and therefore they are 

not likely to give in to threats without a fight. Blackmail is more likely to 

work against minor powers that have no great-power ally. 

Nevertheless. there are cases of successful blackmail against great pow

ers. For example, in the decade before World War I. Germany attempted 

to intimidate its European rivals on four occasions and succeeded once.1 5  

Germany initiated diplomatic confrontations with France and the United 

Kingdom over Morocco in 1 905 and again in 1 9 1 1 .  Although Germany 

was dearly more powerful than either the United Kingdom or France, and 

probably more powerful than both of them combined. Germany suffered 

diplomatic defeats both times. In the other two cases. Germany tried to 

blackmail Russia into making concessions in the Balkans. In 1 909, Austria 

annexed Bosnia without any prompting from Germany. When Russia 

protested, Germany used the threat of war to force Russia to accept 

Austria's action. Blackmail worked in this case, because the Russian army 

had not recovered· from its shattering defeat in the Russo-Japanese War 

( 1 904-5) and thus was in no position to confront the mighty German 

army in a war. The Germans tried to intimidate the Russians again in the 

summer of 1 9 1 4, but by then the Russian army had recovered from its 

defeat a decade earlier. The Russians stood their ground, and the result 

was World War I.  
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Among three other well-known cases of blackmail, only one had a sig

nificant eUect on the balance of power. The first case was a dispute in 1 898 

between the United Kingdom and France over control of Fashoda, a strate

gically important fan at the headwaters of Africa's Nile River. 16 The United 

Kingdom warned France not to attempt to conquer any part of the Nile 

because it would threaten British control of Egypt and the Suez Canal. 

When the United Kingdom learned that France had sent an expeditionary 

force to Fashoda, it told France to remove it or face war. France backed 

down, because it knew the United Kingdom would win the ensuing war, 

and because France did not want to pick a fight with the United Kingdom 

when it was more worried about the emerging German threat on its east

ern border. The second case is the famous Munich crisis of 1 9 38, when 

Hitler threatened war to compel the United Kingdom and France to allow 

Germany to swallow up the Sudetenland, which was at the time part of 

Czechoslovakia. The third case is when the United States forced the Soviet 

Union to remove its ballistic missiles from Cuba in the fall of 1 962.  Of these 

cases, only Munich had a telling effea on the balance of power. 

Bait and Bleed 

Bait and bleed is a third strategy that states might employ to increase their 

relative power. This strategy involves causing two rivals to engage in a pro

tracted war, so that they bleed each other white, while the baiter remains 

on the sideline, its military strength intact. There was concern in the 

United States during the Cold War, for example, that a third party might 

surreptitiously provoke a nuclear war between the superpowers. 17 Also, 

one of the superpowers might have considered provoking its rival to start a 

losing war in the Third World. For example, the United States could have 

encouraged the Soviet Union to get entrapped in conflicts like the one in 

Afghanistan.  But that was not American policy. In fact. there are few 

examples in modem history of states pursuing a bait-and-bleed strategy. 

The best case of bait and bleed I can find is Russia's efforts in the wake 

of the French Revolution ( 1 789)  to entice Austria and Prussia into starting 

a war with France, so that Russia would be free to expand its power in 
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central Europe. Russia's leader. Catherine the Great, told her secretary i n  

November 1 7 9 1 ,  "'I a m  racking m y  brains i n  order t o  push the courts of 

Vienna and Berlin into French affairs . . . .  There are reasons I cannot talk 

about; I want to get them involved in that business to have my hands free. 

I have much unfinished business, and it's necessary for them to be kept 

busy and out of my way. "Js Although Austria and Prussia did go to war 

against France in 1 792, Russia's prompting had little influence on their 

decision. Indeed, they had compelling reasons of their own for picking a 

fight with France. 

Another case that closely resembles a bait-and-bleed strategy involves 

Israel.J' In 1 954, Pinhas Lavon, Israel's defense minister, directed sabo· 

teurs to blow up important American and British targets in the Egyptian 

cities of Alexandria and Cairo. The aim was to fuel tensions between the 

United Kingdom and Egypt, which it was hoped would convince the 

United Kingdom to abandon its plan to withdraw its troops from bases 

near the Suez Canal. The strike force was caught and the operation turned 

into a fiasco. 

The fundamental problem with a bait-and-bleed strategy, as the Lavon 

affair demonstrates, is that it is difficult to trick rival states into starting a 

war that they would otherwise not fight. There are hardly any good ways 

of causing trouble between other states without getting exposed, or at least 

raising suspicions in the target states. Moreover, the states being baited are 

likely to recognize the danger of engaging each other in a protracted war 

while the baiter sits untouched on the sidelines. gaining relative power on 

the cheap. States are likely to avoid such a trap. Finally there is always the 

danger for the baiter that one of the states being baited might win a quick 

and decisive victory and end up gaining power rather than losing it. 

Bloodletting 

Bloodletting is a more promising variant of this strategy. Here, the aim is 

to make sure that any war between one's rivals turns into a long and cost

ly conflict that saps their strength. There is no baiting in this version; the 

rivals have gone to war independently, and the bloodletter is  mainly con-
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cerned with causing its rivals to bleed each other white, while it stays out 

of the fighting. As a senator, Harry Truman had this strategy in mind in 

June 1 94 1  when he reacted to the Nazi invasion of the Soviet Union by 

saying, "If we see that Germany is winning we ought to help Russia, and 

if Russia is winning we ought to help Germany, and that way let them kill 

as many as possible. ""40 

Vladimir Lenin, too, had this strategy in mind when he took the Soviet 

Union out of World War I while the fighting between Germany and the 

Allies (the United Kingdom, France, and the United States) continued in 

the west. "In concluding a separate peace now," he said on January 20, 

1 9 1 8, "we rid ourselves . . .  of both imperialistic groups fighting each other. 

We can take advantage of their strife, which makes it difficult for them to 

reach an agreement at our expense, and use that period when our hands 

are free to develop and strengthen the Socialist Revolution.""  As John 

Wheeler-Bennett notes, "Few documents illustrate more succinctly Lenin's 

. u nderstanding of the value of Realpolitik in statesmanship. "41 The 

United States also pursued this strategy against the Soviet Union in 

Afghanistan during the 1 980s.42 

S T R AT E G I E S  F O R  C H E C K I N G  A G G R E S S O R S  

Great powers not only seek t o  gain power over their rivals, they also 

aim to prevent those foes from gaining power at their expense. 

Keeping potential aggressors at bay is sometimes a rather simple task. Since 

great powers maximize their share of world power, they invest heavily in 

defense and typically build formidable fighting forces. That impressive mili

tary capability is usually sufficient to deter rival states from challenging the 

balance of power. But  occasionally, highly aggressive great powers that are 

more difficult to contain come on the scene. Especially powerful states, like 

potential hegemons. invariably fall into this category. To deal with these 

aggressors, threatened great powers can choose between two strategies: 

balancing and buck-passing. They invariably prefer buck-passing, although 

sometimes they have no choice but to balance against the threat. 
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Balancing 

With balancing, a great power assumes direct responsibility for preventing 

an aggressor from upsetting the balance of power. 41 The initial goal is to 

deter the aggressor, but if that fails, the balancing state will fight the ensu

ing war. Threatened states can take three measures to make balancing 

work. First, they can send clear signals to the aggressor through diplomat

ic channels (and through the actions described below) that they are firmly 

committed to maintaining the balance of power, even if it means going to 

war. The emphasis in the balancer's message is on confrontation, not con

ciliation. In effect, the balancer draws a line in the sand and warns the 

aggressor not to cross it. The United States pursued this type of policy with 

the Soviet Union throughout the Cold War; France and Russia did the 

same with Germany before World War 1.44 

Second, threatened states can work to create a defensive alliance to help 

them contain their dangerous opponent. This diplomatic maneuver, which 

is often called "external balancing,"' is limited in a bipolar world, because 

there are no potential great-power alliance partners, although it is still pos

sible to ally with minor powers.45 During the Cold War, for example, both 

the United States and the Soviet Union had no choice but to ally with 

minor powers, because they were the only great powers in the system. 

Threatened states place a high premium on finding alliance partners, 

because the costs of checking an aggressor are shared in an alliance-an 

especially important consideration if war breaks out. Furthermore, recruit

ing allies increases the amount of firepower confronting the aggressor, 

which in tum increases the likelihood that deterrence will work. 

These benefits notwithstanding, external balancing has a downside: it is 

often slow and inefficient. The difficulties of making an alliance work 

smoothly are reflected in the comment of the French general who said at 

the end of World War I, "Since I have seen alliances at work. I have lost 

something of my admiration for Napoleon [who almost always fought 

without allies against alliances] . "46 Putting together balancing coalitions 

quickly and making them function smoothly is often difficult, because it 

takes time to coordinate the efforts of prospective allies or member states, 

even when there is wide agreement on what needs to be done. Threatened 
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states usually disagree over how the burdens should be distributed among 

alliance members. After all, states are self·interested actors with powerful 

incentives to minimize the costs they pay to contain an aggressor. This 

problem is compounded by the fact that alliance members have an impulse 

to buck·pass among themselves, as discussed below. Finally, there is likely 

to be friction among coalition members over which state leads the alliance, 

especially when it comes to formulating strategy. 

Third, threatened states can balance against an aggressor by mobilizing 

additional resources of their own. For example. defense spending might 

be increased or conscription might be implemented. This action, which is 

commonly referred to as "'internal balancing, ... is self·help in the purest 

sense of the term. But there are usually significant limits on how many 

additional resources a threatened state can muster against an aggressor, 

because great powers normally already devote a large percentage of their 

resources to defense. Because they seek to maximize their share of world 

power, states are effectively engaged in internal balancing all the time. 

Nevenheless, when faced with a panicularly aggressive adversary, great 

powers will eliminate any slack in the system and search for clever ways 

to boost defense spending. 

There is, however, one exceptional circumstance in which a great power 

will increase defense spending to help deter an aggressor. Offshore balancers 

like the United Kingdom and the United States tend to maintain relatively 

small military forces when they are not needed to contain a potential hege

mon in a strategically imponant area. Usually. they can afford to have a 

small army because their distant rivals tend to focus their attention on each 

other. and because the stopping power of water provides them with abun

dant security. Therefore, when it is necessary for an offshore balancer to 

check a potential hegemon, it is likely to sharply expand the size and 

strength of its fighting forces, as the United States did in 1 9 1 7, when it 

entered World War I, and in 1 940, the year before it entered World War II. 

Buck· Passing 

B u ck-passing is a threatened great power's main alternative to balanc

ing." A buck-passer attempts to get another state to bear the burden of 
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deterring o r  possibly fighting an aggressor, while i t  remains o n  t h e  side

lines. The buck-passer fully recognizes the need to prevent the aggressor 

from increasing its share of world power but looks for some other state 

that is threatened by the aggressor to perform that onerous task. 

Threatened states can take four measures to facilitate buck-passing. 

First, they can seek good diplomatic relations with the aggressor, or at 

least not do anything to provoke it. in the hope that it will concentrate its 

attention on the intended "'buck-catcher." During the late 1 930s, for 

example, both France and the Soviet Union tried to pass the buck to each 

other in the face of a deadly threat from Nazi Germany. Each tried to have 

good relations with Hitler, so that he would aim his gunsight at the other. 

Second, buck-passers usually maintain cool relations with the intend

ed buck-catcher, not just because this diplomatic distancing might help 

foster good relations with the aggressor, but also because the buck-pass

er does not want to get dragged into a war on the side of the buck

catcher.48 The aim of the buck-passer, after all, is to avoid having to fight 

the aggressor. Not surprisingly, then, a hostile undenone characterized 

relations between France and the Soviet Union in the years before 

World War II. 

Third, great powers can mobilize additional resources of their own to 

make buck-passing work. It might seem that the buck-passer should be 

able to take a somewhat relaxed approach to defense spending, since the 

strategy's objective is to get someone else to contain the aggressor. But 

save for the exceptional case of the offshore balancer discussed earlier, 

that conclusion would be wrong. Leaving aside the fact that states maxi

mize relative power, buck-passers have two other good reasons to look for 

opponunities to increase defense spending. By building up its own defens

es, a buck-passer makes itself an imposing target, thus giving the aggressor 

incentive to focus its attention on the intended buck-catcher. The logic 

here is simple: the more powerful a threatened state is, the less likely it is 

that an aggressor will attack it. Of course, the buck-catcher must still have 

the wherewithal to contain the aggressor without the buck-passer's help. 

Buck-passers also build formidable military forces for prophylactic rea

sons. In a world where two or more states are attempting to buck-pass, no 
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state can be certain that it will not catch the buck and have to stand alone 

against the aggressor. It is better to be prepared for that eventuality. 

D uring the 1 930s, for example, neither France nor the Soviet Union could 

be sure it would not catch the buck and have to stand alone against Nazi 

Germany. But even if a state successfully passes the buck, there is always 

the possibility that the aggressor might quickly and decisively defeat the 

buck-catcher and then attack the buck-passer. Thus, a state might 

improve its defenses as an insurance policy in case buck-passing fails. 

Fourth, it sometimes makes sense for a buck-passer to allow or even 

facilitate the growth in power of the intended buck-catcher. That burden

bearer would then have a better chance of containing the aggressor state, 

which would increase the buck-passer's prospects of remaining on the 

sidelines. B etween 1 864 and 1 870, for example, the United Kingdom and 

Russia stood by and allowed Otto von Bismarck's Prussia to conquer terri

tory in  the bean of Europe and create a unified German Reich that was 

considerably more powerful than its Prussian predecessor. The United 

Kingdom reasoned that a united Germany would not only deter French 

and Russian expansion into the heart of Europe, but it would also divert 

their attention away from Africa and Asia, where they might threaten the 

B ritish empire. The Russians, on the other hand, hoped that a united 

Germany would keep Austria and France in check, and that it would also 

stifle Polish national aspirations. 

The Al lure of Buck-Passing 

B u ck-passing and putting together a balancing coalition obviously repre

sent contrasting ways of dealing with an aggressor. Nevenheless, there is 

a strong tendency to buck-pass or "free-ride" inside balancing coalitions, 

although the danger that buck-passing will wreck the alliance is a power

ful countervailing force . During the early years of World War I. for exam

ple, B ritish policymakers tried to minimize the amount of fighting their 

troops did o n  the western front and instead get their alliance panners, 

France and Russia, to assume the costly burden of wearing down the 

German army.49 The United Kingdom hoped then to use its still-fresh 
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troops to win the final battles against Germany and t o  dictate the terms o f  

peace. The United Kingdom would "win the peace,· because it would 

emerge from the war in a substantially more powerful position than either 

the defeated Germans or the battle-worn French and Russians. The United 

Kingdom's allies quickly figured out what was going on, however, and 

forced the British army to participate fully in the awful task of bleeding 

the German army white. As always, states worry about relative power.so 

Britain's attempt to free-ride on its allies, along with the history 

described in Chapters 7 and 8, gives evidence of the powerful impulse to 

buck-pass among threatened states. Indeed, great powers seem clearly to 

prefer buck-passing to balancing. One reason for this preference is that 

buck-passing usually provides defense ·on the cheap. ·  After all, the state 

that catches the buck pays the substantial costs of fighting the aggressor if 

deterrence fails and war breaks out. Of course, buck-passers sometimes 

spend considerable sums of money on their own military to facilitate 

buck-passing and to protect against the possibility that buck-passing 

might fail. 

Buck-passing can also have an offensive dimension to it, which can 

make it even more attractive. Specifically, if the aggressor and the buck

catcher become involved in a long and costly war, the balance of power is 

likely to shift in the buck-passer's favor; it would then be in a good posi

tion to dominate the postwar world. The United States, for example, 

entered World War II in December 1941 but did not land its army in 

France until June 1 944, less than a year before the war ended. Thus. the 

burden of wearing down the formidable Wehrmacht fell largely on the 

shoulders of the Soviet Union, which paid a staggering price to reach 

Berlin."  Although the United States would have preferred to invade 

France before 1 944 and was thus an inadvertent buck-passer, there is no 

question that the United States benefited greatly from delaying the 

Normandy invasion until late in the war, when both the German and the 

Soviet armies were battered and worn.52 Not surprisingly, Josef Stalin 

believed that the United Kingdom and the United States were purposely 

allowing Germany and the Soviet Union to bleed each other white so that 

those offshore balancers could dominate postwar Europe.5 1  
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Passing the buck is also an attractive option when a state faces more 

than one dangerous rival but does not have the military might to confront 

them all at once. Buck-passing might help reduce the number of threats. 

For example, the United Kingdom faced three menacing adversaries in the 

I 930s-Germany, Italy, and Japan-but it did not have the military power 

to check all three of them at once. The United Kingdom attempted to alle

viate the problem by passing the burden of dealing with Germany to 

France, so it could concentrate instead on Italy and Japan. 

Buck-passing is not a foolproof strategy, however. Its chief drawback is 

that the buck-catcher might fail to check the aggressor, leaving the buck

passer in a precarious strategic position. For example, France could not 

handle Nazi Germany alone. and therefore the United Kingdom had to 

form a balancing coalition with France against Hitler in March 1 939.  By 

then, however, Hitler controlled all of Czechoslovakia and it was too late 

to contain the Third Reich; war broke out five months later in September 

1 939 .  During that same period, the Soviet Union successfully passed the 

buck to France and the United Kingdom and then sat back expecting to 

watch Germany engage those two buck-catchers in a long, bloody war. 

But  the Wehrmacht overran France in six weeks during the spring of 

1 940, leaving Hitler free to attack the Soviet Union without having to 

worry much about his western flank. By buck-passing rather than engag

ing Germany at the same time that France and the United Kingdom did, 

the Soviets wound up fighting a much harder war. 

Furthermore, in cases where the buck-passer allows the military might 

of the buck-catcher to increase, there is the danger that the buck-catcher 

might eventually become so powerful that it threatens to upset the balance 

of power, as happened with Germany after it was unified in 1 870 .  

Bismarck actually worked to uphold the  balance for the  next  twenty years. 

Indeed, a u nited Germany served to keep Russia and France in check on 

the European continent, as the United Kingdom hoped it would. But the 

situation changed markedly after 1 890, as Germany grew increasingly 

powerful and eventually attempted to dominate Europe by force. Buck

passing in  this case was,  at best, a mixed success for the United Kingdom 

and Russia: effective in the short run, but disastrous in the long run. 
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Although these potential problems are surely cause for concern, they 

ultimately do little to diminish buck-passing's appeal. Great powers do not 

buck-pass thinking that it will lead to failure. On the contrary, they expect 

the strategy to succeed. Otherwise, they would eschew buck-passing and 

form a balancing coalition with the other threatened states in the system. 

But it is difficult to predict the future in international politics. Who would 

have guessed in 1 870 that Germany would become the most powerful state 

in Europe by the early twentieth century and precipitate two world wars? 

Nor is balancing a foolproof alternative to buck-passing. Indeed, balancing 

is often inefficient, and states that balance together sometimes suffer cata

strophic defeats, as happened to the United Kingdom and France in the 

spring of 1 940. 

It should be apparent that buck-passing sometimes leads to the same 

outcome as a bait-and-bleed strategy. Specifically, when buck-passing 

leads to war. the buck-passer, like the baiter, improves its relative power 

position by remaining on the sidelines while its main rivals wear them

selves down. Furthermore, both strategies can fail in the same way if one 

of the combatants wins a quick and decisive victory. Nevertheless, there is 

an important difference between the two strategies: buck-passing is prin

cipally a deterrence strategy, with war-fighting as the default option, 

whereas bait and bleed purposely aims to provoke a war. 

S T R AT E G I E S  TO AV O I D  

S ome argue that balancing and buck-passing are not the only strategies 

that threatened states might employ against a dangerous opponent. 

Appeasement and bandwagoning, so the argument goes, are also viable 

alternatives. But that is wrong. Both of those strategies call for conceding 

power to an aggressor, which violates balance-of-power logic and increases 

the danger to the state that employs them. Great powers that care about 

their survival should neither appease nor bandwagon with their adversaries. 

Bandwagoning happens when a state joins forces with a more powerful 

opponent, conceding that its formidable new panner will gain a dispro-
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portionate share of the spoils they conquer together.54 The distribution of 

power, in other words, will shift further against the bandwagoner and in 

the stronger state's favor. Bandwagoning is a strategy for the weak. Its 

u nderlying assumption is that if a state is badly outgunned by a rival, it 

makes no sense to resist its demands, because that adversary will take 

what it wants by force anyway and inflict considerable punishment in the 

process. The bandwagoner must j ust hope that the troublemaker is merci

ful. Thucydides' famous dictum that "the strong do what they can and the 

weak suffer what they must" captures the essence of bandwagoning.ss 

This strategy, which violates the basic canon of offensive realism-that 

states maximize relative power-is rarely employed by great powers, 

because they have, by definition, the wherewithal to put up a decent fight 

against other great powers, and because they certainly have the incentive 

to stand u p  and fight. Bandwagoning is employed mainly by minor pow

ers that stand alone against hostile great powers.56 They have no choice 

but to give in to the enemy, because they are weak and isolated. Good 

examples of bandwagoning are the decisions by B ulgaria and Romania to 

ally with Nazi Germany in the early stages of World War II and then shift 

their allegiance to the Soviet Union near the end of the war.57 

With appeasement, a threatened state makes concessions to an aggres

sor that shift the balance of power in the recipient's favor. The appeaser 

usually agrees to surrender all or part of the territory of a third state to its 

powerful foe. The p u rpose of this allowance is behavior modification: to 

push the aggressor in a more pacific direction and possibly turn it  into a sta

tus  q u o  power. " The strategy rests on the assumption that the adversary's 

aggressive behavior is largely the result of an acute sense of strategic vul

nerability. Therefore, any steps taken to reduce that insecurity will damp

en, a n d  possibly eliminate, the underlying motive for war. Appeasement 

accomplishes this end, so the argument goes, by allowing the appeaser to 

demonstrate its good intentions and by shifting the military balance in  the 

appeased state's  favor, thus  making it less vulnerable and more secure, a n d  

ultimately l e s s  aggressive. 

Unlike the  bandwagoner, who makes no effon to contain the aggressor, 

the appeaser remains committed to checking the threat. B u t  like band-
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wagoning, appeasement contradicts the dictates o f  offensive realism and 

therefore it is a fanciful and dangerous strategy. It is unlikely to transform 

a dangerous foe into a kinder, gentler opponent, much less a peace·loving 

state. Indeed, appeasement is likely to whet, not shrink, an aggressor 

state's appetite for conquest. There is little doubt that if a state concedes a 

substantial amount of power to an acutely insecure rival. that foe would 

presumably feel better about its prospeds for survival. That reduced level 

of fear would, in tum, lessen that rival's incentive to shift the balance of 

power in its favor. But that good news is only part of the story. In fact. two 

other considerations trump that peace·promoting logic. International 

anarchy, as emphasized. causes states to look for opponunities to gain 

additional increments of power at each other's expense. Because great 

powers are programmed for offense, an appeased state is likely to inter· 

pret any power concession by another state as a sign of weakness-as evi· 

dence that the appeaser is unwilling to defend the balance of power. The 

appeased state is then likely to continue pushing for more concessions. It 

would be foolish for a state not to gain as much power as possible, 

because a state's prospects for survival increase as it accumulates addition· 

al increments of power. Furthermore, the appeased state's capability to 

gain even more power would be enhanced-probably substantially-by 

the additional power it was granted by the appeaser. In shon, appease� 

ment is likely to make a dangerous rival more, not less, dangerous. 

C O N C E D I N G  P O W E R  FOR R E A L I S T  R E A S O N S  

T here are, however, special circumstances i n  which a great power might 

concede some power to another state yet not act contrary to balance· 

of-power logic. As noted earlier, it sometimes makes good sense for a buck

passer to allow the buck-catcher to gain power if it enhances the 

buck-catcher's prospeds of containing the aggressor by itself. Funhermore, 

if a great power confronts two or more aggressors at the same time, but has 

neither the resources to check all of them nor an ally to which it can pass 

the buck. the besieged state probably should prioritize between its threats 
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and allow the balance with the lesser threat to shift adversely, so as to free 

up resources to deal with the primary threat. With any luck, the secondary 

threat will eventually become a rival of the primary threat, thus making it 

possible to forge an alliance with the former against the latter. 

This logic explains in part the United Kingdom's rapprochement with 

the United States in the early twentieth century.59 At that time, the United 

States was clearly the dominant power in the Western Hemisphere, 

although the United Kingdom still had significant interests in the region, 

which sometimes led to serious disputes with the Americans. However, it 

decided to abandon the region and establish good relations with the 

United States, in part because the United Kingdom, all the way across the 

Atlantic Ocean, was in no position to confront the United States in its own 

backyard. But the United Kingdom also faced growing threats in other 

regions of the globe, especially the rise of Germany in Europe, which was 

potentially a far greater threat to the United Kingdom than was the 

United States, an ocean away. This changing threat environment motivat

ed the United Kingdom to make concessions to the Americans so that it 

could concentrate its resources against Germany. Eventually, Germany 

threatened the United States as well. causing the Americans and the 

B ritish to fight together as allies against Germany in both world wars. 

Finally, conceding power to a dangerous adversary might make sense 

as a short-term strategy for buying time to mobilize the resources needed 

to contain the threat. The state making the allowance must not only be 

dealing from a short-term position of weakness but must also have superi

or long-term mobilization capability. Few instances of this kind of behav

ior can be found in the historical record. The only case I know of is the 

Munich agreement of September I 938, in which the United Kingdom 

allowed the Sudetenland (which was an integral part of Czechoslovakia) 

to be absorbed by Nazi Germany, in part because B ritish policymakers 

believed that the balance of power favored the Third Reich but that it 

would shift in favor of the United Kingdom and France over time. In fact. 

the balance shifted against the Allies after Munich: they probably would 

have been better off going to war against Germany in 1 93 8  over 

Czechoslovakia rather than over Poland in 1 939.'° 
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C O N C L U S I ON 

There is one final matter regarding how states act to  gain and maintain 

power that merits attention. Kenneth Waltz has made famous the 

argument that security competition drives great powers to imitate the suc

cessful practices of their opponents.6 1 States are socialized, he argues, to 

·conform to common international practices." Indeed, they have no choice 

but to do so if they hope to survive in the rough-and-tumble of world poli

tics. "The close juxtaposition of states promotes their sameness through the 

disadvantages that arise from a failure to conform to successful practices. "62 

Waltz links this concept of imitation with balancing behavior: states, he 

maintains, learn that they must check opponents who threaten to disrupt 

the balance of power. The result of this tendency toward sameness is clear

ly maintenance of the status quo. After all, balancing is the critical con

forming behavior, and it works to preserve. not upset, the balance of 

power. This is straightforward defensive realism. 

For sure, there is a powerlul tendency for states to imitate the success

ful practices of other states in the system. It also makes sense to identify 

balancing as a strategy that states would want to imitate, although it is not 

clear why states need to be socialized to balance against aggressors. The 

structure of the system alone should compel states to balance against dan

gerous rivals or rely on other states to contain them. 

But Waltz overlooks two closely related aspects of state behavior that 

make international politics more offense-oriented and more dangerous 

than he allows. States not only emulate successful balancing behavior, 

they also imitate successful aggression. For example, one reason that the 

United States sought to reverse Saddam Hussein's conquest of Kuwait in 

1 990-9 1 was fear that other states might conclude that aggression pays 

and thus initiate more wars of conquest.61 

Funherrnore, great powers not only imitate each other's successful 

practices, they also prize innovation.64 States look for new ways to gain 

advantage over opponents, by developing new weapons, innovative mili

tary doctrines, or clever strategies. lmponant benefits often accrue to 

states that behave in an unexpected way, which is why states worry so 
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much about strategic surprise." The case of Nazi Germany highlights this 

point. Hitler surely emulated the successful practices of rival European 

states, but he also pursued novel strategies that sometimes surprised his 

adversaries. Security competition, in other words, pushes states to deviate 

from accepted practice as well as to conform with it.66 

In summary, I have explained how states maximize their share of world 

power, focusing on the specific goals they pursue as well as the strategies 

they employ to achieve those goals. Now, I turn to the historical record to 

determine whether there is evidence that great powers constantly seek to 

gain advantage over rivals. 



S I X  

Great Powers in Action 

M 
y theory offered in Chapter 2 attempts to explain why great 

powers tend to have aggressive intentions and why they aim 

to maximize their share of world power. I tried there to pro

vide a sound logical foundation for my claims that status quo powers are 

rarely seen in the international system, and that especially powerful states 

usually pursue regional hegemony. Whether my theory is ultimately per

suasive, however, depends on how well it explains the actual behavior of 

the great powers. Is there substantial evidence that great powers think 

and act as offensive realism predicts? 

To answer yes to this question and show that offensive realism provides 

the best account of great-power behavior, I must demonstrate that l )  the 

history of great-power politics involves primarily the clashing of revision

ist states, and 2)  the only status quo powers that appear in the story are 

regional hegemons-i.e . .  states that have achieved the pinnacle of power. 

In other words, the evidence must show that great powers look for oppor

tunities to gain power and take advantage of them when they arise. It 

must also show that great powers do not practice self-denial when they 

have the wherewithal to shift the balance of power in their favor, and that 

the appetite for power does not decline once states have a lot of it. 

Instead, powerful states should seek regional hegemony whenever the 

168 
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possibility arises. Finally, there should be little evidence of policymakers 

saying that they are satisfied with their share of world power when they 

have the capability to gain more. Indeed, we should almost always find 

leaders thinking that it is imperative to gain more power to enhance their 

state's prospects for survival. 

Demonstrating that the international system is populated by revisionist 

powers is not a simple matter, because the universe of potential cases is 

vast . I  After all. great powers have been competing among themselves for 

centuries, and there is lots of state behavior that is fair game for testing 

my argument. To make the inquiry manageable, this study takes four dif

ferent perspectives on the historical record. Although I am naturally anx

ious to find evidence that supports offensive realism. I make a serious 

effort to argue against myself by looking for evidence that might refute 

the theory. Specifically, l try to pay equal attention to instances of expan

sion and of non-expansion and to show that the cases of non-expansion 

were largely the result of successful deterrence. I also attempt to employ 

consistent standards when measuring the constraints on expansion in the 

cases examined. 

First, l examine the foreign policy behavior of the five dominant great 

powers of the past 1 50 years: Japan from the time of the Meiji Restoration 

in 1 868  until the country's defeat in World War II; Germany from the com

ing to power of Otto von Bismarck in 1 862 until Adolf Hitler's final defeat 

in  1 94 5 ;  the S oviet Union from its inception in 1 9 1 7  until its collapse in 

1 9 9 1 ;  Great B ritain/the United Kingdom from 1 792 until 1 945 ;  and the 

United States from 1 800 to 1 990.2 l choose to examine wide swaths of each 

state's history rather than more discrete time periods because doing so 

helps show that particular acts of aggression were not instances of aberrant 

behavior caused by domestic politics, but, as offensive realism would pre

dict, part of  a broader pattern of aggressive behavior. 

Japan, Germany, and the Soviet Union are straightforward cases that 

provide strong support for my theory. They were almost always looking 

for opportunities to expand through conquest, and when they saw an 

opening, they usually j u mped at it. Gaining power did not temper their 

offensive proclivities; it whetted them. In fact, all three great powers 
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sought regional hegemony. Germany and Japan fought major wars in 

pursuit of that goal; only the United States and its allies deterred the 

Soviet Union from trying to conquer Europe. Furthermore, there is con

siderable evidence that policymakers in these states talked and thought 

like offensive realists. It is certainly hard to find evidence of key leaders 

expressing satisfaction with the existing balance of power, especially when 

their state had the capability 10 alter it. In sum, security considerations 

appear to have been the main driving force behind the aggressive policies 

of Germany, Japan, and the Soviet Union. 

The United Kingdom and the United States, however, might appear to 

have behaved in ways that contradict offensive realism. For example, the 

United Kingdom was by far the wealthiest state in Europe during much of 

the nineteenth century, but it made no attempt 10 translate its consider

able wealth into military might and gain regional hegemony. Thus, it 

seems that the United Kingdom was not interested in gaining relative 

power, despite the fact that it had the wherewithal 10 do so. During the 

first half of the twentieth century, it looks like the United States passed up 

a number of opportunities to project power into Northeast Asia and 

Europe, yet instead it pursued an isolationist foreign policy-hardly evi

dence of aggressive behavior. 

Nonetheless, I will argue that the United Kingdom and the United 

States did behave in accordance with offensive realism. The United States 

aggressively pursued hegemony in the Western Hemisphere during the 

nineteenth century, mainly 10 maximize its prospects of surviving in a 

hostile world. It succeeded, and it stands as the only great power in mod

em history 10 have achieved regional hegemony. The United States did 

not attempt to conquer territory in either Europe or Northeast Asia dur

ing the twentieth century, because of the great difficulty of projecting 

power across the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. Nevertheless, it acted as  an 

offshore balancer in those strategically important areas. The stopping 

power of water also explains why the United Kingdom never attempted 

to dominate Europe in the nineteenth century. Because they require 

detailed discussion, the American and British cases are dealt with in the 

next chapter. 
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Second, I examine the foreign policy behavior of Italy from its creation 

a s  a u nified state in 1 8 6 1  until its defeat in World War II .  Some might con

cede that the mightiest great powers look for opportunities to gain power, 

yet still think that the other great powers, especially the weaker ones, 

behave like status quo powers. Italy is a good test case for this line of 

argument, because it was clearly "'the least of the great powers" for virtu

ally the entire t ime it ranked as a player in European politics . 1  Despite 

Italy's lack of military might. its leaders were constantly probing for 

opport unities to gain power, and when one presented itself, they rarely 

hesitated to seize it .  F urthermore, Italian policymakers were motivated to 

be aggressive in large part by balance-of-power considerations. 

Third, one might concede that "' the number of cases in which a strong 

dynamic state has stopped expanding because of satiation or has set mod

est limits to its power aims has been few indeed" but nevertheless main

tain that those great powers were foolish to behave aggressively, because 

offense usually led to catastrophe.• Those states ultimately would have 

been more secure if they had concentrated on maintaining the balance of 

power, not attempting to alter it by  force. This self-defeating behavior, so 

the argument goes, cannot be explained by strategic logic but  must instead 

be the result o f  misguided policies pushed by selfish interest groups on the 

home front .  Defensive realists often adopt this line of argument. Their 

favorite examples of  self-defeating behavior are Japan before World War 

II. Germany before World War I. and Germany before World War II:  each 

state s u ffered a crushing military defeat in the ensuing war. I challenge 

this general l ine o f  argument, paying careful attention to the German and 

Japanese cases, where the evidence shows that they were not engaged in 

self-defeating behavior fueled by malign domestic politics. 

F inally, I examine the n u clear a rms race between the United States 

and the Soviet Union during the Cold War. Defensive realists suggest that 

once n uclear-armed rivals develop the capability to destroy each other a s  

functioning societies, t h e y  s h o u l d  be  content w i t h  t h e  world t h e y  have 

created and n o t  attempt t o  change it .  In other words, they should 

become status quo powers a t  the n u clear level. Accordin g  to offensive 

realism. however, those rival n u clear powers will not simply accept 
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mutual assured destruction ( MA D )  b u t  instead will strive t o  gain nuclear 

superiority over the other side. I will attempt to show that the nuclear 

weapons policies of both superpowers were largely consistent with the 

predictions of offensive realism. 

With the exception of the American and British cases, which are dis

cussed in the next chapter, my four different cuts at the historical record 

are dealt with here in the order in which they were described above. 

Therefore, let us begin with an assessment of Japanese foreign policy 

between the Meiji Restoration and Hiroshima. 

J A PA N  ( 1 8 6 8 - 1 9 4 5 )  

B efore 1853 ,  Japan had little contact with the outside world, especially 

the United States and the European great powers. More than two cen

turies of self-imposed isolation had left Japan with a feudal political system 

and an economy that was not in the same league as those of the leading 

industrial states of the day. The great powers used "gunboat diplomacy" to 

"open up" Japan in the 1 8 50s by forcing it to accept a series of unequal 

commercial treaties. At the same time, the great powers were striving to 

gain control over territory on the Asian continent. Japan was powerless to 

affect these developments; it was at the mercy of the great powers. 

Japan reacted to its adverse strategic position by imitating the great 

powers both at home and abroad. Japanese leaders decided to reform 

their political system and compete with the West economically and mili

tarily. As Japan's foreign minister put it in 1 887, .. What we must do is  to 

transfonn our empire and our people, make the empire like the countries 

of Europe and our people like the peoples of Europe. To put  it  differently, 

we have to establish a new, European-style empire on the edge of Asia. • 5  

The Meiji Restoration in 1 868 was  the  first major step on the  road to  

rejuvenation.• Although the  main emphasis in the  early years of modern

ization was on domestic policy. Japan almost immediately began acting 

like a great power on the world stage.' Korea was Japan's initial target of 

conquest, but by the mid- i 890s it  was apparent that Japan was bent on 
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controlling large portions of the Asian continent; by the end of World War 

I, it was clear that Japan sought hegemony in Asia. Japan's offensive incli

nations remained firmly intact until 1 945,  when it was decisively defeated 

in World War II. During the nearly eight decades between the Meiji 

Restoration and the Japanese surrender in Tokyo Bay, Japan took advan

tage of almost every favorable shift in the balance of power to act aggres

sively and increase its share of world power.8 

There is wide agreement among students of Japanese foreign policy 

that Japan was constantly searching for opportunities to expand and gain 

more power between 1 868 and 1 945,  and that security concerns were the 

main driving force behind its behavior. For example, Nobutaka Ike writes, 

"It would appear in retrospect that a recurring theme of the epoch was 

war, either its actual prosecution or preparation for it. . . .  The evidence 

leads one to the conjecture that war represented an integral part of 

Japan's modernization process. "9 Even Jack Snyder, a prominent defen

sive realist, recognizes that "from the Meiji restoration in 1 868 until 1 945,  

all Japanese governments were expansionist . " t o  

Regarding Japan's motive, Mark Peattie captures t h e  prevailing wisdom 

when he notes that, "security---or rather insecurity-in relation to the 

advance of Western power in Asia seems, by the evidence, to have been 

the dominant concern in the acquisition of the component territories of 

the Japanese empire. " 1 1 Even E .  H .  Norman, an incisive critic of the 

authoritarian cast of the Meiji Restoration, concludes that all lessons of 

history "warned the Meiji statesmen that there was to be no half-way 

house between the status of a subject nation and that of a growing, victo

rious empire."' 1 2 General Ishiwara Kanji forcefully made that same point at 

the Tokyo war-crimes trials in May 1 946, when he challenged an 

American prosecutor with these words: 

Haven't you heard of Perry [Commodore Matthew Perry of the U.S. 

navy, who negotiated the first U.S.-Japan trade treaty]? Don't you 

know anything about your country's history? . . .  Tokugawa Japan 

believed in isolation; it didn't want to have anything to do with other 

countries and had its doors locked tightly. Then along came Perry from 
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your country i n  his black ships t o  open those doors; h e  aimed h i s  big 

guns at Japan and warned, "If you don't deal with us, look out for 

these: open your doors, and negotiate with other countries too.n And 

1hen when Japan did open ils doors and tried dealing with other coun

tries, it learned thal all those countries were a fearfully aggressive lot. 

And so for ils own defense it took your country as ils teacher and set 

about learning how lo be aggressive. You might say we became your 

disciples. Why don'I you subpoena Perry from lhe other world and try 

him as a war criminal?13  

Targets and Rivali  

Japan was principally concerned with controlling three areas on the  Asian 

mainland: Korea. Manchuria, and China. Korea was the primary target 

because it is located a short distance from Japan (see Map 6. 1 ) .  Most 

Japanese policymakers surely agreed with the German officer who 

described Korea as "a dagger thrust at the heart of Japan . " 1 4  Manchuria 

was number two on Japan's target list, because it, 100, is located just 

across the Sea of Japan. China was a more distant threat than either 

Korea or Manchuria, but it was still an important concern, because it  had 

the potential to dominate all of Asia if it ever got its act together and mod

ernized its economic and political systems. At the very least, Japan wanted 

10 keep China weak and divided. 

Japan was also interested at different times in acquiring territory in 

Outer Mongolia and Russia. Moreover, Japan sought to conquer large por

tions of Southeast Asia and. indeed, accomplished that goal in the early 

years of World War ll. Furthermore, Japan had its sights on a number of 

islands that lie off the Asian continent. They included Formosa (now 

Taiwan),  the Pescadores, Hainan, and the Ryukyus. The story of Japan's 

efforts to achieve hegemony in Asia. however, unfolded largely on the 

Asian continent and involved Korea. Manchuria. and China. Finally, Japan 

conquered a large number of islands in the western Pacific Ocean when it 

went to war against Germany in 1 9 1 4  and the United States in 1 94 1 .  

Neither China nor Korea was capable o f  checking Japan's imperial 

ambitions. although China helped the great power.; stymie Japan's drive 
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for regional hegemony between 1 937 and 1 945.  Unlike Japan, which 

modernized after its initial contacts with the West. both China and Korea 

remained economically backward until well after 1 945. Consequently, 

Japan gained a significant military advantage over China and Korea in the 

late nineteenth century and was eventually able to annex Korea and to 

conquer large ponions of China. Japan might have dominated the Asian 

continent by the early twentieth century had it not been contained by the 

great powers. 

Russia, the United Kingdom, and the United States played key roles in 

checking Japan between 1 895 and 1 945. Russia is pan of Asia as well as of 

Europe. and thus it qualifies as both an Asian and a European great 

power. Indeed. Russia was Japan's principal great-power rival in 

Nonheast Asia, and it was the only great power that fought against 

Japan's armies on the continent. Of course, Russia had imperial ambitions 

of its own in Nonheast Asia. and it challenged Japan for control of Korea 

and Manchuria. Nevenheless, there were times, as during the Russo

Japanese War ( 1 904-5 ),  when the Russian military was so weak that it 

could not stand up to Japan. The United Kingdom and the United States 

also played imponant roles in containing Japan. although they relied 

mainly on economic and naval power, not their armies. France and 

Germany. for the most pan, were minor players in the Far East. 

Japan's Record of Expansion 

In the first few decades after the Meiji Restoration, Japanese foreign poli

cy focused on Korea, which remained isolated from the outside world, 

although it was still loosely viewed as a tributary state of China . 1 5  Japan 

was detennined to open up Korea diplomatically and economically, 

much the way the Western powers had opened up Japan at mid-century. 

But the Koreans resisted Japan's ovenures, prompting a fierce debate in 

Japan between 1 868 and 1 873 over whether to use force to accomplish 

that end. The decision was ultimately made to forego war and concen

trate instead on domestic reform. A Japanese suiveying team, however. 

clashed with Korean coastal forces in 1 875.  War was narrowly averted 
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when Korea accepted the Treaty of Kang-wah (February 1 876) ,  which 

opened three Korean pons to Japanese commerce and declared Korea an 

independent state. 

Nevenheless, China still considered Korea its vassal state. which 

inevitably led to an intense rivalry between China and Japan over Korea. 

Indeed, fighting broke out in late 1 884 between Chinese and Japanese 

troops stationed in Seoul. But war was avened because both sides feared 

that the European great powers would take advantage of them ii they 

fought with each other. Nevenheless, Sino-Japanese competition over 

Korea continued, and in the summer of 1 894 another crisis broke out. 

This time, Japan dedded to go to war against China and settle the issue on 

the battlefield. Japan quickly defeated China and imposed a harsh peace 

treaty on the losers . 1 6  With the Treaty of Shimonoseki, signed on April 1 7, 

1 89 5 ,  China ceded the Liaodong Peninsula, Formosa, and the Pescadores 

to Japan. The Liaodong Peninsula was pan o! Manchuria and included the 

imponant city of Pon Arthur. Funhermore, China was forced to recognize 

Korea's independence, which effectively meant that Korea would become 

a ward of Japan, not China. Japan also received imponant commercial 

rights in China and exacted a large indemnity from China, leaving little 

doubt that Japan was bent on becoming a major player in Asian politics. 

The great powers, especially Russia, were alarmed by Japan's growing 

power and its sudden expansion on the Asian continent. Russia, France, 

and Germany decided to rectify the situation; a few days after the peace 

treaty was signed. they forced Japan to return the Liaodong Peninsula to 

China. The Russians were determined to prevent Japan from controlling 

any pan of Manchuria, because they intended to control it themselves. 

Russia also made it clear that it would contest Japan for control of Korea. 

Japan was allowed to keep Formosa and the Pescadores. With this "Triple 

Intervention, · Russia replaced China as Japan's rival for control of Korea 

and Manchuria. 17 

By the early twentieth century, Russia was the dominant force in 

Manchuria, having moved large numbers of troops there during the 

Boxer Rebellion ( 1 900) .  Neither Japan nor Russia was able to gain the 

upper hand in Korea, mainly because Korean policymakers skillfully 
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played the two great powers off against each other s o  as t o  avoid being 

devoured by either side. Japan found this strategic landscape unacceptable 

and offered the Russians a simple deal: Russia could dominate Manchuria 

if Japan could control Korea. But Russia said no, and Japan moved to rec

tify the problem by going to war against Russia in early February 1 904." 

Japan won a resounding viaory at sea and on land, which was reflea

ed in the peace treaty that was signed at Ponsmouth, New Hampshire, on 

September 5, 1 905.  Russia's influence in Korea was ended, ensuring that 

Japan would now dominate the Korean Peninsula. Moreover, Russia 

transferred the Liaodong Peninsula to Japan, including control of the 

South Manchuria Railway. Russia also surrendered the southern half of 

Sakhalin Island to Japan; Russia had controlled it since 1 875.  Japan had 

reversed the outcome of the Triple Inteivention and gained a large 

foothold on the Asian continent. 

Japan moved quickly to consolidate its gains, annexing Korea in 

August 1 9 1 0. 1 9  Japan had to proceed more cautiously in Manchuria, how

ever, because Russia still maintained a large army in Nonheast Asia and a 

serious interest in Manchuria. Moreover, the United States was alarmed 

by Japan's growing might and sought to contain it by keeping Russia 

strong and using it as a balancing force against Japan. Faced with this new 

strategic environment, Japan agreed with Russia in July 1 907 to divide 

Manchuria into separate spheres of influence. Japan also recognized 

Russia's special interests in Outer Mongolia, while Russia recognized 

Japan's domination of Korea. 

Japan continued its offensive ways when World War I broke out on 

August I. 1 9 14.  Japan entered the war on the Allies' side within the 

month and quickly conquered the Pacific islands controlled by Germany 

( the Marshalls, the Carolines. and the Marianas), as well as the Gerrnan

controlled city of Tsingtao on China's Shandong Peninsula. China, which 

was then in the midst of major political turmoil and in a precarious strate

gic position, asked Japan to return control of those cities to China. Japan 

not only refused the request, but in January 1 9 1 5, it presented China 

with the infamous "1Wenty-one Demands.• which called for China to 

make major economic and political concessions to Japan that would have 
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eventually turned China into a Japanese vassal state like Korea.20 The 

United States forced Japan to abandon its most radical demands, and 

China grudgingly agreed to Japan's more limited demands in May 1 9 1 5 .  I t  

was apparent from these events that Japan was bent on dominating China 

sooner rather than later. 

Japan's foreign policy ambitions were on display again in the summer of 

1 9 1 8  when its troops invaded northern Manchuria and Russia itself in 

the wake of the Bolshevik Revolution (October 1 9 1 7 ) .2 1 Russia was in the 

midst of a bloody civil war, and Japan intervened in tandem with the 

United Kingdom, France, and the United States. The Western powers, who 

were still fighting against the kaiser's armies on the western front, hoped 

with this intervention to get Russia back into the war against Germany. In 

practice, that meant helping the anti-Bolshevik forces win the civil war. 

Although Japan contributed seventy thousand troops to the intervention 

force, more than any other great power, it showed little interest in fighting 

the B olsheviks and instead concentrated on establishing control over the 

areas it occupied: the northern part of Sakhalin Island, northern 

Manchuria, and eastern Siberia. Japan's intervention in Russia was difficult 

from the start, because of harsh weather, an unfriendly population, and the 

vast size of the territory it occupied. After the Bolsheviks triumphed in the 

civil war, Japan began withdrawing its troops from Russia, pulling out of 

Siberia in  1 92 2  and northern Sakhalin in 1 92 5 .  

B y  t h e  e n d  of World War I, t h e  United States felt that Japan w a s  getting 

too big for its britches, and it set out to rectify the situation. At the 

Washington Conference in the winter of 1 92 1 -22, the United States 

forced Japan to accept three treaties that effectively reversed Japan's gains 

in C hina during World War I and put limits on the sizes of the American, 

B ritish, and Japanese navies.22 These treaties included much rhetoric 

about the need for cooperation in future crises and the importance of 

maintaining the political status quo in Asia. But Japan was dissatisfied 

with the Washington treaties from the start, mainly because it was deter

mined to expand its empire in Asia, whereas the treaties were designed to 

contain it. Sti l l ,  Japan's leaders signed the treaties because they felt that 

Japan was in no position to challenge the Western powers, who had just 
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emerged victorious from World War I.  I n  fact, Japan did little t o  upset the 

status quo throughout the 1 920s, which was a relatively peaceful decade 

in Asia as well as in Europe. 21 

Japan was back to its aggressive ways in the early I 930s, however, and 

its foreign policy became increasingly aggressive over the course of the 

decade.24 Japan's Kwantung Army initiated a crisis with China on 

September 1 8. 1 93 1 ." The "Mukden incident," as it came to be known, 

was a pretext for going to war to conquer all of Manchuria. The 

Kwantung Army won the war quickly, and in March 1 932, Japan helped 

establish the "'independent" state of Manchukuo, which was a de facto 

Japanese colony. 

With both Korea and Manchuria firmly under its control by early 1 932, 

Japan set its sights on dominating China itself. Indeed, Japan had begun 

probing and pushing into China even before the formal establishment of 

Manchukuo.20 In January 1 9 32, fighting broke out in Shanghai between 

China's Nineteenth Route Anny and Japanese naval units. Japan was 

forced to send ground troops into Shanghai. and the ensuing battles lasted 

for almost six weeks before the United Kingdom arranged a truce in May 

1 932. In early 1 933, Japanese troops moved into Jehol and Hopei, two 

provinces in northern China. When a truce there was finally worked out in 

late May 1933 ,  Japan remained in control of Jehol. and the Chinese were 

forced to accept a demilitarized zone across the noithem pait of Hopei. 

In case anyone still had doubts about Japan's intentions, its foreign 

ministry issued an important statement on April 1 8, 1 9 34, proclaiming 

that East Asia was in Japan's sphere of influence and warning the other 

great powers not to help China in its struggle with Japan. In effect, Japan 

fashioned its own version of the Monroe Doctrine for East Asia .27 Japan 

finally launched a full-scale assault against China in the late summer of 

1 937." By the time Hitler invaded Poland on September I .  1 939, Japan 

controlled large portions of noithem China as well as a number of 

enclaves along China's coast. 

Japan was also involved in a series of border conflicts with the Soviet 

Union in the late 1 930s, including a pair of major battles at 

Chungkuefung ( 1 938) and Nomonhan ( 1 939) .29 Leaders of the Kwantung 
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Army were bent on expanding beyond Manchuria into Outer Mongolia 

and the Soviet Union itself. The Red Army decisively defeated the 

Kwantung Army in both fights, and Japan quickly lost its appetite for fur

ther northward expansion. 

'IWo critical events in Europe during the early years of World War U
the fall of France in the spring of 1 940 and the German invasion of the 

Soviet Union a year later-opened up new opportunities for Japanese 

aggression in Southeast Asia and the western Pacific.30 Japan took advan

tage of them but ended up in a war with the United States that lasted 

from December 1 94 1  until August 1 945,  in which Japan was decisively 

defeated and eliminated from the ranks of the great powers. 

G E R M A N Y  ( 1 8 6 2 - 1 9 4 5 )  

I n the years from 1 862 t o  1 870 and from 1 900 t o  1 945,  Germany was 

bent on upsetting the European balance of power and increasing its share 

of military might. It initiated numerous crises and wars during those fifty

five years and even made two attempts in the twentieth century to domi

nate Europe. B etween 1 870 and 1 900, Germany was concerned mainly 

with preserving, not changing, the balance of power. But Germany had not 

become a satiated power, as it made clear in the first half of the twentieth 

century. The cause of its benign late-nineteenth-century behavior was that 

Germany did not have sufficient power at the time to challenge its rivals. 

Germany's aggressive foreign policy behavior was driven mainly by 

strategic calculations. Security was always a burning issue for Germany 

because of geography: it is located in the center of Europe with few natu

ral defensive barriers on either its eastern or its western flank, which 

makes it vulnerable to invasion. Consequently, German leaders were 

always o n  the lookout for opponunities to gain power and enhance the 

prospects for their country's survival. This is not to deny that other factors 

influenced German foreign policy. Consider. for example, German behav

ior under its two most famous leaders, Otto von Bismarck and Adolf 

Hitler. Although Bismarck is usually considered an anful practitioner of 
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realpolitik, h e  was motivated b y  nationalism a s  well as security concerns 

when he staned and won wars in 1 864, 1 866, and 1 870-7 1 . 3 1  Specifically, 

he not only sought to expand Prussia's borders and make it more secure, 

but also was determined to create a unified German state. 

There is no doubt that Hitler's aggression was motivated in good part by 

a deep-seated racist ideology. Nevertheless, straightforward power calcula

tions were central to Hitler's thinking about international politics.12 Since 

1 945, scholars have debated how much continuity links the Nazis and 

their predecessors. In the foreign policy realm, however, there is wide· 

spread agreement that Hitler did not represent a sharp break with the past 

but instead thought and behaved like German leaders before him. David 

Calleo puts the point well: Hin foreign policy, the similarities between 

imperial and Nazi Germany are manifest. Hitler shared the same geopoliti

cal analysis: the same certainty about conflict among nations, the same 

craving and rationale for hegemony over Europe. The First World War, he 

could claim. only sharpened the validity of that geopolitical analysis . " "  

Even without Hitler a n d  h i s  murderous ideology, Germany surely would 

have been an aggressive state by the late l 9 30s.J4 

Targets and Rivals 

France and Russia were Germany's two principal rivals between 1 862 and 

1 945, although during brief periods Russo-German relations were friend

ly.  Franco-German relations, on the other hand, were almost always bad 

over that entire period. The United Kingdom and Germany got on reason

ably well before 1 900, but relations soured in the early twentieth century 

and the United Kingdom. like France and Russia, ended up lighting 

against Germany in both world wars. Austria-Hungary was Germany's bit

ter enemy in the early years of Bismarck's reign. but they became allies in 

1 879 and stayed linked until Austria-Hungary disintegrated in 1 9 1 8 . 

Relations between Italy and Germany were generally good from 1 862 

until 1 945, although Italy did light against Germany in World War I.  The 

United States fought against Germany in both world wars, but otherwise 

there was no significant rivalry between them during those eight decades. 
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The list of particular targets of German aggression for the period between 

1 862 and 1 945  is long, because Germany had ambitious plans for expan

sion after 1 900. Wilhelmine Germany, for example, not only sought to 

dominate Europe, but also wanted to become a world power. This ambi

tious scheme, known as Weltpolitik, included the acquisition of a large colo

nial empire in Africa. 15 Nevertheless, Germany's most important goal 

during the first half of the twentieth century was expanding on the 

European continent at the expense of France and Russia, which it attempt

ed to do in both world wars. Germany had more limited goals from 1 862 

to 1 900, as discussed below, because it was not powerful enough to over

run Europe. 

Germany's Record of Expansion 

Bismarck took over the reins of government in Prussia in September 

1 862.  There was no unified German state at the time. Instead, an assort

ment of German-speaking political entities, scattered about the center of 

Europe, were loosely tied together in the German Confederation.  Its two 

most powerful members were Austria and Prussia . Over the course of the 

next nine years, Bismarck destroyed the confederation and established a 

unified German state that was considerably more powerful than the 

Prussia it replaced. 36 He accomplished that task by provoking and winning 

three wars. Prussia joined with Austria in 1 864 to defeat Denmark and 

then joined with Italy in 1 866 to defeat Austria . Finally, Prussia defeated 

France in 1 870, in the process making the French provinces of Alsace and 

Lorraine part of the new German Reich. There is little doubt that Prussia 

acted as oHensive realism would predict from 1 862 until 1 870.  

B ismarck became chancellor of the new Germany on January 1 8, 1 87 1 ,  

and remained i n  omce for nineteen years, until Kaiser Wilhelm fired him 

on March 20,  1 890 ."  Although Germany was the most powerful state on 

the European continent during those two decades, it fought no wars  and 

i ts  diplomacy was concerned mainly with maintaining, not altering, the 

balance of power. Even after Bismarck left office, German foreign policy 

remained on essentially the same course for another decade. Not until the 
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early twentieth century did Germany's diplomacy turn provocative and its 

leaders begin to think seriously about using force to expand Germany's 

borders. 

What accounts for this thirty-year hiatus of rather peaceful behavior by 

Germany? Why did Bismarck, who was so inclined toward offense during 

his first nine years in office. become defense-oriented in his last nineteen 

years? It was not because Bismarck had a sudden epiphany and became "a 

peace-loving diplomatic genius. "38 In fact, it was because he and his suc

cessors correctly understood that the German army had conquered about 

as much territory as it could without provoking a great-power war, which 

Germany was likely to lose. This point becomes clear when one considers 

the geography of Europe at the time, the likely reaction of the other 

European great powers to German aggression, and Germany's position in 

the balance of power. 

There were few minor powers on Germany's eastern and western bor

ders. Indeed there were none on its eastern border, which abutted Russia 

and Austria-Hungary (see Map 6 .2 ) .  This meant that it was difficult for 

Germany to conquer new territory without invading the homeland of 

another great power-Le., France or Russia. Furthermore, it was apparent 

to German leaders throughout these three decades that if Germany invad

ed either France or Russia, Germany would probably end up fighting 

against both-and maybe even the United Kingdom-in a two-front war. 

Consider what happened in the two major Franco-German crises of 

this period. During the "War in Sight Crisis" of 1 875, both the United 

Kingdom and Russia made it clear that they would not stand by and 

watch Germany crush France, as they had done in 1 870.3� During the 

"Boulanger Crisis" of 1 887, Bismarck had good reason to think that Russia 

would aid France if a Franco-German war broke out.40 When that crisis 

ended, Bismarck negotiated the famous Reinsurance Treaty (June 1 3, 

1 887) between Germany and Russia. His aim was to keep the wire open 

to the Russian tsar and forestall a military alliance between France and 

Russia. But as George Kennan points out, Bismarck probably realized, 

"like many other people-that in the event of a Franco-German war it 

would be impossible, treaty or no treaty, to prevent the Russians from 
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coming i n  against the Germans i n  a short space o f  time. " 4 1  Virtually all 

doubt about the issue was erased between 1 890 and 1 894, when France 

and Russia formed an alliance against Germany. 

Although Germany was the most powerful state in Europe between l 870 

and l 900, it was not a potential hegemon, and thus it did not have sufficient 

power to be confident that it could defeat France and Russia at the same time, 

much less the United Kingdom, France, and Russia all at  once. In fact, 

Germany probably would have found France alone to be a formidable oppo

nent before 1 900. Potential hegemons, as discussed in Chapter 2, possess the 

most powerful army and the most wealth of any state in their region. 

Germany did have the number one army in Europe, but it was not sub

stantially more powerful than the French army during the late nineteenth 

century. The German army was the larger of the two fighting forces in the 

first few years after the Franco-Prussian War ( 1 870-7 1 ) ,  and at  the close 

of the nineteenth century (see Table 6. 1 ) .  Although France had more sol

diers in its army than Germany did in the 1 880s and early 1 890s, this 

numerical advantage was largely meaningless, because it was due to to 

the fact that France-unlike Germany-had a much larger pool of poorly 

trained reserves who would contribute little to the outcome of any war 

between the two countries. In general, the German army had a clear qual

itative advantage over its French counterpart, although the gap was not as 

marked as it had been during the Franco-Prussian War.42 

Regarding wealth, Germany had a sizable advantage over France and 

Russia from 1 870 to 1 900 (see Table 3 . 3 ) .  But  the United Kingdom was 

much wealthier than Germany during that same period. For example, 

Germany controlled 20 percent of European wealth in 1 880, while France 

controlled 13 percent and Russia 3 percent. The United Kingdom, howev

er, possessed 59 percent of the total, which gave it nearly a 3 :  I advantage 

over Germany. In 1 890, Germany's share had grown to 25 percent, while 

the figures for France and Russia were 13 percent and 5 percent, respec

tively. But the United Kingdom still controlled 50 percent of E uropean 

wealth, which gave it a 2 : 1  advantage over Germany. 

In sum, German aggression during the last three decades of the nine

teenth century probably would have led to a great-power war that it  was 

not well-positioned to win. The Second Reich would have ended up fight -
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Manpower in European Armies, 1 875-95 

1 875 1 880 1 885 1 890 1 895 

Standing War Standing War Standing War Standing War Standing War 

army potential army potential army potential army potential army paten ti al 

Austria-Hungary 278,470 8 38,700 2 3 9 , 6 1 5  77 1 . 5 5 6  284,495 1 . 07 1 ,034 3 36,7 1 7  1 , 8 1 8,4 1 3  3 54,2 5 2  1 ,872. 1 78 

United Kingdom 1 92,478 5 39,776 1 94, 5 1 2  5 7 1 .769 1 88,657 577, 3 3 4  2 1 0. 2 1 8  6 1 8,967 222, 1 5 1  669, 5 5 3  

France 430,703 1 , 000,000 502,697 2, 000,000 5 2 3 , 8 3 3  2 , 5 00,000 5 7 3,277 2 , 5 00,000 598,024 2 , 5 00,000 

Germany 4 1 9, 7 3 8  1 , 304, 5 4 1  4 1 9, 0 1 4  1 , 304, 5 4 1  445,392 1 , 5 3 5,400 492,246 2 , 2 3 4, 6 3 1  584, 7 3 4  3,000,000 

Russia 765,872 1 , 2 1 3 , 2 5 9  884, 3 1 9  2,427, 8 5 3  757,238 1 , 9 1 7. 904 8 1 4,000 2,220.798 868,672 2 , 5 32,496 

Italy 2 1 4,667 460, 6 1 9  2 1 4.667 460, 6 1 9  2 5 0,000 1 , 243, 5 5 6  262,247 1 , 2 2 1 ,478 2 52,829 1 , 3 56,999 

NOTE: MWar potentialM (referred to in The Statesman S Year-Book as an army's �war footingM) represents the total number of men who would be in the army inunediately after 
mobilization; it thus encompasses a country's active army plus all its reserves, however poorly trained they may be. These numbers should be taken with a grain of salt because 
they are only estimates, and they include many reservists who were only partially trained, and sometimes not trained at all. The Statesman's Year-Book does not list a war foot
ing for the United Kingdom; I obtained it by adding the various reserves, militias, and volunteer forces it does list to the active British army at home and in the empire. 

SOURCES: All figures are from The Statesman's Year-Book (London: Macmillan, various years), except for France's 1 875 and 1 880 war potential. and Italy's 1 8 8 5  standing 
army, which are the author's estimates. Years and page numbers are as follows (years refer to editions of The Statesman's Year-Book ) .  Austria- Hungary: 1 876, p. 1 7; 1 8 8 1 .  p. 1 7 ;  

1 886, p. 1 9 ;  1 8 9 1 ,  p. 3 5 0 ;  1 896, p. 3 5 6 ;  United Kingdom: 1 876. p p .  226-27; 1 8 8 1 ,  p p .  224-2 5; 1 886, p p .  242-43; 1 8 9 1 ,  p p .  5 5-56; 1 896, p p .  5 5-56; Prance; 1 876, p. 70; 

1 88 1 ,  p. 70; 1 886, p. 76; 1 89 1 .  p .  479; 1 895, p. 487; Germany: 1 876, p. 102; 1 8 8 1 ,  p. 1 02; 1 886, p. 1 08; 1 8 9 1 ,  pp. 5 38-39; 1 896, pp. 547-48; Russia: 1 876, p. 3 7 1 ;  1 882, p. 
380; 1 887, p. 430; 1 8 9 1 ,  pp. 870, 872; 1 896, pp. 886, 888; Italy: 1 876, p. 3 1 1 ;  1 8 8 1 ,  p. 3 1 1 ;  1 886, p. 337; 1 8 9 1 ,  p. 693; 1 896, p. 702. 
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ing two o r  three great powers at the same time, and i t  did not have 

enough relative power to win that kind of war. Germany was powerful 

enough to set alarm bells ringing in the United Kingdom, France, and 

Russia when there was even a hint that it might go on the offensive, but it 

was not yet powedul enough to fight all three of its great-power rivals at 

once. So Germany was forced to accept the status quo from 1 870 to 1 900. 

By 1 903. however, Germany was a potential hegemon.41 It controlled a 

larger percentage of European industrial might than did any other state, 

including the United Kingdom, and the German army was the most pow

erful in the world. It now had the capability to consider going on the 

offensive to gain more power. It is not surprising that at about this time 

Germany began to think seriously about altering the European balance of 

power and becoming a world power. 

Germany's first serious move to challenge the status quo was its deci

sion at the tum of the century to build a formidable navy that would chal

lenge the United Kingdom's command of the world's oceans and allow it 

to pursue Weltpolih'k.44 The result was a naval arms race between the 

United Kingdom and Germany that lasted until World War I .  Germany 

initiated a major crisis with France over Morocco in March 1 90 5 .  Its aim 

was to isolate France from the United Kingdom and Russia and prevent 

them from forming a balancing coalition against Germany. In fact, the cri

sis backfired on Germany and those three states formed the Triple 

Entente. Although Germany's leaders did not start the so-called Bosnian 

crisis in October 1 908, they intervened on Austria-Hungary's behalf and 

forced the crisis to the brink of war before Russia backed down and 

accepted a humiliating defeat in March 1 909. Germany initiated a second 

crisis over Morocco in July 1 9 1 1 .  and again the aim was to isolate and 

humiliate France. It too did not work: Germany was forced to back down 

and the Triple Entente tightened. Most important, Germany's leaders were 

principally responsible for starting World War I in the summer of 1 9 14 .  

Their aim was  to defeat Germany's great-power rivals decisively and 

redraw the map of Europe to ensure German hegemony for the foresee

able future.45 

The Treaty of Versailles ( 1 9 1 9 ) defanged Germany throughout the 

Weimar period ( 1 9 1 9- 3 3 ) ... Germany was not allowed to have an air 
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force, and the size of its army could not exceed one hundred thousand 

men. Both conscription and the famous German General StaU were out

lawed. The German army was so weak in the 1 920s that German leaders 

seriously feared an invasion by the Polish army, which had attacked the 

Soviet Union in 1 920 and defeated the Red Army.47 Although Germany 

was in no position to acquire territory by force, vinually all of its leaders 

during the Weimar period were committed to upsetting the status quo and 

at least gaining back the territory in Belgium and Poland that had been 

taken from Germany at the end of World War 1.48 They were also intent 

on restoring German military might.49 This revisionist bent among 

Weimar's ruling elites explains in pan why there was so little resistance to 

Hitler's military and foreign policies after he came to power in 1 9 3 3 .  

Germany's leading statesman during Weimar was Gustav Stresemann, 

who was foreign minister from 1 924 until his death in 1 929. His views on 

foreign policy appeared to be rather tame, at least compared to those of 

many of his political rivals, who complained that he was not aggressive 

enough in pushing Germany's revisionist agenda. He signed both the 

Locarno Pact (December l, 1 9 2 5 )  and the Kellogg-Briand Pact (August 

27,  1 928 ) ,  which were attempts to foster international cooperation and 

eliminate war as a tool of statecraft. He also brought Germany into the 

League of Nations ( September 8, 1 926)  and rarely spoke about using force 

to upset the balance of power. Nevertheless. there is a broad consensus 

among scholars that Stresemann was no idealist but was instead "a con

vinced adherent of the doctrine that Machtpolitik was the sole determining 

factor in international relations and that only a nation's power potential 

could determine its standing in the world. "50 Moreover, he was deeply 

committed to expanding Germany's borders. He signed nonaggression 

treaties and used accommodating language with the United Kingdom and 

France, because he thought that clever diplomacy was the only way that a 

militarily feeble Germany could get back some of its lost territory. If 

Germany had possessed a formidable army during his tenure at the for

eign ministry, he almost certainly would have used it--0r threatened to 

use it-to gain territory for Germany. 

Little needs to be said about Nazi Germany ( 1 9 3 3-45 ) ,  since it is uni

versally recognized as one of the most aggressive states in world history.'§ 1  



When Hitler came to power in January 1 933, Germany was still a military 

weakling. He immediately set out to rectify that situation and build a 

powerful Wehrmacht that could be employed for aggressive purposes. 52 

By 1 938, Hitler felt it was time to begin expanding Germany's borders. 

Austria and the Czechoslovakian Sudetenland were acquired in 1 938 

without firing a shot, as was the rest of Czechoslovakia and the 

Lithuanian city of Memel in March 1 939. Later that year, the Wehrmacht 

invaded Poland, then Denmark and Norway in April 1 940, Belgium, 

Holland, Luxembourg, and France in May 1 940, Yugoslavia and Greece in 

April 1 94 1 ,  and the Soviet Union in June 1 94 1 .  

T H E  S O V I E T  U N I O N  ( 1 9 1 7- 9 1 ) 

R ussia had a rich history of expansionist behavior before the Bolsheviks 

came to power in October 1 9 1 7. Indeed, "the Russian Empire as it 

appeared in 1 9 1 7  was the product of nearly four centuries of continuous 

expansion. " B  There is considerable evidence that Vladimir Lenin, Josef 

Stalin, and their successors wanted to follow in the tsars' footsteps and fur

ther expand Soviet borders. But opportunities for expansion were limited 

in the Soviet Union's seventy-five-year history. Between 1 9 1 7  and 1 933 ,  

the country was essentially too weak to take the offensive against rival 

major powers. After 1 933,  it had its hands full just trying to contain dan

gerous threats on its flanks: imperial Japan in Northeast Asia and Nazi 

Germany in Europe. During the Cold War, the United States and its allies 

were determined to check Soviet expansion all across the globe. 

Nevertheless, the Soviets had some chances to expand, and they almost 

always took advantage of them. 

There was a deep-seated and long-standing fear among R ussia's rulers 

that their country was vulnerable to invasion, and that the best way to 

deal with that problem was to expand Russia's borders. Not surprisingly, 

Russian thinking about foreign policy before and after the B olshevik 

Revolution was motivated largely by realist logic. Describing the "dis

course of Russia's statesmen" between 1 600 and 1 9 1 4, William Fuller 
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writes, •They generally employed the cold-blooded language of strategy 

and analysis. They weighed the international impact of what they pro

posed to do; they pondered the strengths and weaknesses of their 

prospective enemies; and they justified their policies in terms of the bene

fits they anticipated for Russian power and security. One is struck by the 

omnipresence of this style of reasoning. '" M  
When the B olsheviks came to power in 1 9 1 7, they apparently believed 

that international politics would immediately undergo a fundamental 

transformation and that balance-of-power logic would be relegated to the 

boneyard of history. Specifically, they thought that with some help from 

the S oviet Union, communist revolutions would spread across Europe and 

the rest of  the world, creating like-minded states that would live in peace 

before finally withering away altogether. Thus, Leon Trotsky's famous 

quip in November 1 9 1 7, when he was appointed commissar for foreign 

affairs: ·1  shall issue some revolutionary proclamations to the peoples and 

then close up shop.· Similarly, Lenin said in October 1 9 1 7, ·what, are we 

going to have foreign affairsrss 

World revolution never happened, however, and Lenin quickly became 

·a political realist second to none."" In fact, Richard Debo argues that 

Lenin abandoned the idea of spreading communism so fast that he doubts 

Lenin ever took the idea seriously. 57 Stalin, who ran Soviet foreign policy 

for almost thiny years after Lenin died, was also driven in large pan by 

the cold logic of realism, as exemplified by his willingness to cooperate 

with Nazi Germany between 1 9 39 and 1 94 1 ." Ideology mattered little for 

Stalin's successors, not simply because they too were deeply affected by 

the imperatives of life in an anarchic system, but also because " S talin had 

u ndercut deep faith in Marxist-Leninist ideological universalism and 

kil led its genuine advocates; he had reduced the pany ideologues to pro

pagandist pawns in  his global schemes . •  ,,  

In  shon, Soviet foreign policy behavior over time was driven mainly by 

calculations about relative power, not by communist ideology. ·in the 

international sphere,·  as Barrington Moore notes. •the Communist rulers 

of Russia have depended to a great extent on techniques that owe more to 

Bismarck, Machiavelli, and even Aristotle than they do to Karl Marx or 
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Lenin. This pattern o f  world politics has been widely recognized as a sys· 

tern of inherently unstable equilibrium, described in the concept of the 

balance of power. "60 

This is not to say that conununist ideology did not matter at all in the 

conduct of Soviet foreign policy.6 1 Soviet leaders paid some attention to 

promoting world revolution in the 1 920s, and they also paid attention to 

ideology in their dealings with the Third World during the Cold War. 

Moreover, there was often no conflict between the dictates of Marxist ide· 

ology and realism. The Soviet Union, for example, clashed with the United 

States from l 945 until 1 990 for ideological as well as balance·of·power 

reasons. Also, virtually every time the Soviet Union behaved aggressively 

for security·related reasons, the action could be justified as promoting the 

spread of conununism. But whenever there was a conflict between the two 

approaches, realism invariably won out. States do whatever is necessary to 

survive and the Soviet Union was no exception in this regard. 

Targets and Rivals 

The Soviet Union was concerned mainly with controlling territory and 

dominating other states in Europe and Northeast Asia, the two regions in 

which it is located. Until 1 945, its principal rivals in those areas were local 

great powers. After 1 945, its main adversary in both Europe and 

Northeast Asia was the United States, with which it competed all across 

the globe. 

Germany was the Soviet Union's main European rival between I 9 1 7  

and 1 945, although they were allies from 1 922 t o  1 9 3 3  and from 1 93 9  to 

1 94 1 .  The United Kingdom and France had frosty and sometimes hostile 

relations with Moscow from the time of the Bolshevik Revolution until the 

early years of World War II, when the United Kingdom and the Soviet 

Union finally came together to light the Nazis. During the Cold War. the 

Soviet Union and its Eastern European allies were arrayed against the 

United States and its Western European allies; indeed, the Soviet Union's 

chief foreign policy goal over the course of its history was to control Eastern 

E u rope. Soviet leaders surely would have liked to dominate Western 
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Europe as well and become Europe's first hegemon, but that was not fea

sible, even after the Red Army destroyed the Wehrmacht in World War II, 

because the North Atlantic Treaty Organization stood squarely in its way. 

In Northeast Asia, Japan was the Soviet Union's archenemy from 1 9 1 7  

until 1 94 5 .  Like tsarist Russia, the Soviet Union sought t o  control Korea, 

Manchuria, the Kurile Islands, and the southern half of Sakhalin Island, 

all of which were dominated by Japan during this period. When World 

War II ended in 1 945 ,  the United States became Moscow's main enemy in 

Northeast Asia; China became an imponant Soviet ally after Mao 

Zedong's victory over the Nationalists in 1 949. However, China and the 

Soviet Union had a serious falling out in the late 1 9 50s, which led China 

to ally with the United States and Japan against the Soviet Union in the 

early 1 970s.  The Soviet Union gained control of the Kuriles and all of 

Sakhalin Island in 1 945,  and Manchuria came under the firm control of 

China after 1 949, leaving Korea as the region's main battleground during 

the Cold War. 

Soviet leaders were also interested in expanding into the Persian Gulf 

region, especially into oil-rich Iran. which shared a border with the Soviet 

Union. Finally, during the Cold War, Soviet policymakers were deter

mined to win allies and gain influence in virtually every area of the Third 

World, including Africa, Latin America, the Middle East, Southeast Asia, 

and the South Asian subcontinent. Moscow was not bent on conquering 

and controlling territory in those less-developed regions, however. 

Instead, it sought client states that would be useful in its global competi

tion with the United States. 

The Soviet Union's Record of Exponsion 

The Soviet Union was engaged in a desperate fight for survival during the 

first three years of its existence ( 1 9 1 7-20) . "  Immediately alter the Bolshevik 

Revolution, Lenin pulled the Soviet Union out of World War I, but in the 

process he was forced to make huge territorial concessions to Germany in 

the Treaty of B rest-Litovsk (March 1 5, 1 9 1 8 ) ."  Shonly thereafter, the 

Western allies, who were still  fighting against Germany on the western 
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front, insened ground forces into the Soviet Union. 64 Their aim was t o  force 

the Soviet Union to rejoin the war against Germany. That did not happen, 

however, in large pan because the German army was defeated on the bat

tlefield in the late summer and early fall of 1 9 1 8, and World War I ended on 

November I I , 19 18 .  

Germany's defeat was good news for the Soviet leaders, because i t  

spelled the death of the Brest-Litovsk treaty, which had robbed t h e  Soviet 

Union of so much of its territory. Moscow's troubles were far from over, 

however. A bloody civil war between the Bolsheviks and various rival 

groups had broken out in the first months of 1 9 1 8. To make matters worse. 

the Western allies supponed the anti-Bolshevik forces, also known as the 

"Whites,"' in their fight with the Bolshevik "Reds"' and kept their interven

tion forces in the Soviet Union until the summer of 1 920. Although the 

Bolsheviks sometimes appeared to be on the verge of losing the civil war, 

the balance of power shifted decisively against the Whites in early 1 920, 

and it was then only a matter of time before they were defeated. But  

before that could happen, the newly created state of Poland took advan

tage of Soviet weakness and invaded the Ukraine in April 1 920. Poland 

hoped to break apart the Soviet Union and make Belorussia and Ukraine 

independent states. The hope was that those new states would then join a 

Polish-dominated federation of independent eastern European states. 

The Polish army scored major victories in the early fighting, capturing 

Kiev in May 1 920. But later that summer the Red Army turned the tide of 

battle, so much so that by the end of July, Soviet forces reached the 

Soviet-Polish border. Amazingly, the Soviets now had an opportunity to 

invade and conquer Poland, and maybe with help from Germany (the 

other great power unhappy about Poland's existence) .  redraw the map of 

eastern Europe. Lenin quickly seized the opportunity and sent the Red 

Army toward Warsaw.65 But  the Polish army, with help from France, rout

ed the invading Soviet forces and pushed them out of Poland. B oth sides 

were exhausted from the fighting by then, so they signed an armistice in 

Odober 1 920 and a formal peace treaty in March 1 92 1 .  By that point the 

civil war was effectively over and the Western allies had withdrawn their 

troops from Soviet territory. 66 
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Soviet leaders were in no position to pursue an expansionist foreign 

policy during the 1 920s or early 1 9 30s, mainly because they had to con

centrate on consolidating their rule at home and rebuilding their econo· 

my, which had been devestated by all the years of war.67 For example, the 

Soviet Union controlled a mere 2 percent of European industrial might by 

1 920 (see Table 3 . 3 ) .  But Moscow did pay some attention to foreign 

affairs. In particular, it maintained close relations with Germany from 

April 1 922,  when the Treaty of Rapallo was signed, until Hitler came to 

power in early 1 9 3 3 .68 Although both states were deeply interested in 

altering the territorial status quo, neither possessed a serious offensive 

military capability. Soviet leaders also made an effort in the 1 920s to 

spread communism around the globe. But they were always careful not to 

provoke the other great powers into moving against the Soviet Union and 

threatening its survival. Virtually all of these efforts to foment revolution, 

whether in  Asia or Europe, came up short. 

Probably the most important Soviet initiative of the 1 920s was Stalin's 

decision to modernize the Soviet economy through forced industrializa· 

tion and the ruthless collectivization of agriculture. He was motivated in 

large part by security concerns. In particular, he believed that if the Soviet 

economy continued to lag behind those of the world's other industrialized 

states, the Soviet Union would be destroyed in a future great-power war. 

Speaking in 1 9 3  L Stalin said, "We have lagged behind the advanced 

countries by fifty to a hundred years. We must cover that distance in  ten 

years. Either we'll do it or they will crush us."69 A series of five-year plans. 

initiated in  October 1 928, transformed the Soviet Union from a destitute 

great power in the 1 920s into Europe's most powerful state by the end of 

World War II .  

The 1 9 30s was a decade of great peril for the Soviet Union; it faced 

deadly threats from Nazi Germany in Europe and imperial Japan in 

Northeast Asia. Although the Red Army ended up in a life-and-death 

struggle with the Wehrmacht during World War II, not with the Japanese 

army, Japan was probably the more dangerous threat to the Soviet Union 

throughout the 1 9 30s.'° Indeed, Soviet and Japanese troops engaged in a 

series of border clashes in the late 1 9 30s, culminating in a brief war at 
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Nomonhan i n  the summer o f  1939. Moscow was i n  n o  position t o  take the 

offensive in Asia during the 1930s, but instead concentrated on containing 

Japanese expansion. Toward that end, the Soviets maintained a powerful 

military presence in the region and provided considerable assistance to 

China after the stan of the Sino-Japanese War in the summer of 1 937. 

Their aim was to keep Japan bogged down in a war of attrition with China. 

The Soviet Union's main strategy for dealing with Nazi Germany con

tained an imponant offensive dimension. 71 Stalin apparently understood 

soon after Hitler came to power that the Third Reich was likely to stan a 

great-power war in Europe and that there was not much chance of recon

stituting the Triple Entente (the United Kingdom, France, Russia) to deter 

Nazi Germany or fight against it if war broke out. So Stalin pursued a 

buck-passing strategy. Specifically, he went to considerable lengths to 

develop friendly relations with Hitler, so that the Nazi leader would strike 

first against the United Kingdom and France, not the Soviet Union. Stalin 

hoped that the ensuing war would be long and costly for both sides, like 

World War I on the western front, and thus would allow the Soviet Union 

to gain power and territory at the expense of the United Kingdom, France, 

and especially Germany. 

Stalin finally succeeded in passing the buck to the United Kingdom and 

France in the summer of 1939 with the signing of the Molotov

Ribbentrop Pact. in which Hitler and Stalin agreed to gang up on Poland 

and divide it between them, and Hitler agreed to allow the Soviet Union a 

free hand in the Baltic states (Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania) and Finland. 

This agreement meant that the Wehnnacht would fight against the United 

Kingdom and France, not the Soviet Union. The Soviets moved quickly to 

implement the pact. After conquering the eastern half of Poland in 

September 1939, Stalin forced the Baltic countries in October to allow 

Soviet forces to be stationed on their territory. Less than a year later, in 

June 1940, the Soviet Union annexed those three tiny states. Stalin 

demanded territorial concessions from Finland in the fall of 1939, but the 

Finns refused to make a deal. So Stalin sent the Red Anny into Finland in 

November 1939 and took the territory he wanted by force.72 He was also 

able to convince Hitler in June 1940 to allow the Soviet Union to absorb 
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Bessarabia and Northern Bukovina, which were pan of Romania. In 

short, the Soviet Union made substantial territorial gains in eastern 

Europe between the summers of 1 939 and 1 940. 

Nevertheless. Stalin's buck-passing strategy came up short in the spring 

of 1 940 when the Wehrmacht overran France in six weeks and pushed 

the B ritish army off the continent at Dunkirk. Nazi Germany was now 

more powerful than ever and it was free to invade the Soviet Union with

out having to worry much about its western flank. Recalling how Stalin 

and his lieutenants reacted to news of the debacle on the western front. 

Nikita Khrushchev wrote, "'Stalin's nerves cracked when he learned about 

the fall of  France . . . .  The most pressing and deadly threat in all history 

faced the Soviet Union. We felt as though we were facing the threat all by 

ourselves. " n  The German onslaught came a year later. on June 22, 1 94 1 .  

The Soviet Union suffered enormous losses i n  the early years o f  World 

War II but eventually turned the tide against the Third Reich and began 

launching major offensives westward. toward Berlin, in early 1 943 .  The 

Red Army, however, was not simply concerned with defeating the 

Wehnnacht and recapturing lost Soviet territory. Stalin was also deter

mined to conquer territory in Eastern Europe that the Soviets would 

dominate after Germany was defeated.74 The Red Anny had to conquer 

Poland and the Baltic states to defeat the German army. but the Soviets 

also launched major  military operations to capture Bulgaria, Hungary, and 

Romania, even though those offensives were not essential for defeating 

Germany and probably delayed the final victory. 

The Soviet Union's appetite for power and influence in Northeast Asia 

was also evident during World War II. In fact, Stalin managed to win back 

more territory than Russia had controlled in the Far East before its defeat 

by Japan in I 9 0 5 .  The S oviets had managed to keep out of the Pacific war 

until the final days of that conflict, when the Red Army attacked Japan's 

Kwantung Army in Manchuria on August 9, 1 94 5 .  This Soviet offensive 

was in  large pan a response to long-standing pressure from the United 

States to join the war against Japan after Germany was defeated. Stalin. 

however. demanded a price for Soviet panicipation. and Winston 

Churchill and Franklin Roosevelt responded by striking a secret deal with 
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him at Yalta i n  February 1 945.n For joining the fight against Japan, the 

Soviets were promised the Kurile Islands and the southern half of 

Sakhalin Island. In Manchuria, they were given a lease on Pon Anhur as 

a naval base and recognition of the Soviet Union's .. preeminent interests" 

over the commercial port of Dairen and the region's two most important 

railroads. 

No firm decision was reached on Korea's future during World War II, 
although the Red Army occupied the northern pan of that country during 

the closing days of the conflict.76 In December 1 945, the United States and 

the Soviet Union effectively agreed to jointly administer Korea as a 

trusteeship. But that plan fell apart quickly, and in February 1 946, Stalin 

began building a client state in North Korea. The United States did the 

same in South Korea. 

With Germany and Japan in ruins, the Soviet Union emerged from 

World War II as a potential hegemon in Europe and Northeast Asia. If  it 

were possible, the Soviets surely would have moved to dominate both of 

those regions. Indeed, if ever a state had good reason to want to rule over 

Europe it was the Soviet Union in 1 945 .  It had been invaded twice by 

Germany over a thirty-year period, and each time Germany made its vic

tim pay an enormous blood price. No responsible Soviet leader would 

have passed up an opportunity to be Europe's hegemon in the wake of 

World War IL 

Hegemony was not feasible, however, for two reasons. First, given the 

enormous amount of damage the Third Reich inflicted on Soviet society, 

Stalin had to concentrate on rebuilding and recovering after 1 945,  not 

fighting another war. Thus, he cut the size of the Soviet military from 1 2 . 5  

million troops a t  the end o f  World War II t o  2.87 million b y  1 948.77 

Second, the United States was an enormously wealthy country that had 

no intention of allowing the Soviet Union to dominate either Europe or 

Northeast Asia.78 

In light of these constraints, Stalin sought to expand Soviet influence as 

far as possible without provoking a shooting war with the United States 

and its allies.79 Actually, the available evidence indicates that he hoped to 

avoid an intense security competition with the United States, although he 
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was not successful in that endeavor. In shon. Stalin was a cautious expan

sionist during the early pan of the Cold War. His four main targets were 

Iran, Turkey, Eastern Europe, and South Korea. 

The Soviets occupied northern Iran during World War II, while the 

B ritish and the Americans occupied southern Iran.so All three great pow

ers agreed at the time to evacuate Iran within six months after the war 

against Japan ended. The United States pulled its troops out on January I , 
1 946, and B ritish troops were on schedule to come out by March 2, 1 946. 

Moscow, however, made no move to leave Iran. Funhermore, it was sup

porting separatist movements among both the Azeri and the Kurdish pop

ulations in northern Iran, as well as Iran's communist Tudeh Party. Both 

the United Kingdom and the United States put pressure on Stalin to 

remove his troops from Iran, which he did in the spring of 1 946. 

Regarding Turkey, which was neutral during World War II until March 

1 945 ,  Stalin demanded in June 1 945 that the Turkish provinces of 

Ardahan and Kars, which had been pan of Russia from 1 878 to 1 9 1 8, be 

given back to the Soviet Union.8 1 He also asked for military bases on 

Tu rkish territory so that the Soviets could help control the Dardanelles, 

the Turkish straits linking the B lack Sea with the Mediterranean Sea. In 

support of these demands, Stalin massed Soviet troops on the Turkish bor

der at one point. But  these wants were never realized because the United 

States was determined to prevent Soviet expansion in the eastern 

Mediterranean. 

The principal realm of Soviet expansion in the early Cold War was 

Eastern E u rope, and almost all of it was due to the fact that the Red Army 

conquered most of the area in the final stages of World War II.  Estonia, 

Latvia, and Lithuania were formally incorporated into the Soviet Union 

after the war, as was the eastern one-third of Poland, pan of East Prussia, 

Bessarabia, northern Bukovina, Czechoslovakia's eastern province of 

Subcarpathian Ruthenia, and three slices of territory on Finland's eastern 

border ( see  Map 6 . 3 ) .  Bu lgaria, Hungary, Poland, and Romania were 

turned into satellite states immediately after the war. Czechoslovakia suf

fered the same fate in February 1 948, and a year later the Soviets created 

another satellite state in East Germany. 
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Finland and Yugoslavia were the only states in Eastern Europe to 

escape complete Soviet domination. Their good fortune was due mainly to 

two factors. First, both states had clearly demonstrated in World War II 

that it would be difficult and costly for the Soviet army to conquer and 

occupy them for an extended period of time. The Soviet Union, which 

was attempting to recover from the massive damage it had suffered at the 

hands of the Nazis, already had its hands full occupying the other states in 

Eastern Europe. Thus, it was inclined to avoid costly operations in Finland 

and Yugoslavia. Second, both states were willing to maintain a neutral 

position in the East-West conflict, which meant that they were not a mili

tary threat to the Soviet Union. If either Finland or Yugoslavia had shown 

an inclination to ally with NATO, the Soviet army probably would have 

invaded it.82 

The Soviet Union also attempted to gain power and influence in 

Northeast Asia during the early Cold War, although that region clearly 

received less attention than did Europe.81 Despite some distrust between 

Stalin and Mao, the Soviets provided aid to the Chinese Communists in 

their fight against the Nationalist forces under Chiang Kai-shek. The 

Chinese Commu nists won the civil war in 1 949 and allied with the Soviet 

Union against the United States. One year later, the Soviets supported 

North Korea's invasion of South Korea, which led to a three-year war that 

left Korea divided along roughly the same line that had divided it before 

the war.M 

By the early 1 9 50s, the United States and its allies around the globe 

had a formidable containment policy firmly in place, and there was little 

opportunity for further Soviet expansion in Europe, Northeast Asia, or the 

Persian Gulf. In fact, Stalin's decision to back North Korea's invasion of 

South Korea in late June 1 9 50 was the last case of Soviet-sponsored 

aggression in any of those critically important areas for the remainder of 

the Cold War. S oviet efforts at expansion between 1 9 50 and 1 990 were 

confined to the Third World. where it met with occasional success, but 

always with firm resistance from the United States.85 

After decades of competition with the United States for control over 

Europe, the Soviet Union suddenly reversed course in 1 989 and abandoned 
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its empire i n  Eastern Europe. That bold move effectively brought the Cold 

War to an end. The Soviet Union itself then broke apart into fifteen rem

nant states in late 1 99 1 .  With few exceptions. the first wave of scholars to 

study these events argued that the Cold War ended because key Soviet 

leaders, especially Mikhail Gorbachev, underwent a fundamental transfor

mation in their thinking about international politics during the l 980s.86 

Rather than seeking to maximize the Soviet Union's share of world power, 

Moscow's new thinkers were motivated by the pursuit of economic pros

perity and liberal norms of restraint in the use of force. Soviet policymak

ers, in shon, stopped thinking and acting like realists and instead adopted 

a new perspective emphasizing the virtues of cooperation among states. 

As more evidence becomes available, however, it is becoming increas

ingly apparent that the first-wave explanation of Soviet behavior at the 

end of the Cold War is incomplete, if not wrong. The Soviet Union and its 

empire disappeared in large pan because its smokestack economy could no 

longer keep up with the technological progress of the world's major eco

nomic powers. 87 Unless something drastic was done to reverse this eco

nomic decline. the Soviet Union's years as a superpower were numbered. 

To fix the problem, Soviet leaders sought to gain access to Western 

technology by greatly reducing East-West security competition in Europe, 

liberalizing their political system at home. and cutting their losses in the 

Third World. But that approach backfired because political liberalization 

unleashed the long-dormant forces of nationalism. causing the Soviet 

Union itself to fall apan.88 In sum, the conventional wisdom from the ini

tial wave of scholarship on the end of the Cold War had it backwards: far 

from abandoning realist principles, the behavior and thinking of Soviet 

leaders reinforce the pattern of history that states seek to maximize their 

power in order to remain secure from international rivals.89 

I T A LY ( 1 8 6 1 - 1 9 4 3 )  

T here i s  much agreement among students o f  I!alian foreign policy that 

although Italy was the weakest of the great powers between 1 8 6 1  and 

1 943, it constantly sought opponunities to expand and gain more power." 
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Richard Boswonh, for example, writes that "pre- 1 9 1 4  Italy was a power 

on the make, looking for a bargain package deal which would offer the 

least of the great powers a place in the sun. "91 The foreign policy of 

post-World War I Italy, which was dominated by Benito Mussolini, shared 

the same basic goal. Fascist Italy ( 1 922-43) merely faced a different set of 

opponunities than its predecessor. liberal Italy ( 1 86 1-1922 ) .  Writing in 

1 938. four years before Italy collapsed in World War Il. Maxwell Macanney 

and Paul Cremona wrote, "In the past Italian foreign policy has cenainly 

not been dominated by abstract ideals. Nowhere have the implications of 

Machiavelli's mot on the political inutility of innocence been more thor

oughly grasped than in his native country. "92 

Targets and Rivals 

One gets a good sense of the breadth of Italy's appetite for territorial con

quest by considering its main targets over the course of the eight decades 

that it was a great power. It focused its aggressive intentions on five differ

ent areas: North Africa. which included Egypt. Libya. and Tunisia; the 

Hom of Africa. which included Eritrea. Ethiopia. and Somaliland; the 

southern Balkans. which included Albania. Corlu. the Dodecanese Islands. 

and even pans of southwestern Turkey; southern Austria-Hungary, which 

included Dalmatia. !stria. the Trentino (the southern pan of Tyrol) .  and 

Venetia; and southeastern France, which included Corsica, Nice, and 

Savoy ( see Map 6 .4 ) .  

Italy's main  rivals for  control of these areas were Austria-Hungary (at 

least u ntil that multiethnic state broke apan in 1 9 1 8) in the Balkans. and 

France in Africa. Of course. Italy also had its sights on territory that was 

pan of Austria-Hungary and France. which had long "regarded the Italian 

peninsula as a free field for diplomatic and military maneuver. "" The 

Ottoman E mpire. which was falling apan between 1 8 6 1  and its final 

demise in 1 92 3. was also an imponant factor in Italy's calculations: that 

empire controlled large swaths of territory in the Balkans and Nonh Africa. 

Although Italy's hostile aims were ever-present. its army was ill

equipped for expansion. In fact. it was a remarkably inefficient fighting 

force." Not only was it incapable of holding its own in a fight against the 
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other European great powers, it also could be counted on to perform 

poorly against the fighting forces of smaller European powers as well as 

native armies in Africa. Bismarck put the point well when he said that 

"Italy had a large appetite and rotten teeth. "95 Consequently, Italian lead

ers tended to avoid direct military engagements with other great powers 

unless their adversary was about to lose a war or had substantial numbers 

of its troops bogged down on another front. 

Because of Italy's lack of military prowess, its leaders relied heavily on 

diplomacy to gain power. They paid careful attention to choosing alliance 

partners and were adept at playing other great powers off against each 

other for Italy's benefit. In particular, they operated on the assumption 

that although they were playing a weak hand, Italy possessed sufficient 

military might to tip the balance between other major powers, who would 

recognize that fact and make concessions to Italy to win its allegiance. 

Brian Sullivan labels this approach "the strategy of the decisive weight. "96 

World War I probably provides the best example of that strategy in action. 

When the conflict broke out on August L 1 9 1 4, Italy remained on the 

sidelines, where it dickered with each of the warring sides to get the best 

possible deal before entering the conflict.97 Both sides made Italy generous 

offers, because each believed that the Italian army might tip the balance 

one way or the other. Although Italy had been formally allied with 

Austria-Hungary and Germany before World War I, it joined the war in 

May 1 9 1 5  on the Allies' side, because the United Kingdom and France 

were willing to concede more territory to Italy than were its former allies. 

Liberal and Fascist Italy's Record of Expansion 

Italy's first efforts at territorial expansion were in Europe. In 1 866, Italy 

joined forces with Prussia to fight against Austria. The Prussians crushed the 

Austrians in battle, but the Italians were defeated by the Austrians. In the 

peace settlement, however, Italy was awarded Venetia, a large area on its 

nonhem frontier that had been pan of Austria. Italy then sat out the 

Franco-Prussian War ( 1 870-7 1 ) , although it conquered Rome in September 

1 870  when it was obvious that France, which had previously protected 
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Rome's independence. would lose its war with Prussia. Italy, a s  Denis 

Mack Smith notes, "'thus casually gained Rome, like Venice, as just anoth

er by-product of Prussian victory. "'98 During the "'Great Eastern Crisis," 

which broke out in 1875 when the Ottoman Empire's control over south

eastern Europe seemed to slip precipitously, Italy began scheming to take 

territory from Austria-Hungary. But the schemes failed and Italy came 

away empty-handed from the Congress of Berlin ( 1 878) ,  which ended the 

crisis. 

Italy shifted its focus away from Europe and toward Africa in the early 

1 880s. Even before unification in 1 8 6 1 .  Italian elites had shown signifi

cant interest in conquering territory along the North African coast. Tunisia 

was the number one target. But France beat Italy to the punch and cap

tured Tunisia in 1881 ,  which soured Italian relations with France for the 

next twenty years and caused Italy to fonn the liiple Alliance with 

Austria-Hungary and Germany in 1 882. That same year, Italy attempted 

to join the British occupation of Egypt, but Bismarck nixed that scheme. 

Italy then turned its attention to the Horn of Africa, an area to which the 

other great powers paid little attention. An Italian expeditionary force was 

sent to the region in 1 885, and within a decade, Italy had its first two 

colonies: Eritrea and Italian Somaliland. It failed to conquer Ethiopia, 

however. In fact, the Ethiopian army inflicted a major defeat on the 

Italian army at Adowa in 1 895 .  

By 1 900, Italy was again looking to  expand in North Africa and Europe. 

Opportunities to expand presented themselves in both regions as the 

Ottoman Empire began losing its grip on Libya and the Balkans. Relations 

between Triple Alliance partners Austria-Hungary and Italy went sour at 

this point. in large part because they became rivals in the Balkans. This 

burgeoning rivalry opened the door for Italy to think seriously about tak

ing !stria and the Trentino away from Austria-Hungary. 

Italy went to war with the Ottoman Empire over Libya in 1 9 1 1 ;  when 

the war ended a year later. Italy had won control over its third African 

colony. During that conflict, Italy also conquered the Dodecanese Islands, 

whose inhabitants were mostly Greek. But World War I provided Italy 

with its greatest opportunity to expand its power and enhance its security. 
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As noted, Italian policymakers bargained hard with both sides before join· 

ing forces with the United Kingdom, France, and Russia. Italy's basic aims 

were to secure a "defensible land frontier" with Austria-Hungary and 

"domination of the Adriatic," the large body of water that separates Italy 

from the Balkans. 99 In the famous Treaty of London. the Allies promised 

Italy that after the war was won, it could have I) !stria, 2) the Trentino, 3 )  

a large chunk of the Dalmatian coast. 4) permanent control over the 

Dodecanese Islands, 5) the Turkish province of Adalia, 6 )  control of the 

Albanian city of Valona and the area immediately surrounding it, and 7 )  a 

sphere of influence in central Albania. 100 The Italians, as A.J.P. Taylor 

notes, "were certainly not modest in their claims." 10 1  

Italy su[[ered more than a million casualties in World War I, but it came 

out on the winning side. After the war, Italy not only expected to get 

what it was promised in 1 9 1 5, it also saw new opportunities for expansion 

with the collapse of Austria-Hungary, the Ottoman Empire, and Russia. 

Thus, as  S ullivan notes, .. Italians began planning for control over the oil, 

grain, and mines of Romania, the Ukraine, and the Caucasus, and for pro

tectorates over Croatia and the eastern Red Sea coast . " 102 For a variety of 

reasons, however, Italy's grand ambitions were never realized. In the final 

postwar settlement, it gained only Istria and the Trentino, which were 

nevertheless strategically important areas. 1 01 Italy also continued to occu

py the Dodecanese Islands, over which it was given formal control in 1 92 3  

by t h e  Treaty of Lausanne. 

Thus, in the six decades between unification and Mussolini's coming to 

power in O ctober 1 922, liberal Italy had acquired Rome, Venetia, !stria, the 

Trentino, and the Dodecanese Islands in Europe, and Eritrea, Libya, and 

Italian Somaliland in Africa. Fascist Italy quickly set about building on its 

predecessor's record of successful conquests. In August 1 923 ,  Mussolini's 

army invaded the Greek island of Corfu at the mouth of the Adriatic Sea, 

but the United Kingdom forced Italy to abandon its conquest. He also set 

his sights o n  Albania, which Italy had occupied during World War I but 

had given u p  in 1 92 0  when the local population rebelled against the for

eign rulers. Mussolini supponed an Albanian chieftan in the mid - l  920s, 

who then signed a n  agreement with Italy that effectively made Albania an 
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Italian protectorate. But that was not enough for the fascist leader, who 

formally annexed Albania in April 1 939. 

Ethiopia was another key target for Mussolini. Italy began making 

plans to occupy it in the mid- l  920s, and .. from at least 1 929 onwards sur

reptitiously occupied places inside Ethiopia." '" In October 1 935 ,  Italy 

launched a full-scale war against Ethiopia, and one year later it gained 

formal control over that African state. Finally, Italy sent troops to fight in 

the Spanish Civil War ( 1 936-39) on the side of General Francisco Franco's 

reactionary junta. Italy's main aim was to acquire the Balearic Islands in 

the western Mediterranean, which would allow Italy to threaten France's 

lines of communication with North Africa, and the United Kingdom's 

lines of communication between Gibraltar and Malta . 105 

Mussolini saw World War II as an excellent chance to conquer foreign 

territory and gain power for Italy. Specifically, Nazi Germany's stunning 

military successes in the early years of the war .. gave Italy unprecedented 

leverage and freedom of action. " 1 06 Mussolini's first major step was to 

declare war against France on June I 0, 1 940, one month after Germany 

invaded France. and at a point when it was clear that France was doomed 

to defeat. Italy entered the war at this opportune moment to acquire 

French territory and colonies. Nice, Savoy, Corsica. Tunisia, and Djibouti 

were the main targets, although Italy was also interested in acquiring 

other French-controlled areas such as Algeria, as well as parts of the 

British empire, such as Aden and Malta. Mussolini also demanded that 

the French navy and air force be turned over to Italy. Germany met hard

ly any of Italy's demands, however, because Hitler did not want to give 

France any incentive to resist the Nazi occupation. 

Despite this setback. Mussolini continued looking for opponunities to 

conquer territory. In the early summer of 1 940. he offered to join forces 

with Nazi Germany if it invaded the United Kingdom. In August I 940. 

Italy captured British Somaliland. At the same time, Mussolini was con

templating invasions of Greece, Yugoslavia, and Egypt, which was defend

ed by a small British army. In September 1 940, Italy invaded Egypt with 

the hope of reaching the Suez Canal. The following month, Italy invaded 

Greece. Both operations turned into military disasters for the Italian army. 
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although the Wehnnacht came to its rescue in both . 107 These military 

debacles notwithstanding, Italy declared war against the Soviet Union in 

the summer of 1 9 4 1 ,  when it appeared that the Red Army would be the 

Nazi war machine's next victim. Italy sent about two hundred thousand 

troops to the eastern front. Again. Mussolini hoped to get some of the 

spoils of victory for Italy, but his hopes were never realized, and Italy sur

rendered to the Allies in September 1 943.  

In sum, Mussolini, like Italy's liberal leaders before him, was a relent

less expansionist. 

S E L F - D E F E AT I N G  B E H AV I O R ?  

T he preceding four cases-Japan, Germany, the Soviet Union, and 

Italy-suppon the claim that great powers seek to increase their share 

of world power. Moreover. these cases also show that great powers are 

often willing to use force to achieve that goal. Satiated great powers are 

rare in international politics. This description of how great powers have 

acted over time is, in fact, not that controversial. even among defensive 

realists. Jack Snyder, for example, writes that "'the idea that security can be 

achieved through expansion is a pervasive theme in the grand strategy of 

great powers in the industrial era.· 108 Furthermore, in Myths of Empire. he 

offers detailed case studies of great-power behavior in the past that provide 

abundant evidence of the offensive proclivities of such states. 

One might recognize that history is replete with examples of great pow

ers acting aggressively but still argue that this behavior cannot be explained 

by the logic of offensive realism. The basis of this claim, which is common 

among defensive realists, is that expansion is misguided. Indeed, they 

regard it as a prescription for national suicide. Conquest does not pay, so 

the argument runs. because states that try to expand ultimately meet 

defeat. States would be wiser to maintain the status quo by pursuing poli

cies of " retrenchment, selective appeasement, shoring up vital rather than 

peripheral areas. or simply benign neglect.· 109 That states do otherwise is 

evidence of irrational or nonstrategic behavior, behavior that cannot be 
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prompted by the imperatives o f  the international system. Rather, this 

behavior is primarily the result of malign domestic political forces. 1 10 

There are two problems with this line of argument. As I have already 

discussed, the historical record does not suppon the claim that conquest 

hardly ever pays and that aggressors invariably end up worse off than 

they were before the war. Exapansion sometimes pays big dividends; at 

other times it does not. Furthermore, the claim that great powers behave 

aggressively because of pernicious domestic politics is hard to sustain, 

because all kinds of states with very different kinds of political systems 

have adopted offensive military policies. It is not even the case that there 

is at least one type of political system or culture-including democracy

that routinely eschews aggression and works instead to defend the status 

quo. Nor does the record indicate that there are especially dangerous peri

ods-for example, the nuclear age-during which great powers sharply 

curtail their offensive tendencies. To argue that expansion is inherently 

misguided implies that all great powers over the past 350 years have failed 

to comprehend how the international system works. This is an implausi

ble argument on its face. 

There is a more sophisticated tailback position, however, that may be 

discerned in the writings of the defensive realists. 1 1 1  Although they usu

ally argue that conquest rarely pays, they also admit on other occasions 

that aggression succeeds a good part of the time. Building on that more 

variegated perspective. they divide the universe of aggressors into 

.. expanders .. and "overexpanders." Expanders are basically the smart 

aggressors who win wars. They recognize that only limited expansion 

makes good strategic sense. Attempts to dominate an entire region are 

likely to be self-defeating, because balancing coalitions invariably form 

against states with large appetites, and such states end up suffering dev

astating defeats. Expanders might occasionally start a losing war, but 

once they see the writing on the wall, they quickly retreat in the face of 

defeat. In essence, they are "good leamers. " 1 1 .2 For defensive realists, 

Bismarck is the archetypical smart aggressor, because he won a series of 

wars without committing the fatal error of trying to become a European 

hegemon. The former Soviet Union is also held up as an example of an 
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intelligent aggressor, mainly because i t  had the good sense not t o  try to 

conquer all of Europe. 

Overexpanders, on the other hand, are the irrational aggressors who 

start losing wars yet do not have the good sense to quit when it becomes 

apparent that they are doomed to lose. In particular, they are the great 

powers who recklessly pursue regional hegemony, which invariably leads 

to their own catastrophic defeat. Defensive realists contend that these states 

should know better, because it is clear from history that the pursuit of hege

mony almost always fails. This self-defeating behavior, so the argument 

goes, must be the result of warped domestic politics. Defensive realists usu

ally point to three prominent overexpanders: Wilhelmine Germany from 

1 890 to 1 9 14 ,  Nazi Germany from 1 9 3 3  to 1 94 1 .  and imperial Japan from 

1 9 3 7  to 1 94 1 .  Each of these aggressors staned a war that led to a devastat

ing loss. It is not an exaggeration say that the claim that offensive military 

policies lead to self-defeating behavior rests primarily on these three cases. 

The main problem with this "moderation is good" perspective is that it 

mistakenly equates irrational expansion with military defeat. The fact that 

a great power loses a war does not necessarily mean that the decision to 

initiate it was the result of an ill-informed or irrational decision-making 

process. States should not start wars that they are certain to lose, of 

course, but it is hard to predict with a high degree of certainty how wars 

will tum out. After a war is over, pundits and scholars often assume that 

the outcome was obvious from the start; hindsight is 20-20. In practice, 

however, forecasting is difficult, and states sometimes guess wrong and 

get punished as a result. Thus, it is possible for a rational state to initiate a 

war that it ultimately loses. 

The best way to determine whether an aggressor such as Japan or 

Germany was engaged in self-defeating behavior is to focus on the deci

sion-making process that led it to initiate war, not the outcome of the con

flict. A careful analysis of the Japanese and German cases reveals that, in 

each instance, the decision for war was a reasonable response to the par

ticular circumstances each state faced. As the discussion below makes 

clear, these were not irrational decisions fueled by malign political forces 

on the home front. 
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There are also problems with the related argument that pursuing 

regional hegemony is akin to tilting at windmills. To be sure, the United 

States is the only state that has attempted to conquer its region and suc

ceeded. Napoleonic France, Wilhelmine Germany, Nazi Germany, and 

imperial Japan all tried but failed. One out of five is not an impressive suc

cess rate. Still, the American case demonstrates that it is possible to 

achieve regional hegemony. There are also examples of success from the 

distant past: the Roman Empire in Europe ( 1 3 3 B.c.-2 3 5  A.D. ) ,  the Mughal 

Dynasty on the South Asian subcominent ( 1 5 56-1 707) ,  and the Ch'ing 

Dynasty in Asia ( 1 683-1 839) ,  to name a few. Funhermore, even though 

Napoleon, Kaiser Wilhelm, and Hitler all lost their bids to dominate 

Europe, each won major battlefield victories, conquered huge tracts of terri

tory, and came close to achieving their goals. Only Japan stood little chance 

of winning hegemony on the battlefield. But as we shall see, Japanese poli

cymakers knew that they would probably lose, and went to war only 

because the United States left them with no reasonable alternative. 

Critics of offensive policies claim that balancing coalitions form to 

defeat aspiring hegemons, but history shows that such coalitions are diffi

cult to put together in a timely and efficient manner. Threatened states 

prefer to buck-pass to each other rather than form an alliance against 

their dangerous foe. For example, the balancing coalitions that finished off 

Napoleonic France and Nazi Germany came together only after these 

aggressors had conquered much of Europe. Moreover, in both cases, the 

defensive alliances did not form until after the drive for hegemony had 

been blunted by a significant military defeat in Russia, which effectively 

fought both Napoleon and Hitler without allies .m The difficulty of con

structing effective defensive alliances sometimes provides powerful states 

with opponunities for aggression. 

Finally, the claim that great powers should have learned from the his

torical record that attempts at regional hegemony are doomed is not 

persuasive. Not only does the American case contradict the basic point, 

but it is hard to apply the argument to the first states that made a run at 

regional hegemony. After all, they had few precedents, and the evidence 

from the earliest cases was mixed. Wilhelmine Germany, for example, 
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could look at both Napoleonic France, which failed, and the United 

States, which succeeded. It is hard to argue that German policymakers 

should have read history to say that they were sure to lose if they 

attempted to conquer Europe. One might concede that point but argue 

that Hitler certainly should have known better, because he could see 

that Wilhelmine Germany as well as Napoleonic France had failed to 

conquer Europe. But, as discussed below, what Hitler learned from those 

cases was not that aggression did not pay, but rather that he should not 

repeat his predecessor's mistakes when the Third Reich made its run at 

hegemony. Learning, in other words, does not always lead to choosing a 

peaceful outcome. 

Thus, the pursuit of regional hegemony is not a quixotic ambition, 

although there is no denying that it is difficult to achieve. Since the secu

rity benefits of hegemony are enormous, powerful states will invariably be 

tempted to emulate the United States and try to dominate their region of 

the world. 

Wilhelmine Germany ( 1 890- 1 9 1 4) 

The indictment against the Kaiserreich for engaging in self-defeating 

behavior has two counts. First, its aggressive actions caused the United 

Kingdom, France, and Russia to form an alliance-the Triple Entente

against Germany. Thus, it is guilty of self-encirclement. Second, Germany 

then started a war with that balancing coalition in 1 9 1 4  that it was almost 

sure to lose. Not only did Germany have to light a two-front war as a 

result of its self-encirclement, but it had no good military strategy for 

quickly and decisively defeating its rivals. 

These charges do not bear up under close inspection. There is no doubt 

that Germany made certain moves that helped cause the Triple Entente . 

Like all great powers, Germany had good strategic reasons for wanting to 

expand its borders, and it sometimes provoked its rivals, especially alter 

1 900.  Nevertheless, a close look at how the Entente was formed reveals 

that the main driving force behind its creation was Germany's growing 

economic and military might, not its aggressive behavior. 
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Consider what motivated France and Russia t o  come together between 

1 890 and 1 894, and then what motivated the United Kingdom to join 

them between 1 905 and 1 907. As noted, both France and Russia worried 

about Germany's growing power during the 1 870s and 1 880s. Bismarck 

himself feared that they might form an alliance against Germany. After 

Russia threatened to come to France's aid during the "'War in Sight Crisis" 

( 1875) ,  Bismarck built an alliance structure that was designed to isolate 

France from the other European great powers. Although he successfully 

kept France and Russia from allying against Germany during his tenure in 

office, Russia probably would not have stood by and watched Germany 

defeat France. as it had in 1 870-7 1 .  Indeed, it was apparent by the late 

1 880s that France and Russia were likely to form an alliance against 

Germany in the near future, whether Bismarck remained in power or not. 

Soon after Bismarck left office in March 1 890, France and Russia began 

negotiating an alliance, which was put in place four years later. But 

Germany did not behave offensively in the years before or immediately 

after Bismarck left office. His successors precipitated no significant crises 

between 1 890 and 1 900. "4 So it is hard to argue in this instance that 

aggressive German behavior caused self-encirclement. 1 1 5  

One might argue that Bismarck's successors caused Russia t o  join with 

France not by behaving aggressively but by foolishly failing to renew the 

Reinsurance Treaty between Germany and Russia. Bismarck negotiated 

this arrangement in 1 887 in a desperate move to keep Russia and France 

apart. There is widespread agreement among scholars, however. that the 

treaty was a dead letter by 1 890 and that there was no substitute diplo

matic strategy available. Indeed. W. N. Medlicott maintains that, the 

Reinsurance Treaty notwithstanding, Bismarck's "Russian policy was in 

ruins" by I 887. 1 16 Even if Bismarck had remained in power past 1 890, it is 

unlikely that he could have forestalled the Franco-Russian alliance with 

clever diplomacy. "Neither Bismarck nor an even greater political genius 

at the head of German foreign policy,· Imanuel Geiss argues, "could prob

ably have prevented . . .  an alliance between Russia and France. " 1 1 7 France 

and Russia came together because they were scared of Germany's growing 

power, not because Germany behaved aggressively or foolishly. 
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Germany did  behave aggressively in  the early twentieth century, when 

the United Kingdom joined with France and Russia to form the Triple 

Entente. But even here, the United Kingdom was motivated more by 

Germ�ny's growing power than by its aggressive behavior.1 1• Germany's 

decision in 1 898 to build a fleet that could challenge the British navy 

surely soured relations between the United Kingdom and Germany, but it 

did not drive the United Kingdom to make an alliance with France and 

Russia. After all, the best way for the United Kingdom to have dealt with 

this naval arms race was to have won it hands down, not to have commit

ted itself to fight a land war against Germany, which would have mandat

ed spending precious defense dollars on the army rather than the navy. 

The Moroccan crisis of 1 905,  which was the first instance of overtly 

aggressive German behavior, certainly played an important role in the 

establishment of the Triple Entente between 1 905  and 1 907. But the main 

factor behind the United Kingdom's decision to form that three-cornered 

alliance was Russia's devastating defeat in the Russo-Japanese War 

( 1 904-5) ,  which had little to do with German behavior. "' Russia was 

effectively knocked out of the European balance of power with that 

defeat. which meant a sudden and dramatic improvement in Germany's 

power position on the continent. 1 20 British leaders recognized that France 

alone was not likely to fare well in a war with Germany, so they allied 

with France and Russia to rectify the balance and contain Germany. ln 

sum. changes in the architecture of the European system, not German 

behavior. were the main cause of the Triple Entente. 

The German decision to push for war in 1 9 1 4  was not a case of wacky 

strategic ideas pushing a state to start a war it was sure to lose. It was. as 

noted, a calculated risk motivated in large pan by Germany's desire to 

break its encirclement by the Triple Entente, prevent the growth of 

Russian power. and become Europe's hegemon. The precipitating event 

was a crisis in the Balkans between Austria-Hungary and Serbia, in which 

Germany sided with the former and Russia with the latter. 

German leaders clearly understood that they would have to fight a 

two-front war and that the Schlieffen Plan did not guarantee victory. 

Nevenheless, they thought that the risk was wonh taking, especially since 
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Germany was s o  much more powerful than either France o r  Russia a t  the 

time, and there was good reason to think that the United Kingdom might 

remain on the sidelines. 12 1 They ahnost proved right. The Schlieffen Plan 

narrowly missed producing a quick and decisive victory in 1 9 14. 122 As 

political scientist Scott Sagan notes, it was for good reason that the French 

referred to their last-second victory near Paris in September 1 9 1 4  as "the 

Miracle of the Mame.• 121 Moreover, Germany ahnost won the subsequent 

war of attrition between 1 9 1 5  and 1 9 18 .  The Kaiser's armies knocked 

Russia out of the war in the fall of 1 9 1 7, and they had the British and 

especially the French armies on the ropes in the spring of 1 9 18 .  Had it not 

been for American intervention at the last moment, Germany might have 

won World War J. U4 

This discussion of German behavior before World War I points to an 

anomaly for offensive realism. Germany had an excellent opportunity to 

gain hegemony in Europe in the summer of 1 905 .  Not only was it a 

potential hegemon. but Russia was reeling from its defeat in the Far East 

and was in no position to defend itself against a German attack. Also. the 

United Kingdom was not yet aJlied with France and Russia. So France 

stood vinually alone against the mighty Germans. who "had an opponu

nity without parallel to change the European balance in their favor. "' 1 25 

Yet Germany did not seriously consider going to war in 1 905  but instead 

waited until 1 9 1 4, when Russia had recovered from its defeat and the 

United Kingdom had joined forces with France and Russia. • 26 According to 

offensive realism, Germany should have gone to war in 1 905,  because it 

ahnost surely would have won the conflict. 

Nazi Germany ( 1 933-4 1 )  

The charge against Hitler is that he should have learned from World War I 

that ii Germany behaved aggressively, a balancing coalition would form 

and crush it once again in a bloody two-front war. The fact that Hitler 

ignored this obvious lesson and rushed headlong into the abyss, so the 

argument goes, must have been the result of a deeply irrational decision

making process. 
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This indictment does not hold up on close inspection. Although there is  

no question that  Hitler deserves a special place in the pantheon of mass 

murderers, his evilness should not obscure his skill as an adroit strategist 

who had a long run of successes before he made the fatal mistake of 

invading the Soviet Union in the summer of 1 94 1 .  Hitler did indeed learn 

from World War I .  He concluded that Germany had to avoid fighting on 

two fronts at the same time, and that it needed a way to win quick and 

decisive military victories. He actually realized those goals in the early 

years of World War ll, which is why the Third Reich was able to wreak so 

much death and destruction across Europe. This case illustrates my earlier 

point about learning: defeated states usually do not conclude that war is a 

futile enterprise, but instead strive to make sure they do not repeat mis

takes in the next war. 

Hitler's diplomacy was carefully calculated to keep his adversaries from 

forming a balancing coalition against Germany, so that the Wehrmacht 

could defeat them one at a time. 127 The key to success was preventing the 

Soviet Union from joining forces with the United Kingdom and France. 

thus recreating the Triple Entente. He succeeded. In fact, the Soviet Union 

helped the Wehrmacht carve up Poland in September 1 9 39, even though 

the United Kingdom and France had declared war against Germany for 

having invaded Poland. During the following summer ( 1 940).  the Soviet 

Union stood on the sidelines while the German army overran France and 

pushed the British army off the continent at Dunkirk. When Hitler invad

ed the Soviet Union in 1 94 1 .  France was out of the war, the United States 

was not yet in, and the United Kingdom was not a serious threat to 

Germany. So the Wehrmacht was effectively able to fight a one-front war 

against the Red Army in 1 94 1 . ' "  

Much of Hitler's success w a s  d u e  to t h e  machinations o f  h i s  rivals. but 

there is little doubt that Hitler acted skillfully. He not only played his 

adversaries off against one another, but he went to considerable lengths to 

convince them that Nazi Germany had benign intentions. As Norman 

Rich notes. •To conceal or obscure whatever his real intentions may have 

been, Hitler dedicated no small pan of his diplomatic and propagandistic 

skill. In his public speeches and diplomatic conversations he monotonous-
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l y  intoned his desire for peace, h e  signed friendship treaties and nonag

gression pacts, he was lavish with assurances of good will. "u9 Hitler surely 

understood that the blustery rhetoric of Kaiser Wilhelm and other 

German leaders before World War I had been a mistake. 

Hitler also recognized the need to fashion a military instrument that 

could win quick victories and avoid the bloody battles of World War I. To 

that end he supported the building of panzer divisions and played an 

important role in designing the blitzkrieg strategy that helped Germany 

win one of the most stunning military victories of all time in France 
( 1 940) . 1 10 Hitler's Wehrmacht also won stunning victories against minor 

powers: Poland, Norway, Yugoslavia, and Greece. As Sebastian Haffner 

notes, "'From 1 930 until 1 941  Hitler succeeded in practically everything 

he undertook, in domestic and foreign politics and eventually also in the 

military field, to the amazement of the world. "' 1 1 1 If Hitler had died in July 

1 940 after France capitulated, he probably would be considered "'one of 

the greatest of German statesmen. " m  

Fortunately, Hitler made a critical mistake that led t o  t h e  destruction 

of the Third Reich . He unleashed the Wehrmacht against the Soviet 

Union in June 1 94 1 .  and this time the German blitzkrieg failed to pro

duce a quick and decisive victory. Instead, a savage war of attrition set in 

on the eastern front, which the Wehrmacht eventually lost to the Red 

Army. Compounding matters, the United States came into the war in 

December 1 94 1  and, along with the United Kingdom, eventually opened 

up a second front in the west. Given the disastrous consequences of 

attacking the Soviet Union, one might think that there was abundant 

evidence beforehand that the Soviet Union would win the war, that 

Hitler was warned repeatedly that launching Operation Barbarossa was 

tantamount to committing national suicide, and that he did it anyway 

because he was not a rational calculator. 

The evidence, however, does not support this interpretation.  There was 

little resistance among the German elite to Hitler's decision to invade the 

Soviet Union; in fact. there was considerable enthusiasm for the gambit. m 

For sure, some German generals were dissatisfied with important aspects 

of the final plan, and a few planners and policymakers thought that the 
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Red Anny might not succumb to the German blitzkrieg. Nevertheless, 

there was a powerful consensus within the German elite that the 

Wehrmacht would quickly rout the Soviets, much the way it had defeated 

the British and French armies a year earlier. It was also widely believed in 

both the United Kingdom and the United States that Germany would 

defeat the Soviet Union in 1 94 1 . 1 34 Indeed, there were good reasons to 

think that the Red Anny would collapse in the lace of the German 

onslaught. Stalin's massive purges of his army in the late 1 930s had 

markedly reduced its fighting power, and almost as if to prove the point, 

the Red Army performed badly in its war against Finland ( 1 939-40 ) . "'  

Plus, t h e  Wehrmacht was a finely tuned fighting force b y  June 1 94 1 .  In 

the end, Hitler and his lieutenants simply miscalculated the outcome of 

Operation Barbarossa. They made a wrong decision, not an irrational one, 

and that sometimes happens in international politics. 

A final point about Germany's two failed attempts at hegemony. 

Haffner wrote during the Cold War of the wide belief that it was •a mis

take from the very stan" for Germany to have attempted to dominate 

Europe. 1 16 He emphasized how members of "the younger generation· in 

what was then West Germany •often stare at their lathers and grandfa

thers as though they were lunatics ever to have set themselves such a 

goal. • He notes, however, that •it should be remembered that the majority 

of those fathers and grandfathers, i .e. ,  the generation of the First and that 

of the Second World War, regarded the goal as reasonable and attainable. 

They were inspired by it and not infrequently died for it. · 

Imperial  Japan ( 1 93 7-4 1 )  

The indictment against Japan for overexpansion boils down to its decision 

to stan a war with the United States, which had roughly eight times as 

much potential power as Japan in 1 94 1  (see Table 6.2) and went on to 

inflict a devastating defeat on the Japanese aggressors. 

It is true that Japan had picked fights with the Red Army in 193 8 and 

1939 and lost both times. But as a result, Japan stopped provoking the 

Soviet Union and the border between them remained quiet until the last 
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Relative Share o f  World Wealth, 1 830- 1 940 

1 830 1 840 1 850 1 860 1 870 1 880 1 890 1 900 1 9 1 0  1 9 1 3  1 920 1 930 1 940 

United Kingdom 47% 57% 5 9 %  5 9 %  5 3 %  4 5 %  3 2 %  2 3 %  1 5 %  1 4 %  1 6 %  1 1 %  1 1 %  

Germany 4% 4% 3% 9 %  1 3 % 1 6 %  1 6 %  2 1 %  2 0 %  2 1 %  1 4 %  1 4 %  1 7 %  

France 1 8 %  1 4 %  1 0 %  1 2 %  1 1 %  1 0 %  8 %  7 %  6 %  6 %  5 %  9 %  4 %  

Russia 1 3 %  8 %  6 %  3 %  2 %  2 %  3 %  6 %  5 %  6 %  1 %  6 %  1 3 %  

Austria-Hungary 6% 6% 6% 4% 4% 3 %  4 %  4 %  4 %  4 %  

Italy 0% 0% 0% 1 %  1 %  1 %  1 %  1 %  2 %  2 %  

United States 1 2 %  1 2 %  1 5 % 1 3 %  1 6 %  2 3 %  3 5 %  3 8 %  4 8 %  4 7 %  6 2 %  5 4 %  4 9 %  

Japan - 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1 %  1 %  2 %  4 %  6 %  

NOTE: MWealthM i s  measured with the same composite indica1or used i n  Table 3 . 3 .  Note that the calculations o f  world wealth used here a r e  based on figures for 

1he relevam great powers. Minor powers are not included, save for the United States in the nineteenth century, when ii was nol yet a great power. 

SOURCES: All data are from J. David Singer and Melvin Small, National Material Capabilities Data. 1816-1985 (Ann Arbor, MI: Inter-University Consonium for 

Political and Social Research, February 1 9 9 3 ) .  
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days of World War II, when Japan's fate was clearly sealed. It is also true 

that Japan invaded China in 1 937 and became involved in a lengthy war 

that it was unable to win. However, not only was Japan reluctantly 

drawn into that conflict, but its leaders were confident that China, which 

was hardly a formidable military power at the time, would be easily 

defeated. Although they were wrong, Japan's failure to win a victory in 

China was hardly a catastrophic failure. Nor was the Sino-Japanese War 

the catalyst that put the the United States on a collision course with 

Japan. 1 37 American policymakers were clearly unhappy about Japanese 

aggression in China, but the United States remained on the sidelines as 

the war escalated. In fact, it made little effort to help China until late 

1 9 38, and even then it offered the beleagured Chinese only a small pack

age of economic aid. us 

Two stunning events in Europe-the fall of France in June I 940 and 

especially Nazi Germany's invasion of the Soviet Union in June 1 94 1 -

drove t h e  United States t o  confront Japan, and eventually led t o  Pearl 

Harbor. As Paul Schroeder notes, "The United States did not seriously con

sider stopping the Japanese advance by force of arms, or consider Japan as 

an actual enemy, until the Far Eastern war had become clearly linked 

with the far greater (and, to the United States, more important) war in 

Europe. "  In particular, it was ·opposition to Hitler which began to condi

tion American policy in the Far East more than any other factor . .. m 
The Wehrmacht's victory in the west not only knocked France and the 

Netherlands out of the war, but it also forced a badly weakened United 

Kingdom to concentrate on defending itself against a German assault from 

the air and the sea. Since those three European powers controlled most of 

Southeast Asia, that resource-rich region was now an open target for 

Japanese expansion. And if Japan conquered Southeast Asia, it could shut 

down a considerable portion of the outside aid flowing into China, which 

would increase Japan's prospects of winning its war there. 1 40 And if Japan 

controlled China and Southeast Asia as well as Korea and Manchuria, it 

would dominate most of Asia. The United States was determined to pre

vent that outcome, and thus in the summer of 1 940 it began working 

hard to deter further Japanese expansion. 
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Japan was anxious t o  avoid a fight with the United States, s o  i t  moved 

cautiously in Southeast Asia. By the early summer of 1 94 1 .  only northern 

Indochina had come under Japan's control. although Tokyo had been able 

to get the United Kingdom to shut down the Burma Road between July 

and October 1 940 and the Dutch to provide Japan with additional oil. It 

seemed by mid-June 1 941  that "even if there were little hope of real 

agreement .. between Japan and the United States. "'there remained a 

chance that some kind of temporary and limited settlement might be 

reached." 141 At the time. it did not seem likely that they would be at war 

in six months. 

Germany's invasion of the Soviet Union on June 22, 1 94 1 ,  however, 

fundamentally altered relations between Japan and the United States and 

sent them hunling down the road to war. 142 Most American policymakers, 

as noted. believed that the Wehrmacht was likely to defeat the Red Army. 

thus making Germany the hegemon in Europe. A Nazi victory would also 

have left Japan as the hegemon in Asia, since the Soviet Union was the 

only great power with an army in Asia that could check Japan. 143 Thus, if 

the Soviets lost to the Germans. the United States would have found itself 

confronting hostile hegemons in Asia as well as Europe. Not surprisingly, 

the United States was bent on avoiding that nightmare scenario, which 

meant that the Soviet Union had to survive the German onslaught of 

1 94 1  as well as any future German offensives. 

Unfonunately for Japan, it was in a position in I 94 1 to affect the Soviet 

Union's chances for survival. In particular, American policymakers were 

deeply worried that Japan would attack the Soviet Union from the east 

and help the Wehrmacht finish off the Red Army. Not only were Germany 

and Japan formally allied in the Tripartite Pact. but the United States had 

abundant intelligence that Japan was considering an attack on the belea

guered Soviet Union, which Japan had fought against just two years earli

er. '44 To preclude that possibility. the United States put tremendous 

economic and diplomatic pressure on Japan in the latter half of I 94 1 .  The 

aim, however, was not simply to deter Japan from striking the Soviet 

Union, but also to coerce Japan into abandoning China, Indochina, and 

possibly Manchuria, and more generally. any ambition it might have to 
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dominate Asia. 1 .s In short, the United States employed massive coercive 

pressure against Japan to transform it into a second-rate power. 

The United States was well-positioned to coerce Japan. On the eve of 

World War n. Japan imported 80 percent of its fuel products, more than 

90 percent of its gasoline, more than 60 percent of its machine tools, and 

almost 75 percent of its scrap iron from the United States. 146 This depend

ency left Japan vulnerable to an American embargo that could wreck 

Japan's economy and threaten its survival. On July 26, 1 94 1 .  with the sit

uation going badly for the Red Army on the eastern front and Japan hav

ing just occupied southern Indochina, the United States and its allies froze 

Japan's assets, which led to a devastating full-scale embargo against 

Japan. ' 47 The United States emphasized to Japan that it could avoid eco

nomic strangulation only by abandoning China, Indochina, and maybe 

Manchuria. 

The embargo left Japan with two terrible choices: cave in to American 

pressure and accept a significant dimunition of its power, or go to war 

against the United States, even though an American victory was widely 

agreed to be the likely outcome. '48 Not surprisingly, Japan's leaders tried 

to cut a deal with the United States in the late summer and fall of 1 94 1 .  

They said that they would b e  willing t o  evacuate their troops from 

Indochina once a "just peace" was reached in China, and they maintained 

that they would be willing to pull all Japanese troops out of China within 

twenty-five years after peace broke out between China and Japan. 149 But 

U.S. policymakers stuck to their guns and refused to make any conces

sions to the increasingly desperate Japanese. 1 50 The United States had no 

intention of allowing Japan to threaten the Soviet Union either in 1 9 4 1  or 

later in the war. In effect, the Japanese would be defanged either peace

fully or by force, and the choice was theirs ." '  

Japan opted to attack the United States. knowing full well that it would 

probably lose, but believing that it might be able to hold the United States 

at bay in a long war and eventually force it to quit the conflict. For exam

ple. the Wehrmacht, which was outside the gates of Moscow by November 

1 9 4 1 .  might decisively defeat the Soviet Union, thus forcing the United 

States to focus most of its attention and resources on Europe. not Asia. 
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Furthermore, the U.S. military, a rather inefficient fighting machine in the 

fall of 1 94 1 .  might be further weakened by a surprise Japanese attack. 1 52 

Capabilities aside, it was not certain that the United States had the will to 

fight ii attacked. Alter all, the United States had done little to stop Japanese 

expansion in the 1 930s, and isolationism was still a powerful ideology in 

America. As late as August 1 94 1 .  an extension of the one-year term of serv

ice for those who were drafted in 1 940 passed the House of Representatives 

by only one vote .m 

But the Japanese were not fools. They knew that the United States was 

more likely than not to fight and likely to win the ensuing war. They were 

willing to take that incredibly risky gamble, however, because caving in to 

American demands seemed to be an even worse alternative. Sagan puts 

the point well: "The persistent theme of Japanese irrationality is highly 

misleading . . . .  fT]he Japanese decision for war appears to have been 

rational . If one examines the decisions made in Tokyo in 1 94 1  more close

ly, one finds not a thoughtless rush to national suicide, but rather a pro

longed, agonizing debate between two repugnant alternatives. " 1 54 

T H E  N U C L E A R  A R M S  R A C E  

M y final test o f  offensive realism i s  t o  examine whether its prediction 

that great powers seek nuclear superiority is correct. The opposing 

position. which is closely identified with the defensive realists, is that once 

nuclear-armed rivals find themselves operating in a MAD world-that is, a 

world in which each side has the capability to destroy the other side alter 

absorbing a first strike-they should willingly accept the status quo and not 

pursue nuclear advantage. States should therefore not build counterforce 

weapons or defensive systems that could neutralize the other side's retalia

tory capability and undermine MAD. An examination of the superpowers' 

nuclear policies during the Cold War thus provides an ideal case for assess

ing these competing realist perspectives. 

The historical record makes it clear that offensive realism better accounts 

for the nuclear policies of the United States and the Soviet Union during the 
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Cold War. Neither superpower accepted the defensive realists' advice about 

the virtues of MAD . Instead, both sides developed and deployed large, 

sophisticated counterforce arsenals, either to gain nuclear advantage or to 

prevent the other side from doing so. Moreover, both sides sought to devel

op defenses against the other side's nuclear weapons, as well as elaborate 

clever strategies for fighting and winning a nuclear war. 

U.S.  Nuclear Palicy 

The nuclear arms race between the superpowers did not become serious 

until about 1 9 50.  The United States enjoyed a nuclear monopoly in the 

early years of the Cold War, and the Soviet Union did not explode its first 

nuclear device until August 1 949. Thus, concepts such as counterforce 

were irrelevant in the late 1 940s, because the Soviets had no nuclear 

weapons for the United States to target. The main concern of American 

strategists during this period was how to stop the Red Army from overrun

ning Western Europe. They believed that the best way to deal with that 

threat was to launch a nuclear bombing campaign against the Soviet indus

trial base. 1 55  In essence, the strategy was "an extension" of the American 

strategic bombing campaign against Germany in World War II, although 

"greatly compressed in time, magnified in effea, and reduced in cost. "' 1 56 

After the Soviets developed the atomic bomb, the United States sought 

to develop a splendid first-strike capability-that is, a strike that would pre

emptively destroy all of the Soviets' nuclear capabilities in one fell swoop. 

American nuclear policy during the 1950s was called "massive retaliation," 

although that label was probably a misnomer, since the word "retaliation" 

implies that the United States planned to wait to strike the Soviet Union 

until after absorbing a Soviet nuclear strike . 1 57 In fad, there is considerable 

evidence that the United States intended to launch its nuclear weapons 

first in a crisis in order to eliminate the small Soviet nuclear force before it 

could get off the ground. General Curtis LeMay, the head of the Strategic 

Air Command (SAC) ,  made this point clear in the mid- 1 950s, when he 

declared that the vulnerability of SAC's bombers-a cause for worry at the 

time-did not concern him much, because his script for a nuclear war 
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called for the United States t o  strike first and disarm the Soviet Union . ..  If I 
see that the Russians are amassing their planes for an attack," he said, .. I'm 

going to kick the shit out of them before they take off the ground." 1 s1 It 

would thus be more accurate to define U.S. nuclear policy in the 1 950s as 

"'massive preemption" rather than massive retaliation. Regardless, the key 

point is that during the 1 950s, the United States was committed to gaining 

nuclear superiority over the Soviet Union. 

Nevertheless, the United States did not achieve a first-strike capability 

against the Soviet nuclear arsenal during either the 1 950s or the early 

1 960s. Granted. had the United States struck first in a nuclear exchange 

during that period, it would have inflicted much greater damage on the 

Soviet Union than vice versa. And American planners cenainly did put 

forth plausible best-case scenarios in which a U.S. first strike eliminated 

almost all of the Soviet Union's nuclear retaliatory force. thus raising 

doubts about whether Moscow truly had an assured-destruction capabili

ty. 1 59 The United States, in other words, was close to having a first-strike 

capability. Still. most American policymakers at the time believed that the 

United States was likely to suffer unacceptable damage in a nuclear war 

with the Soviet Union, even if that damage fell shon of total destruction 

of the United States. 1 60 

By the early 1 960s, however, it was readily apparent that the growing 

size and diversity of the Soviet nuclear arsenal meant that it would soon be 

impossible. given existing technology, for the United States seriously to 

contemplate disarming the Soviet Union with a nuclear first strike. 1 6 1 

Moscow was on the verge of developing an invulnerable and robust sec

ond-strike capability, which would put the superpowers squarely in a MAD 

world. How did American policymakers view this development. and how 

did they respond to it? They were not only deeply unhappy about it, but 

for the remainder of the Cold War, they devoted considerable resources to 

escaping MAD and gaining a nuclear advantage over the Soviet Union. 

Consider the sheer number of Soviet targets that the United States was 

planning to strike in a nuclear war, a number that went far beyond the 

requirements of MAD. It was generally agreed that to have an assured

destruction capability, the United States, alter absorbing a Soviet first 
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strike, had to be able to destroy about 30 percent of the Soviet Union's 

population and about 70 percent of its industry. 162 That level of destruc

tion could have been achieved by destroying the 200 largest cities in the 

Soviet Union. This task required about 400 one-megaton weapons. or an 

equivalent mix of weapons and megatonnage (hereinafter referred to as 

400 EMT) .  However, the actual number of Soviet targets that the United 

States planned to destroy far exceeded the 200 cities required for assured 

destruction. For example, SIOP- 5, the actual military plan for employing 

nuclear weapons that took effect on January 1, 1 976, listed 25,000 poten

tial targets. 1 63 SIOP-6, which the Reagan administration approved on 

October I. 1 983,  contained a staggering 50,000 potential targets. 

Although the United States never acquired the capability to hit all of 

those potential targets at once, it deployed a huge arsenal of nuclear 

weapons, which grew steadily in size from the early 1 960s until the Cold 

War ended in 1 990. Moreover. most of those weapons had significant 

counterforce capability, because American strategic planners were not con

tent merely to incinerate 200 Soviet cities, but were determined to destroy 

a large ponion of the Soviet Union's retaliatory capability as well. For 

example, 3,  1 2 7  nuclear bombs and warheads were in the U.S .  inventory in 

December 1 960, when SIOP-62 (the first SIOP) was approved. '" Twenty

three years later, when SlOP-6 was put into effect, the strategic nuclear 

arsenal had grown to include I 0,802 weapons. Although the United States 

needed a reasonably large retaliatory force for assured-destruction purpos· 

es-because it had to assume that some of its nuclear weapons might be 

lost to a Soviet first strike-there is no question that the size of the 

American nuclear arsenal during the last twenty-live years of the Cold War 

went far beyond the 400 EMT required to destroy 200 Soviet cities. 

The United States also pushed hard to develop technologies that would 

give it an advantage at the nuclear level. For example, it went to consider

able lengths to improve the lethality of its counterforce weapons. The 

United States was especially concerned with improving missile accuracy, a 

concern that its weapons designers allayed with great success. America 

also pioneered the development of MIRVs (multiple independently target

ed re-entry vehicles) ,  which allowed it to increase significantly the num-
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her o f  strategic warheads i n  its inventory. By the end o f  the Cold War, the 

"hard-target kill capability• of U.S. ballistic missile>--that is, U.S. counter

force capability-had reached the point at which the survivability of the 

Soviets' land-based missile silos was in question. Washington also invested 

heavily in protecting its command-and-control systems from attack, thus 

augmenting its capability to wage a controlled nuclear war. In addition, 

the United States pushed hard, if unsuccessfully, to develop effective bal

listic missile defenses. American policymakers sometimes said that the 

ultimate purpose of missile defense was to move away from a nuclear 

world that prized offense to a safer, defense-dominant world, but the 

truth is that they wanted defenses in order to facilitate winning a nuclear 

war at a reasonable cost. 1 65 

Finally, the United States came up with an alternative to the strategy of 

massive retaliation that, it hoped, would allow it to wage and win a 

nuclear war against the Soviet Union. This alternative strategy was first 

formulated by the Kennedy administration in 1961  and came to be known 

as .. limited nuclear options .H 166 The new policy assumed that neither super· 

power could eliminate the other side's assured-destruction capability, but 

that they could still engage in limited nuclear exchanges with their coun

terforce weapons. The United States would aim to avoid striking Soviet 

cities so as to limit civilian deaths and would concentrate instead on 

achieving victory by dominating the Soviet Union in the limited counter

force exchanges that were at the bean of the strategy. It was hoped that 

the Soviets would fight according to the same rules. This new policy was 

codified in SIOP-63, which took effect on August I. 1 962 .  There were four 

imponant successor SIOPs over the remainder of the Cold War. and each 

new SIOP essentially provided smaller. more precise, and more select 

counterforce options than its predecessor, as well as command-and-control 

improvements that would facilitate fighting a limited nuclear war. 167 The 

ultimate aim of these refinements. of course, was to ensure that the United 

States had an advantage over the Soviet Union in a nuclear war. 168 

In sum. the evidence is overwhelming that the United States did not 

abandon its effons to gain nuclear superiority during the last twenty-five 

years of the Cold War. 1 69 Nevenheless. it did not gain a meaningful advan-
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tage over the Soviets. In fact, it did not come as close to achieving that 

goal as it had during the 1 950s and early 1 960s. 

Soviet Nuclear Policy 

Although we know less about the Soviet side of the story than we do 

about the American side, it is not difficult to determine whether the 

Soviets sought nuclear advantage over the United States or were content 

to live in a MAD world. We not only have details on the size and composi

tion of the Soviet nuclear arsenal during the course of the Cold War, but 

also have access to a large body of Soviet literature that lays out Moscow's 

thinking on nuclear strategy. 

The Soviet Union, like the United States, built a massive nuclear arse

nal with abundant counterforce capability. 1 7° The Soviets, however, were 

late bloomers. They did not explode their first nuclear weapon until 

August 1 949, and their arsenal grew slowly in the 1 9 50s. During that 

decade, the Soviet Union lagged behind the United States in developing 

and deploying nuclear weapons, as well as the systems to deliver them. By 

1 960 the S oviet inventory contained only 354 strategic nuclear weapons, 

compared to 3 ,  1 2 7  for the United States . 1 7 1  But the Soviet force grew rap

idly during the 1 960s.  By 1 970 it numbered 2,2 1 6; ten years later it num

bered 7,480. S oviet president Mikhail Gorbachev's "new thinking" 

notwithstanding, the Soviet Union added almost 4,000 bombs and war

heads to its nuclear inventory during the 1 980s, ending up with l i , 320 

strategic nuclear weapons in 1 989, the year  the Berlin Wall came down. 

Furthermore, most Soviet strategists apparently believed that their 

country had to be prepared to fight and win a nuclear war. 1 72 This is not to 

say that Soviet leaders were eager to fight such a war or that they were 

confident that they could gain a meaningful victory. Soviet strategists 

understood that nuclear war would involve untold destruction. m But 

they were determined to l imit damage to the Soviet Union and prevail in 

any n u clear exchange between the superpowers. There is little evidence 

to suggest that Soviet leaders bought the defensive realists' arguments 

about the virtues of MAD and the dangers of counterforce. 
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American and Soviet strategists did differ. however, o n  the question of 

how best to win a nuclear war. It is apparent that Soviet planners never 

accepted U.S.  thinking about limited nuclear options. 1 74 Instead, they 

seemed to favor a targeting policy much like the U.S. policy of massive 

retaliation from the 1 950s. Specifically, they maintained that the best way 

to wage a nuclear war and limit damage to the Soviet Union was to 

launch a rapid and massive counterforce strike against the entire war

making capacity of the United States and its allies. The Soviets did not 

emphasize targeting American civilians. as assured destruction demands, 

although a full-scale nuclear strike against the United States certainly 

would have killed many millions of Americans. 

Thus it seems that both superpowers went to considerable lengths dur

ing the Cold War to build huge counterforce nuclear arsenals so that they 

could gain nuclear advantage over the other. Neither side was content 

merely to build and maintain an assured-destruction capability. 

Misunderstanding the Nuclear Revalutian 

One may recognize that the superpowers relentlessly sought nuclear 

superiority but still argue that this behavior was misguided, if not irra

tional. and that it cannot be explained by balance-of-power logic. Neither 

side could possibly have gained meaningful nuclear advantage over the 

other. and, what is more, MAD makes for a highly stable world. Thus. the 

pursuit of nuclear superiority must have been the result of bureaucratic 

politics or dysfunctional domestic politics in both the United States and 

the Soviet Union. This perspective is held by most defensive realists. who 

recognize that neither superpower accepted its own claims about the mer

its of MAD and the evils of counterforce. 17s 

It is not easy to apply this line of argument to the 1 9 50s and the early 

1 960s. because the small size of the Soviet arsenal during that period gave 

the United States a real chance of gaining nuclear superiority. Indeed. 

some expens believe that the United States did have a "splendid first

strike" capability against the Soviet Union . '"  I disagree with this assess

ment. but there is little question that during the early Cold War the 
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United States would have suffered much less damage than its rival in a 

nuclear exchange. The defensive realists' best case thus covers roughly the 

last twenty-five years of the Cold War, when both the United States and 

the Soviet Union had an unambiguous assured-destruction capability. Yet 

even during this period of strategic parity, each superpower still sought to 

gain a nuclear advantage over the other. 

To begin with, the broad contours of strategic nuclear policy are consis

tent with the predictions of offensive realism. Specifically, the United 

States worked hardest at gaining nuclear superiority in the 1 9 50s, when a 

first-strike capability was arguably within its grasp. Once the Soviet Union 

approached a secure retaliatory capability, however, the U.S .  effort to gain 

superiority slackened, although it did not disappear. Although American 

policymakers never embraced the logic of assured destruction, the per

centage of U . S .  defense spending devoted to strategic nuclear forces 

declined steadily after 1 960. 1 77 Moreover, both sides agreed not to deploy 

significant ballistic missile defenses and eventually placed qualitative and 

quantitative limits on their offensive forces as well. The nuclear arms race 

continued in a number of different ways, some of which were described 

above, but neither side made an all-out effort to acquire superiority once 

MAD was in place. 

Moreover, the continuation of the arms race was not misguided, even 

though nuclear superiority remained an elusive goal. In fact, it made good 

strategic sense for the United States and the Soviet Union to compete vig

orously in the nuclear realm, because military technology tends to develop 

rapidly and in u nforeseen ways. For example, few people in 1 9 1 4  under

stood that the submarine would become a deadly and effective weapon 

during World War I .  Few in 1 96 5  foresaw how the brewing revolution in 

information technology would profoundly affect conventional weapons 

such as fighter aircraft and tanks. The key point is that nobody could say 

for sure in 1 9 6 5  whether some revolutionary new technology might not 

transform the nuclear balance and give one side a clear advantage. 

Furthermore, military competitions are usually characterized by what 

Robert Pape has called an "asymmetric diffusion of military technolgy.• m  

States do n o t  acquire n e w  technologies simultaneously, which means that 
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the innovator often gains significant, albeit temporary, advantages over 

the laggard. Throughout the Cold War, for example, the United States 

maintained a significant advantage in developing technologies to detect 

the other side's submarines and to hide its own. 

Great powers always prefer to be the first to develop new technologies; 

they have to make sure that their opponents do not beat them to the 

punch and gain the advantage for themselves. Thus, it made sense for 

each superpower to make a serious effort to develop counterforce tech

nology and ballistic missile defenses. At a maximum, a successful break

through might have brought clear superiority; at a minimum, these efforts 

prevented the other side from gaining a unilateral advantage. In short, 

given the strategic benefits that come with nuclear superiority, and the 

fact that it was hard to know throughout the Cold War whether it was 

achievable, it was neither illogical nor surprising that both superpowers 

pursued it. 

C O N C L U S I O N  

T he nuclear arms race between the superpowers and the foreign policy 

behavior of Japan ( 1 868- 1 945) .  Germany ( 1 862- 1 945 ) ,  the Soviet 

Union ( 1 9 1 7-9 1 ) . and Italy ( 1 86 1 - 1 943)  show that great powers look for 

opponunities to shift the balance of power in their favor and usually seize 

opponunities when they appear. Moreover. these cases suppon my claims 

that states do not lose their appetite for power as they gain more of it, and 

that especially powerful states are strongly inclined to seek regional hege

mony. Japan, Germany, and the Soviet Union, for example, all set more 

ambitious foreign policy goals and behaved more aggressively as their 

power increased. In fact, both Japan and Germany fought wars in an 

attempt to dominate their areas of the world. Although the Soviet Union 

did not follow suit, that was because it was deterred by American military 

might. not because it was a satiated great power. 

The tailback argument. which allows that the major states have relent· 

lessly pursued power in the past but characterizes this pursuit as self· 
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defeating behavior caused by destructive domestic politics, is not persua

sive. Aggression is not always counterproductive. States that initiate wars 

often win and frequently improve their strategic position in the process. 

Furthermore, the fact that so many different kinds of great powers have 

sought to gain advantage over their rivals over such broad spans of history 

renders implausible the claim that this was all foolish or irrational behav

ior brought about by domestic pathologies. A close look at the cases that 

might seem to be prime examples of aberrant strategic behavior-the final 

twenty-five years of the nuclear arms race, imperial Japan, Wilhelmine 

Germany, and Nazi Germany-suggests otherwise. Although domestic 

politics played some role in all of these cases, each state had good reason 

to try to gain advantage over its rivals and good reason to think that it 

would succeed. 

For the most part, the cases discussed in this chapter involve great pow

ers taking active measures to gain advantage over their opponents-exact

ly what offensive realism predicts. Let us now turn to the American and 

B ritish cases, which seem at first glance to provide evidence of great pow

ers ignoring opportunities to gain power. As we shall see, however, each 

of these cases in  fact provides !unher suppon for the theory. 
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S E V E N  

The Off shore Balancers 

I 
have reserved discussion of the American and British cases for a sepa

rate chapter because they might appear to provide the strongest evi

dence against my claim that great powers are dedicated to maximizing 

their share of world power. Many Americans certainly view their country 

as a truly exceptional great power that has been motivated largely by noble 

intentions, not balance-of-power logic. Even important realist thinkers 

such as Norman Graebner, George Kennan, and Walter Lippmann believe 

that the United States has frequently ignored the imperatives of power pol

itics and instead acted in accordance with idealist values. 1 This same per

spective is evident in the United Kingdom, which is why E. H .  Carr wrote 

The 1\.venty Years ' Crisis in the late 1930s. He was warning his fellow citizens 

about their excessive idealism in foreign policy matters and reminding 

them that competition for power among states is the essence of interna

tional politics.2 

There are three particular instances where it might seem that the 

United Kingdom and the United States passed up opportunities to gain 

power. First, it is usually said that the United States achieved great-power 

status in about 1898, when it won the Spanish-American War, which 

gave it control over the fate of Cuba, Guam, the Philippines, and Puerto 

Rico, and also when it began building a sizable military machine. 3  By 

234 
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1 850, however, the United States already stretched from the Atlantic to 

the Pacific and, as was shown in Table 6.2, clearly possessed the economic 

wherewithal to become a great power and compete around the globe with 

Europe's major powers. Yet it did not build powerful military forces 

between 1 85 0  and 1 898, and it made little effort to conquer territory in 

the Western Hemisphere, much less outside of it. Fareed Zakaria describes 

this period as a case of "imperial understretch. "4 The seeming failure of 

the United States to become a great power and pursue a policy of con

quest in  the second half of the nineteenth century might seem to contra

dict offensive realism. 

Second, the United States was no ordinary great power by 1 900. It had 

the most powerful economy in the world and it had clearly gained hege

mony in the Western Hemisphere (see Table 6 . 2 ) .  Although neither of 

those conditions changed over the course of the twentieth century, the 

United States did not attempt to conquer territory in Europe or Northeast 

Asia or dominate those wealth-producing regions of the world. lf any

thing, the United States has been anxious to avoid sending troops to 

Europe and Northeast Asia, and when it has been forced to do so, it has 

usually been anxious to bring them back home as soon as possible. This 

reluctance to expand into Europe and Asia might appear to contradict my 

claim that states try to maximize their relative power. 

Third, the United Kingdom had substantially more potential power 

than any other E uropean state during most of the nineteenth century. ln 

fact, between 1 840 and 1 860, Britain controlled nearly 70 percent of 

European industrial might, almost five times more than France, its closest 

competitor (see Table 3 . 3 ) .  Nevertheless, the United Kingdom did not 

translate its abundant wealth into actual military might and attempt to 

dominate E u rope.  In  a world where great powers are supposed to have an 

insatiable appetite for power and ultimately aim for regional hegemony, 

one might expect the United Kingdom to have acted like Napoleonic 

France, Wilhelmine Germany, Nazi Germany, and the Soviet Union and 

pushed hard to  become Europe's hegemon. But  it did not. 

The notion that the United Kingdom and the United States have not 

been power maximizers over much of the past two centuries is intuitively 
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appealing a t  first glance. The fact is, however, both states have consistent

ly acted as offensive realism would predict. 

American foreign policy throughout the nineteenth century had one 

overarching goal: achieving hegemony in the Western Hemisphere. That 

task, which was motivated in good pan by realist logic, involved building 

a powerful United States that could dominate the other independent 

states of Nonh and South America and also prevent the European great 

powers from projecting their military might across the Atlantic Ocean. 

The American drive for hegemony was successful. Indeed, as emphasized 

earlier, the United States is the only state in modem times to have gained 

regional hegemony. This impressive achievement, not some purponed 

noble behavior toward the outside world, is the real basis of American 

exceptionalism in the foreign policy realm. 

There was no good strategic reason for the United States to acquire 

more territory in the Western Hemisphere after 1 850, as it had already 

acquired a huge land mass over which its rule needed to be consolidated. 

Once that happened. the United States would be overwhelmingly power

ful in the Americas. The United States paid little attention to the balance 

of power in Europe and Nonheast Asia during the second half of the nine

teenth century, not only because it was forused on gaining regional hege

mony, but also because there were no potential peer competitors to worry 

about in either region. Finally. the United States did not build large and 

formidable military forces between 1 8 5 0  and 1 898 because there was no 

significant opposition to the growth of American power in those years.5 

The United Kingdom kept few troops in Nonh America. and the Native 

Americans possessed little military might. In essence. the United States 

was able to gain regional hegemony on the cheap. 

The United States did not attempt to conquer territory in either Europe 

or Nonheast Asia during the twentieth century because of the difficulty of 

projecting military forces across the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans against the 

great powers located in those regions.• Every great power would like to 

dominate the world. but none has ever had or is likely to have the military 

capability to become a global hegemon. Thus. the ultimate goal of great 

powers is to achieve regional hegemony and block the rise of peer com-
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petitors in distant areas of the globe. In essence. states that gain regional 

hegemony act as offshore balancers in other regions. Nevertheless, those 

distant hegemons usually prefer to let the local great powers check an aspir

ing hegemon. while they watch from the sidelines. But sometimes this 

buck-passing strategy is not feasible, and the distant hegemon has to step 

in and balance against the rising power. 

American military forces were sent to Europe and Northeast Asia at dif

ferent times during the twentieth century, and the pattern of commit

ments follows the logic described above. In particular. whenever a 

potential peer competitor emerged in either of those regions, the United 

States sought to check it and preserve America's unique position as the 

world's only regional hegemon. As emphasized, hegemons are essentially 

status quo powers; the United States is no exception in this regard. 

Moreover, American policymakers tried to pass the buck to other great 

powers to get them to balance against the potential hegemon. But when 

that approach failed, the United States used its own military forces to 

eliminate the threat and restore a rough balance of power in the area so 

that it could bring its troops home. In short, the United States acted as an 

offshore balancer during the twentieth century to ensure that it remained 

the sole regional hegemon. 

The United Kingdom, too, has never tried to dominate Europe, which 

is surprising, given that it used its military to forge a vast empire outside of 

Europe. Furthermore, the United Kingdom, unlike the United States. is a 

European power. Therefore, one might expect the mid-nineteenth-centu

ry United Kingdom to have translated its fabulous wealth into military 

might to make a run at gaining regional hegemony. The reason it did not 

do so. however, is basically the same as for the United States: the stopping 

power of  water. Like the United States, the United Kingdom is an insular 

power that is physically separated from the European continent by a large 

body of water (the English Channel) ,  which makes it virtually impossible 

for the United Kingdom to conquer and control all of Europe. 

Still. the United Kingdom has consistently acted as an offshore balancer 

in Europe, as  offensive realism would predict. Specifically, it has commit

ted military forces to the continent when a rival great power threatened 
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t o  dominate Europe and buck-passing was not a viable option. Otherwise, 

when there has been a rough balance of power in Europe, the British 

army has tended to stay off the continent. In sum, neither the United 

Kingdom nor the United States has attempted to conquer territory in 

Europe in modem times, and both have acted as the balancer of last reson 

in that region. 7 

This chapter will look more closely at the fit between offensive realism 

and the past behavior of the United Kingdom and the United States, 

focusing first on the American bid for regional hegemony in the nine

teenth century. The subsequent two sections deal with the commitment of 

U.S. military forces to Europe and Northeast Asia in the twentieth centu

ry, while the section thereafter considers the United Kingdom's role as an 

offshore balancer in Europe. Some broader implications of the previous 

analysis are considered in the final section. 

T H E  R I S E  OF A M E R I C A N  P O W E R  ( 1 8 0 0 - 1 9 0 0 )  

I t i s  widely believed that the United States was preoccupied with domes

tic politics for most of the nineteenth century and that it had little inter

est in international politics. But this perspective makes sense only if 

American foreign policy is defined as involvement in areas outside of the 

Western Hemisphere, especially Europe. For sure, the United States avoid

ed entangling alliances in Europe during this period. Nevertheless, it was 

deeply concerned with security issues and foreign policy in the Western 

Hemisphere between 1 800 and 1 900. Indeed. the United States was bent 

on establishing regional hegemony, and it was an expansionist power of 

the first order in the Americas. 8 Henry Cabot Lodge put the point well 

when he noted that the United States had .. a record of conquest, coloniza

tion, and territorial expansion unequalled by any people in the nineteenth 

cemury. "9 Or the twentieth century, for that matter. When one considers 

America's aggressive behavior in the Western Hemisphere, and especially 

the results, the United States seems well-suited to be the poster child for 

offensive realism. 
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To illustrate the expansion of U.S. military might, consider the U .S .  

strategic positions at the  beginning and at the  end of  the  ninet�enth cen

tury. The United States was in a rather precarious strategic situation in 1 800 

(see Map 7 . 1 ) .  On the plus side, it was the only independent state in the 

Western Hemisphere, and it possessed all the territory between the Atlantic 

Ocean and the Mississippi River, save for Florida, which was under Spanish 

control. On the negative side. however, most of the territory between the 

Appalachian Mountains and the Mississippi River was sparsely populated 

by white Americans, and much of it was controlled by hostile Native tribes. 

Furthermore, Great B ritain and Spain had huge empires in North America. 

Between them, they controlled almost all of the territory west of the 

Mississippi and most of the territory north and south of the United States. 

In fact. the population of the Spanish territory that eventually became 

Mexico was slightly larger than America's population in 1 800 (see Table 7 . 1 ) .  

By  1 900, however. the United States was the hegemon o f  the Western 

Hemisphere. Not only did it control a huge swath of territory running from 

the Atlantic to the Pacific, but the European empires had collapsed and gone 

away. In their place were independent states such as Argentina, Brazil, 

Canada, and Mexico. But none of them had the population size or wealth to 

challenge the United States, which was the richest state on the planet by the 

late 1 890s (see Table 6 .2 ) .  Hardly anyone disagreed with Richard Olney, the 

American secretary of state, when he bluntly told the United Kingdom's Lord 

Salisbury in his famous July 20. 1 895,  note, "Today the United States is prac

tically sovereign on this continent. and its fiat is law upon the subjects to 

which it confines its interposition . . . .  Its infinite resources combined with its 

isolated position render it master of the situation and practically invulnera

ble as against any or all other powers. "" 

The United States established regional hegemony in the nineteenth cen

tury by relentlessly pursuing two closely linked policies: 1 )  expanding 

across Nonh America and building the most powerful state in the Western 

Hemisphere, a policy commonly known as "Manifest Destiny·; and 2) min

imizing the influence of the United Kingdom and the other European great 

powers i n  the Americas, a policy commonly known as the ·Monroe 

Doctrine .·  
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Population i n  the Western Hemisphere, 1 800-1900 

Population in thousands 

1 100 1 830 1 150 1 880 1 900 

United States 5, 308 1 2,866 2 3, 1 92 50, 1 56 75,995 

Canada 362 1 .085 2.436 4.325 5 , 3 7 1  

Mexico 5,765 6.382 7,8 5 3  9,2 1 0  1 3,607 

Brazil 2.4 1 9  3,96 1 7,678 9,930 1 7,438 

Argentina 406 634 935 1 , 7 3 7  3 , 9 5 5  

Total 1 4,260 24,928 42,094 7 5 . 3 5 8  1 1 6.366 

Percenta9e of above total 

1 100 1 130 1 850 1 880 1 900 

United States 3 7 %  5 2 %  5 5 %  67% 65% 

Canada 3% 4% 6% 6% 5 %  

Mexico 40% 26% 1 9 %  1 2 %  1 2 %  

Brazil 1 7 %  1 6 %  1 8 %  1 3 % 1 5 % 

Argentina 3 %  3 %  2% 2 %  3 %  

NOTE: Because censuses were usually caken ac different times in these countries, only the 

figures for the United States are for the exact dates listed in the table. Also. only the United 

States was a sovereign state for the entire nineteenth century. The census years and year of 

independence for the others are as follows: Canada (independent in 1867).  1 80 1 .  1 8 3 1 .  

1 8 5 1 ,  1 8 8 1 .  a n d  1 9 0 1 ;  Mexico (independent in 1 82 1 ) , 1 803. 1 8 3 1 .  1 8 54, 1 873.  a n d  1 900; 

Brazil (independent in 1 82 2 ) ,  1 808, 1 823.  1 8 54. 1 872, and 1900; Argentina (independent 

in 1 8 1 6) ,  1 809, 1 829, 1 849, 1 869, and 1 895.  

SOURCES: All figures are from B.  R.  Mitchell, International Historical Statistics: The Americas. 

1 750-1 988. 2d ed. (New York: Stockton, 1 993) ,  pp. I. 3-5. 7-8. 
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Man ifest Destiny 

The United States started out in 1 776 as a weak confederation cobbled 

together from the thirteen colonies strung along the Atlantic seaboard. 

The prindpal goal of America's leaders over the next 1 2 5  years was to 

achieve the country's so-called Manifest Destiny. I I As noted. the United 

States had extended its control to the Mississippi River by 1 800, although 

it did not yet control Florida. Over the next fifty years, the United States 

expanded westward across the continent to the Padfic Ocean.  During the 

second half of the nineteenth century, the United States focused on con

solidating its territorial gains and creating a rich and cohesive state. 

The expansion of the United States between 1 800 and 1 8 5 0  involved 

five major steps (see Map 7 .2 ) .  The huge Louisiana Territory on the west

ern side of the Mississippi River was purchased from France in 1 803  for 

$ 1 5  million. Napoleonic France had recently acquired that land from 

Spain. although it had been under French control from 1 682 until 1 762.  

Napoleon needed the proceeds from the sale to finance his wars in 

Europe. Furthermore, France was in no position to compete with the 

United Kingdom in North America, because the B ritish had a superior 

navy that made it difficult for France to project its military might across 

the Atlantic Ocean. With the acquisition of the vast Louisiana Territory. 

the United States more than doubled its size. The United States made its 

next move in 1 8 1 9  when it took Florida from Spain. 1 2 American leaders 

had been devising schemes since the early 1 800s to acquire Florida, 

including a number of invasions by U.S .  troops. Spain finally conceded the 

entire territory after American forces captured Pensacola in 1 8 1 8 .  

The last three important acquisitions all occurred i n  the brief period 

between 1 845 and 1 848. 1 1  Texas won its independence from Mexico in 

1 8 3 6  and shortly thereafter petitioned to join the United States. The peti· 

tion was rejected, however, mainly because of congressional opposition to 

admitting Texas as a state in which slavery was legal . 1 4  But that logjam 

was eventually broken, and Texas was annexed on December 29, 1 845 .  

S ix  months later. in June 1 846, the  United States settled a territorial dis· 

pule with the United Kingdom over the Oregon Territories, acquiring a 
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large chunk o f  territory i n  the Pacific nonhwest. I n  early May 1 846, a few 

weeks before the Oregon agreement the United States declared war on 

Mexico and went on lO conquer California and most of what is today the 

American southwest. In the space of two years, the United States had 

grown by 1 .2 million square miles, or about 64 percent. The territorial size 

of the Uniled States, according to the head of the Census B ureau, was 

now .. nearly ten times as large as that of France and Britain combined; 

three times as large as the whole of France, Britain, Austria, Prussia, 

Spain, Portugal. Belgium. Holland. and Denmark together . . .  [and] of 

equal extenl wilh the Roman Empire or that of Alexander. " 1 5  

Expansion across the continent was preuy much complete by t h e  late 

1 840s. although the United States did acquire a small portion of territory 

from Mexico in 1 8 5 3  (the Gadsden Purchase) to smooth out the border 

between the two countries, and the United States purchased Alaska from 

Russia in 1 867. However, the United States did not acquire all the territo

ry it wanted. In particular, it aimed to conquer Canada when it went to 

war with the United Kingdom in 1 8 1 2, and many of its leaders continued 

to covet Canada throughout the nineteenth century. 16 There was also 

pressure to expand southward into the Caribbean, where Cuba was con

sidered the prize target . 1 7  Nevenheless, expansion to the nonh and south 

never materialized, and the United States instead expanded westward 

toward the Pacific Ocean. building a huge territorial state in the process. 18 

The United States had little need for more territory after I 848-at least 

for security reasons. So its leaders concentrated instead on forging a pow

erful state inside its existing borders. This consolidation process, which 

was sometimes brutal and bloody. involved four major steps: fighting the 

Civil War to eliminate slavery and the threat of dissolution of the union; 

displacing the Natives who controlled much of the land that the United 

States had recently acquired; bringing large numbers of immigrants to the 

United States to help populate its vast expanses of territory; and building 

the world's largest economy. 

During the first six decades of the nineteenth century, there was con

stant friaion between North and South over the slavery issue, especially 

as it applied to the newly acquired territories west of  the Mississippi. 
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Indeed, the issue was so poisonous that it threatened to tear apan the 

United States, a result that would have had profound consequences for 

the balance of power in the Western Hemisphere. Matters finally came to 

a head in 1 8 6 1 ,  when the Civil War broke out. The North, which was 

fighting to hold the United States together, fared badly at first but eventu

ally recovered and won a decisive victory. Slavery was quickly ended in all 

parts of the United States, and despite the ill will generated by the war. 

the country emerged a coherent whole that has since remained firmly 

intact. Had the Confederacy triumphed, the United States would not have 

become a regional hegemon, since there would have been at least two 

great powers in Nonh America. This situation would have created oppor

tunities for the European great powers to increase their political presence 

and influence in the Western Hemisphere. 19 

As late as 1 800. Native American tribes controlled huge chunks of terri

tory in Nonh America that the United States would have to conquer if it 

hoped to fulfill Manifest Destiny." The Natives hardly stood a chance of 

stopping the United States from taking their land. The Natives had a num

ber of disadvantages, but most imponant, they were greatly outnumbered 

by white Americans and their situation only grew worse with time. In 

1 800, for example, about 1 78.000 Natives lived within the borders of the 

United States, which then extended to the Mississippi River.2 1  At the same 

time, the population of the United States was roughly 5 . 3  million (see 

Table 7 . 1 ) .  Not surprisingly, the U.S army had little trouble crushing the 

Natives east of the Mississippi, taking their land, and pushing many of 

them west of the Mississippi in the first few decades of the nineteenth 

century.22 

By 1 8 50, when the present borders of the continental United States 

were largely in place, there were about 665,000 Native Americans living 

inside them. of whom roughly 486,000 lived west of the Mississippi. The 

population of the United States, however. had grown to nearly 23 .2  mil

lion by 1 8 50 .  Not surprisingly, then, small and somewhat inept U.S.  army 

units were able to rout the Natives west of the Mississippi and take their 

land in the second half of the nineteenth century. 21 Victoiy over the 

Natives was complete by 1 900. They were living on a handful of reserva-
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tions and their total population had shrunk t o  about 456,000, of whom 

299,000 lived west of the Mississippi. By that time the population of the 

United States had reached 76 million. 

The population of the United States more than tripled during the sec

ond half of the nineteenth century, in good pan because massive numbers 

of European immigrants crossed the Atlantic. Indeed, between 1 8 5 1  and 

1 900, approximately 1 6.7  million immigrants came to the United States.24 

By 1 900, 34.2 percent of all 76 million Americans were either born out

side the United States or had at least one parent born in a foreign land.25 

Many of those immigrants came looking for jobs, which they found in the 

expanding U.S. economy. At the same time, however, they contributed to 

the strength of that economy, which grew by leaps and bounds in the lat

ter pan of the nineteenth century. Consider, for example, that the United 

Kingdom was the world's wealthiest country in 1 850, with roughly four 

times the industrial might of the United States. Only fifty years later, how

ever, the United States was the wealthiest country on the globe and had 

more than l . 6  times the industrial might of the United Kingdom (see 

Table 6 .2 ) .  

The United Kingdom and the United States ended their long rivalry in  

North America during the early years of the twentieth century. In effect. 

the United Kingdom retreated across the Atlantic Ocean and left the 

United States to run the Western Hemisphere. A commonplace explana

tion for this rapprochement is that the United Kingdom had to consolidate 

its military forces in Europe to check a rising Germany, so it cut a deal 

with the United States, which was accommodating because it had a vested 

interest in getting the British out of Nonh America, as well as  having 

them maintain the balance of power in Europe.26 There is much truth in 

this line of argument, but there is an even more imponant reason why 

the British-American rivalry ended in 1 900: the United Kingdom no 

longer had the power to challenge the United States in the Western 

Hemisphere.27 

The two principal indicators of potential military might are population 

size and industrial might, and the United States was far ahead of the 

United Kingdom on both indicators by 1 900 (see Table 7 .2 ) .  Furthermore, 
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the United Kingdom had to project power across the Atlantic Ocean into 

the Western Hemisphere. whereas the United States was physically locat

ed there. The U.S .-U.K. security competition was over. Even if there had 

been no German threat in the early twentieth century. the United 

Kingdom would almost surely have abandoned the Western Hemisphere 

to its offspring, which had definitely come of age by then. 

The Monroe Doctrine 

American policymakers in the nineteenth century were not just concerned 

with turning the United States into a powerful territorial state. they were 

also deeply committed to getting the European powers out of the Western 

Hemisphere and keeping them out.28 Only by doing that could the United 

States make itself the region's hegemon. highly secure from great-power 

threats. As the United States moved across Nonh America, it gobbled up 

territory that previously had belonged to the United Kingdom, France, and 

Spain. thus weakening their influence in the Western Hemisphere. But it 

also used the Monroe Doctrine for that same purpose. 

The Monroe Doctrine was laid out for the first time in President James 

Monroe's annual message to Congress on December 2, 1823 .  He made 

three main points about American foreign policy." First, Monroe stipulat

ed that the United States would not get involved in Europe's wars, in 

keeping with George Washington's advice in his famous "farewell 

address" ( this policy cenainly has not been followed in the twentieth cen

tury) . '° Second, he put the European powers on notice that they could 

not acquire new territory in the Western Hemisphere to increase the size 

of their already considerable empires. "The American Continents, · the 

president said, •are hencefonh not to be considered as subjects for future 

colonization by any European Power.• But the policy did not call for dis

membering the European empires already established in the Western 

Hemisphere . "  Third. the United States wanted to make sure that the 

European powers did not form alliances with the independent states of 

the Western H emisphere or control them in any way. Thus. Monroe stated 

that "with the Governments who have declared their independence and 
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maintained i t  . . .  w e  could not view any interposition for the purpose of 

oppressing them. or controlling in any other manner their destiny, by any 

European power in any other light than as the manifestation of an 

unfriendly disposition towards the United States. "  

T A I L I  7 . 2  

The United Kingdom ond the United States, 

1 800-1 900 

Relative share of world wealth 

1 800 

United Kingdom 

United States 

na 

na 

Population (in thousands) 

1 800 

United Kingdom 

United States 

NOTE: na = nol available 

1 5, 7 1 7  

5. 308 

1 130 

47% 

1 2 %  

1 130 

24.028 

1 2,866 

1 850 

59% 

1 5 % 

1 850 

27. 369 

2 3. 1 92 

1 880 

4 5 %  

2 3 %  

1 880 

34,885 

50, 1 56 

1 900 

2 3 %  

3 8 %  

1 900 

4 1 .4 5 9  

7 5 . 9 9 5  

SOURCES: Figures for  world wealth are  from Table 6.2. Population figures for  the United 

Kingdom are from B .  R.  Mitchell. Abscracr to British Historical Statistics ( Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press. 1 962 ). pp. 6-8; 1he figure for 1 800 is from the 1801 census, which includes 

England Wales, Scotland and Ireland. All figures for the United States are from Mitchell. 

lnttrnational Historical Statistics: Tht Amtricas. p. 4. 

It is understandable that the United States would worry in the early 

1 800s about funher European colonization. The United Kingdom. for 

example. was a powerful country with a rich history of empire-building 

around the globe, and the United States was not powerful enough at the 

time to check the British everywhere in the Western Hemisphere. indeed. 
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the United States probably did not have sufficient military might to 

enforce the Monroe Doctrine in the first decades after it was enunciated. 

Nevertheless, this problem proved illusory, as the European empires shriv· 

elled away over the course of the nineteenth century and no new ones 

rose in their place. 12 The United States actually had little to do with the 

collapse of those empires, which were wrecked mainly from within by 

nationalism.n Brazilians, Canadians. and Mexicans, like the American 

colonists in 1 776, did not want Europeans controlling their politics, so 

they followed the U.S .  example and became independent states. 

The real danger that the United States faced in the nineteenth centu· 

ry-and continued to face in the twentieth century-was the possibility of 

an anti·American pact between a European great power and a state in the 

Western Hemisphere. An alliance like that might ultimately be powerful 

enough to challenge U.S .  hegemony in the Americas, which would 

adversely affect the country's security. Thus. when Secretary of State 

Olney sent his famous note to Lord Salisbury in the summer of 1 895 ,  he 

emphasized that "'the safety and welfare of the United States are so con· 

cerned with the maintenance of the independence of every American 

state as against any European power as to justify and require the interpo· 

sition of the United States whenever that independence is endangered. " 14 

The United States was able to deal with this threat when it arose during 

the nineteenth century. For example, France placed an emperor on the 

throne of Mexico during the American Civil War, but French and Mexican 

troops together were not a serious threat to the United States, even 

though it was fighting a bloody internal conflict. When that war ended. 

the nationalist forces of Benito Juarez and the United States army forced 

France to withdraw its troops from Mexico. The United States grew more 

powerful between 1 86 5  and 1 900, making it increasingly difficult for any 

European great power to forge an anti·American alliance with an inde· 

pendent state in the Western Hemisphere. Nevenheless. the problem has 

not gone away. In fact. the United States had to deal with it three times in 

the twentieth century: German involvement in Mexico during World War 

I. German designs on South America during World War II. and the Soviet 

Union's alliance with C uba during the Cold War." 
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T h e  Strategic Imperative 

The stunning growth of the United States in the hundred years after 1 800 

was fueled in good part by realist logic.16 "The people of the United States 

have learned," Olney wrote at the end of the nineteenth century, that 

"the relations of states to each other depend not upon sentiment nor prin

ciple, but upon selfish interest. "17 Moreover, American leaders understood 

that the more powerful their country was, the more secure it would be in 

the dangerous world of international politics. President Franklin Pierce 

made the point in his inaugural address on March 4, 1 8 5 3 :  "It is not to be 

disguised that our attitude as a nation and our position on the globe render 

the acquisition of certain possessions not within our jurisdiction emi

nently important for our protection ." 18 

Of course, Americans had other motives for expanding across the conti

nent. For example, some had a powerful sense of ideological mission. 19 

They believed that the United States had created a virtuous republic that 

was unprecedented in world history and that its citizens had a moral duty 

to spread its values and political system far and wide. Others were driven 

by the promise of economic gain, a powerful motor for expansion.40 These 

other motives, however, did not contradict the security imperative; in fact, 

they usually complemented it.41 This was especially true for the economic 

motive: because economic might is the foundation of military might, any 

actions that might increase the relative wealth of the United States would 

also enhance its prospects for survival. On idealism, there is no question 

that many Americans fervently believed that expansion was morally justi

fied. But idealist rhetoric also provided a proper mask for the brutal poli

cies that underpinned the tremendous growth of American power in the 

nineteenth century.42 

Balance-of-power politics had a rich history in the Western Hemisphere 

even before the United States declared its independence in 1 776.4 1  In par

ticular, the British and the French waged an intense security competition 

in North America during the middle of the eighteenth century, including 

the deadly Seven Years' War ( 1 7 56--{) 3 ) .  Moreover, the United States ulti

mately achieved its independence by going to war against Great B ritain 
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and making an alliance with France. Britain's arch-rival. James Hutson 

has it right when he says, "The world the American Revolutionary leaders 

found themselves in was a brutal. amoral cockpit . . . .  [It] was, above all, a 

world in which power was king."44 Thus, the elites who managed U.S .  

national security policy in the  decades after the  country's independence 

were steeped in realist thinking. 

The politics of the Western Hemisphere in 1 800 provided good reasons 

for those elites to continue thinking in terms of the balance of power. The 

United States was still operating in a dangerous neighborhood. The British 

and Spanish empires surrounded it on three sides, making fear of encir

clement a common theme among American policymakers, who also wor

ried that Napoleonic France, the most powerful state in Europe, would try 

to build a new empire in North America. Of course, the French empire 

never materialized, and indeed, France sold the huge Louisiana Territory 

to the United States in 1 80 3 .  

Nevertheless, t h e  Europeans, especially t h e  British, were determined t o  

do w h a t  t h e y  could to contain t h e  United States a n d  prevent it from fur

ther expanding its borders." The United Kingdom actually succeeded at 

stopping the United States from conquering Canada in the War of 1 8 1 2 . 

The United Kingdom had few good options for preventing the westward 

expansion of the United States, but it did form brief alliances with the 

Native Americans of the Great Lakes region between 1 807 and 1 8 1 5, and 

later with Texas when it was briefly an independent state.46 But these 

efforts never seriously threatened to stop the United States from reaching 

the Pacific Ocean. 

In fact, it  appears that any move a European state made to contain the 

United States had the opposite effect: it strengthened the American imper

ative to  expand. For example, Europeans began speaking openly in the 

early 1 840s about the need to maintain a "balance of power· in North 

America. a euphemism for containing further American expansion while 

increasing the relative power of the European empires." The subject was 

broached before the United States expanded westward beyond the 

Louisiana Territory. Not surprisingly. it immediately became a major issue 

in U.S. politics, although there was not much disagreement among 
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Americans o n  the issue. President James Polk surely spoke for most 

Americans when he said that the concept of a balance of power "cannot 

be permitted to have any application to the Nonh American continent, 

and especially to the United States. We must ever maintain the principle 

that the people of this continent alone have the right to decide their own 

destiny. "411 Shonly after Polk spoke on December 2, 1 845, Texas was incor

porated into the United States, soon to be followed by the Oregon 

Territories. California, and the other land taken from Mexico in 1 848. 

The historian Frederick Merk succinctly summarizes American security 

policy in the nineteenth century when he writes, "The chief defense prob

lem was the British. whose ambition seemed to be to hem the nation in. 

On the periphery of the United States, they were the dangerous potential 

aggressors. The best way to hold them off was to acquire the periphery. 

This was the meaning of the Monroe Doctrine in the age of Manifest 

Destiny. "49 

T H E  U N I T E D  STAT E S  A N D  E U R O P E ,  1 9 0 0 - 1 9 9 0  

Offensive realism predicts that the United States will send its army 

across the Atlantic when there is a potential hegemon in Europe that 

the local great powers cannot contain by themselves. Otherwise. the 

United States will shy away from accepting a continental commitment. The 

movement of American forces into and out of Europe between 1 900 and 

l 990 fits this general pattern of offshore balancing. A good way to grasp 

the broad outlines of American military policy toward Europe is to describe 

it during the late nineteenth century and in five distinct periods of the 

twentieth century. 

The United States gave hardly any thought to sending an army to 

Europe between 1850  and l 900, in pan because staying out of Europe's 

wars was deeply ingrained in the American psyche by 1 850 .  Presidents 

George Washington and James Monroe, among others, had made sure of 

that. �° Funhennore, the United States was concerned primarily with 

establishing hegemony in the Western Hemisphere during the second half 
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of the nineteenth century. But most important, the United States did not 

contemplate sending troops across the Atlantic because there was no 

potential hegemon in Europe at that time. Instead, there was a rough bal

ance of power on the continent.' 1  France, which made a run at hegemony 

between 1 792 and 1 8 1 5. was on the decline throughout the nineteenth 

century. while Germany. which would become a potential hegemon in 

the early twentieth century. was not powerful enough to overrun Europe 

before 1 900. Even if there had been an aspiring European hegemon, how

ever, the United States surely would have adopted a buck-passing strate

gy. hoping that the other great powers in Europe could contain the threat. 

The first period in the twentieth century covers the time from 1 900 to 

April 1 9 1 7 . It was apparent in the early years of the new century that 

Germany was not simply the most powerful state in Europe but was 

increasingly threatening to dominate the region.52 In fact, Germany pre

dpitated a number of serious diplomatic crises during that period, cuhni

nating in  the outbreak of World War I on August I, 1 9 14 .  Nevenheless. no 

American troops were sent to Europe to thwan German aggression. The 

United States pursued a buck-passing strategy instead, relying on the Triple 

Entente-the United Kingdom. France, and Russia-to contain Germany.n 

The second period runs from April 1 9 1 7  until 1 923;  it covers American 

participation in World War I. which was the first time in its history that 

the United States sent troops to fight in Europe. The United States 

declared war against Germany on April 6, 1 9 1 7, but was able to send only 

four divisions to France by the end of that year. 54 However, large numbers 

of American troops staned arriving on the continent in early 1 9 1 8, and by 

the time the war ended on November I I , 1 9 1 8, there were about two 

million American soldiers stationed in Europe and more on their way. 

indeed, General John Pershing. the head of the American Expeditionary 

Force. expected to have more than four million troops under his com

mand by July 19 19 . Most of the troops sent to Europe were brought home 

soon after the war ended. although a small occupation force remained in 

Germany until January 19 23 ." 

The United States entered World War I in good pan because it thought 

that Germany was gaining the upper hand on the Triple Entente and was 
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likely t o  win the war and become a European hegemon. 16 America's 

buck-passing strategy, in other words, was unraveling after two and a 

half years of war. The Russian army, which had been badly mauled in 

almost every engagement it had with the German army, was on the 

verge of disintegration by March 12, 1 9 1 7, when revolution broke out 

and the tsar was removed from power. 57 The French army was also in 

precarious shape, and it suffered mutinies in May 1 9 1 7, shortly after the 

United States entered the war. 58 The British army was in the best shape 

of the three allied armies, mainly because it spent the first two years of 

the war expanding into a mass army and thus had not been bled white 

like the French and Russian armies. The United Kingdom was neverthe

less in desperate straits by April 1 9 1 7, because Germany had launched an 

unrestricted submarine campaign against British shipping in February 

1 9 1 7  that was threatening to knock the United Kingdom out of the war 

by the early fall. 59 Consequently, the United States was forced to enter 

the war in the spring of 1 9 1 7  to bolster the Triple Entente and prevent a 

German victory. 60 

The third period covers the years from 1 92 3  to the summer of 1 940. 

The United States committed no forces to Europe during those years. 

Indeed. isolationism was the word commonly used to describe American 

policy during the years between the world wars.6 1  The 1 920s and early 

1 930s were relatively peaceful years in Europe, mainly because Germany 

remained shackled by the strictures of the Versailles Treaty. But Adolf 

Hitler came to power on January 30, 1 933 ,  and soon thereafter Europe 

was in turmoil again. By the late 1 930s, American policymakers recog

nized that Nazi Germany was a potential hegemon and that Hitler was 

likely to attempt to conquer Europe. World War II began on September L 
1 939. when Germany attacked Poland and the United Kingdom and 

France responded by declaring war against Germany. However. the United 

States made no serious move toward a continental commitment when the 

war broke out. As in World War I, it initially relied on Europe's other great 

powers to contain the German threat.  62  

The fourth period covers the five years from the summer of 1 940. 

when Germany decisively defeated France and sent the British army back 
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home via Dunkirk, until the European half of World War II ended in early 

May 1 94 5 .  American policymakers had expected the British and French 

armies to stop a Wehrmacht offensive on the western front and force a 

protracted war of attrition that would sap Germany's military might." 

Josef Stalin expected the same outcome, but the Wehrmacht shocked the 

world by winning a quick and decisive victory in France.64 With this victo

ry, Germany was well-positioned to threaten the United Kingdom. 

More imponant, however, Hitler could use most of his army to invade 

the Soviet Union, because he had no western front to worry about. It was 

widely believed in the United Kingdom and the United States that the 

Wehnnacht was likely to defeat the Red Army and establish hegemony in 

Europe." Alter all, Germany had knocked Russia out of World War I. and 

in that case Germany was fighting a two-front war and had substantially 

more divisions fighting against the British and French armies than against 

the Russian army.66 This time the Germans would be essentially fighting a 

one-front war. Also, Stalin's purge of the Red Army between 1937  and 

1 94 1  had markedly reduced its fighting power. This weakness was on dis

play in the winter of 1 9 39--40, when the Red Army had trouble defeating 

the badly outnumbered Finnish army. In shon, there was ample reason to 

think in the summer of 1 940 that Germany was on the threshold of domi

nating continental Europe. 

The collapse of France precipitated a dramatic change in American 

thinking about a continental commitment.67 Suddenly there was wide

spread support for providing substantial aid to the United Kingdom, 

which now stood alone against Germany, and for preparing the American 

military for a possible war with Germany. By early fall of 1 940, public 

opinion polls showed that for the first time since Hitler came to power, a 

majority of Americans believed it was more important to ensure that the 

United Kingdom defeat Germany than to avoid a European war.68 The 

U .S .  Congress also drastically increased defense spending in the summer 

of 1 940, making it possible to stan building an expeditionary force for 

Europe: on June 30, 1 940. the size of the American army was 267,767: 

one year later, roughly five months before Pearl Harbor, the strength of 

the army had grown to 1 .460, 998." 
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Furthermore, with the passage o f  the Lend-Lease Act o n  March 1 1 , 

l 94 1 ,  the United States began sending large amounts of war material to 

the British. It is hard to disagree with Edward Corwin's claim that this step 

was "'a qualified declaration of war" against Germany.70 During the sum

mer and fall of 1 94 1 ,  the United States became more deeply involved in 

helping the United Kingdom win its fight with Germany, reaching the 

point in mid-September where President Franklin Roosevelt instructed 

the U.S. navy to fire on sight at German submarines in the Atlantic Ocean. 

The United States did not formally go to war against Germany, however, 

until December l L 1 94 1 ,  when Hitler declared war against the United 

States four days after the Japanese attack at Pearl Harbor. American troops 

did not set foot on the European continent until September 1 943, when 

they landed in Italy. 71 

The fifth period covers the Cold War, which ran from the summer of 

1 945 to 1 990. The United States planned to bring most of its troops home 

immediately after World War II ended, leaving just a small occupation force 

behind to police Germany for a few years, as it had after World War 1.72 

By 1 9 50, there were only about 80,000 American troops left in Europe, 

and they were mainly involved with occupation duty in Germany.71 But 

as the Cold War intensified in the late 1 940s, the United States formed the 

North Atlantic Treaty Organization ( 1 949) and eventually made a com

mitment to remain in Europe and substantially increase its fighting forces 

on the continent ( 1 950) .  By 1 9 53 ,  427,000 American troops were sta

tioned in Europe, which was the high-water mark for the Cold War. The 

United States also deployed about seven thousand nuclear weapons on 

European soil during the 1 950s and early 1 960s. Although there was 

some variation over time in American troop levels in Europe, the number 

never dipped below 300,000. 

The United States reluctantly kept military forces in Europe after World 

War II because the Soviet Union controlled the eastern two-thirds of the 

continent and it had the military might to conquer the rest of Europe.74 

There was no local great power that could contain the Soviet Union: 

Germany was in ruins and neither France nor the United Kingdom had 

the military wherewithal to stop the mighty Red Army, which had just 
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crushed the same Wehrmacht that had easily defeated the British and 

French armies in 1 940. Only the United States had sufficient military 

power to prevent Soviet hegemony after 1 945, so American troops 

remained in Europe throughout the Cold War. 

T H E  U N I T E D  STAT E S  A N D  N O R T H E A ST A S I A ,  1 9 0 0 - 1 9 9 0  

T he movement o f  American troops across the Pacific i n  the twentieth 

century follows the same pattern of offshore balancing that we saw at 

work in Europe. A good way to understand U.S. military policy toward 

Nonheast Asia is to divide the years from 1 900 to 1 990 into four periods, 

and describe the practice in each of them. 

The first period covers the initial three decades of the twentieth centu

ry, during which there was no large-scale commitment of American forces 

to Northeast Asia .75 There were, however, small contingents of U.S .  mili

tary forces in Asia during this period. The United States maintained a 

small contingent of forces in the Philippine Islands,76 and it also sent five 

thousand troops to China in 1 900 to help put down the Boxer Rebellion 

and maintain the infamous "Open Door" policy. As John Hay, the 

American secretary of state, candidly noted at the time, "the inherent 

weakness of our position is this: we do not want to rob China ourselves, 

and our public opinion will not permit us to interfere. with an army. to 

prevent others from robbing her. Besides, we have no army. The talk of 

the papers about 'our preeminent moral position giving us the authority 

to dictate to the world' is mere flap-doodle. "77 A contingent of approxi

mately one thousand U.S .  soldiers was deployed to Tientsin, China. from 

January 1 9 1 2  to March 1 938 .  Finally, U.S. navy gunboats were on patrol 

in the region during this period.78 

The United States did not send a large army to Northeast Asia because 

there was no  potential hegemon in the area. China played an important 

role in the region's politics, but it was not a great power and it hardly 

threatened to dominate Northeast Asia. The United Kingdom and France 

were important actors in Asia in the early twentieth century, but they 
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were interlopers from a distant continent, with all the power-projection 

problems that role entails. Moreover, they were concerned with contain

ing Germany during most of this period, so most of their attention was 

focused on Europe at the expense of Northeast Asia. Japan and Russia 

were candidates for potential hegemon in Nonheast Asia, because each 

was a great power located in the region. But neither fit the bill. 

Japan possessed the most formidable army in the region between 1 900 

and 1 930. It soundly defeated the Russian army in the Russo-Japanese 

War ( 1 904-5 ) .79 Russia's army went from bad to worse during World War 

I, finally disintegrating in 1 9 1 7. The newly created Red Anny was essen

tially a paper tiger throughout the 1 920s. Meanwhile. the Japanese army 

remained an impressive fighting force.'° But Japan was not a potential 

hegemon because Russia was the wealthiest state in the region. For exam

ple. Russia controlled 6 percent of world industrial might in 1 900, while 

Japan did not even control I percent (see Table 6.2 ) .  By 1 9 1 0, Russia's 

share had shrunk to 5 percent. while Japan's share had grown to 1 per

cent-stiU a substantial Russian lead. Italy was actually Japan's closest eco

nomic competitor in these years. Japan briefly overtook the Soviet Union 

in 1 920-2 percent vs. 1 percent-but that was only because the Soviet 

Union was in the midst of a catastrophic civil war. By 1 930, Russia con

trolled 6 percent of world industrial might, while Japan controlled 4 per

cent. In short, Japan was not powerful enough during the early decades of 

the twentieth century to drive for supremacy in Nonheast Asia. 

The second period covers the decade of the 1 930s, when Japan went 

on a rampage on the Asian mainland. Japan conquered Manchuria in 

1 9 3 1 ,  which it turned into the puppet state of Manchukuo. In 1 9 37. 

Japan went to war against China; its aim was to conquer northern China 

and key Chinese coastal regions. Japan also initiated a series of border 

conflicts with the Soviet Union in the late I 930s with the clear intention 

of making territorial gains at the expense of Moscow. Japan seemed bent 

on dominating Asia. 

The United States did not move troops to Asia in the 1 930s because, 

Japan's grand ambitions notwithstanding, it was not a potential hegemon 

and China, Prance, the Soviet Union, and the United Kingdom were capa-
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ble of containing the Japanese army. The Soviet Union actually gained a 

significant power advantage over Japan during that decade, mainly 

because the Soviet Union underwent rapid industrialization after the first 

Five-Year Plan was put into effect in 1 928. The Soviet Union's share of 

world wealth climbed from 6 percent in 1 930 to 1 3  percent in 1 940, while 

Japan's went from 4 percent to 6 percent over the same period ( see Table 

6 . 2 ) .  Funhermore, the Red Army developed into an efficient lighting 

force in the 1 930s. Indeed, it played a critical role in containing Japan, 

inflicting defeats on the Japanese army in 1 938 and 1 939.8 1  

The United Kingdom and China also helped check Japan in the 1 9 30s. 

The United Kingdom was actually inclined to pull most of its forces out of 

Asia and strike a deal with Japan in the late 1 930s, so that it could con

centrate on containing Nazi Germany, which was a more direct and dan

gerous threat than was Japan.•2 But the United States, playing the role of 

the buck-passer, told the United Kingdom that any diminution of its force 

levels in Asia was unacceptable, and that the United Kingdom would have 

to remain engaged in Asia and balance against Japan. Otherwise, the 

United States might not help it deal with the growing German threat in 

Europe. The B ritish stayed in Asia. Although China was not a great power 

at the time, it managed to pin down the Japanese army in a costly and 

protracted war that Japan was unable to win.u In fact, Japan's experience 

in C hina between 1 93 7  and 1 945 bears considerable resemblance to the 

American experience in Vietnam ( 1 96 5-7 2 )  and the Soviet experience in 

Afghanistan ( 1 979--8 9 ) .  

T h e  third period covers t h e  years between 1 940 a n d  1 945,  when Japan 

suddenly became a potential hegemon because of events in Europe . The 

fall of France in June 1 940 and the German invasion of the Soviet Union 

in June 1 94 1  funadamentally altered the balance of power in Nonheast 

Asia. Germany's quick and decisive victory over France in the late spring 

of 1 940 greatly reduced, ii not eliminated, French influence on Japanese 

behavior in Asia. Indeed, the defeat of France as well as of the 

Netherlands left their empires in Southeast Asia vulnerable to Japanese 

attack. With France out of the war, the United Kingdom stood alone 

against Nazi Germany in the west. But  the British army was in shambles 
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after Dunkirk and the Luftwaffe started pounding British cities i n  mid

July l 940. The United Kingdom also had to contend with fascist Italy in 

and around the Mediterranean. In short, the British were hanging on for 

dear life in Europe and therefore could contribute little to containing 

Japan in Asia. 

Nevertheless. the United States made no move to send troops to Asia 

in l 940, largely because 1 )  Japan was bogged down in its war with China, 

and 2 )  the Soviet Union, which was not involved in the European half of 

the conflict at that point, was a formidable balancing force against Japan. 

That situation changed drastically when Germany invaded the Soviet 

Union on June 22, 1 94 1 .  Over the next six months, the Wehrmacht 

inflicted a series of staggering defeats on the Red Army. It appeared like

ly by the late summer of l 94 1 that the Soviet Union would collapse as 

France had the year before. Japan would then be well-positioned to 

establish hegemony in Northeast Asia. because it would be the only great 

power left in the region. In effect, the European half of World War II was 

creating a power vacuum in Asia that Japan was ready to fill. 

American policymakers were especially worried that Japan would 

move northward and attack the Soviet Union from the rear, helping 

Germany finish off the Soviet Union. Germany would then be the hege

mon in Europe, while in Northeast Asia, only China would stand in the 

way of Japanese hegemony. As offensive realism would predict, the 

United States began moving military forces to Asia in the fall of 1 9 4 1  to 

deal with the Japanese threat.84 Shortly thereafter, Japan attacked the 

United States at Pearl Harbor, guaranteeing that massive American mili

tary forces would move across the Pacific for the first time ever. Their aim 

would be to crush Japan before it achieved regional hegemony. 

The fourth period covers the Cold War ( 1 94 5-90) .  The United States 

maintained military forces in Asia after World War II for essentially the 

same reason it accepted a continental commitment in Europe: the Soviet 

Union, which scored a stunning military victory in Manchuria against 

Japan's Kwantung Anny in the final days of World War II, was a potential 

hegemon in Northeast Asia as well as in Europe, and there were no local 

great powers to contain it.85 Japan was in ruins and China. which was not 
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a great power anyway, was in the midst of a brutal civil war. The United 

Kingdom and France were in no position to check the Soviet Union in 

Europe, much less in Asia. So the United States had little choice but to 

assume the burden of containing the Soviet Union in the Far East.86 The 

United States ended up fighting two bloody wars in Asia during the Cold 

War, while it fired not a shot in Europe. 

B R I T I S H  G R A N D  S T R A T E G Y, 1 7 9 2 - 1 990 

L ike t h e  United States, t h e  United Kingdom i s  separated from the 

European continent by a substantial body of water. and it, too, has a 

history of sending troops to the continent. The United Kingdom has also 

followed an offshore balancing strategy. 87 As Sir Eyre Crowe noted in his 

famous 1 907 memorandum about British security policy, .. It has become 

almost an historical truism to identify England's secular policy with the 

maintenance of this {European] balance by throwing her weight . . .  on the 

side opposed to the political dictatorship of the strongest single state."88 

Moreover, the United Kingdom has consistently tried to get other great 

powers to bear the burden of containing potential European hegemons 

while it remains on the sidelines for as long as possible. Lord Bolingbroke 

succinctly summarized British thinking about when to commit to the con

tinent in 1 74 3 :  "We should take few engagements on the continent, and 

never those of making a land war, unless the conjecture be such, that 

nothing less than the weight of Britain can prevent the scales from being 

quite overturned. "89 This commitment to buck-passing explains in good 

part why other states in Europe have referred to the United Kingdom as 

"Perfidious Albion" over the past few centuries. 

Let us consider B ritish military policy toward the continent from 1 792, 

when the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars started, until the 

Cold War ended in 1 990. 90 Those two centuries can be roughly divided 

into six periods. 

The first period runs from 1 792 until 1 8 1 5  and covers the French 

Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars in their entirety. France was by far 
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the most powerful state o n  the continent during this period. and i t  was 

bent on dominating Europe.91 France was an especially aggressive and for

midable great power after Napoleon took over the reigns of power in late 

1 799. In fact. by the time Napoleon's armies entered Moscow in the fall of 

1 8 1 2, France controlled most of continental Europe. The French drive for 

hegemony was ultimately thwarted, however, and the British army 

played an important role in bringing down Napoleon. Great Britain 

deployed a small army to the continent in 1 793, but it was forced to 

remove those forces in 1 795 when the coalition arrayed against France 

collapsed. Britain placed another army in Holland in August 1 799, but it 

was defeated by and surrendered to the French army within two months. 

In 1 808, the United Kingdom placed an army in Portugal and Spain that 

eventually helped inflict a decisive defeat on the large French forces in 

Spain. That same British army helped deliver the final blow against 

Napoleon at Waterloo ( 1 8 1 5 ) .  

The second period runs from 1 8 1 6  t o  1 904, when the United Kingdom 

adopted a policy commonly referred to as "splendid isolation."92 It made 

no continental commitment during this period, despite the numerous 

great-power wars raging on the continent. Most important, the United 

Kingdom did not intervene in either the Austro-Prussian War ( 1 866)  or 

the Franco-Prussian War ( 1 870-7 1 ) , which led to the creation of a unified 

Germany. The United Kingdom sent no troops to Europe during those 

nine decades because there was a rough balance of power on the conti

nent .91 France, which was a potential hegemon from 1 79 3  until 1 8 1 5, lost 

relative power over the course of the nineteenth century, while Germany, 

which would become the next potential hegemon in the early twentieth 

century, was not yet powerful enough to dominate Europe. In the absence 

of a potential hegemon, the United Kingdom had no good strategic reason 

to move troops to the European mainland. 

The third period runs from 1 90 5  to 1 9 3 0  and was dominated by the 

United Kingdom's efforts to contain Wilhelmine Germany. which emerged 

as a potential hegemon in the early twentieth century.94 It was apparent 

by 1 890 that Germany, with its formidable army, large population, and 

dynamic industrial base, was rapidly becoming Europe's most powerful 
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state. Indeed, France and Russia formed an alliance in 1 894 to contain the 

growing threat located between them. The United Kingdom would have 

preferred to let France and Russia deal with Germany. But it was clear by 

1 90 5  that they could not do the job alone and would need British help. 

Not only were the power differentials between Germany and its continen

tal rivals continuing to widen in Germany's favor, but Russia suffered a 

major military defeat in the Russo-Japanese War ( 1 904-5) ,  which left its 

army in terrible shape and in no condition to engage the German army. 

Finally, Germany initiated a crisis with France over Morocco in March 

1 90 5 ,  which was designed to isolate France from the United Kingdom and 

Russia, thus leaving Germany in a position to dominate Europe. 

In response to this deteriorating strategic environment, the United 

Kingdom allied with France and Russia between 1 90 5  and 1 907, forming 

the Triple Entente. In essence, Britain made a continental commitment to 

deal with the threat of a German hegemon. When World War I broke out 

on August 1, 1 9 14 ,  the United Kingdom immediately sent an expeditionary 

force to the continent to help the French army thwan the Schlieffen Plan. 

As the war progressed, the size of the British expeditionary force grew, until 

it was the most formidable Allied army by the summer of 1 9 1 7 .  It then 

played the main role in defeating the German army in 1 9 1 8." Mosi of the 

B ritish army exited the continent shortly after the war ended; a small occu

pation force remained in Germany until 1 9 30.9' 

The founh period runs from 1 9 30 to the summer of 1 939 and covers the 

years when the United Kingdom pursued a Europe policy commonly 

referred to as "'limited liability." It made no continental commitment in the 

early 1 930s. because Europe was relatively peaceful and there was a rough 

balance of power in the region. Alter Hitler came to power in 1 93 3  and 

began to rearm Germany. the United Kingdom made no movr to commit 

ground forces to fight on the continent. Instead, alter much debate, it 

decided in D ecember 1 937  to pass the buck to France to contain Germany. 

British policymakers eventually realized, however, that France alone did 

not have the military might to deter Hitler, and that in the event of a war, 

the United Kingdom would have to send troops to fight Nazi Germany, as it 

had done against Napoleonic France and Wilhelmine Germany. 
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The United Kingdom finally accepted a continental commitment on 

March 3 1 .  1 9 39. which marks the beginning of the fifth period. Specifically, 

it committed itself to fight with France against Germany if the Wehrmacht 

attacked Poland. A week later the United Kingdom gave the same guaran

tee to Greece and Romania. When World War II broke out five months 

later, British troops were promptly sent to France, as they had been in 

World War I. Although the British army was pushed off the continent at 

Dunkirk in June I 940, it returned in September 1 943 when it landed with 

the American army in Italy. British forces also landed at Normandy in June 

1 944 and eventually fought their way into Gennany. This period ended 

with the surrender of Germany in early May 1 945.  

The final period runs from 1 945 10 1 990 and covers the Cold War.9' 

With the end of World War II. Britain had planned to move its military 

forces off the continent after a brief occupation of Germany. However, the 

emergence of the Soviet threat, the fourth potential hegemon to confront 

Europe in 1 50 years, forced the United Kingdom to accept a continental 

commitment in 1 948. British troops. along with American troops. 

remained on the cemral front for the duration of the Cold War. 

C O N C L U S I O N  

I n sum. both the United Kingdom and the United States have consistently 

acted as offshore balancers in Europe. Neither of these insular great pow

ers has ever tried to dominate Europe. It is also clear that American actions 

in Nonheast Asia fit the same pattern. All of this behavior. as well as the 

U.S.  drive for hegemony in the Western Hemisphere during the nineteenth 

century. corresponds with the predictions of offensive realism. 

This chapter raises two issues that bear mentioning. First, insular 

Japan's conquest of large amounts of territory on the Asian mainland in 

the first half of the twentieth century might seem to contradict my daim 

that the stopping power of water made it almost impossible for the United 

Kingdom in the nineteenth century and the United States in the twenti

eth century to conquer territory on the European continent. After all, if 
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Japan was able to project power across the seas separating it from the 

Asian continent, why is it that the United Kingdom and the United States 

could not do likewise in Europe? 

The answer is that the Asian and European mainlands were different 

kinds of targets during the periods under discussion. In panicular, the 

E uropean continent has been populated by formidable great powers over 

the past two centuries, and those states have had both the incentive and 

the wherewithal to prevent the United Kingdom and the United States 

from dominating their region. The situation confronting Japan in Asia 

between 1 900 and 1 945 looked quite different: Russia was the only great 

power located on the Asian mainland, but it was usually more concerned 

with events in Europe than in Asia. Plus, it was a militarily weak great 

power for much of that period. Russia's immediate neighbors were feeble 

states like Korea and China, which were inviting targets for Japanese 

aggression. In shon. the Asian continent was open for penetration from 

abroad, which of course is why the European great powers had empires 

there. The European continent, on the other hand. was effectively a giant 

fonress closed to conquest by distant great powers like the United 

Kingdom and the United States. 

Second, l argued earlier that great powers are not seriously committed 

to maintaining peace but instead aim to maximize their share of world 

power. O n  this point. it is wonh noting that the United States was not 

willing at any point between 1 900 and 1 990 to take on a continental com

mitment for the purposes of keeping peace in Europe. No American 

troops were sent across the Atlantic to help prevent World War l or to stop 

the fighting after war broke out. Nor was the United States willing to 

accept a continental commitment to deter Nazi Germany or halt the fight

ing after Poland was attacked in September 1 939.  In both cases. the 

United States eventually joined the light against Germany and helped win 

the war and create peace in Europe. But the United States did not fight to 

make peace in either world war. Instead, it fought to prevent a dangerous 

foe from achieving regional hegemony. Peace was a welcome byproduct 

of those endeavors. The same basic point holds for the Cold War: 

American military forces were in Europe to contain the Soviet Union, not 
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t o  maintain peace. The long peace that ensued was the happy conse

quence of a successful deterrence policy. 

We find a similiar story in Northeast Asia. The United States did not 

intervene with force to shut down the Russo-Japanese War ( 1 904-5) ,  nor 

did it send troops to Northeast Asia in the 1930s, when Japan took the 

offensive on the Asian mainland, conquering Manchuria and large por

tions of China in a series of brutal military campaigns. The United States 

began making serious moves to get militarily involved in Asia during the 

summer of 1 94 1 ,  not because American leaders were determined to bring 

peace to the region, but because they feared that Japan would join forces 

with Nazi Germany and decisively defeat the Red Army, making hege

mons of Germany in Europe and Japan in Northeast Asia. The United 

States fought a war in the Far East between 1 94 1  and 1 94 5  to prevent 

that outcome. As in Europe, American troops were stationed in Northeast 

Asia during the Cold War to prevent the Soviet Union from dominating 

the region, not to keep peace. 

I have emphasized that when offshore balancers like the United 

Kingdom and the United States confront a potential hegemon in Europe 

or Northeast Asia they prefer to buck-pass to other great powers rather 

than directly confront the threat themselves. Of course, this preference for 

buck-passing over balancing is common to all great powers, not just off

shore balancers. Chapter 8 will consider how states choose between these 

two strategies. 



E I G H T  

Balancing versus 

Buck-Passing 

I 
argued in Chapter 5 that balancing and buck-passing are the main 

strategies that states employ to defend the balance of power against 

aggressors, and that threatened states feel a strong impulse to buck

pass. Buck-passing is preferred over balancing because the successful 

buck-passer does not have to fight the aggressor if deterrence fails. In fact, 

the buck-passer might even gain power if the aggressor and the buck

catcher get bogged down in a long and costly war. This offensive feature of 

buck-passing notwithstanding, there is always the possibility that the 

aggressor might win a quick and decisive victory and shift the balance of 

power in its favor and against the buck-passer. 

This chapter has three aims. First, I explain when threatened states are 

likely to balance and when they are likely to buck-pass. That choice is 

mainly a function of the structure of the international system. A threat

ened great power operating in a bipolar system must balance against its 

rival because there is no other great power to catch the buck. It is in mul

tipolar systems that threatened states can-and often do-buck-pass. The 

amount of buck-passing that takes place depends largely on the magni

tude of the threat and on geography. Buck-passing tends to be widespread 

in multipolarity when there is no potential hegemon to contend with, and 

when the threatened states do not share a common border with the 
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aggressor. B u t  even when there i s  a dominating threat, endangered rivals 

will still look for opportunities to pass the buck. In general, the more rela

tive power the potential hegemon controls, the more likely it is that all of 

the threatened states in the system will forgo buck-passing and form a bal

ancing coalition. 

Second, I examine the five most intense cases of security competition 

in Europe over the past two centuries to test my claims about when 

threatened states are likely to buck-pass. Specifically, I consider how the 

great powers responded to the four potential hegemons in modem 

European history: Revolutionary and Napoleonic France ( 1 789-1 8 1 5 ) ,  

Wilhelmine Germany ( 1 890- 1 9 1 4) ,  Nazi Germany ( 1 93 3-4 1 ) ,  a n d  the 

Soviet Union ( 1 945-90 ) . 1  I also look at how the European great powers 

readed to Otto von Bismarck's effort to unify Germany with the sword 

between 1 862 and 1 870. Bismarckian Prussia, however, was not a poten

tial hegemon. The system was multipolar for all of these cases, save for the 

bipolar rivalry between the United States and the Soviet Union during the 

Cold War. Funhennore, all of these security competitions led to great

power wars, except for the conflid between the superpowers. 

The evidence from these five cases is largely consistent with my theory 

on when states buck-pass and when they balance against aggressors. The 

United States, for example, had no choice but to balance against the Soviet 

Union during the Cold War, because the system was bipolar. Not surpris

ingly, the balancing in this case was more timely and more efficient than 

in any of the multipolar cases. There is significant variation among 

the four multipolar cases, where passing the buck was an option. B uck

passing is most evident against Bismarck's Prussia, which is not surprising, 

since Prussia is the one aggressor under study that was not a potential 

hegemon. Buck-passing is least evident against Wilhelmine Germany, 

which had a rather impressive balancing coalition arrayed against it about 

seven years before the stan of World War I. There was considerable buck

passing against Revolutionary France and Nazi Germany in the years 

before they went to war in 1 792 and I 939, respectively. and even after 

both were at war. The variation among these cases can be explained in 

good part by the relevant distribution of power and by geography, which 
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facilitated buck-passing against Napoleon and Adolf Hitler, but not against 

Kaiser Wilhelm. 

Third, I hope to illustrate my claim that threatened states are inclined 

to buck-pass rather than balance in the face of aggressors. The discussion 

in Chapter 7 of how the United Kingdom and the United States have 

always looked to buck-pass when confronted with a potential hegemon in 

Europe (or Northeast Asia ) provides substantial evidence of that tendency 

among states. However, I address the issue more directly in this chapter by 

focusing on five particularly aggressive European states and how their 

rivals reacted to them. 

My explanation for when states buck-pass is laid out in the next sec

tion. The five cases are then discussed in chronological order, starting with 

Revolutionary and Napoleonic France and ending with the Cold War. In 

the final section, the findings from the different cases are compared and 

contrasted. 

W H E N  DO S T AT E S  B U C K - PA S S ?  

When an aggressor comes o n  the scene, a t  least one other state will 

eventually take direct responsibility for checking it. Balancing 

almost always happens. although it is not always successful. This point is 

consistent with the logic of buck-passing, which is essentially about who 

does the balancing, not whether it gets done. The buck-passer simply wants 

someone else to do the heavy lifting, but it certainly wants the threat con

tained. B uck-passing, on the other hand, does not always occur when an 

aggressor threatens to upset the balance of power. Passing the buck may be 

the strategy of choice for threatened great powers, but it is not always a 

viable option. The task here is to determine when buck-passing makes good 

strategic sense. 

The prospects for buck-passing are largely a function of the particular 

architecture of the system. What matters most is the distribution of power 

among the major states, and geography.' Power is usually distributed 

among great powers in  three ways. 1 Bipolar systems are dominated by 
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two great powers o f  roughly equal military might. Unbalanced multipolar 

systems contain three or more great powers, one of which is a potential 

hegemon. Balanced multipolar systems have no aspiring hegemon; 

instead, power is divided rather evenly among the great powers, or at 

least between the two most powerful states in the system. 

No buck-passing takes place among the great powers in bipolarity 

because there is no third party to catch the buck. A threatened great 

power has little choice but to balance against its rival great power. It is also 

not possible to form balancing coalitions with other great powers in a 

world with just two great powers. Instead, the threatened power has to 

rely mainly on its own resources, and maybe alliances with smaller states, 

to contain the aggressor. Because neither buck-passing nor great-power 

balancing coalitions are feasible in bipolarity, we should expect balancing 

in this kind of system to be prompt and efficient. 

Buck-passing is always possible in multipolarity, because there is 

always at least one potential buck-catcher in the system. But buck-passing 

is likely to be rife in balanced multipolar systems, mainly because no 

aggressor is powerful enough-by definition-to defeat all of the other 

great powers and dominate the entire system. This means that not every 

great power is likely to be directly threatened by an aggressor in a coun

terpoised system, and those that are not in imminent danger of attack will 

almost certainly opt to pass the buck. States that are directly threatened 

by the aggressor are likely to try to get another threatened state to handle 

the problem, so that they can remain unscathed while the buck-catcher 

defends the balance of power. In short, balancing coalitions are u nlikely to 

form against an aggressor when power is distributed rather evenly among 

the major states in a multipolar system. 

Buck-passing is less likely in an unbalanced multipolar system, because 

the threatened states have a strong incentive to work together to prevent 

the potential hegemon from dominating their region. After all, potential 

hegemons, which are great powers that clearly have more latent power 

and a more formidable army than any other great power in  their region, 

have the wherewithal to fundamentally alter the balance of power in 

their favor. Consequently, they are a direct threat to almost every state in 
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the system. Ludwig Dehio, the German historian, maintains that states 

"seem able to hold together only in one event: when a member of their 

own circle tries to achieve hegemony," and Barry Posen notes that, "Those 

states most often identified as history's would-be hegemons have elicited 

the most intense balancing behavior by their neighbors. "4 

Nevertheless, buck-passing often occurs in unbalanced multipolar sys

tems. Threatened states are reluctant to form balancing coalitions against 

potential hegemons because the costs of containment are likely to be great; 

if it is possible to get another state to bear those costs, a threatened state will 

make every effort to do so. The more powerful the dominant state is relative 

to its foes, however, the less likely it is that the potential victims will be able 

to pass the buck among themselves, and the more likely it is that they will 

be forced to form a balancing coalition against the aggressor. Indeed. at 

some point, the collective efforts of all the threatened great powers will be 

needed to contain an especially powerful state. Buck-passing makes little 

sense in such a circumstance because the buck-catchers are unlikely to be 

capable of checking the potential hegemon without help. 

Whereas the distribution of power tells us how much buck-passing is 

likely among the great powers, geography helps identify the likely buck

passers and buck-catchers in multipolar systems. The crucial issue regard

ing geography is whether the threatened state shares a border with the 

aggressor, or whether a barrier-be it the territory of another state or a 

large body of water-separates those rivals. Common borders promote 

balancing; barriers encourage buck-passing. 

Common borders facilitate balancing in two ways. First, they provide 

threatened states with direct and relatively easy access to the territory of 

the aggressor, which means that the imperiled states are well-positioned 

to put military pressure on their dangerous opponent. II all the threatened 

great powers share a border with their common foe, they can readily raise 

the specter of a multi-front war. which is often the most effective way to 

deter a powerful aggressor.' On the other hand, ii a threatened state is 

separated from its adversary by water or a territorial buffer zone, it will be 

difficult for the endangered state to use its army to put pressure on the 

menacing state. A minor power caught in the middle, !or example. is 
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often unwilling t o  invite a threatened great power onto its territory, thus 

forcing the threatened state to invade the minor power to get at the 

aggressor. Projecting power across water is also a difficult task, as dis

cussed in Chapter 4. 
Second, great powers that share a border with an aggressor are likely to 

feel particularly vulnerable to attack, and thus they are likely to take mat

ters into their own hands and balance against their dangerous foe. They 

are not likely to be in a good position to buck-pass, although the tempta

tion to try that strategy will always be present. On the other hand, threat

ened states separated from an aggressor by a barrier are likely to feel less 

vulnerable to invasion and therefore more inclined to pass the buck to an 

endangered state that has a common border with the menacing state. 

Thus, among threatened states, those that live next door to the aggressor 

usually get stuck with the buck, while those more distant from the threat 

usually get to pass the buck. There is some truth to the dictum that geog

raphy is destiny. 

In sum, buck-passing among the great powers is impossible in bipolari

ty, and not only possible but commonplace in multipolarity. Indeed, buck

passing is likely to be absent from a multipolar system only when there is 

an especially powerful potential hegemon and when there are no barriers 

between the aggressor and the threatened great powers. In the absence of 

a dominating threat and common borders, substantial buck-passing is 

likely in multipolarity. 

Let us now consider how well this theory explains the historical record, 

focusing first on how the European great powers reacted to the aggressive 

behavior of Revolutionary and Napoleonic France some two centuries ago. 

REVOLUTIONARY A N D  N A P O L E O N I C  F R A N C E  ( 1 789-1 8 1 5 )  

Background 

The European great powers were at war almost continuously from 1 792 

until 1 8 1 5 . Basically, a powerful and highly aggressive France fought 

against different combinations of the other regional great powers: Austria, 
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Great B ritain, Prussia, and Russia. France, which was bent on becoming 

Europe's hegemon. reached its expansionist peak in mid-September 1 8 12 ,  

when Napoleon's armies entered Moscow. At that point, France controlled 

almost all of continental Europe from the Atlantic to Moscow and from 

the B altic Sea to the Mediterranean. Less than two years later, however, 

France was a defeated great power and Napoleon was exiled to Elba. 

There was no balancing against France between the outbreak of the 

French Revolution in 1 789 and the outbreak of great-power war in 1 792. 

Austria and Prussia actually went to war against Revolutionary France in 

1 792 to take advantage of it, not to contain it. France quickly built a pow

erful army, however, and it was a potential hegemon by late 1 793 .  

Nevertheless, it was  not until 1 8 1 3-more than twenty years after the 

fighting began-that all four of France's great-power rivals came together 

in a balancing coalition and decisively defeated France. In the intervening 

two decades, there was considerable buck-passing as well as inefficient 

balancing among France's enemies. In fact, five separate balancing coali

tions formed against France between 1 793 and 1 809, but none contained 

all of France's rivals and each collapsed after performing poorly on the 

battlefield. There were also lengthy periods where Britain fought alone 

against France. 

The behavior of France's rivals between 1 789 and 1 8 1 5  can be 

explained in good part by the distribution of power and by geography. 

Hardly any balancing took place against France before 1 7 9 3  because it 

was not  a potential hegemon. Although France became a threat to dom

inate E u rope in late 1 79 3 ,  there was a good deal of buck-passing by 

Austria, Great B ritain, Prussia, and Russia over the next twelve years, 

mainly because France, although powerful, was not so powerful that all 

four of its rivals were needed to prevent it from overruning the conti

nent. By 1 80 5 ,  however, the French army had become such a formida

ble fighting force under Napoleon that only the collective efforts of all 

the other European great powers could contain it. Yet those powers did 

not contain it until 1 8 1 3, in small part because the buck-passing impulse 

remained at play, but mainly because of inefficient balancing. In particu

lar, Napoleon quickly knocked Austria out of the balance of power in 
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1 805 ,  and then did the same t o  Prussia i n  1 806, making i t  impossible for 

his foes to form a unified balancing coalition. That situation changed in 

late 1 8 1 2  when France suffered a catastrophic defeat in Russia. With 

France temporarily weakened, Austria, the United Kingdom, Prussia, 

and Russia were able to join together in 1 8 1 3  and bring France's run at 

hegemony to an end. 

The Strategic Behavior of the Great Powers 

A good way to analyze great-power behavior in Europe between 1 789 and 

1 8 1 5  is to start with a brief description of the various targets of French 

aggression. and then look at the interactions between France and its rivals 

in four distinct periods: 1 789-9 1 ,  1 792-1 804, 1 805-12 ,  1 8 1 3- 1 5 . '  

France sought to  conquer territory a l l  across Europe, although it tended 

to work its way from west to east over time. Its main targets in western 

Europe were Belgium. which Austria controlled in 1 792; the Dutch 

Republic; the various German political entities opposite France's eastern 

border, such as Bavaria, Hanover, and Saxony, which I refer to through

out this chapter as the "Third Germany"'; Switzerland; the Italian 

Peninsula, especially the northern pan; Portugal and Spain on the Iberian 

Peninsula; and Great Britain. France occupied all of those areas at one 

point or another, save for Britain, which Napoleon planned to invade but 

never did. In central Europe. France's main targets were Austria, Prussia, 

and Poland, which was dominated at the time by Austria, Prussia, and 

Russia. There was one big target in eastern Europe: Russia (see Map 8. 1 ) .  

The French Revolution, which broke out i n  the summer o f  I 789, did 

not cause France to launch wars to spread its ideology. Nor did it cause 

Europe's other great powers to wage war against France to crush the revo

lution and restore the monarchy. In fact, there was peace among the great 

powers until the spring of 1 792, when Austria and Prussia provoked a war 

with France. But that conflict was motivated mainly by balance-of-power 

considerations, although it was not a case of two threatened states balanc

ing against a mighty France.• On the contrary, Austria and Prussia were 

ganging up on a weak and vulnerable France to gain power at its expense. 
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Britain was content t o  sit o n  the sidelines and watch this happen, while 

Russia encouraged Austria and Prussia to fight with France, so that it 

could make gains in Poland at their expense. 

France fared poorly in the opening months of the war, prompting a reor

ganization and enlargement of the French army in the summer of 1 792. It 

then won a stunning victory against the invading Prussians at Valmy on 

September 20. 1 792. Soon thereafter, France went on the offensive and it 

remained a relentless and formidable aggressor until Napoleon's final 

defeat at Waterloo in June 1 8 1 5 .  

During the period from 1 793 t o  1 804, France did not attempt t o  con

quer all of Europe. Instead, it sought and achieved hegemony in western 

Europe. In panicular, it gained direct control over Belgium, large parts of 

Italy. and a portion of the Third Germany. France also dominated the 

Dutch Republic and Switzerland. But Portugal. Spain. and most impor

tant. Britain. were not brought under French control. These gains in west

ern Europe were not made quickly and easily. For example, France won 

control over Belgium by defeating the Austrians at the Battle of Jemappes 

on November 6, 1 792. But the Austrians won it back at the Battle of 

Neerwinden on March 1 6, 1 793 .  France took it back again, however, at 

the battle of Fleurus on June 26, I 794. 

We find a similiar story in Italy. Between March 1 796 and April 1 797, 

Napoleon led French armies to victory over the Austrians in northern 

Italy. France subsequently gained territory and political influence in Italy 

with the Treaty of Campo Formio (October 1 8, 1 797) ,  which ended the 

fighting between Austria and France. But they were back at war again on 

March I 3. 1 799, and by the fall of that year virtually all French forces had 

been driven out of Italy. Napoleon returned to Italy in the spring of 1 800 

and defeated the Austrians in a series of battles, winning back control of 

much of Italy in the Treaty of Luneville (February 8, 1 80 1 ) , which ended 

that round of fighting. 

France not only had limited territorial ambitions between 1 79 3  and 

1 804, but also did not make a serious attempt to conquer any of its great

power rivals. France certainly waged successful military campaigns against 

Austria, B ritain, Prussia, and Russia, but it did not seriously threaten to 
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knock any of them out of the balance of power. In effect, France's wars 

before 1 80 5  were limited in scope, much like the canonical .,limited wars .. 

of the preceeding century, which rarely produced decisive victories that 

led to the conquest of one great power by another.' 

France's rivals formed two balancing coalitions between 1 793 and 1 804, 

but there was still substantial buck-passing among those threatened states. 

The first coalition was put in place on February l. 1 793,  when Britain 

joined with Austria and Prussia to check French expansion in Belgium and 

Holland. 10 But Russia did not join the fighting against France, preferring 

instead to pursue a bloodletting strategy, where Austria and Prussia would 

wear themselves down fighting against France . 1 1 Prussia tired of the fight

ing and quit the coalition on April 5 ,  1 795 ,  which was tantamount to pass

ing the buck to Austria and Britain. In fact, Austria wound up catching the 

buck, because B ritain's small army could not seriously contest the French 

army on the continent, whereas the Austrian army stood a fighting chance 

against that powerful aggressor. Austria did not fare well in its subsequent 

battles with France, however, and it temporarily quit the war in the fall of 

1 797,  leaving Britain to light alone against France. 

A second balancing coalition was in place by December 29. 1 798, and 

its members were Austria, Britain, and Russia, but not Prussia, which pre

ferred to continue buck-passing. The coalition won some battles against 

France between March and August 1 799, but France turned the tables 

and won impressive victories against the coalition in September and 

October 1 799 .  R ussia quit the coalition on October 22, 1 799, leaving 

Austria and B ritain to contain France. Again, the burden fell squarely on 

Austria, not B ritain. Alter a handful of battlefield defeats by the French 

army, A ustria signed a peace treaty with France on February 9, 1 80 1 .  The 

United Kingdom finally quit lighting on March 25,  1 802, when it signed 

the Treaty of Amiens. This was the first time since the spring of 1 792 that 

Europe was free of great-power war. But the peace, which was really just 

an armed truce, lasted only founeen months. Fighting broke out again on 

May 1 6, 1 80 3 ,  when the United Kingdom declared war against France. 

B etween 1 80 5  and 1 8 1 2, Napoleon shattered the limited-war mold 

that had shaped European conflict for the previous century. 12 Specifically, 
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h e  sought t o  conquer all o f  Europe and make France its hegemon. By the 

summer of 1 809, France held firm control over all of central Europe and 

it was fighting to conquer Spain and dominate the Iberian Peninsula, the 

only area on the western part of the continent that France did not domi

nate.U In June 1 8 1 2, France invaded Russia in hopes of winning control 

of eastern Europe, too. In pursuit of European hegemony, Napoleon con

quered other great powers and knocked them out of the balance of 

power, something that had not happened in the wars fought between 

1 792 and 1 804. For example, France decisively defeated and conquered 

Austria in 1 80 5 .  Prussia met the same fate a year later in 1 806.  Austria 

briefly came back from the dead in 1 809, but Napoleon's armies decisive

ly defeated it again. In essence, the United Kingdom and Russia were 

France's only two great-power opponents for much of the period 

between 1 80 5  and 1 8 1 2 .  

Three more balancing coalitions formed against France during this peri

od. There was some buck-passing for sure, but not as much as there had 

been between 1 792 and 1 804. The principal problem that Napoleon's 

rivals faced after 1 80 5  was that they were rather inefficient in putting 

together a formidable balancing coalition, which allowed Napoleon to 

defeat them piecemeal and knock some of them out of the balance. In 

short, diplomacy was slower than the sword . 1 4  

The third coalition was put  in place on August 9, 1 805 ,  when Austria 

joined forces with the United Kingdom and Russia. Prussia initially opted 

to buck-pass and stay outside the alliance, because it seemed at the time 

that the combined strength of the three coalition members was sufficient to 

contain France, which had not fought a major land battle in Europe since 

late I SOOY In fao, Napoleon had been at peace with his three continental 

foes since early 1 80 L although he was still highly aggressive on the diplo

matic front . ..  Peace for Napoleon, " as Paul Schroeder notes, .. was a contin

uation of war by other means. " 1 6  Moreover, after the United Kingdom and 

France went back to war in the spring of 1 803 ,  Napoleon built a powerful 

army to cross the English Channel and invade the U nited Kingdom. La 
Grande Armee, as it was called, never attacked the United Kingdom, but 

Napoleon used it to attack the third coalition in the fall of 1 80 5 .  In the 
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opening round of the fighting, it inflicted a major defeat on the Austrians 

at Ulm (October 20, 1805 ) . 1 7 Prussia, recognizing that France was now a 

serious threat to its survival, took steps to join the coalition. Before that 

could happen, however, Napoleon defeated the Austrian and Russian 

armies at Austerlitz on December 2, 1 805 . 18 After its second major defeat in 

less than three months, Austria no longer counted as a great power. 

Less than a year later, on July 24. l 806, the United Kingdom, Prussia, 

and Russia formed a fourth coalition. There was no buck-passing this 

time, for Austria was in no shape to join the coalition. But it mattered lit

tle: Napoleon conquered Prussia by winning battles at Jena and Auerstadt 

on October 1 4, 1 806. Both Austria and Prussia had now been knocked out 

of the ranks of the great powers. After engaging the Russian army in a 

bloody stalemate at Eylau (February 8, 1 807),  Napoleon smashed it on the 

battlefield at Friedland (June 14, 1 807) .  Soon thereafter, a badly wounded 

Russia signed the Treaty of Tilsit with Napoleon, which ended the lighting 

between France and Russia and left France free to wage war against an 

isolated United Kingdom. Russia was effectively pursuing a buck-passing 

strategy, pushing France to concentrate on fighting the British, while 

Russia recovered from its defeats and worked to improve its position in 

central Europe. 

Napoleon's imposing military triumphs after 1 805 account in good part 

for Russia's buck-passing, which was the only significant case of buck

passing in the decade before 1 8 1 5 . Russia passed the buck to the United 

Kingdom from 1 807 until 1 8 1 2, not only because Austria and Prussia had 

been conquered by France, and thus were unavailable to join a balancing 

coalition, but also because the major defeats the Russian army suffered in 

1 80 5  and 1 807 left it in no position to engage the French army without 

allies on the continent. Better to let Britain and France batter each other 

while Russia remained on the sidelines, recovering and waiting for a pro

pitious shift in the balance of power. 

Austria had regained enough strength by the spring of 1 809 to join 

with the United Kingdom in a fifth coalition against France. Still smarting 

from its defeats in 1 80 5  and 1 807, Russia opted to remain on the side

lines. Austria fought major battles against Napoleon's armies at Aspem-
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Essling (May 2 1 -22, 1 809) and Wagram (July 5-6, 1 909),  b u t  again i t  was 

decisively defeated and conquered. With both Austria and Prussia 

removed from the balance of power, Russia was France's only great power 

rival on the continent. The Treaty of Tilsit notwithstanding, Napoleon 

turned on Russia in June 1 8 1 2, hoping to conquer and eliminate it, too, 

from the balance of power. The French army, however, suffered a cata

strophic defeat in Russia between June and December 1 8 1 2 . 1 9 At the same 

time, France's position in Spain was deteriorating rapidly. By early 

January 1 8 1 3, Napoleon at last appeared beatable, not invincible. 

Not surprisingly, the sixth balancing coalition against France came 

together in 1 8 1 3 .  Prussia, which was given a desperately needed reprieve by 

Napoleon's debacle in Russia, formed an alliance with Russia on February 

26, 1 8 1 3, and then went to war against France less than a month later, on 

March 1 7, 1 8 1 3 .  The United Kingdom joined the coalition on June 8, 1 8 1 3, 

and Austria followed suit, declaring war against France on August l l, 1 8 1 3 .  

For the first time since fighting broke out i n  1 792, all four o f  France's great

power rivals were allied together in a balancing coalition.20 

Despite defeat in Russia and the emergence of a powerful enemy coali

tion, Napoleon was determined to keep fighting. ln 1 8 1 3, war was waged 

for control of the Third Germany (now called the "Confederation of the 

Rhine" ) ,  which France had dominated for almost a decade. French forces 

won some impressive victories at Lutzen and Bautzen in May 1 8 1 3  and 

even fared well through the summer of 1 8 1 3, winning a major battle at 

Dresden on August 26-27, 1 8 1 3 .  But France's successes were due in good 

pan to the fact that the sixth coalition was still in the process of coming 

together. In mid-October 1 8 1 3, when the coalition was finally in place, 

Napoleon encountered formidable Austrian, Prussian. and Russian armies 

at the Battle of Leipzig. France suffered another devastating defeat and 

lost Germany for good. 

By the end of 1 8 1 3, France's rivals were invading its territory; the fight 

in 1 8 1 4  would be for France itself. Napoleon's armies performed surpris

ingly well in some key battles in February 1 8 1 4, but despite strains in the 

balancing coalition, it held together and routed the French army in March, 

causing Napoleon to abdicate on April 6, 1 8 1 4.2 1 He was eventually exiled 
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to Elba, from which he escaped back to France in early March 1 8 1 5 . The 

sixth coalition immediately reconstituted itself on March 25, 1 8 1 5, and 

defeated Napoleon for the final time at Waterloo on June 1 8, 1 8 1 5 .  

France's run a t  hegemony was over. 

The Calculus of Power 

It is difficult to establish firmly that France had more latent power than 

any of its great-power rivals, mainly because there are not much reliable 

data on population and especially wealth for the period between 1 792 and 

1 8 1 5 . Still, when you consider what is known about those building blocks 

of military power, there is reason to think that France had more potential 

power than any other European state. 

Although hardly any comparative data on overall state wealth can be 

found for the Napoleonic period, scholars generally agree that Great 

B ritain and France were the richest states in the international system. A 

good indicator of Britain's great wealth is the fact that Britain provided 

large subsidies to Austria, Prussia, and Russia so that they could build 

armies that could defeat France, which was certainly not being subsidized 

by the B ritish or anyone else. The relative wealth of Britain and France is 

difficult to establish, but there are reasons to think that France was 

wealthier than Britain, although certainly not by much, for the period in 

question.22 For example, France had a much larger population than 

Britain did in 1 800-28 versus 16 million (see Table 8. 1 )-and given two 

prosperous economies, the one with the larger population is more likely 

to possess greater overall wealth. Furthermore, like Nazi Germany, France 

garnered considerable wealth from its occupation and exploitation of 

much of Europe. One scholar estimates that "Napoleon's conquests pro

vided the French treasury with 10 to 1 5  per cent of its annual revenue 

from 1 80 5  onwards. "2l 

Turning to population size, France appears to have had an advantage 

over its rivals, too. The population figures for 1 800 and 1 8 1 6  in Table 8 .  l 

show that the French outnumbered the British by about I .  5: I and the 

Prussians by almost 3 : 1 ." But the French did not outnumber either the 
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Austrians o r  the Russians. France's population was roughly the same size 

as Austria's, and it was much smaller than Russia's. Nevertheless. a critical 

factor at play effectively shifted the population balance in France's favor in 

both the Austrian and the Russian cases. 

TA. I L i  8 . 1  

Populations of European Great 

Powers, 1 750-1 8 1 6  (in millions) 

1 750 1 800 1 8 1 6  

Austria 1 8  2 8  2 9 . 5  

Great Britain 1 0 . 5  1 6  1 9 . 5  

France 2 1 . 5  2 8  2 9 . 5  

Prussia 9 . 5  1 0 . 3  

Russia 20 37 5 1 . 3  

SOURCES: Figures for 1 7 50 and 1 800 are from Paul Kennedy, The Rise and Fall of the Great 

PMWrs: Economic Chan9e and Military Conflict from 1500 to 2000 (New York: Vintage, 1 987),  p. 
99. Figures for 1 8 1 6  are from J. David Singer and Melvin Small. National Material Capabilities 

Database. 1816-1985 (Ann Arbor, Ml: lnter-Universily Consortium for Polilical and Social 

Research, February 1 9 9 3 ) .  

Population size, as emphasized in Chapter 3 ,  is an important ingredi

ent of military power because it affects the potential size of a state's 

army.25 Large populations allow for large armies. But rival states some

times have markedly different policies regarding who serves in the mili

tary, and in those cases, simple comparisons of population size are not 

panicularly useful. This point is relevant for France and its rivals between 

1 789 and 1 8 1 5 . Prior to the French Revolution, European armies were 

rather small in size and they were composed mainly of foreign mercenar

ies and the dregs of a state's society. In the wake of the revolution. 

nationalism became a mighty force in France, and it led to the introduc-
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tion of the novel concept of the "nation in arms."26 The idea that all per· 

sons fit to fight for France should serve the colors was adopted, and 

thereby the percentage of the population that French leaders could tap 

for military service increased dramatically. Neither Austria nor Russia, 

however, was willing to imitate France and adopt the nation-in-arms 

concept, which meant that compared to France, a significantly smaller 

percentage of their populations was available for military service. Thus, 

France was able to raise substantially larger armies than either Austria or 

Russia, as discussed below.27 

Let us now consider actual military power. France did not have the 

most powerful army in Europe from 1 789 to 1 792, and thus it was not a 

potential hegemon.2s In terms of numbers alone, Austria, Prussia, and 

Russia all had larger armies than did France (see Table 8 .2) .  Only Britain 

maintained a smaller army than France.29 Funhermore, the French army 

did not enjoy a qualitative edge over its rivals. In fact, it was in such disar

ray in the years right after the revolution that it was not clear that it could 

even protect France against invasion.10 This weakness explains why there 

was no balancing against France before 1 793, and why Austria and Prussia 

ganged up to attack France in 1 792. 

During the summer of 1 792,  when the war was going badly for 

France, it took steps to transform its army into the most powerful fight

ing force in Europe. By the early fall of 1 793 ,  that goal was achieved, and 

France clearly was a potential hegemon. The French army remained the 

preeminent army in Europe from 1 79 3  to 1 804. Nevertheless, when you 

consider both relative size and quality, it was not so powerful that all 

four  of its rivals were compelled to ally against it. Instead, its limitations 

allowed for considerable buck-passing among France's opponents. 

The French army, which had numbered 1 50,000 before war broke out 

in April 1 792, tripled in size to 450,000 by November of that year (see 

Table 8 .2 ) ,  at which point it was the largest army in Europe. But the army 

began to shrink in size soon afterward; it was down to 290,000, by 

February 1 793 ,  which made it slightly smaller than the Austrian and 

Russian armies. However, the famous /evie en masse was put in place on 

August 2 3 ,  1 79 3 ,  and the size of the army skyrocketed to 700,000 by 



T A. I l l  1 . 2  

Manpower i n  European Armies, 1 789-1 8 1 5  

France 

1789 180,000 

1790 1 30,000 

1791 1 50,000 

1792 1 50.000 (early) 

450.000 (Nov.) 

179) 290.000 (Feb. )  

700.000 (end) 

1794 7 32,474 

1795 484, 363 

1796 396. 0 1 6  

1797 3 8 1 . 909 

1798 125.000 

1799 337.000 

1800 3 5 5 , 000 

1801 350,000 

1802 )50,000 

180) 400,000 

1804 400.000 

180, 450,000 

1806 500,000 

1807 639.000 

1808 700.000 

1809 750.000 

1810 800,000 

1811  800,000 

1812 1.000.000 

1811 850,000 

1114 356,000 

181' )00,000 

Austria 

300,000 

1 50,000 

i 
300,000 

i 

Great Britain PruHia 

45.000 200,000 

1 20,000 

j 
1 60.000 

42,000 

2 5 0,000 

j 
j 270,000 

i 

RuHia 

300,000 

400,000 

500.000 
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SOURCES: Figures for the French army are from Jean-Paul Bertaud, The Anny of the French 

Revolution, trans. R. R. Palmer (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1 988), pp. 239 (n. 
2 ) ,  272; Georges Blond, La Grande Annie, trans. Marshall May (London: Arms and Armour 
Press, 1 9 9 5 ) ,  pp. 5 1 0- 1 1 ;  David G. Chandler, The Campaigns of Napoleon (New York: 

Macmillan, 1 966), p.  H 3; Owen Connelly, French Revolution/Napoleonic Era (New York: 

Holt, Rinehan, and Wmston, 1 979), p. 240; Roben A. Doughty and Ira D .  Gruber, Warfare 
in the Western World, vol. I ,  Military Operations from 1600 to 1871 (Lexington, MA: D.C.  Heath, 
1 996), p.  2 1 3; John R. Elting. Swords around a Throne: Napoleon's Grande Armie (New York: 

Free Press, 1 988),  pp. 6 1 ,  653;  Vmcent J.  Esposito and John Robert Elting, A Military History 

and Atlas of the Napoleonic Wars (New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1 964), p. 35: Alan Forrest, 
The Soldiers of the French Revolution (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1 990), p. 82; 
Kennedy, Rise and Fall, p.  99; John A. Lynn, The Bayonets of the Republic (Urbana: University 

of Illinois Press, 1 984), pp. 48, 53; and Gunther E.  Rothenberg. The Art of Warfare in the Ast 
of Napoleon (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1 978), pp. 43, 98. Numbers for 1801-2 
and 1 8 1 0-- 1 l are author's estimates. Figures for the other European annies are given in 

round numbers based on the following sources: Chandler, Campaigns of Napoleon, pp. 42, 
666, 750; Connelly, French Revolution/Napoleonic Era, p. 268; Clive Emsley, The Longman 
Companion to Napoleonic Europe (London: Longman, 1993),  p. l 38; David French, The British 

Way in Warfare, 1688-2000 (London: Unwin Hyman, 1 990), p. 1 07; Charles J.  Esdaile, The 
Wars of Napoleon (New York: Longman, 1 995) ,  p. 18; David R. Jones, •The Soviet Defence 

Burden through the Prism of History,· in Carl G. Jacobsen, ed., The Soviet Dtfena Enigma: 
Estimating Costs and Burden (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1 987), p. 1 5 5; Kennedy, Rise 
and Fall, p. 99; Evan Luard. The Balance of Powtr: The System of International Relations, 

1648-1815 (New York: St. Martin's, 1 992), p. 37; Walter M. PinUler, Russia as a Great Pqwer: 
Reflections on the Problem of Relative Backwardness, with Special Referena to tht Russian Army and 
Russian Society, Occasional Paper No. 33 (Washington, DC: Kennan Institute for Advanced 

Russian Studies, July 1 8, 1979), p. 29; Rothenberg, Art of Warfare, pp. 1 67, 1 7 1-73, 1 77, 
1 88, 1 99; and William O. Shanahan, Prussian Military Reforms, 1 786-1813 (New York: AMS, 

1 966),  pp. 3 3-34, 1 78, 206, 22 1 .  

year's end, making i t  overwhelmingly larger than any other European 

army. France could not maintain those large numbers, however, and by 

1 79 5 ,  the army had slimmed down to just over 484,000. But it was still 

the largest army in Europe. Between 1 796 and 1 804, French army size 

fluctuated between a low of 32 5,000 and a high of 400,000, making it 

always larger than the Austrian army ( 300,000) ,  but usually not quite as 

large as the Russian army (400,000) .  

Numbers, however, tell only pan o f  the story. The French army gained 

an important qualitative advantage over rival land forces when France 

became a nation in arms in the summer of 1 792. JI Not only were the 

ranks then filled with individuals who were motivated to fight and die for 

France, but merit replaced binhright as the principal criterion for selecting 

and promoting officers. Furthermore. moving to an army of citizen-soldiers 

infused with patriotism permitted the introduction of novel tactics, which 
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gave French forces a n  advantage over their rivals o n  the battlefield. I t  also 

allowed for an army that had greater strategic mobility than either its 

predecessor or the rival armies of the day. 

Although the French army enjoyed a marked qualitative advantage 

over its opponents (who all remained hostile to the nation-in-arms con

cept) and was the most powerful army in Europe between 1 793 and 1 804, 

it had some serious deficiencies. In particular, the army was neither well

trained nor well-disciplined, and it suffered from high desertion rates. 

•Messy massive armies," as Geoffrey Best puts it, are what France fought 

with before 1 805 ." 

During the period from 1 805 to  1 8 1 3, the power gap between the 

French army and its rivals widened significantly. Napoleon was largely 

responsible for this development. He sharply increased the size of the 

French army by refining its conscription system and by integrating large 

numbers of foreign troops into its ranks. n  Thus, the French army grew 

from 450,000 in 1 805 to 700,000 in 1 808, to 1 million in 1 8 1 2, the year 

France invaded Russia. Even alter that debacle, the French army still num

bered 850,000 in 1 8 1 3 . As Table 8.2 makes clear, there was no comparable 

increase in the size o! the other European armies between 1 80 5  and 1 8 1 3 .  

Napoleon also substantially raised the quality o !  the French army. H e  did 

not make radical changes in the way the army did business, but instead cor

rected many of the "imperfections" in the existing system.34 He improved 

training and discipline, !or example, and he also improved coordination 

among the infantry, artillery, and cavalry. In short, the French army after 

1805 was more professional and more competent than its immediate prede

cessor had been. Napoleon was also a brilliant military commander, which 

gave France a further advantage over its foes. 35 France's rivals made minor 

modifications in their armies in response to Napoleon, but only Prussia 

adopted the nation-in-arms concept and modernized its army in a funda

mental way." Even so, the small Prussian army was no match for the much 

larger French army in a one-on-one engagement. 

France's imposing power advantage over each of its rivals from 1 80 5  

until 1 8 1 3  explains in large part w h y  a l l  four of them came together in 

1 8 1 3  and then remained together until France was defeated and con-
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quered in 1 8 1 5 . One might ask, however, why did that imposing balanc

ing coalition not come together earlier, say in 1 806 or 1 8 1  O? The main 

reason for the delay, as emphasized earlier in this chapter, was that 

Napoleon's stunning victories on the battlefield made it impossible for all 

four rivals to form an alliance. After Napoleon conquered Austria in late 

1 805 ,  there was no time before 1 8 1 3  when all four of France's great

power opponents were players in the balance of power. Indeed, for much 

of the period, both Austria and Prussia were great powers in name only. 

Finally, a word about the impact of geography on buck-passing. Austria 

was the only great power that controlled territory abutting France. Austria 

and France each shared a border with Italy and the Third Germany. which 

both of those great powers highly valued as targets. As a result. Austria 

was too threatened by France to opt out of the fighting by passing the 

buck. Indeed, it was well-placed to play the unenviable role of buck

catcher. And it did, as it was surely the most put-upon of France's rivals.17 

David Chandler. for example, calculates that among France's rivals on the 

continent, Austria was at war with it for I 3 . 5  of the relevant 23 years, 

whereas Prussia and Russia were each at war with France for only 5 . 5  

years . 18 

B ritain. which is separated from the continent by a large body of water. 

was the least vulnerable to invasion of France's foes. Yet Britain was at 

war with France almost continuously from 1 793 onward. Chandler esti

mates that they were locked in conflict for 2 1 . 5 of the relevant 23 years .19 

But  B ritain buck-passed to its continental allies in the sense that it never 

raised a powerful army to fight on the continent against France . It pre

ferred instead to send small armies to fight in peripheral places like Spain, 

while subsidizing its allies to do the brunt of the fighting against the 

French a rmy.40 In shon, Britain's geographical location allowed it to act as 

an offshore balancer. 

Russia was located on the other end of the continent from France, with 

Austria and Prussia in between. So a favorable geographic position 

allowed Russia to buck-pass. too, especially between 1 79 3  and 1 804, 

when France was mainly concerned with winning hegemony in western 

Europe.41 In fact, Russia was at war with France for less than one year 
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during that period. Prussia also did a considerable amount o f  buck-pass

ing. bur that behavior cannot be explained by geography. because Prussia 

was located in the heart of Europe, not far away from France. Prussia's 

success as a buck-passer was largely due to the fact that neighboring 

Austria was an ideal buck-catcher. 

In sum, the pattern of balancing and buck-passing displayed by 

France's rivals between 1 789 and 1 8 1 5  can be explained in good part by 

my theory, which emphasizes the distribution of power and the luck of 

geography. 

Europe was relatively peaceful for almost fony years after the 

Napoleonic Wars ended in 1 8 1 5 .  In fact, no war was fought between any 

of the great powers until the Crimean War started in 1 85 3 .  Then the War 

of Italian Unification, which had Austria and France on opposing sides, 

broke out in 1 859. But neither one of these wars altered the European 

balance of power in any meaningful way. In contrast, Bismarck initiated a 

series of wars in the 1 860s that transformed Prussia into Germany and 

fundamentally altered the balance of power in Europe. The next section 

looks at how the other great powers reacted to this Prussian expansion. 

l l S M A R C K I A N  P R U S S I A  ( 1 1 6 2 - 7 0 )  

Background 

Prussia did not become a great power unti l  the mid-eighteenth century, 

but even then it was probably the weakest European great power until 

the mid-nineteenth century.42 The main reason for its weakness was its 

small population compared to the other great powers. Consider that 

Prussia's population in 1 800 was about 9 . 5  million, while Austria and 

France each had roughly 28 million people, and Russia had about 3 7  mil

lion people (see Table 8 . 1 ) .  Prussia's strategic situation changed dramati

cally between 1 864 and 1 870, when Bismarck led it to victory in three 

wars. Prussia actually ceased to exist as a sovereign state after 1 870 and 

instead became the core of a unified Germany that was substantially more 

powerful than its Prussian predecessor had been. 
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There was no state called "Germany" when Bismarck was appointed 

Prussia's minister-president in September 1 862. Instead, an assortment of 

German-speaking political entities were scattered about the center of 

Europe, loosely tied together in the German Confederation, an ineffectual 

political organization set up after Napoleon's defeat in 1 8 1 5 .  There were 

two great powers in the confederation: Austria and Prussia. But it also 

included medium-sized kingdoms such as Bavaria and Saxony, as well as 

numerous small states and free cities-all of which I refer to as the "Third 

Germany." It was apparent after the revolutions of 1 848 that German 

nationalism was a potent force that was likely to cause some combination 

of those German political entities to come together to form a unified 

German state. The question of the day was whether Austria or Prussia 

would be the core of that new state�ssentially, which great power 

would absorb the Third Germany? The wars of 1 864, 1 866, and 1 870-7 1 

resolved that issue in Prussia's favor. 

Besides Austria and Prussia, there were four other great powers in 

Europe in the 1 860s: the United Kingdom, France, Italy, and Russia (see 

Map 8 . 2 ) .  But Italy did not have significant influence on the events sur

rounding German unification, although it did fight with Prussia against 

Austria in 1 866. Italy was a spanking new state that was especially weak 

relative to the other great powers. Therefore, the key issue is how Austria, 

the United Kingdom, France, and Russia reacted to Bismarck's efforts to 

transform Prussia into Germany. As will become apparent, buck-passing 

was their preferred strategy, and although Austria and France balanced 

against Prussia at different times, they did so only when they had no alter

native. 

The Strategic Behavior of the Great Pawers 

Prussia's first war under Bismarck ( 1 864) was a straightforward case of 

two great powers, Austria and Prussia, ganging up to attack a minor 

power. Denmark.41 Their aim was to take the duchies of Schleswig and 

Holstein away from Denmark. There was widespread sentiment within 

the German Confederation that those areas should be part of some 
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German political entity, not Denmark, because almost all of Holstein's and 

about half of Schleswig's population spoke German and thus should be 

considered German nationals. Austria and Prussia had little difficulty 

defeating Denmark, but they were unable to agree on who should control 

Schleswig and Holstein. The United Kingdom, France, and Russia stood 

aside while Denmark went down to defeat. 

Prussia fought Austria in 1 866, although Italy, which was a bitter rival 

of Austria, joined with Prussia in that fight.44 The war was caused in part 

by the lingering dispute between Austria and Prussia over what to do with 

Schleswig and Holstein. But the more important issue at stake was which 

of these great powers would dominate a united Germany. The Prussian 

army easily defeated the Austrian army and Prussia gained control of the 

northern portion of the Third Germany. No other great power intervened 

to help Austria. Finally, Prussia went to war with France in 1 870 .4� 

Bismarck engineered the war on the assumption that a military victory 

could be used to complete German unification. France fought mainly for 

territorial compensation to offset Prussia's gains in 1 866. The Prussian 

army decisively defeated the French army, and Prussia took Alsace and 

part of Lorraine from France. More important, Prussia gained control of 

the southern half of the Third Germany, which meant that Bismarck had 

finally created a united Germany. Europe's other great powers remained 

on the sidelines while the French army was routed. 

lt is not surprising that none of the European great powers balanced 

against Austria and Prussia in 1 864, because the stakes were small. Neither 

Austria nor Prussia was an especially formidable military power, and it was 

not clear which one of them, if either, would ultimately control Schleswig 

and Holstein. But the conflicts of 1 866 and 1 870 are a different matter. 

Those wars fundamentally altered the European balance of power in 

Prussia's favor.  At first glance. one would have expected the United 

Kingdom, France, and Russia to have balanced with Austria against Prussia 

in 1 866, and Austria, the United Kingdom, and Russia to have done the 

same with France in 1 870.  Instead, they all pursued buck·passing strate· 

gies, and Austria was left standing alone against Prussia in 1 866, while 

France found itself in the same position in 1 870. 
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The buck-passing that took place i n  Europe between 1 864 and 1 870 

was motivated by two different rationales. The United Kingdom and 

Russia actually welcomed Prussia's victories, because they believed that a 

unified Germany seived their strategic interests.46 Both felt that France 

was the most threatening great power in Europe, and that a strong 

Germany on France's doorstep would help keep it in check. In essence, 

the United Kingdom and Russia were pursuing a buck-passing strategy, 

but their aim was not to get another state to balance against Prussia, 

which they did not consider a threat. but instead to create a powerful 

Germany that could balance against France. which they did fear. The 

United Kingdom also thought that a unified Germany would help keep 

Russia's attention focused on Europe, and away from central Asia, where 

the British and the Russians were fierce rivals. Furthermore. Russia saw a 

powerful Germany as a check on Austria, which had recently become 

Russia's bitter enemy. Still, fear of France was the main driving force 

behind British and Russian thinking. 

Austria and France buck-passed for different reasons. Unlike the United 

Kingdom and Russia, they feared a unified Germany on their doorstep, 

because it would pose a direct threat to their suivival. Nevertheless, they 

did not balance together against Prussia; instead they passed the buck to 

each other. allowing Bismarck to defeat each of them in tum. In fact, 

there is evidence that France welcomed a bloodletting between Austria 

and Prussia in 1 866, because France believed it would gain relative power 

in the process.47 The main reason for this buck-passing was that each 

thought the other could stop the Prussian army and thwan Bismarck's 

ambitions without help from another great power. Indeed, it was widely 

believed in Europe that Austria and France each had the military where

withal to win a war against Prussia.48 France not only had Napoleon's 

legacy on its side, but more concretely, had recently scored victories in the 

Crimean War ( 1 8 5 3-56) and the War of Italian Unification ( 1 8 5 9 ) .  

There are other reasons why Austria a n d  France failed to form a bal

ancing coalition against Prussia. For example, Bismarck was remarkably 

skillful at using diplomacy to isolate his targets. Funhermore. Austria and 

France had fought against each other in 1 8 59. and residual animosity 
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from that conflict hindered relation;; in the 1 860s.49 Austria also worried 

in 1 870 that if it sided with France. Russia might attack Austria from the 

east.so Finally, the Austrian army was still recuperating in 1 870 from the 

battering it had sustained in 1 866, and thus it was not in good shape to 

take on the Prussian army again. Although these considerations con

tributed to Austrian and French buck-passing, they would have mattered 

little if French policymakers had believed Austria needed help against 

Prussia, and vice versa. In all likelihood, they would have worked togther 

to stop Bismarck from creating a unified Germany. 

The Calculus  of Power 

This prolific buck-passing during the 1 860s can be explained in good part 

by Prussia's position in the European balance of power. Prussia was cer

tainly not a potential hegemon, and although its army grew increasingly 

powerful over the course of the decade, it was never so powerful that rival 

great powers saw fit to form a balancing coalition against it. A potential 

hegemon, as emphasized throughout this book, must be wealthier than 

any of its regional rivals and must possess the most powerful army in the 

area. But the United Kingdom, not Bismarckian Prussia, controlled the 

largest share of potential power in mid-nineteenth-century Europe. The 

United Kingdom controlled about 68 percent of European wealth in 1 860, 

whereas France controlled 14 percent and Prussia only 10 percent (see 

Table 3 . 3 ) .  B y  1 870, the United Kingdom still controlled roughly 64 per

cent of European industrial might, while Germany controlled 16 percent 

and France 1 3  percent.s 1 

Regarding the military balance in the 1 860s, there is not much doubt 

that France and Prussia possessed the most powerful armies. France was 

surely n umber one between 1 860 and 1 866, which is why B ritain and 

Russia looked approvingly on Bismarck's effort to create a unified 

Germany. Prussia's army was among the weakest European armies at the 

start of  the decade, but it was the most powerful by 1 867, and remained 

in the top position through 1 870.52 Austria had a strong army during the 

first hall o f  the decade, but its power waned alter 1 866." Russia main-
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rained a very large but rather inefficient army that had little power

projection capability but was capable of defending Russia against a major 

attack by another great power." Finally, although the United Kingdom 

had much more latent power than any of its rivals, it maintained a small 

and inefficient army that counted for little in the balance of power.ss 

Of course, the United Kingdom's and Russia's relative military weak

ness hardly mattered for checking Bismarck, because both states wanted 

Prussia to transform itself into Germany. What mattered most in 1 866 and 

1 870 was how power was distributed among Austria, France, and 

Prussia.56 Looking at numbers alone in 1 866, the Austrian army was cer

tainly a match for the Prussian army (see Table 8 . 3 ) . 57 Austria's standing 

army had an advantage of l .2 5 : 1 .  After each side's reseives were mobi

lized, Austria enjoyed a similar advantage. At the crucial battle of 

Koniggratz on July 3, 1 866, an Austrian army of 270,000 faced a Prussian 

army of 280,000.58 But the Prussian army was qualitatively better than 

the Austrian army.59 Prussian soldiers employed breech-loading rifles, 

which gave them an important advantage over their Austrian counter

parts, who were armed with muzzle-loading rifles. The Prussian army also 

had a superior staff system, and the Austrian army's multi-ethnic makeup 

was beginning to impair its fighting power. although the problem was still 

manageable in 1 866. On the other hand, the Austrian army had much 

better anillery and cavalry than the Prussian army. Considering both 

quantity and quality, the Prussian army held a distinct though not large 

power advantage over the Austrian army. This rough balance of power 

between Austria and Prussia encouraged France to buck-pass in 1 866.60 

France still possessed Europe's most powerful army in 1 866, and it could 

have contained Bismarck by making an alliance with Austria. Unlike 

Austria and Prussia. France still relied heavily on its standing army, while 

showing little interest in mobilizable reserves. Nevenheless, France's stand

ing army in 1 866 still outnumbered Prussia's fully mobilized army by some 

458,000 to 370,000. Funhermore. there was little difference in the quality 

of the two armies at that point. The balance of power. however. shifted 

against the French army and in the Prussian a rmy's favor between 1 866 

and 1 870, although that change was not widely recognized at the time. 



Austria 

United Kingdom 

France 

Prussia 

Russia 

Italy 

NOTE: na "' not available 

T A B L E  8 . 3  

Manpower in  European Armies, 1 862-70 (Wars of  German Unification) 

1 862 1864 1 866 1 870 

Standing Standing Standing Army post· Standing Army post· 

army army army mobilization army mobilization 

2 5 5 , 000 298,000 27 5,000 460,000 2 52,000 

200,000 200,000 1 76, 7 3 1  "' 1 74, 1 98 

520,000 487,000 458,000 "' 367,850 5 30,870 

2 1 3,000 2 1 2,000 2 1 4,000 370,000 3 1 9,000 1 , 1 8 3,000 

682,000 727,000 742,000 "' 7 38,000 

1 8 5,000 1 96, 1 00 200,000 "' 2 1 4, 3 54 

1 8 70-71 

Total Men 

Mobilized 

1 ,980,000 

1 ,4 50,000 

SOURCES: Numbers for Austria, Prussia, and Russia in 1 862 and 1 864 are from Singer and Small, National Material Capabilities Data. The Russian numbers are actually for 
1 862 and 1 865, as Singer and Small unaccountably put the Russian army at  over a million men in 1 864. Figures for the United Kingdom are from Michael Stephen 

Panridge, Military Planning for the Defense of the United Kingdom, 1814-1870 (Westport, CT: Greenwood, 1 989),  p. 72. The 1 862 figure for Italy is from Singer and Small, National 
Material Capabilities; the 1 864 number is from The Statesman's Year-Book (London: Macmillan. 1 86 5 ) ,  p. 3 1 2 . Standing army figures for Austria, Prussia, and Russia in I 866 are 
from Singer and Small, National Material Capabilities Data; the 1 866 figure [or the United Kingdom is from Edward M. Spiers. The Army and Society, 1815-1914 (London: 
Longman, 1 980). p. 38; the 1 866 number for France is from Douglas Porch, Army and Revolution: France, 1815-1848 (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1 974), p. 67; the 
1 866 figure for Italy is from Geoffrey Wawro, The Austro-Prussian War (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1 996), pp. 52-53. The 1 866 numbers for the Austrian and 

Prussian armies aher mobilization are rrom William McElwec. The Art of War: Waterloo to Mons (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, I 974), pp. 53,  62. S1anding army fig
ures for Austria, Prussia, and Russia in 1 870 are from Singer and Small, National Material Capabilities Data; the British number for 1 870 is from Spiers, Army and Society, p. 36. 
The 1 870 figure for France is from Thomas J. Adriance, The Last Gaiter Button: A Study of the Mobilization and Concentration of the French Army in the War of 1870 (Wes1port, CT: 
Greenwood, 1 987), p. 23;  the number for Italy in 1 870 is from The Statesman's Year-Book (London: Macmillan, 1 87 1  ) , p. 3 1 2. The figure for the size of 1he French army after 
mobilization (as of July 28, 1 870) is from Adriance, Last Gaiter Button. p. 1 4 5; this figure is derived by adding lhe number of reserves thal had arrived in depo1s by July 28 lo 
the number of men in the standing army. The number for the Prussians (as of August 2, I 870) is from Michael Howard, The Franco-Prussian War: The German Invasion of 
Franu. 1870--1871 (London: Methuen, 1 96 1 ), p. 60. The figures for the total number of Frenchmen and Prussians mobilized during lhe 1870-7 J war are from Theodore 
Ropp, War in the Modern World ( Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1 9 59), p. 1 56 (n. 1 3 ) .  
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After observing Prussia's success with its mobilized reserves i n  the war 

of 1 866, France shrunk the size of its standing army and began building a 

reserve system of its own. Four years later, the French army had a formi

dable reserve structure on paper. It was inefficient in practice, however, 

especially compared to the Prussian system, and this difference mattered 

greatly when France declared war on July 1 9, 1 870.6 1  By that point, 

France's standing army was still more powerful than Prussia's, but where

as Prussia was able to mobilize 1 , 1 83,000 soldiers at the start of the war, 

France could only muster 5 30,870 soldiers. France eventually managed to 

mobilize all of its reservrs, and over the course of the war, it mobilized 

more than half a million more men than Prussia. Prussia had a small 

advantage in army quality by 1 870. mainly because it had a superior gen

eral staff system and its reserves were better trained than were the French 

reserves. 62 However, French infantrymen were better armed than their 

Prussian counterpans, although that advantage was offset by Prussia's 

breech-loading artillery. 

On balance. the Prussian army was markedly more powerful than the 

French army in 1 870, mainly because of the sharp asymmetry between 

them in short-term mobilization capability. Given this imbalance, Austria 

should have allied with France against Prussia. But that did not happen, 

because Austrian and French policymakers miscalculated the balance of 

power. Both of Prussia's rivals mistakenly believed that the French army 

could mobilize reserves as rapidly and effectively as the Prussian army." 

Indeed, France's leaders thought that Prussia would have difficulty mobi

lizing its reserves, thus providing France with an important military advan

tage. However, Prussia correctly recognized that France's mobilization 

would be ragged at best, and that the Prussian army would therefore have 

a significant advantage on the battlefield.64 Not surprisingly, Bismarck did 

not hesitate to go to war against France when the opportunity came in the 

summer of 1 870. 

Finally. buck-passing in this case was not heavily influenced by geo

graphical considerations. The United Kingdom was separated from Prussia 

by the English Channel. but that geographical fact appears to have had lit

tle effect on British policy toward Prussia, which was driven mainly by 
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British fear of France. Austria, France, and Russia all shared a common 

border with Prussia. so geography cannot help account for their different 

responses to Bismarck's efforts to create a unified Germany. Prussia's four 

potential rivals were cenainly well-positioned to strike into Prussian terri

tory, had they seen fit to form a balancing coalition. But they did not, 

mainly because the distribution of power in Europe between 1 862 and 

1 870 encouraged buck-passing. 

W I L H E L M I N E  G E RMANY ( 1 890- 1 9 1 4 ) 

Background 

When Bismarck stepped down as chancellor in March l 890, Germany was 

not yet a potential hegemon, although it had a large and growing popula

tion, a dynamic economy. and a formidable army. Those combined assets 

caused much anxiety among Europe's other great powers in the last decade 

of the nineteenth century. By the early twentieth century, however, 

Germany was a full-fledged potential hegemon that was gaining more rela

tive power every year. Not surprisingly, fear of Germany pervaded European 

politics between 1 900 and the outbreak of World War I in August 1 9 14.  

Besides Germany, there were five other great powers in Europe during 

this period: Austria-Hungary. the United Kingdom, France, Italy, and 

Russia (see Map 6 . 2 ) .  

Austria-Hungary, Italy, and Germany were a l l  members o f  the Triple 

Alliance. Austria -Hungary was an especially weak great power with a dim 

future .65 In fact, it disintegrated forever at the end of World War I .  

Nationalism was the principal source of Austria-Hungary's weakness. I t  

was a multinational state, and most of i t s  composite ethnic groups wanted 

independent states of their own. Austria-Hungary and Germany were 

closely allied before World War I .  Austria-Hungary had serious territorial 

disputes with Russia in eastern Europe and the Balkans. and needed 

Germany to help protect it from the tsar's armies. Germany, on the other 

hand, had a vested interest in keeping Austria-Hungary intact so that it 

could help block Russian expansion. 
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Italy was also a n  especially weak great power. The problem i n  Italy was 

not nationalism, which had actually helped unify the country in 1 860, but 

the fact that Italy had little industrial might and an army that was prone 

to catastrophic defeat.66 A key British diplomat was not joking when he 

said in 1 909, "We have no desire to seduce Italy from the Triple Alliance, 

since she would rather be a thorn in the side than any assistance to France 

and ourselves. "67 Italy was not seriously committed to the Triple Alliance 

by the early twentieth century, however. because its troubles with France, 

which are what originally caused the alliance with Germany and Austria

Hungary, had largely gone away. while its relations with Austria-Hungary 

had deteriorated.68 In effect, Italy was a neutral state before World War I. 

Not surprisingly, when the war started, Italy remained neutral and then in 

May 1 9 1 5  joined with the Allies to fight against its own erstwhile allies, 

Austria-Hungary and Germany. 

The United Kingdom, France, and Russia were all much more powerful 

than Austria-Hungary and Italy, and they were determined to stop 

Germany from establishing hegemony in Europe. Therefore, the key issue 

is how these three great powers reacted to Wilhelmine Germany's grow

ing might between 1 890 and 1 9 1 4. As will become apparent, there was 

little buck-passing among the Kaiserreich's rivals. Instead, the United 

Kingdom, France, and Russia formed a balancing coalition-the Triple 

Entente->even years before the stan of World War I. 

The Strategic Behavior of the Great Powers 

France and Russia, the continental powers sitting across Germany's west

ern and eastern borders, negotiated an alliance between 1 890 and 1 894 

that was designed to contain Germany.69 However, neither partner 

thought it likely that Germany would attack it at the time or in the imme

diate future. France and Russia were mainly interested in making sure 

that Germany did not cause trouble in Europe. so that they could pursue 

imponant goals in other regions of the world. Relations between the 

United Kingdom and Germany experienced a marked chill in the early 

1 890s, but the United Kingdom showed little inclination to ally with 
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France and Russia against Germany.70 In fact, the United Kingdom was 

frequently at loggerheads with its future allies during the 1 890s. and 

almost went to war with France in 1 898 over the Nile fon of Fashoda .1 1 

There was no significant change between 1 894 and 1 904 in how the 

future members of the Triple Entente reacted to the German threat. France 

and Russia remained allies, committed to containing the Kaiserreich by 

threatening it with the specter of a two-front war. Anglo-German relations 

were badly strained at the tum of the century by Germany's effons to build 

a formidable navy with its own version of the British empire ( Weltpolitik ) .  

B u t  the United Kingdom did not join forces with France and Russia t o  bal

ance against Germany, although fear of Germany caused a marked 

improvement in Anglo-French relations between 1 903 and 1904.72 They 

signed the Entente Cordiale on April 8, 1 904, which ellectively put an end 

to their bitter rivalry in areas outside of Europe. This agreement was not an 

alliance against Germany in disguise, although it certainly made that 

alliance easier to consummate after 1905 .  In effect, the United Kingdom, 

ad.ing as a classic offshore balancer, was buck-passing; it was relying on 

France and Russia to contain German expansion on the European conti

nent. Of course, rejecting a continental commitment meant that the United 

Kingdom did not have to build a powerful army, which allowed it to con

centrate on maintaining the world's most powerful navy. 

There was dramatic change in the constellation of forces in Europe 

between 1 90 5  and 1 907, and when the dust had settled. the United 

Kingdom was allied with France and Russia in the Triple Entente.7 1 The 

United Kingdom was pushed toward accepting a continental commitment 

by the simple fact that Germany had the earmarkings al a potential hege

mon by 1 90 5 .74 But other considerations also affected British calculations. 

Japan inflicted a devastating defeat on Russia in 1 905,  el!ectively knock

ing it out of  the European balance of power and leaving France without 

its main ally.75 To make matters worse, while Russia was going down to 

defeat, Germany initiated a major diplomatic crisis with France over 

Morocco . The goal was to isolate and humiliate France. which no longer 

had a reliable Russian ally and was not allied with the United Kingdom at 

the time. 
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British policymakers quickly understood that buck·passing was no 

longer a viable policy, because France alone could not contain Germany.76 

Thus, in late 1 905, the United Kingdom began moving toward a continen· 

tal commitment. Specifically, it began organizing a small expeditionary 

force to fight alongside the French army on the continent, and it initiated 

staff talks between the British and French armies to coordinate plans for 

fighting together against Germany.77 At the same time, the United Kingdom 

began working to improve relations with Russia, which were badly strained 

over their rivalry in Asia. The Anglo·Russian Convention, the third and 

final leg of the Triple Entente, was consummated on August 3 1 ,  1 907 .78 The 

aim was to make sure that the United Kingdom and Russia did not become 

involved in a serious dispute outside of Europe (especially in central Asia),  

so that they could work together inside of Europe to contain Germany. 

Although the United Kingdom, France, and Russia had formed a bal

ancing coalition against Germany by the summer of 1 907, the British 

impulse to buck-pass never completely disappeared. For example, the 

United Kingdom never made an explicit commitment to fight with its 

allies if Germany attacked them." The Triple Entente was not a tightly 

organized and formal alliance like the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

(NATO) would be during the Cold War. Furthermore, when it became 

apparent in 1 9 1 1 that the Russian army had recovered from its defeat in 

the Russo-Japanese War. it was once again possible to imagine France and 

Russia checking Germany without help from the B ritish army. 

Consequently, Anglo-Russian relations became testy again and the Triple 

Entente wobbled a bit.80 Finally, when war broke out, the United 

Kingdom tried to get France and Russia to pay the awful price of defeating 

the mighty German army while it remained on the sidelines, preserving 

itself for the postwar period." These hesitations notwithstanding, the 

United Kingdom did not abandon its continental commitment after 1 907, 

and it went to war alongside France and Russia in the early days of 

August 1 9 14.  It also committed a mass army to the western front and did 

its fair share of fighting against the formidable German army. 

In sum, we see relatively efficient balancing against Germany in the 

two and a half decades before World War I .  France and Russia joined 
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forces to check Germany between 1 890 and 1 905, while the United 

Kingdom buck-passed. There was little buck-passing after 1 905, however, 

as the United Kingdom joined forces with France and Russia to try to keep 

the Kaiserreich at bay. This pattern of behavior by Germany's foes can be 

explained in large part by geography and Germany's evolving position in 

the European balance of power from 1 890 to l 9 1 4. 

The Calculus of Power 

Let us start with the period between 1 890 and 1 905 .  Germany was not a 

potential hegemon until the end of this period, mainly because the United 

Kingdom controlled more latent power than Germany did until 1 903 .  For 

example, the United Kingdom controlled 50 percent of European wealth 

in 1 890, while Germany controlled 25 percent (see Table 3 . 3 ) .  France's 

share was 1 3  percent, and Russia's was a mere 5 percent. The United 

Kingdom still held an advantage over Germany in 1 900, but it was only 

37 percent to 34 percent. Moreover, France's share had shrunk to 1 1  per

cent, although Russia's had increased to 10 percent. Germany was rapidly 

reaching the point where it would have sufficient industrial might to be a 

potential hegemon. Indeed, it reached that point in l 903, when its share 

of European wealth reached 36 .5  percent, and the United Kingdom's fell 

to 34.5 percent.82 There was never much question that by the early twen

tieth century Germany had substantially more latent power than did 

either France or Russia. 

Regarding actual military power, France and Germany were clearly the 

two most powerful armies in Europe between 1 890 and 1 905 .  As David 

Herrmann notes, "'the French and German armies dominated the stage in 

the perceptions of military experts, "' in the pre-World War I era.81 But the 

German army was the more formidable of the two lighting forces. The 

standing armies of France and Germany, as well as their fully mobilized 

armies, were of roughly equal size during this period (see Tables 6 . 1 and 

8.4) . The key dil!erence, however, was in how each army used its 

reserves. A large portion of Germany's reserves was trained for combat 

and organized into fighting units that were expected to participate in the 
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opening battles o f  a major European war. The French, o n  the other hand, 

did not believe in training their reserves to fight alongside the standing 

army. Thus, although there was not much difference in the size of the 

fully mobilized French and German armies, the German army could gen

erate substantially larger combat forces. If war had broken out in 1 905, 

the Germans would have had roughly 1 . 5  million soldiers in their fighting 

armies, whereas the French would have had about 840,000, which trans

lates into a 1 .8 : 1  advantage for Germany.84 Finally, the German army 

enjoyed a moderate qualitative edge over its French rival, mainly because 

of its superior general staff and its advantage in heavy artillery. 

Russia possessed Europe's largest army between 1 890 and 1 905,  but it 

was plagued with serious problems, which relegated it to a distant third 

place behind the German and French armies.85 Japan's army took advan

tage of those deficiencies in the 1 904-5 war and inflicted a punishing defeat 

on the Russian army. The British army was small and ill-prepared for conti

nental watiare before 1 905, and thus hardly mattered in the balance of 

power. As Hemnann notes, "Surveys of the European armies with their 

strengths and equipment, compiled by general staffs from Paris and Berlin 

to Vienna and Rome. very often simply left the British out altogether. "86 

Germany was clearly a potential hegemon in the decade before World 

War I. Regarding latent power, Germany controlled 40 percent of 

European industrial might by 1 9 1 3; the United Kingdom controlled 28 

percent (see Table 3 . 3 ) .87 Also, by that point, Germany had more than a 

3: 1 advantage in potential power over France and Russia, whose shares of 

industrial might were 12 percent and I I  percent, respectively. 

Funhermore, the German army remained the dominant army in Europe 

after 1 905 .  Indeed, it began a serious expansion program in early 1 9 1 2 .  

When war broke out i n  1 9 1 4, Germany was able t o  place 1 .7 1  million sol

diers in front-line combat units, while France could muster only 1 .07 mil

lion (see Table 8.4). Of course, Germany's great advantage in potential 

power allowed it to mobilize far more men than France over the course of 

the war: 1 3 .25  million versus 8 .6  million. The Russian army was badly 

crippled by its defeat in the Russo-Japanese War, and began to show signs 

of recovery only in 1 9 1 1 .  However, it was still far inferior to the French 
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Manpower in European Armies, 1 900-1 9 1 8  (World War I )  

1 900 1 905 1 9 1 0  1 9 1 4  1 9 1 4- 1 8  

Standing War Standing War Standing War Standing War Tata I 
army potential army potential army potential army potential mobilized 

Austria-Hungary 3 6 1 ,693 1 , 872, 1 7 8  386,870 2 , 5 80,000 397, 1 32 2 , 7 50,000 4 1 5, 000 1 , 2 50,000 8,000,000 

United Kingdom 2 3 1 , 8 5 1  677, 3 1 4  287,240 742,568 2 5 5,438 742, 0 3 6  247,432 1 1 0,000 6,2 1 1 ,427 

Prance 598,765 2,500,000 580,420 2, 500,000 6 1 2.424 3 , 1 72,000 7 36,000 1 , 0 7 1 ,000 8,660,000 

Germany 600, 5 1 6  3,000,000 609, 7 5 8  3,000,000 622,483 3,260,000 880,000 1 , 7 1 0,000 1 3, 2 50,000 

Russia 1 , 1 00,000 4,600,000 I, 1 00,000 4,600,000 1 ,200,000 4,000,000 1 . 320,000 1 , 800,000 1 3, 700,000 

Italy 263,684 1 ,063,635 264, 5 1 6  1 , 064,467 2 3 8,6 1 7  600,000 2 5 6,000 875,000 5 , 6 1 5,000 

NOTE: ·war potential· is as defined in Table 6. 1 .  A coumry·s •fighting army· represents the number of men in the army's fighting units concentrated in the theater of battle 
and thus immediately available for combat. The distribution of those fighting annies engaged on more than one from in August 1 9 14,  is as follows: Austria-Hungary, J,000,000 

in Galicia, 250,000 to invade Serbia; Gennany, 1 .485,000 to invade France and the Low Countries, 22 5,000 in East Prussia; Russia, 1 .200,000 in Galicia, 600,000 to invade East 
Prussia. 

SOURCES: Figures for standing anny and war potential ol all states for 1 900. 1 905, and 1 9 1  O are from The S1atesman's Year· Book (London: Macmillan, various years) except for 
Austria ·Hungary's 1 9 1 0  war potemial. which is the author's estimate. Specific years and page numbers are as follows (years refer to editions of The Statesman's Year-Book): Austria
Hungary, 1 9 0 1 ,  p. 386; 1 906, p. 653;  1 9 1 1 .  p. 590; United Kingdom, 1 90 1 .  pp. 57-58; 1 906, p. 284; 1 9 1 1 ,  pp. 52-53; France, 1 9 0 1 ,  p. 5 56; 1 906, pp. 6 1 4- 1 5; 1 9 1 1 ,  pp. 768--69; 

Germany, 1 90 1 .  pp. 629-30; 1 906. pp. 936-37; 1 9 1 1 ,  p. 843; Russia, 1 9 0 1 ,  p. 9 9 1 ;  1 9 1 1 ,  p. 1 1 66; Italy, 1 902, p. 806; 1 906, p. 1 088; 1 9 1 1 .  p. 963. The figure for the fighting 
army of France in 1 905 is from David G. Hernnann. The Anning of Europe and rhe Making of the First World War (Princewn, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1 996), p. 45. The same 
figure for Germany is the author's estimate based on the discussions in ibid . .  pp. 44--4 5, 1 60, 2 2 1 ; and Jack L. Snyder, The Ideology of the Offensive: Military Decision Making and the 
Disas1ers of 1914 (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1 984 ),  pp. 4 1 -50, 67, 8 1 .  1 09-1 I, 220. Figures for 1he standing army and mobilized fighting armies of Austria·Hungary in 
1 9 1 4  are from Helger H .  Herwig, The First World War: Gennanyand Auslria-Hungary. 1914-1918 (London: Arnold, 1 997), p. 1 2; and Anhur Banks. A Military Atlas of the First World 
War (London: Leo Cooper, 1 989), p. 32. For the Uni1ed Kingdom. the numbers are from War Office. Slatisrics of the Military Effort of lhe British Empire During the G�at War (London: 
His Majesty's Stationery Office, 1 922). p. 30; an� Herwig, First World War. p. 98. Figur�s for the French am:iy are from Les Anntes Francaises Jans La Grande Guerre (Paris: Imprimerie 
Nationale, 1 92 3 ) ,  p. 30; and J. E.  Edmonds, Hutoryof the Grea/ War· Military Operations. France and Belgium, 1 914. Vol. I (London: Macmillan, 1 9 3 3 ) ,  p .  18. For Germany, the 
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figures are from Spencer C .  Tucker, T�e Great War, 1914-1918 (Bloomington: Indiana University 
Press, 1 998), p. 1 7; and Banks, Atlas of the First World War, pp. 30, 32. The figures for the Russian 
army are from Alfred Knox, With the Russian Anny, 1914-1917  (London: Hutchinson, 1 92 1 ), p. 
xviii; and Tucker, The Great War, pp. 40, 44. For Italy, the standing army figure is from 

Herrmann, Anning of Europe, p. 234, and the mobilized fighting army figure (which is for May 
1 9 1 5, when Italy entered the war) is from Banks, Atlas of the First World War, p. 200. Figures 
for total number of men mobilized from 1 9 1 4  to 1 9 1 8  for Aus1ria-Hungary, the United 
Kingdom, France, Germany, and Russia are from Roger Chickering, Imperial Germany and the 
Great War, 1 914-1918 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1 998) , p. 1 9 5 .  The figure for 
llaly is from Judith M. Hughes, To the Maginot Line: The Politics of French Military Preparation in 
the J920s (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Universily Press, 1 97 1 ), p. 1 2 .  

and German armies. The post- 1 905 British army was small, but  it was a 

high-quality fighting force, especially when compared to the Russian 

army. The British army was probably the third best in Europe during the 

decade before World War I, while Russia's was fourth best, a reverse of the 

situation before 1 905 .  

Given that Germany was the most powerful state on the continent from 

1 890 until 1 905 but was not a potential hegemon until 1 903,  it makes sense 

that France and Russia balanced together against Germany, while the United 

Kingdom stayed offshore and pursued a buck-passing strategy. By 1 905, 

however, the Kaiserreich was clearly a potential hegemon, and thus a much 

more serious threat to the balance of power, especially after the Russian 

defeat that year. Not surprisingly, the United Kingdom stopped passing the 

buck and balanced with France and Russia against Germany, a commitment 

it saw through until Germany was finally defeated in November 1 9 1 8. 

Finally, geography was no hindrance to balancing against the Kaiserreich. 

France and Russia shared a common border with Germany, which made it 

easy for them to attack or threaten to attack into German territory. Of course, 

that proximity also made it easy for Germany to invade France and Russia, 

which cenainly provided them with an incentive to form a balancing coali

tion against Germany. The United Kingdom was separated from Germany by 

the English Channel, which made buck-passing a more viable option for the 

United Kingdom than for either France or Russia. But once the United 

Kingdom abandoned buck-passing and accepted a continental commitment, 

it could readily bring pressure to bear against Germany by transponing its 

army to France, which it did in 1 9 14.  
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France was the most powerful state in Europe between the end of World 

War I ( 1 9 1 8 )  and when Hitler became German chancellor on January 30, 

1 9 3 3 .  It maintained a formidable army and paid serious attention to 

defending its eastern border against a German attack (see Table 8 . 5 ) .  

Germany presented n o  threat t o  France during this period, however, 

because Weimar Germany was barely capable of defending itself, much 

less attacking into France. Germany certainly had the requisite population 

and wealth to build the mightiest army in Europe. but it was hamstrung 

by the Versailles Treaty ( 1 9 1 9 ) ,  which took the strategically imponant 

Rhineland away from Germany and placed it under international control 

and also prohibited Weimar from building a powerful military machine. 

T A B L E  8 . 5  

Manpower i n  European Armies, 1 920-30 

1 920 1 925 1 930 

United Kingdom 485,000 2 1 6. 1 2 1  208, 573 

France 660,000 684,039 522,643 

Germany I00,000 99,086 99, 1 9 1  

Italy 250,000 326,000 2 5 1 .470 

Soviet Union 3,050,000 260,000 562,000 

SOURCES: All figures are from The Statesman's Year-Book (various years), except for the 

Soviet Union in 1 920, which is from Singer and Small, National Material Capabilities Data. 
Spedlic years and page numbers are as follows (years reler to editions of The Statesman's Year
Book): United Kingdom, 1 920, p. 53;  1 925, p. 44; 1 9 3 1 ,  p. 4 1 ;  France, 1 9 2 1 ,  p. 855;  1 926, p. 
857; 1 9 3 1 ,  p. 853; Germany. 1 9 2 1 .  p. 927; 1 926, p. 927; 1 9 3 1 .  p. 927; Italy, 1 9 2 1 .  p. 1 0 1 6; 

1 926. p. 1 006; 1 9 3 1 .  p.  1023;  Soviet Union. 1 926. p. 1 2 18;  1 9 3 1 .  p. 1 2 38. 
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The Soviet Union, too, was a n  especially weak great power i n  the fif. 

teen years after World War I, which explains in good part why Weimar 

Germany and the Soviet Union cooperated extensively with each other 

before 1 933 .88 Soviet leaders faced many problems in the 1 920s as they 

tried to rebuild after the destruction wrought by World War I, revolution, 

civil war, and a lost war against Poland. But the chief problem they faced 

was their backward economy, which could not support a first·class mili· 

tary establishment. Josef Stalin initiated a major modernization program 

in 1 928 to rectify this problem. It eventually worked, but the fruits of his 

ruthless industrialization policy were realized only after the Nazis came to 

power. The United Kingdom maintained a small army in the 1 920s that 

was probably more concerned with fighting in the British Empire than on 

the European continent. Italy, which had been under Benito Mussolini's 

rule since 1 922, was the weakest great power in Europe. 

European leaders realized soon after Hitler took the reins of power that 

Germany would throw off the shackles of Versailles and attempt to alter 

the balance of power in its favor. But how quickly Hitler would move, in 

what directions he would move, and just how aggressive Nazi Germany 

would be were not clear during his first five years in power. Unlike con· 

temporary students of international relations, Hitler's counterparts across 

Europe did not have the benefit of hindsight. The picture began to come 

into focus in 1 938, first when he incorporated Austria into the Third 

Reich, and then when he forced the United Kingdom and France to let 

him take the Sudetenland from Czechoslovakia. It became crystal clear in 

1 939.  In March 1 9 39, the Wehrmacht conquered all of Czechoslovakia, 

the first time that Nazi Germany had acquired territory that was not heav· 

ily populated with ethnic Germans. Six months later, in September, the 

Nazis attacked Poland and started World War II. Less than a year later, in 

May 1 940, Hitler invaded France, and a little over a year after that, in 

June 1 94 1 ,  he sent the Wehrmacht into the Soviet Union. 

The same three states that worked to contain Wilhelmine Germany 

before 1 9 1 4-the United Kingdom, France, and R ussia-were Nazi 

Germany's principal rivals between 1 9 3 3  and 1 94 1 .  Although the cast of 

characters was essentially unchanged, Hitler's opponents mainly buck-



passed among each other in the face of the Third Reich's aggressive behav

ior, rather than forming a balancing coalition, as their predecessors had. 

The Strategic Behavior of the Great Powers 

Hitler was not in a good position to act aggressively on the foreign policy 

front during his early years in omce. He first had to consolidate his political 

position at home and revitalize the German economy. Moreover, the 

German military he inherited was in no shape to fight a major war anytime 

soon. Consider that the mobilized German army that went to war in 1 9 1 4  

was composed o f  2 . 1 5  million soldiers and 1 02 divisions.89 The 1933  ver

sion of that army had a little over 1 00,000 soldiers and 7 infantry divisions. 

Hitler and his generals. however. were determined to rectify that problem 

by overthrowing the Versailles Treaty and building a formidable military 

instrument. Still, it took about six years to achieve that goal. 

Three major building plans underpinned the growth of the German 

army.90 In December 1 933,  Hitler mandated that the peacetime strength of 

the army be increased threefold. to 300,000 soldiers and 21 infantry divi

sions. New reserve units were also to be created, so that the fully mobilized 

field army would have 63 divisions. In March 1935. a new law stipulated 

that the peacetime army would grow to 700,000 with 36 infantry divisions. 

Conscription was introduced at the same time, although it did not go into 

effect until October I. 1 935 .  the same month that Hitler decided to build 3 

panzer divisons in addition to the 36 infantty divisions. The projected size 

of the field army, however, remained •practically unchanged at 63 to 73"  

divisions." Finally, the  August 1936  Rearmament Program called for build

ing a peacetime army of 830,000 with roughly 44 divisions by October 

1 940. The fully mobilized field army was to comprise 4.62 million soldiers 

and 1 02 divisions. When World War II started on September I. 1 9 3 9, the 

German army contained 3.74 million soldiers and 103 divisions. 

Hitler also pushed to create a powerful navy and air force during the 

1 930s." The development of the German navy was rather haphazard and 

unimpressive. but the building of the Luftwaffe was a different story. 

Germany had no combat-ready air squadrons when Hitler took office in 
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1 933,  because the Versailles Treaty outlawed a German air force. By August 

1 939, however, the Luftwaffe could claim 302 combat-ready squadrons. As 

Wilhelm Deist notes, "'The spectacular development of the Luftwaffe in the 

six years from 1933  until the outbreak of the war aroused the boundless 

admiration as well as dark forebodings of contemporaries. •93 
Until Germany had a powerful army, Hitler was not in a good position 

to redraw the map of Europe by the threat or use of force. Thus, Nazi for

eign policy was relatively tame before 1 9 38. Hitler pulled Germany out of 

the Geneva Disarmament Conference and the League of Nations in 

October 1 933, but he also signed a ten-year non-aggression pact with 

Poland in January 1 9 34, and a naval treaty with the United Kingdom in 

June 1 93 5 .  The Wehrmachr did occupy and remilirarize the Rhineland in 

March 1 936. but that was widely recognized to be German territory, even 

though the Versailles Treaty mandated that it be permanently demilita

rized.94 There was no oven German aggression in 1 938, but Hitler twice 

used threats that year to acquire new territory. He compelled German

speaking Austria to join the Third Reich in March 1 938 (the infamous 

Anschluss) .  and then at Munich in September 1 938, he used threats and 

bluster to get the United Kingdom and France to detach the German

speaking Sudetenland from Czechoslovakia and give it to Nazi Germany. 

By 1 939, Hitler finally possessed a potent military instrument, and he 

turned to oven aggression that same year. 

The United Kingdom, France, and the Soviet Union all feared Nazi 

Germany, and they each paid serious attention to devising a viable con

tainment strategy. However. with the possible exception of the Soviet 

Union. there was little interest among them in putting together a balanc

ing coalition like the Triple Entente that might deter Hitler by threatening 

Germany with a two-front war. Instead, each preferred buck-passing. 

Between 1 9 3 3  and March 1 939, there was no alliance between any of 

Hitler's great-power rivals. The United Kingdom buck-passed to France, 

which tried to push Hitler eastward against the smaller states of eastern 

Europe and possibly the Soviet Union, which in tum tried to pass the 

buck to the United Kingdom and France. In March 1 939, the United 

Kingdom finally joined forces with France against the Third Reich, but the 
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Soviet Union did not join with its former allies. After Germany knocked 

France out of the war in June 1 940, the United Kingdom tried to ally with 

the Soviet Union but failed because the Soviets preferred to continue 

buck-passing. 

Although Hitler's rivals showed little interest in creating an anti

German balancing coalition, both France and the Soviet Union went to 

considerable lengths in the 1 9 30s to maintain armies that could stand up 

to the Wehrmacht. They did so to increase the likelihood that buck-pass

ing would work, because the more powerful each was, the less likely that 

Hitler would attack it. Strong armies were also an insurance policy to pro

tect them in the event that 1) they ended up catching the buck and facing 

the Nazi war machine alone, or 2) buck-passing worked, but the buck

catcher failed to contain the Wehrmacht. 

The United Kingdom's initial strategy for dealing with Hitler was to pass 

the buck to France, which probably had the most powerful military in 

Europe during the mid- l 930s.95 British leaders recognized that France 

would get little assistance from the Soviet Union, which was fine by them, 

but they hoped that France's alliances with eastern Europe's minor powers 

(Czechoslovakia, Poland, Romania, and Yugoslavia) would help France 

contain Hitler. The United Kingdom had powerful incentives to buck-pass 

in E urope, because it also faced threats from Japan in Asia and Italy in the 

Mediterranean, and its anemic economy could not provide for a substantial 

military presence in all three of those regions. 

Given this dangerous threat environment, the United Kingdom sharply 

increased defense spending in 1 9 34, more than tripling its defense budget 

by 1 938." But on December 1 2. 1 937. the United Kingdom decided not to 

build an army to fight alongside France on the continent. Indeed, the 

B ritish cabinet decided to starve the army of funds, a move that was cer

tainly consistent with a buck-passing strategy. Spending on the air force 

was emphasized instead, to deter Hitler from launching the Luftwaffe 

against the British homeland. 

Nevertheless, it became apparent by late 1 938 that France needed the 

United Kingdom's help to contain Nazi Germany. Not ortly was the 

Wehrmacht on the verge of becoming a formidable military instrument, 
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but the Anschluss and Munich had delivered the death blow t o  France's 

already weak alliance system in eastern Europe. The United Kingdom 

finally abandoned buck-passing and formed a balancing coalition with 

France in March 1 9 39, shortly after Hitler conquered Czechoslovakia.97 At 

the same time, the United Kingdom began racing to build an army to fight 

in France in the event of war. The United Kingdom showed a modicum of 

interest in forging an alliance with the Soviet Union but ultimately found 

no basis for resurrecting the liiple Entente.9' 

The United Kingdom and France declared war against Germany on 

September 3, 1939, two days after the Wehrmacht invaded Poland. But 

they did not fight against the German army until the spring of 1 940, when 

Hitler struck in the west and knocked France out of the war. By the sum

mer of 1 940, a badly weakened United Kingdom stood alone against Nazi 

Germany. British leaders tried to form a balancing coalition with the Soviet 

Union against Hitler, but they failed, mainly because Stalin continued to 

pursue a buck-passing strategy. He hoped to see the United Kingdom and 

Germany engage in a long war, while the Soviet Union stayed out of the 

fighting." The United Kingdom and the Soviet Union finally came togeth

er in an alliance after the Wehrmacht attacked the Soviet Union in June 

1 94 1 .  

France, too, was committed t o  buck-passing. 1 00 During the 1 920s, well 

before Hitler came to power, France formed alliances with some of the 

small states in eastern Europe for the purpose of containing a future 

German threat. Those alliances remained in place after 1 9 3 3 ,  which might 

seem to indicate that France was not buck-passing but was committed to 

building a balancing coalition against Nazi Germany. In reality, however, 

those alliances were largely moribund by the mid- 1 9 30s, in good pan 

because France had no intention of coming to the aid of its allies, as it 

demonstrated when it abandoned Czechoslovakia at M unich in 1 938. '" 

Indeed, France hoped to push Hitler eastward, where it hoped the 

Wehrmacht would get bogged down in a war in eastern Europe or maybe 

even the Soviet Union. "France's military policy, ·  as Arnold Wolfers notes, 

"tends to prove that, notwithstanding her far-flung commitments on the 

Vistula and the Danube, she was more concerned about receiving than 
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about giving support, more preoccupied with the defense o f  her own soil 

than with the protection of small countries. " 102 

To encourage Hitler to strike first in the East, French leaders went to 

some lengths during the 1 930s to foster good relations with the Third 

Reich. That policy remained in place even after Munich. 101 On the other 

hand, France made no serious effon to form a balancing coalition with the 

Soviet Union. Geography certainly worked against that alliance (see Map 

8 . 3 ) .  The Soviet Union did not share a common border with Germany, 

which meant that in the event of a Wehrmacht attack against France, the 

Red Army would have to move through Poland to strike at Germany. Not 

surprisingly, Poland was categorically opposed to that idea. 104 More gener

ally, a Franco-Soviet alliance would have alienated the minor powers in 

eastern Europe, since they tended to fear the Soviet Union more than 

Germany, and it probably would have caused them to ally with Hitler, 

which would have undermined France's buck-passing strategy. 

France was also discouraged from approaching the Soviet Union by 

concern that a Franco-Soviet alliance would ruin any chance that the 

United Kingdom might join forces with France against Nazi Germany. Not 

only were most British leaders hostile to the Soviet Union because they 

despised and feared communism, but if France had a reliable Soviet ally, it 

would not need the United Kingdom, which would then be free to contin

ue buck-passing to France. 1os Finally, France did not form an alliance with 

Stalin because French leaders sought to encourage Hitler to strike first 

against the Soviet Union rather than France, and in the event that that 

happened, they had no intention of coming to the aid of Moscow. In 

short, France was buck-passing to the Soviet Union as well as to the 

smaller states of eastern Europe. 

France's interest in passing the buck to the Soviet Union was reinforced 

by the widespread belief that Stalin was trying to buck-pass to France. 

which many French policymakers took as evidence that the Soviets were 

unreliable alliance partners. 106 Of course, many Soviet policymakers rec

ognized what the French were up to, which just reinforced Stalin's inter

est in buck-passing, which, in tum, confirmed French suspicions that the 

Soviets were buck-passing to them. 107 As a consequence of all these fac-
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tors. France showed little interest in allying with the Soviet Union against 

Hitler during the 1 930s. 

The United Kingdom's buck·passing notwithstanding, French leaders 

worked hard throughout the 1 930s to get the United Kingdom to commit 

itself to the defense of France . 1 08 They prized an Anglo-French alliance 

because it would increase the likelihood that their buck-passing strategy 

would work. The combination of British and French military might make 

a German offensive in the west less likely, and thus increased the proba

bility that the Wehrmacht would strike first in the east. Moreover, if buck

passing failed. fighting with the United Kingdom against the Wehrmacht 

was clearly preferable to fighting it alone. France also mobilized its own 

resources to facilitate buck-passing and to protect itself in the event of a 

buck-passing failure. Little was done to increase French defense spending 

during Hitler's first two years in office, probably because France had a rel

atively powerful military when Hitler came to power in 1 9 3 3 .  But starting 

in 1 93 5 ,  the size of the annual defense budget grew constantly and 

sharply as different French governments sought to maintain a military 

that could stymie a Wehrmacht offensive. For example, France spent 7 . 5  

billion francs on defense in 1 935 ,  1 1 .2 billion francs i n  1 937. and 4 4 .  l bil

lion francs in 1 939 . 109 

Scholars disagree substantially about Soviet policy for dealing with Nazi 

Germany between 1 9 34 and 1 938.  Stalin's strategy for the period from 

1 9 39 to 1 94 1  is more straightforward and less controversial. 

There are three main schools of thought on Soviet policy in the mid

l 930s .  Some claim that Stalin, not Hitler, was driving events in Europe, 

and that the Soviet leader pursued a bait-and-bleed strategy. Specifically, 

it is argued, Stalin intervened in German politics to help Hitler become 

chancellor because he believed that the Nazis would start a war against 

the United Kingdom and France, which would work to the Soviets' 

advantage. 1 10 Others contend that Stalin was determined to build a bal

ancing coalition with the United Kingdom and France to confront Nazi 

Germany, but this effort at .. colledive security" failed because the Western 

powers refused to cooperate with him. 1 1 1  Finally, some argue that Stalin 

was pursuing a buck-passing strategy, 1 1 2 the aim of which was to foster 

cooperation with Hitler while working to undermine Germany's relations 
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with the United Kingdom and France, s o  that Hitler would b e  inclined to 

attack them first. That approach would not only facilitate passing the buck 

to the Western great powers but would also create opportunities for Hitler 

and Stalin to gang up on small states in eastern Europe, such as Poland. 

Although Stalin was certainly a clever strategist at times, there is insuf. 

ficient evidence to support the bait·and·bleed thesis. There is, however, 

considerable evidence that he pushed both the collective security and 

buck·passing strategies between 19 34 and 1 938.m This is not surprising, 

since the political landscape in Europe was undergoing rapid and funda· 

mental change in the wake of Hitler's rise to power, and it was not clear 

where events were leading. Historian Adam Ulam puts the point well: 

"'Confronted with a terrible danger, the Soviets felt a desperate need to 

keep all the options open, hoping that one of them would enable the 

[Soviet Union] to postpone or avoid an actual entanglement in war." 1 1 4  

Nevertheless, on balance, the available evidence from the mid· l 930s 

suggests that buck·passing was Stalin's preferred strategy for dealing with 

Nazi Germany. Buck·passing, of course, is an attractive strategy, which is 

why the United Kingdom, France, and the Soviet Union were all pursuing 

it. 1 1 5 If it works as designed, the buck·passer avoids the heavy costs of 

fighting the aggressor and might even gain relative power. Granted, 

Stalin's buck·passing strategy ultimately failed when France fell in June 

1 940. But Stalin had no way of knowing that would happen. Indeed, 

there was good reason at the time to think that the United Kingdom and 

France would hold their own against the Wehrmacht. Buck·passing in 

Europe was also attractive because the Soviets faced a serious threat from 

Japan in the Far East throughout the l 930s. 1 1 6  

Furthermore, Stalin surely recognized that there were a host  of factors 

at play in the rnid· 1930s that made it unlikely that he could resurrect the 

Triple Entente. For example, the French army was not well·suited for 

offensive operations against Germany, especially after Hitler took back the 

Rhineland in March 19 36. Therefore, Stalin could not depend on France 

to attack Germany if Hitler struck first against the Soviet Union. Stalin 

also had abundant evidence that both the United Kingdom and France 

were committed to buck·passing, which did not bode well for their relia· 
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bility as allies. This problem was compounded b y  the deep-seated ideolog

ical hostility between Moscow and the Western powers . 1 1 7  Finally, as 

noted, the geography of eastern Europe was a major impediment to the 

so-called colleaive security option. 

The Soviet Union also mobilized its own resources to protect itself from 

a German attack and to increase the likelihood that its buck-passing strat

egy would work. Recall from Chapter 6 that one of the main reasons 

Stalin began ruthlessly modernizing the Soviet economy in 1 928 was to 

prepare it for a future European war. The Red Army grew substantially in 

size during the 1 9 30s, almost tripling in size between 1 9 3 3  and 1938 (see 

Table 8 .6 ) .  The quantity and quality of the army's weaponry also 

improved markedly. For example, Soviet industry produced 952 artillery 

pieces in 1 9 30, 4,368 in 1 9 3 3, 4,324 in 1 936, and 1 5,300 in 1 940. "8 ln 

1 9 30, l 70 tanks were built; in l 933, 3, 509, and in l 936, 4,800. The num

ber dropped to 2, 794 tanks in 1 940. but that was because the Soviets 

started producing medium and heavy tanks in 1 937, rather than light 

tanks, which were easier to crank off the assembly line in large numbers. 

The quality of the fighting forces was good and steadily improving in the 

mid - l  930s. In fact, by l 936, "the Red Army had the most advanced doc

trine and the greatest capability for armoured warfare in the world." 1 1 9 

But Stalin's purges struck the military in the summer of 1 937 and serious

ly damaged its fighting capacity through the early years of World War II. 1 20 

There is not much debate about Stalin's policy between 1 9 3 9  and 

1 9 4 1 :  buck-passing coupled with the search for opportunities to gang up 

with Hitler on the smaller states of eastern Europe. That policy was for

malized in the infamous Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact of August 23, 1 939,  

which not only divided up most of eastern Europe between Germany 

and the S oviet Union, but also virtually guaranteed that Hitler would go 

to war with the United Kingdom and France while the Soviet Union sat 

out the fight .  One might have expected Stalin to abandon buck-passing 

after the collapse of France in the summer of 1 940 and instead join forces 

with the United Kingdom against Hitler. As noted, Stalin continued to 

pursue a buck-passing strategy, hoping that the United Kingdom and 

Nazi Germany would become involved in a long and costly war. That 
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approach failed, however, when the Wehrmacht invaded the Soviet 

Union on June 22, 1 94 1 .  Only then did the British and the Soviets 

become allies against the Third Reich. 

The Calculus of Power 

The distribution of power among the European great powers and geogra

phy can account in large part for the buck-passing behavior of Hitler's 

adversaries during the 1 930s. Germany controlled more latent power 

than did any other European state from 1 930 until 1 944 (see Tables 3 . 3  

and 3 .4 ) .  In  1 930, Weimar Germany accounted for 3 3  percent of 

European wealth, while the United Kingdom, its nearest competitor, con

trolled 27 percent. France and the Soviet Union possessed 22 and 14 per

cent. respectively. By 1 940, Germany's share of industrial might had 

grown to 36 percent, but its nearest competitor was now the Soviet 

Union with 28 percent; the United Kingdom, with 24 percent, had fallen 

to third place. 

For purposes of comparison, Germany had controlled 40 percent of 

European wealth in 1 9 1 3, prior to World War I, while the United Kingdom 

was in second place, with 28 percent. France and Russia accounted for 1 2  

and 1 1  percent, respectively. Based o n  latent power alone, i t  i s  apparent 

that Germany was almost as well-positioned to be a potential hegemon in 

the 1 930s as it was earlier in the century. It is also clear that the Soviet 

Union markedly increased its share of European industrial might during 

the 1 9 30s, which meant that it had the wherewithal to build a much more 

formidable army by the end of that decade than it had in either 1 9 1 4  or 

1 930. 12 1  

Despite a l l  of its latent power, Germany was not  a potential hegemon 

until 1 939, because it did not have the most powerful army in Europe 

before then. Hitler inherited a puny army. and it took time to transform 

it into a well-organized and well-equipped fighting force with the capa

bility to take the offensive against another great power. The critically 

important August 1 936 Rearmament Program, after all, was not expected 

to be completed until October 1 940. Its goals were realized for the most 
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part a year earlier (in the summer of 1 939) b 
pushed at a dizz 

. 
, ecause rearmament was 

ymg pace and because of the resources Germany gar-�ered from the acquisition of Austria and Czechoslovakia. 122 But reann
mg

. 
at such a rapid pace caused numerous organizational problems, 

which left the Wehrmacht in no shape to fight a great-power war before 
1 939. m This general state of unreadiness was the main reason that army 
leaders were at odds with Hitler during the Munich crisis in 1938. They 
feared that he would drag Germany into a great-power war that it was 
ill-prepared to fight. '" 

T A. I L i  1 .6  

Manpower in European Armies, 1933-38 

1 933 1 934 1 935 1936 1 937 1938 

United Kingdom 1 95,256 195,845 196, 1 37 1 92,325 190,830 212,300 

France 558,067 550,678 642,875 642,785 692,860 698, I O I  

Germany 1 02,500 240,000 480,000 520,000 550,000 720,000 

Italy 285,088 281,855 1 , 300,000 343,000 370,000 373,000 

Soviet Union 534,657 940,000 1 , 300,000 1 ,300,000 1,433,000 l ,5 1 3,000 

SOURCES: The numbers for the United Kingdom are from the Ua9ue of Natiom Armaments 

Year-Book (Geneva : League of Nations, June 1940), pp. 58-59. On France, see the annual 

volumes of the League of Natiom Armaments Year-Book (dates correspond to volume publica· 

tion dates) :  July 1 934, p. 259; June 1 935, p. 366; August 1936, p. 368; and Tht Statesman 's  

Year-Book (London: Macmillan, various years): 1937, p .  898; 1938, p .  908; 1939, p .  904. The 

German numbers are from Banon Whaley. Covert German Rearmament, 1919-1939: De«ption 

and Misperception (Frederick, MD : University Press of America, 1984), p. 69; Herben 

Rosinski, The German Army (London: Hoganh, 1939), p. 244; Wilhelm Deist, Tht Wehnnacht 

and German Rearmament (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1 981  ), p. 44; and The 

Statesman 's Year-Book, 1 938, p. 968. For Italy, see The Statesman's Ytar·Book, 1934, p. 1043; 

1 9 3 5, pp. 1 0 5 1-52; 1 9 36, p. 1062; 1938, pp. 1066-67; 1939, p. 1066; and Singer and Small, 

National Material Capabi/itits Data. The Soviet numbers are from the League of Nations 

Armaments Year-Book, 1 934, p. 720; June 1940, p. 348; Singer and Small, National Material 

Capabilities Data; and David M. Glantz, Tht Military Strategy of the Soviet Union: A History 

(London: Frank Cass, 1 992), p. 92. 
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While the Wehnnacht was experiencing growing pains between 1 9 3 3  

and 1 939, France and the Soviet Union were expanding their militaries to 

counter the German buildup. Both the Red Anny and the French army 

were more powerful than the German army through 1 937, but their 

advantage eroded over the next two years, and Germany became the 

dominant military power in Europe by mid- 1 939. For this reason, many 

scholars now believe that Hitler's rivals should have fought the 

Wehnnacht in 1 938 rather than 1 939.m 

The French army, as Table 8 .6  makes clear, was substantially larger 

than its German counterpart as late as 1 937.  Ir also enjoyed a qualitative 

edge, not because the French army was an efficient fighting force (it was 

not), but because the Wehrmacht's ongoing expansion severely limited 

its fighting capacity. By 1 938. Germany finally had a peacetime army that 

was larger than France's, but as Table 8 .  7 makes clear, France could still 

mobilize a larger wartime army: 1 00 French versus 71 German divisions. 

By 1 939, Germany had erased that French advantage; they now could 

mobilize about the same number of divisons for war. Moreover, the 

German army was qualitatively better than the French army, and it had a 

superior air force supporting it. 1 26 Given that Germany possessed signifi

cantly more wealth and a much larger population than France, it is hard

ly surprising that the military power gap between them widened even 

lunher by 1 940. 

The Red Anny was also qualitatively and quantitatively superior to the 

German army between 1 93 3  and 1 937 .  David Glantz is surely correct 

when he says, "Had the Germans and Soviets fought in the mid- l 9 30s, 

the Red Army would have had a considerable advantage over its oppo

nent . ""' That advantage slipped away in the late 1 930s, however, not just 

because of the German army's growing strength, but also because of 

Stalin's purges (see Table 8 .8 ) .  

Given that Germany was no potential hegemon before 1 93 9, and  given 

that the French army and the Red Anny could each have matched the 

German army through 1 938, it makes sense that a balancing coalition like 

the Tuple Entente did not form against Germany before 1 939, and that 

Hitler's rivals instead passed the buck to each other. It also makes sense 
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that the United Kingdom and France formed an alliance against Hitler in 

March 1 9 39, because the day was fast approaching when the German 

army would be clearly superior to the French army, which would then 

need help fending off the Wehrrnacht. 

T A I L E  1 . 7  

Size o f  French and German Armies after 

Mobilization, 1 938-40 (number of divisions) 

1 938 

France 100 

Germany 7 1  

1 939 

1 02 

1 0 3  

1 940 

1 04 

1 4 1  

SOURCES: Figures a r e  from Williamson Murray, The Change i n  the European Balance of Powu, 

1938-1939: The Path w Ruin (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1 984), p. 242; Richard 

Overy, The Penguin Historic.al AtltIS of the Third Reich (London: Penguin, 1 996), p. 67; and Albert 
Seaton. The German Army, 1933-1945 (New York: New American Library, 1 982), pp. 92-93, 95. 

That the Western powers did not join forces with the Soviet Union to 

recreate the Triple Entente can be explained by the fact that the United 

Kingdom and France did not have to fear for the Soviet Union's survival 

in 1 93 9  the way they had feared for Russia's survival before World War I. 
The Western powers had little choice but to ally with Russia before 1 9 1 4, 

because it was barely capable of standing up to a German offensive. The 

Soviet Union. on the other hand, had much more industrial and military 

might than its Russian predecessor had. and thus the United Kingdom and 

France were not compelled to defend it. Stalin, for his part, recognized 

that the United Kingdom and France together were at least as powerful as 

Germany, and thus he could buck-pass to them. 1 28 Finally, the absence of 

a common border between Germany and the Soviet Union from 1 9 3 3  

until September 1 939 greatly hindered efforts t o  create a united front 



Standing 
army 

United Kingdom 237,736  

Prance 900,000 

Germany 7 3 0,000 

Italy 5 8 1 ,000 

Soviet Unfon l , 520,000 

T A I L E  I . I  

Manpower in European Armies, 1 939-4 1 

1 939 1 940 

Mobilized Fighting Total Fighting 

army army army army 

897,000 402,000 l ,888,000 na 

4,895,00 2,224,000 5,000,000 

3,740,000 2,760,000 4,370,000 3,050,000 

na na l , 6 00,000 

na na 3 ,602,000 2,900.000 

1 94 1  

Toto I 
army 

2,292,000 

5.200,000 

5,000,000 

1 939-45 

Total men 

mobilized 

5,896,000 

1 7 ,900,000 

9, 1 00,000 

2 2,400,000 

NOTE: na = not available . ..  Fighting army .. is as defined in Table 8.4; .. mobilized armyw represents the total number of men serving in the army aher mobilization was 

completed in 1 939. It is thus not restricted to fighting men. This number is then called .. total armyw for 1 940 and 1 94 1 .  Comparing the figures given in Table 8.7 with 

those here, ii is apparent that a larger percentage of German soldiers were put in combat divisions rather than support positions; this gave Germany an advantage in 
fighting power. 

SOURCES: The numbers for the United Kingdom are from the League of Nations Armaments Year-Book (Geneva: League of Nations. June 1 940), p. 59; l .C.B. Dear, ed .. The 

Oxford Companion to World War II (Oxford: Oxford University Press, I 995) ,  p. 1 1 48; and John Ellis, World War II: A Statisti01.l Survey (New York: Facts on File, 1 993) ,  p. 228. 

The French numbers are from Ellis, World War II, p. 227; Pierre Montagnon, Histoire de l'Armie Fran01.ise: Des Mi/ices Roya/es a /'Annie de Mirier (Paris:  Editions Pygmalion. 

1 997), p. 250; Phillip A. Karber et al., Assessing the Correlation of Pore.es: Frana 1940, Report No. BDM/W-79-560-TR (McLean, VA: BDM Corporation, 1 979), table l; and 

Dear. ed., Oxford Companion to World War II, p. 40 1 .  For Germany, see Whaley, Covert German Rearmament, p. 69; Dear. ed .. Oxford Companion to World War II, p. 468; Matthew 

Cooper, The German Army, 1933-1945: Its Political and Military Failure (New York: Stein and Day, 1 978),  pp. 2 1 4. 270; and Ellis, World War II, p. 227.  The numbers for the 
Soviet Union are from Glantz, Military Strategy. p.  92; Louis Rotundo, .. The Creation of Soviet Reserves and the 1 94 1  Campaign, .. Military Affairs 50, No. l (January 1 98 5 ) ,  
p. 23; Ellis, World War Il, p. 2 2 8 ;  a n d  Jonathon R.  Adelman, Revolution, Annies, and War: A Politi01.l History (Boulder, CO: Lynne Rienner, 1 985) ,  p. 1 74. F o r  Ilaly, s e e  Singer 
and Smal\. National Material Capabilities Data; Dear, ed., Oxford Companion fO World War Tl. p. 228; and Ellis, World War II, p. 228. 
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against the Third Reich. Moreover, it made it likely that France (which 

bordered Nazi Germany) ,  not the Soviet Union, would end up catching 

the buck. 

The British desire to form an alliance with the Soviet Union after June 

1 940 needs no explanation, as the United Kingdom was already at war 

with Nazi Germany and naturally wanted all the help it could get. The 

more interesting question is why the Soviet Union rejected the United 

Kingdom's ovenures and continued buck-passing to it. After all, the 

German army was far superior to what was left of the British army after 

Dunkirk, which should have allowed Germany to easily defeat the 

United Kingdom and then turn its guns against the Soviet Union. The 

stopping power of water, however, saved the United Kingdom and made 

buck-passing look like a winning strategy for Stalin. The English Channel 

made it a lmost impossible for the Wehrmacht to invade and conquer the 

United Kingdom, which meant that the British were likely to fight a long 

war with the Germans in the air, on the seas, and in peripheral areas 

such as North Africa and the Balkans. Indeed, that is mainly what hap

pened between 1 940 and 1 945 .  Allying with the United Kingdom was 

also unattractive for Stalin because not only would the Soviet Union get 

dragged into war with the Third Reich. but the Red Army would end up 

doing most of the fighting against the Wehrmacht, since the United 

Kingdom was in no position to send a large army to the continent. These 

considerations notwithstanding, there was an important flaw in Stalin's 

thinking: he mistakenly assumed that Hitler would not invade the Soviet 

Union until he decisively defeated the British and solidified his western 

flank. 1 29 

Let me conclude with a final word about the contrasting behavior of 

Germany's rivals in the years before the two world wars. Three key dif

ferences account for why the United Kingdom, France. and the Soviet 

Union tended to buck-pass against the Third Reich but formed a balanc

ing coalition against the Kaiserreich seven years before World War I. 

First, Nazi Germany was not a formidable military threat until 1 939,  

whereas the kaiser's army was the most powerful fighting force in 

Europe from at  least 1 870 until the end of World War I .  Indeed, Hitler's 
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Germany was not a potential hegemon until 1 939; Wilhelmine Germany 

achieved that status in 1 903 .  Second, the Soviet Union controlled consid

erably more potential as well as actual military power during the 1 9 30s 

than did pre-World War I Russia. Thus, the United Kingdom and France 

had less cause to worry about the survival of the Soviet Union than 

about tsarist Russia. Third, Germany and Russia shared a common border 

before 1 9 1 4, but did not before 1 939, and separation encouraged buck

passing. 

T H E  COLD WA R ( 1 945-90) 

Background 

When the Third Reich finally collapsed in April 1 945,  the Soviet Union 

was left standing as the most powerful state in Europe. Imperial Japan 

collapsed four months later (August 1 945 ) ,  leaving the Soviet Union also 

as the most powerful state in Northeast Asia. No other great power exist

ed in either Europe or Northeast Asia that could stop the mighty Red 

Army from overrunning those regions and establishing Soviet hegemony. 

The United States was the only state powerful enough to contain Soviet 

expansion. 

There were reasons, however, to think that the United States might not 

balance against the Soviet Union. The United States was neither a 

European nor an Asian power, and it had a long history of avoiding 

entangling alliances in those areas. In fact, Franklin Roosevelt had told 

Stalin at Yalta in February 1 945 that he expected all American troops to 

be out of Europe within two years after World War II ended. 1 30 

Furthermore, given that the United States and the Soviet Union were 

allies in the fight against Nazi Germany from 1 94 1  until 1 945 .  it was diffi

cult for American policymakers to do a sudden 1 80-degree turn and tell 

the public that the Soviet Union was now a deadly foe, not a friendly 

state. There was also a powerful imperative after the war for Stalin and 

Harry lfuman to work together to deal with the defeated Axis powers. 

especially Germany. 
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These considerations notwithstanding, the United States acted to check 

Soviet expansion almost immediately after World War II ended, and it 

maintained a formidable containment policy until the Soviet threat disap

peared some forty-five years later. Marc Trachtenberg puts the point well: 

"The policy of containment, as it came to be called, was adopted at the 

beginning of 1 946. It was adopted even before the term was coined, cer

tainly well before the rationale for the policy was developed by its chief 

theoretician, George Kennan. " l l l  The United States balanced with such 

alacrity and effectiveness because it was in America's national interest to 

prevent the Soviet Union from dominating Europe and Northeast Asia, 

and because there was no other great power that could contain the Soviet 

army in the bipolar world of the mid- l 940s. Simply put, the United States 

had no buck-passing option, and thus it had to do the heavy lifting 

itself. 1 12 

The Strategic Behavior of the Great Powers 

Iran and Turkey were important targets of Soviet expansion in the early 

days of the Cold War. 1 3 3  The Soviet Union had occupied northern Iran 

during World War II but had promised to pull its troops out no later than 

six months after the war in the Pacific ended. When there was no evi

dence in early 1 946 that the Soviet army was leaving, the United States 

put pressure on the Soviets to live up to their promise. It worked: Soviet 

troops were gone from Iran by early May 1 946. 

Stalin was also interested in expanding into the eastern Mediterranean 

area. His main target was Turkey. In the summer of 1 945, he demanded 

territory in the eastern part of Turkey and the right to build bases in the 

Dardanelles, in order to have naval access to the Mediterranean Sea. 

Furthermore, a powerful communist insurgency raged in Greece between 

1 944 and 1 949, when that country was consumed by civil war. Stalin did 

not directly support the Greek Communists, but he surely would have 

benefited if they had won the civil war and ruled Greece. 1 34 The United 

States initially relied on the United Kingdom to protect Greece and Turkey 

from the Soviet Union. but worried throughout 1 946 that the British 
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could not d o  the job. When i t  became apparent i n  late February 1 947 that 

the United Kingdom's economy was too weak to provide the necessary 

economic and military aid to Greece and Turkey, the United States rapidly 

filled the void. 

President Truman went before a joint session of Congress on March 

12, 1 947, and laid out the famous doctrine that bears his name. He 

argued in no uncertain terms that it was time for the United States to 

stand up to the threat of communism, not just in the Mediterranean, but 

all around the globe. He also requested $400 million in aid for Greece 

and Turkey. Senator Arthur Vandenberg (R-Mich . )  told Truman before

hand that if he wanted that money he would have to "scare hell out of 

the country. " m  He did, and Congress approved his request. The Greek 

communists were subsequently defeated and the Soviets got no Turkish 

territory or bases in the Dardanelles. Greece and Turkey eventually 

joined NATO in February 1 9 52 .  

American policymakers also worried throughout 1 946 and early 1 947 

that the Soviet Union would soon dominate Western Europe. Their fear 

was not that the Soviet army would drive its way to the Atlantic Ocean. 

Instead, U .S .  leaders feared that powerful communist parties with close 

ties to Moscow might come to power in France and Italy, because their 

economies were in terrible shape and their populations were deeply dis· 

satisfied with their destitute status. The United States responded to this 

problem in early June 1 947 with the famous Marshall Plan, which was 

explicitly designed to fight "hunger, poverty, desperation and chaos" in 

Western Europe. 1 16 

At the same time, the United States was also deeply concerned about 

the future of Germany. Neither the Americans nor. it appears, the Soviets 

had clear-cut views on the subject when World War II ended. m During 

the early Cold War years the West showed little fear that the Soviets 

would try to conquer Germany by force. Indeed, there is evidence that 

Stalin was content to live with a permanently partitioned Germany, pro

vided that the United Kingdom, France, and the United States did not 

merge their occupation zones and create an independent West German 

state. But American policymakers came to believe over the course of 1 947 
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that if communism was to be kept out of Western Europe (including the 

Allied occupation zones in Germany), it was essential to build a prosper

ous and powerful West Germany that would have close ties with the other 

states of Western Europe. That outcome was effectively sealed at the 

London Conference in December 1 94 7; the plan was put into effect over 

the next two years. The Federal Republic of Germany came into being on 

September 2 1 ,  1 949. ln shon, the United States sought to contain Soviet 

expansion by building a powerful bulwark in Western Europe, anchored 

on West Germany. 

Not surprisingly, the Soviets viewed the American decision about 

Germany's future with utter alarm. As Melvyn Leffler notes, "Nothing, of 

course, agitated the Kremlin more than Anglo-American initiatives in 

western Germany. The specter of west German self-government horrified 

the Russians, as did the prospect of German integration into a Western 

economic bloc." 1 38 In response, the Soviets facilitated a communist coup 

in Czechoslovakia in February 1 948 and made that country pan of their 

own bulwark against the West. More imponant, the Soviets staned a 

major crisis in late June 1 948 by blockading Berlin, closing the roads and 

waterways that connected it with the Western occupation zones in 

Germany. 

The United States responded quickly and forcefully to these Soviet 

actions. In the wake of the coup in Czechoslovakia, the United States 

began thinking seriously about creating a Western military alliance to 

deter a future Soviet military threat against Western Europe. n9 Planning 

began in earnest in May 1 948 and eventually led to the creation of NATO 

on April 4, l 949 . 1 40 Although many in the West thought that Berlin was 

a strategic liability and should be abandoned, the United States initiated 

a major  airlift of supplies into the beleaguered city. 14 1 Recognizing that 

the United States had trumped them, the Soviets lilted the blockade in 

May 1 949.  

Stalin a lso pushed to expand Soviet influence in Nonheast Asia during 

the early Cold War. '" The Soviets had promised during World War II to 

pull their troops out of Manchuria by February I ,  1 946, but they were still 

there when that date arrived. The United States protested and the Soviet 
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army was withdrawn b y  early May 1 946. American policymakers were 

also deeply concerned that Mao Zedong's Communists might defeat 

Chiang Kai-shek's Nationalists in their long-running civil war and make 

China an ally of the Soviet Union. Mao and Stalin had complicated rela

tions. but the Soviets were providing modest assistance to the Chinese 

Communists. The United States, for its pan, provided limited aid to the 

Nationalists. The United States could do little, however, to rescue Chiang's 

forces from their ultimate defeat in 1 949, because they were so corrupt 

and inefficient. Secretary of State Dean Acheson put the point well in his 

July 30, 1 949, letter transmitting the State Department's famous .. White 

Paper" on China to President Truman: .. Nothing that this country did or 

could have done within the reasonable limits of its capabilities could have 

changed that result; nothing that was left undone by this country has con

tributed to it. It was the product of internal Chinese forces which this 

country tried to influence but could not ." 143 

North Korea's invasion of South Korea on June 25, 1 9 50, was widely 

believed at the time to have been approved and supported by Stalin. The 

Truman administration reacted immediately to the attack and fought a 

three-year war against North Korea and China to restore the status quo 

ante. One consequence of the conflict was that the United States kept a 

substantial number of troops in South Korea for the remainder of the 

Cold War. But more important, the Korean War caused the United States 

to substantially increase defense spending and become even more vigilant 

in its efforts to contain the Soviet Union. The United States built formida

ble deterrent structures in Europe. Northeast Asia, and the Persian Gulf 

that kept the Soviets at bay in those critically important areas from 1 9 50 

until 1 990. The only places that the Soviets could expand during those 

four decades were in the Third World. where not only were the gains 

dubious, but the United States met the Soviets at every tum. 144 

Nevertheless, the American impulse to buck-pass never completely dis

appeared during the Cold War. 145 For example, to secure Senate approval 

for the NATO treaty in 1 949, Acheson had to emphasize that the United 

States had no intention of sending large military forces to Europe on a 

permanent basis. Throughout the 1 9 5 0s, President Dwight Eisenhower 
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was seriously interested in bringing American forces home and forcing the 

Western Europeans to defend themselves against the Soviet threat. I'"' 

Indeed, this impulse explains the forceful U.S. suppon for European inte

gration in the early Cold War. Furthermore, there was strong sentiment in 

the U.S .  Senate in the late 1 960s and early 1 970s to reduce, if not elimi

nate, America's continental commitment. Even during the presidency of 

Ronald Reagan, influential voices called for significant reductions in 

American troop levels in Europe. 1 41 But buck-passing was not a serious 

option for the United States in the bipolar world that existed between 

1 94 5  and 1 990. From the end of World War II until the end of the Cold 

War, the United States pursued a tough-minded balancing policy against 

the Soviet Union that achieved remarkable success. 

The Calculus  of Power 

A brief look at the distribution of power in the wake of World War II shows 

dearly that no great power or combination of great powers existed in either 

Europe or Nonheast Asia that could prevent the Soviet army from overrun

ing those regions, and therefore the United States had no choice but to 

check Soviet expansion. In Northeast Asia, Japan was disarmed and devas

tated. while China, which had little potential power to stan with, was in the 

midst of a brutal civil war. In Europe. Germany had just been decisively 

defeated by the Soviet army and was in ruins. It certainly was in no position 

to build an army in the foreseeable future. Italy's army was wrecked and 

not likely to recover anytime soon; even when it was intact. it was among 

the most incompetent fighting forces in modem European history. France 

had been knocked out of the war in 1 940 and then plundered by Germany 

u ntil the late summer of 1 944, when it was finally liberated by the 

American and British armies. France had a tiny army when the war ended 

in the spring of 1 945,  but it was in no position__..,ither economically or 

politically-to build a mass army as it had before 1 940.143 The United 

Kingdom built a substantial army in World War II, and it played an impor

tant role in defeating the Wehrmacht. But it is apparent on close inspection 

that the United Kingdom did not have the economic and military where-
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withal after 1945 t o  lead a balancing coalition against the Soviet Union. 

Only the United States was powerful enough to assume that demanding 

task. 

From the relative size of the American, British, and Soviet military 

establishments in World War n we can see why the United Kingdom was 

not in the same league as the Soviet Union and the United States. 

Between 1 939 and 1 945, the United Kingdom mobilized about 5.9 million 

troops, the United States mobilized roughly 14 million, and the Soviet 

Union mobilized approximately 22.4 million. 149 When World War II ended 

in 1 945, the United Kingdom had about 4. 7 million troops under arms, 

the Americans had roughly 12 million, and the Soviets had about 1 2 . 5  

million. 1 50 Regarding army size, the United Kingdom raised 50 divisions 

over the course of World War II, while the United States raised 90 divi

sions. The Soviets raised 550 divisions, although they were somewhat 

smaller than American and British divisions. 1 5 1 

Of course. all three military establishments shrunk quite drastically in 

size after World War II. But the United Kingdom was still no match for the 

Soviet Union. The Soviets had 2 .87 million men under arms in 1 948, 

whereas the United Kingdom had only 847,000. The United States figure 

for that year was l . 36 million. 1 52 Funhennore, both the American and the 

Soviet military establishments grew significantly in size after 1 948, while 

the British military shrunk in size. 1 5 1 The United Kingdom's economy was 

so weak in early 1 947, as we saw earlier, that it could not provide aid to 

Greece and Turkey, prompting the United States to promulgate the 

Truman Doctrine. The United Kingdom was cenainly in no position to 

defend Western Europe from the Soviet army. 

The United Kingdom's problem was not a failure to recognize the 

Soviet threat, or a lack of will to contain it. On the contrary, B ritish lead

ers were just as gung-ho as their American counterpans about thwaning 

Soviet expansion. ' "  But the British simply did not have sufficient material 

resources to compete with the Soviets. In 1 950, for example, the Soviet 

Union had a gross national product (GNP) of $ 1 2 6 billion, and it spent 

$ 1 5. 5  billion on defense. The United Kingdom had a GNP of $ 7 1  billion 

and spent $2.3  billion on defense. "'  To make matters worse, the United 
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Kingdom still possessed a far-flung empire that demanded a large percent

age of its precious defense dollars. Not surprisingly, British leaders under

stood from the beginning of the Cold War that the West would need Uncle 

Sam to organize and direct the containment of the Soviet Union. 

C O N C L U S I O N  

H aving analyzed each case i n  detail, let me now step back and sum

marize the results. Offensive realism predicts that states will be 

acutely sensitive to the balance of power and will look for opportunities to 

increase their own power or weaken rivals. In practical terms, this means 

that states will adopt diplomatic strategies that reflect the opportunities 

and constraints created by the particular distribution of power. 

Specifically, the theory predicts that a threatened state is likely to balance 

promptly and efficiently in bipolarity, because neither buck-passing nor 

great-power balancing coalitions are feasible when there are only two 

great powers in the system. The Cold War case appears to support that 

claim. The Soviet Union emerged from World War II as by far the most 

powerful state in Europe (and Northeast Asia ) ,  and only the United States 

was capable of containing it. 

When confronted with potential European hegemons earlier in the 

century-Wilhelmine Germany and Nazi Germany-the initial U .S .  reac

tion had been to pass the buck to the other European great powers-the 

United Kingdom, France, and Russia. But buck-passing was not an option 

in the Cold War, because there was no great power in Europe that could 

contain the Soviet Union. So right after World War II ended, the United 

States moved quickly and forcefully to balance against the Soviet threat, 

and it stayed the course until the Cold War ended in 1 990. Nevertheless, 

the American impulse to buck-pass was evident throughout the period.  

Regarding multipolarity, the theory predicts that buck-passing is most 

likely in the absence of a potential hegemon but still likely to occur even 

when there is an especially powerful state in the system. The evidence 

appears to bear out these claims. Among the four multipolar cases, 
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Bismarck's Prussia was the only aggressor that was not a potential hege

mon. France probably had the most powerful army in Europe between 

1 862 and 1 866, while Prussia was number one from 1 867 to 1 870. But 

neither threatened to overrun the continent. As my theory would predict, 

buck-passing was more widespread here than in any of the cases involv

ing a potential European hegemon. Indeed, no balancing coalition-not 

even one limited to two states-formed against Prussia while it was win

ning three wars over an eight-year period. The United Kingdom and 

Russia actually welcomed Bismarck's efforts to create a unified Germany, 

which they hoped would serve them in the future as a buck-catcher! The 

Prussian army directly threatened both Austria and France, making them 

likely candidates to balance together against Prussia. But they buck-passed 

instead, allowing Bismarck's army to clobber Austria's in 1 866 while 

France looked on. and then to clobber France's army in 1 870 while 

Austria looked on. 

Balancing coalitions did form against the potential hegemons: 

Napoleonic France. Wilhelmine Germany, and Nazi Germany. Still buck

passing was tried in each case, albeit with significant variations. According 

to my theory. the balance of power and geography should explain the dif

ferences among these cases. Specifically, the more relative power the 

aspiring hegemon controls, the less likely we are to see buck-passing; 

common borders are also likely to discourage buck-passing. These argu

ments appear to account for the different patterns of buck-passing in these 

three cases of unbalanced multipolarity. 

We see the least amount of buck-passing against Wilhelmine Germany. 

The Triple Entente, which included the United Kingdom, France, and 

Russia and which was designed to contain Germany, was largely in place 

by 1 907, some seven years before World War I broke out.  France and 

Russia actually formed the first leg of that balancing alliance in the early 

I 890s, about twenty years before the crisis that sparked World War I .  The 

United Kingdom, although it initially passed the buck to France and 

Russia, joined the coalition between 1 90 5  and 1 907.  Power calculations 

largely account for the formation of the Triple Entente. Germany had an 

imposing army in the early 1 890s, which forced France and Russia to ally. 
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But Germany was not yet a potential hegemon, and the French and 

Russian armies together seemed capable of containing the German army. 

So the United Kingdom was able to remain on the sidelines. But that all 

changed in the first five years of the twentieth century, when Germany 

became a potential hegemon ( 1 903)  and Russia was dealt a devastating 

defeat by Japan ( 1 904-5) .  In response, the United Kingdom stopped 

buck-passing and the Triple Entente came into being. 

Much more buck-passing arose against Nazi Germany than there had 

been against Wilhelmine Germany. Hitler came to power in January 1 9 3 3  

a n d  almost immediately began building a powerful military. The Third 

Reich's main rivals-the United Kingdom, France, and the Soviet Union

never formed a balancing coalition against Nazi Germany. In fact, all three 

pursued buck-passing strategies during the 1 9 30s. Not until March 1 9 39 

did the United Kingdom and France come together to oppose Hitler. 

Nevertheless, the Soviets continued to buck-pass. When the Wehrmacht 

knocked France out of the war in the spring of 1 940, leaving the British to 

fight alone against the Nazi war machine, Stalin worked to foster a long 

war between the United Kingdom and Germany while he remained on 

the sidelines. Operation Barbarossa in the summer of 1 94 1  finally brought 

the United Kingdom and the Soviet Union together, and the United States 

joined the Anglo-Soviet coalition in December 1 94 1 .  That alliance hung 

together for the next three and a half years to defeat the Third Reich . 

All that buck-passing in the 1 930s was due in good part to the fact that 

Germany did not possess a formidable army until 1 939, and thus no com

pelling reason drew Hitler's foes together before then. When Nazi 

Germany became a potential hegemon in 1 939, the United Kingdom and 

France formed an alliance, mainly because the British recognized that 

France alone was no match for the Wehrmacht. Yet neither the B ritish 

nor the French formed an alliance with the Soviet Union, mainly because 

the S oviet Union was much more powerful than Russia had been before 

l 9 1 4; the Soviets stood a good chance of surviving without help from the 

United Kingdom and France. After the fall of France. Stalin refused to join 

forces with the United Kingdom against the Third Reich because he 

thought that the stopping power of water would make it difficult for 
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Germany t o  defeat the United Kingdom quickly and decisively, thus guar

anteeing a long war between them that would work to the Soviets' 

advantage. 

Buck-passing was most prevalent in the case of Revolutionary and 

Napoleonic France, which faced four rival great powers: Austria, Britain, 

Prussia, and Russia. France actually did not become a potential hegemon 

until 1 793, a year after war broke out. France's rivals passed the buck con

stantly between 1 793 and 1 804, mainly because France was not yet so 

powerful that all of its rivals would have to act in tandem to prevent it 

from overrunning the continent. By 1 805, however, Napoleon had an 

army in place that threatened to make France Europe's first hegemon. But 

before all of Napoleon's rivals could form a unified balancing coalition, he 

knocked Austria and Prussia out of the balance of power and forced 

Russia to quit fighting and sign a peace treaty. Inefficient balancing, com

monplace in multipolarity, allowed Napoleon to win a series of stunning 

victories between 1 805 and 1 809 that gave him control of much of 

Europe. France's rivals got a reprieve in late 1 8 12 ,  when Napoleon suf

fered a major defeat in Russia. This time they balanced efficiently and 

decisively defeated France between 1 8 1 3  and 1 8 1 5 . 

Geography also worked to discourage buck-passing against Wilhelmine 

Germany but to encourage it against Nazi Germany and Napoleonic 

France. The United Kingdom fought against all three potential hegemons, 

but it was separated from each of them by the English Channel. Thus, 

there is no variation in geography across the B ritish cases, so they can be 

left out of the analysis. The situation on the continent, however, varies 

markedly among the three cases. Wilhelmine Germany shared a lengthy 

border with both France and Russia, which made it difficult for either to 

buck-pass and easy for them to form a balancing coalition, since both 

were well-positioned to strike directly into Germany. France shared a 

common border with Nazi Germany, but the Soviet Union was separated 

from the Third Reich for most of the 1 9 30s by minor powers such as 

Poland. This buffer zone encouraged buck-passing and made it difficult for 

France and the Soviet Union to form a balancing coalition to contain 

Germany. Although the map of Europe changed frequently between 1 792 
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and 1 8 1 5, Napoleon's rivals often had no common border with France, a 

situation that facilitated buck-passing and complicated the formation of an 

effective balancing alliance. 

In sum, both geography and the distribution of power play a key role in 

determining whether threatened great powers form balancing coalitions 

or buck-pass against dangerous aggressors. The next chapter will switch 

gears and look at how aggressors behave. focusing on when they are like

ly to initiate a war with another state. As will become apparent. the distri

bution of power is also important for explaining the outbreak of 

great-power war. 



N I NE 

The Causes of 

Great Power War 

S
ecurity competition is endemic to daily life in the international sys

tem. but war is not. Only occasionally does security competition 

give way to war. This chapter will offer a structural theory that 

accounts for that deadly shift. In effect, I seek to explain the causes of 

great-power war. defined as any conflict involving at least one great 

power. 

One might surmise that international anarchy is the key structural fac

tor that causes states to fight wars. After all, the best way for states to sur

vive in an anarchic system in which other states have some offensive 

capability and intentions that might be hostile is to have more rather than 

less power. This logic. explained in Chapter 2, drives states to strive to 

maximize their share of world power, which sometimes means going to 

war against a rival state. There is no question that anarchy is a deep cause 

of war. G. Lowes Dickinson put this point well in his account of what 

caused World War I: .. Some one state at any moment may be the immedi

ate offender; but the main and permanent offence is common to all states. 

It is the anarchy which they are all responsible for perpetuating. "' 1  

Anarchy alone, however, cannot account for why security competi

tion sometimes leads to war but sometimes does not. The problem is 

that anarchy is a constant-the system is always anarchic-whereas war 

334 
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is not. To account for this imponant variation in state behavior, it is nec

essary to consider another structural variable: the distribution of power 

among the leading states in the system. As discussed in Chapter 8, 

power in the international system is usually arranged in three different 

ways: bipolarity, balanced multipolarity, and unbalanced multipolarity. 

Thus, to explore the effect of the distribution of power on the likelihood 

of war, we need to know whether the system is bipolar or multipolar, 

and if it is multipolar, whether or not there is a potential hegemon 

among the great powers. The core of my argument is that bipolar sys

tems tend to be the most peaceful, and unbalanced multipolar systems 

are the most prone to deadly conflict. Balanced multipolar sytems fall 

somewhere in between. 

Structural theories such as offensive realism are at best crude predictors 

of when security competition leads to war. They are not capable of 

explaining precisely how often war will occur in one kind of system com

pared to another. Nor are they capable of predicting exactly when wars 

will occur. For example, according to offensive realism, the emergence of 

Germany as a potential hegemon in the early 1 900s made it likely that 

there would be a war involving all the European great powers. But the 

theory cannot explain why war occured in 1 9 1 4  rather than 1 9 1 2  or 

1 9 1 6.'  

These limitations stem from the fact that nonstructural factors some

times play an important role in determining whether or not a state goes 

to war. States usually do not fight wars for security reasons alone. As 

noted in  Chapter 2,  for instance, although Otto von Bismarck was driven 

in good pan by realist calculations when he took Prussia to war three 

times between 1 864 and 1 870. each of his decisions for war was also 

influenced by nationalism and other domestic political calculations. And 

yet structural forces do exen a powerful influence on state behavior. It 

can be no other way if states care deeply about their survival. Thus, 

focusing exclusively on structure should tell us a lot about the origins of 

great-power war. 

Many theories about the causes of war have been propounded, which 

is not surprising, since the subject has always been of central importance 
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t o  students o f  international politics. Some o f  those theories treat human 

nature as the taproot of conflict, while others focus on individual leaders, 

domestic politics, political ideology, capitalism, economic interdepend

ence, and the structure of the international system.3  In fact, a handful of 

prominent theories point to the distribution of power as the key to under

standing international conflict. For example, Kenneth Waltz maintains 

that bipolarity is less prone to war than multipolarity, whereas Karl 

Deutsch and J.  David Singer argue the opposite.4 Other scholars focus not 

on the polarity of the system. but on whether there is a preponderant 

power in the system. Classical realists such as Hans Morgenthau argue 

that peace is most likely when there is no dominant power, but instead a 

rough balance of power among the leading states. In contrast. Roben 

Gilpin and A.F.K. Organski argue that the presence of a preponderant 

power fosters stability. s 
Offensive realism. which takes into account polarity as well as the bal

ance of power among the leading states in the system, agrees that bipolar

ity is more stable than multipolarity but goes beyond that assenion by 

distinguishing between multipolar systems with or without a potential 

hegemon. This distinction between balanced and unbalanced multipolar 

systems, I argue, is imponant for understanding the history of great

power war. Offensive realism also agrees with the classical realists' claim 

that peace is more likely if there is no preponderant power in the system, 

but it goes beyond that perspective by emphasizing that stability also 

depends on whether the system is bipolar or multipolar. 

Showing how offensive realism explains great-power war involves a 

two-step process. In the next three sections, I spell out my theory and 

show that the causal logic underpinning it is sound and compelling. In the 

subsequent two sections, the theory is tested to see how well it explains 

both the outbreak of great-power war and the periods of relative peace in 

Europe between 1 792 and I 990. Specifically, I look to see how much 

great-power war there was during the periods when Europe was charac

terized by bipolarity, by balanced multipolarity. and by unbalanced multi· 

polarity. Finally, my brief conclusion discusses how the presence of 

nuclear weapons during the Cold War affects the analysis. 
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T he main causes of war are located in the architecture of the interna

tional system. What matters most is the number of great powers and 

how much power each controls. A system can be either bipolar or multipo

lar, and power can be distributed more or less evenly among the leading 

states. The power ratios among all the great powers affect the prospects for 

stability, but the key ratio is that between the two most formidable states in 

the system. If there is a lopsided power gap, the number one state is a 

potential hegemon.6 A system that contains an aspiring hegemon is said to 

be unbalanced; a system without such a dominant state is said to be bal

anced. Power need not be distributed equally among al1 the major states in 

a balanced system, although it can be. The basic requirement for balance is 

that there not be a marked difference in power between the two leading 

states. If there is, the system is unbalanced. 

Combining these two dimensions of power produces four possible 

kinds of sytems: 1 )  unbalanced bipolarity, 2) balanced bipolarity, 3 )  

unbalanced multipolarity. and 4) balanced multipolarity. Unbalanced 

bipolarity is not a useful category, because this kind of system is unlikely 

to be found in the real world. I know of none in modern times. It is cer

tainly possible that some region might find itself with just two great pow

ers, one of which is markedly more powerful than the other. But that 

system is likely to disappear quickly, because the stronger state is likely to 

conquer its weaker rival. who would have no other great power to turn 

to for help, since by definition there are no other great powers. In fact, 

the weaker power might even capitulate without a fight, making the 

more powerful state a regional hegemon. In short. unbalanced bipolar 

systems are so unstable that they cannot last for any appreciable period 

of time. 

Thus we are likely to find power apportioned among the leading states 

in three different patterns. Bipolar systems (this is shorthand for balanced 

bipolarity) are ruled by two great powers that have roughly equal 

strength-or at least neither state is decidedly more powerful than the 

other. Unbalanced multipolar sytems are dominated by three or more 
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great powers, one o f  which i s  a potential hegemon. Balanced multipolar 

systems are dominated by three or more great powers, none of which is 

an aspiring hegemon: there is no significant gap in military strength 

between the system's leading two states, although some power asymme

tries are likely to exist among the great powers. 

How do these different distributions of power affect the prospects for 

war and peace? Bipolar systems are the most stable of the three systems. 

Great-power wars are infrequent, and when they occur, they are likely to 

involve one of the great powers fighting against a minor power, not the 

rival great power. Unbalanced multipolar systems feature the most dan

gerous distribution of power, mainly because potential hegemons are like

ly to get into wars with all of the other great powers in the system. These 

wars invariably tum out to be long and enormously costly. Balanced mul

tipolar sytems occupy a middle ground: great-power war is more likely 

than in bipolarity. but decidedly less likely than in unbalanced multipolar

ity. Moreover, the wars between the great powers are likely to be one-on

one or two-on-one engagements, not systemwide conflicts like those that 

occur when there is a potential hegemon. 

Let us now consider why bipolar systems are more stable than multipo

lar systems, regardless of whether there is a potential hegemon in the mix. 

Later I will explain why balanced multipolar systems are more stable than 

unbalanced ones. 

l l P O L A R l TY V S .  M U LT l P O L A R I TY 

War is more likely in multipolarity than bipolarity for three reasons.' 

First, there are more opportunities for war. because there are more 

potential conflict dyads in a multipolar system. Second, imbalances of 

power are more commonplace in a multipolar world. and thus great pow

ers are more likely to have the capability to win a war. making deterrence 

more difficult and war more likely. Third, the potential for miscalculation is 

greater in multipolarity: states might think they have the capability to 

coerce or conquer another state when, in fact, they do not. 
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A multipolar system has more potential conflict situations than does a 

bipolar order. Consider great-great power dyads. Under bipolarity, there 

are only two great powers and therefore only one conflict dyad directly 

involving them. For example, the Soviet Union was the only great power 

that the United States could have fought during the Cold War. In contrast, 

a multipolar system with three great powers has three dyads across which 

war might break out between the great powers: A can fight 8, A can fight 

C,  and B can fight C. A system with five great powers has ten great-great 

power dyads. 

Conflict could also erupt across dyads involving major and minor pow

ers. In setting up a hypothetical scenario, it seems reasonable to assume 

the same number of minor powers in both the bipolar and multipolar 

systems, since the number of major powers should have no meaningful 

effect on the number of minor powers. Therefore, because there are 

more great powers in multipolarity, there are more great-minor power 

dyads. Consider the following examples: in a bipolar world with 1 0  

minor powers, there are 2 0  great-minor power dyads; i n  a multipolar 

system with 5 great powers and the same 1 O minor powers, there are 50 

such dyads. 

This disparity in the number of great-minor power dyads in the two 

systems probably should be tilted !unher in favor of bipolarity, because it 

is generally less flexible than multipolarity. Bipolar systems are likely to be 

rigid structures. 'IWo great powers dominate, and the logic of security 

competition suggests that they will be unambiguous rivals. Most minor 

powers find it difficult to remain unattached to one of the major powers 

in bipolarity, because the major powers demand allegiance from the 

smaller states. This tightness is especially true in core geographical areas, 

less so in peripheral areas. The pulling of minor powers into the orbit of 

one or the other great power makes it difficult for either great power to 

pick a light with minor powers closely allied with its adversary; as a result, 

the numbers of potential con!lict situations is substantially less. During the 

Cold War. for example, the United States was not about to use military 
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force against Hungary o r  Poland, which were allied with the Soviet 

Union. Thus. there should probably be substantially fewer than 20 great

minor power dyads in our hypothetical bipolar world. 

In contrast, multipolar systems are less firmly structured. The exact 

form multipolarity takes can vary widely, depending on the number of 

major and minor powers in the system and the geographical arrangement 

of those states. Nevenheless, both major and minor powers usually have 

considerable flexibility regarding alliance panners. and minor powers are 

less likely to be closely tied to a great power than in a bipolar system. This 

autonomy, however. leaves minor powers vulnerable to attack from the 

great powers. Thus. the 50 great-minor power dyads in our hypothetical 

multipolar system is probably a reasonable number. 

Wars between minor powers are largely ignored in this study because 

the aim is to develop a theory of great-power war. Yet minor-power wars 

sometimes widen and great powers get dragged into the fighting. 

Although the subject of escalation lies outside the scope of this study, a 

brief word is in order about how polarity affects the likelihood of great 

powers' getting pulled into wars between minor powers. Basically, that 

possibility is greater in multipolarity than in bipolarity, because there are 

more opponunities for minor powers to fight each other in multipolarity, 

and thus more opponunities for great-power involvement. 

Consider that our hypothetical bipolar and multipolar worlds both con

tain 10 minor powers, which means that there are 45  potential minor

minor power dyads in each system. That number should be markedly 

reduced for bipolarity, because the general tightness of bipolar sytems 

makes it difficult for minor powers to go to war against each other. 

Spedlically, both great powers would seek to prevent fighting between 

their own minor-power allies. as well as conflicts involving minor powers 

from the rival camps, for fear of escalation. Minor powers have much 

more room to maneuver in a multipolar system, and thus they have more 

freedom to light each other. Greece and Turkey, for example, fought a war 

between 1 92 1  and 1 924, when Europe was multipolar. But they were in 

no position to light with each other during the Cold War, when Europe 

was bipolar, because the United States would not have tolerated a war 
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between any of its European allies. for fear it would have weakened 

NATO vis-ii-vis the Soviet Union. 

Imbalances of Power 

Power asymmetries among the great powers are more commonplace in 

muhipolarity than bipolarity, and the strong become hard to deter when 

power is unbalanced, because they have increased capability to win wars.8 

But even if we assume that the military strength of the great powers is 

roughly equal, power imbalances that lead to conflict are still more likely 

in multipolarity than in bipolarity. 

Multipolar systems tend toward inequality, whereas bipolar systems 

tend toward equality, for one principal reason. The more great powers 

there are in a system, the more likely it is that wealth and population size, 

the building blocks of military power, will be distributed unevenly among 

them. To illustrate, let us assume that we live in a world where, regardless 

of how many great powers populate the system, there is a 50 percent 

chance that any two great powers will have roughly the same amount of 

latent power. If there are only two great powers in that world (bipolarity) ,  

obviously there i s  a 50 percent chance that each state will control the 

same quantity of latent power. But if there are three great powers in that 

world (multipolarity) ,  there is only a 1 2 . 5  percent chance that all of them 

will have the same amount of latent power. With four great powers (mul

tipolarity) ,  there is less than a 2 percent chance that the ingredients of 

military might will be distributed evenly among all of them. 

One could use a different number for the likelihood that any two states 

will have equal amounts of latent power-say, 25  percent or 60 percent 

instead of 50 percent-but the basic story would remain the same. 

Asymmetries in latent power are more likely to be found among the great 

powers in multipolarity than in bipolarity, and the more great powers 

there are in multipolarity. the more remote the chances of symmetry. This 

is not to say that it is impossible to have a multipolar system in which the 

great powers possess equal proponions of latent power, but only that it is 

considerably less likely than in a bipolar system. Of course, the reason for 
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this concern with latent power i s  that significant variations i n  wealth and 

population size among the leading states are likely to lead to disparities in 

actual military power, simply because some states will be better endowed 

to pursue an arms race than are others. 9 
But even if we assume that all the major states are equally powerful, 

imbalances in power still occur more often in multipolarity than in bipo

larity. Two great powers in a muhipolar system, for example, can join 

together to attack a third great power, as the United Kingdom and France 

did against Russia in the Crimean War ( 1 8 5 3-56) ,  and Italy and Prussia 

did against Austria in 1 866. This kind of ganging up is impossible in bipo

larity, since only two great powers compete. 1\vo great powers can also 

join forces to conquer a minor power, as Austria and Prussia did against 

Denmark in 1 864, and Germany and the Soviet Union did against Poland 

in 1 939. Ganging up of this sort is logically possible in a bipolar world, but 

it is highly unlikely because the two great powers are almost certain to be 

archrivals disinclined to go to war as allies. Furthermore, a major power 

might use its superior strength to coerce or conquer a minor power. This 

kind of behavior is more likely in multipolarity than in bipolarity. because 

there are more potential great-minor power dyads in a multipolar system. 

One might argue that balance-of-power dynamics can operate to 

counter any power imbalances that arise in multipolarity. No state can 

dominate another if the other states coalesce firmly against it. 1 0 Indeed, 

this might be seen as an advantage that multipolarity has over bipolarity, 

since great-power balancing coalitions are not feasible in a world with 

only two great powers. But threatened states rarely form effective balanc

ing coalitions in time to contain an aggressor. As Chapter 8 demonstrated, 

threatened states prefer buck-passing to balancing, but buck-passing 

directly undermines efforts to build powerful balancing coalitions. 

But even when threatened states do balance together in multipolarity, 

diplomacy is an uncertain process. It can take time to build a defensive 

coalition, especially if the number of states required to form a balancing 

alliance is large. An aggressor may conclude that it can gain its objectives 

before the opposing coalition is fully formed. Finally, geography some

times prevents balancing states from putting meaningful pressure on 
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aggressors. For example, a major power may not be able to put effective 

military pressure on a state threatening to cause trouble because they are 

separated from each other by a large body of water or another state. 1 1  

T h e  Potential for Miscalculation 

A final problem with multipolarity lies in its tendency to foster miscalcula

tion. Multipolarity leads states to underestimate the resolve of rival states 

and the strength of opposing coalitions. States then mistakenly conclude 

that they have the military capability to coerce an opponent, or if that 

fails, to defeat it in battle. 

War is more likely when a state underestimates the willingness of an 

opposing state to stand firm on issues of difference. It then may push the 

other state too far, expecting the other to concede when in fact it will 

choose to fight. Such miscalculation is more likely under multipolarity 

because the shape of the international order tends to remain fluid, due to 

the tendency of coalitions to shift. As a result, the nature of the agreed 

international rules of the road-norms of state behavior, and agreed divi

sions of territorial rights and other privileges-tend to change constantly. 

No sooner may the rules of a given adversarial relationship pe worked out 

than that relationship becomes a friendship, a new rivalry emerges with a 

previous friend or neutral, and new rules of the road must be established. 

Under these circumstances. one state may unwittingly push another too 

far. because ambiguities as to national rights and obligations leave a wider 

range of issues on which each state may misjudge the other's resolve . 

Norms of state behavior can come to be broadly understood and accepted 

by all states, even in multipolarity, just as basic norms o! diplomatic con

duct became generally accepted by the European powers during the eigh

teenth century. Nevertheless, a well-defined division o! rights is generally 

more di!!icult when the number of states is large and relations among 

them are in Dux, as is the case with multipolarity. 

War is also more likely when states underestimate the relative power 

of an opposing coalition, either because they underestimate the number 

of states who will oppose them, or because they exaggerate the number o! 
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allies who will fight o n  their own side. 12 Such errors are more likely i n  a 

system of many states, since states then must accurately predict the 

behavior of many other states in order to calculate the balance of power 

between coalitions. Even assuming that a state knows who is going to 

fight with and against it, measuring the military strength of multistate 

coalitions is considerably more difficult than assessing the power of a sin· 

gle rival. 

Miscalculation is less likely in a bipolar world. States are less likely to 

miscalculate others' resolve, because the rules of the road with the main 

opponent become settled over time, leading both parties to recognize the 

limits beyond which they cannot push the other. States also cannot mis

calculate the membership of the opposing coalition, since each side faces 

only one main enemy. Simplicity breeds cenainty; certainty bolsters 

peace. 

B A LA N C E D  V S .  U N B A LA N C E D  M U LT I P O L A R I TY 

Unbalanced multipolar systems are especially war-prone for two rea

sons. The potential hegemons, which are the defining feature of this 

kind of system, have an appreciable power advantage over the other great 

powers, which means that they have good prospects of winning wars 

against their weaker rivals. One might think that a marked power asym

metry of this son would decrease the prospects for war. After all, being so 

powerful should make the potential hegemon feel secure and thus should 

ameliorate the need to initiate a war to gain more power. Moreover, the 

lesser powers should recognize that the leading state is essentially a status 

quo power and relax. But even if they fail to recognize the dominant 

power's benign intentions, the fact is that they do not have the military 

capability to challenge it. Therefore, according to this logic, the presence of 

a potential hegemon in a multipolar system should enhance the prospects 

for peace. 

This is not what happens, however, when potential hegemons come on 

the scene. Their considerable military might notwithstanding, they are not 
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likely to be satisfied with the balance of power. Instead they will aim to 

acquire more power and eventually gain regional hegemony, because 

hegemony is the ultimate form of security; there are no meaningful secu

rity threats to the dominant power in a unipolar system. Of course, not 

only do potential hegemons have a powerful incentive to rule their 

region, they also have the capability to push for supremacy, which means 

that they are a dangerous threat to peace. 

Potential hegemons also invite war by increasing the level of fear 

among the great powers. 1 3 Fear is endemic to states in the international 

system, and it drives them to compete for power so that they can increase 

their prospects for survival in a dangerous world. The emergence of a 

potential hegemon. however. makes the other great powers especially 

fearful, and they will search hard for ways to correct the imbalance of 

power and will be inclined to pursue riskier policies toward that end. The 

reason is simple: when one state is threatening to dominate the rest. the 

long-term value of remaining at peace declines and threatened states will 

be more willing to take chances to improve their security. 

A potential hegemon does not have to do much to generate fear 

among the other states in the system. Its formidable capabilities alone are 

likely to scare neighboring great powers and push at least some of them 

to create a balancing coalition against their dangerous opponent. Because 

a state's intentions are difficult to discern, and because they can change 

quickly, rival great powers will be inclined to assume the worst about the 

potential hegemon's intentions, further reinforcing the threatened states' 

incentive to contain it and maybe even weaken it if the opportunity pres

ents itself. 

The target of this containment strategy, however, is sure to view any 

balancing coalition forming against it as encirclement by its rivals. The poten

tial hegemon would be correct to think this way, even though the lesser 

great powers' purpose is essentially defensive in nature. Nevertheless, the 

leading state is likely to !eel threatened and scared and consequently is like

ly to take steps to enhance its security, thereby making the neighboring 

great powers more scared, and forcing them to take additional steps to 

enhance their security, which then scares the potential hegemon even 
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more, and s o  on. I n  short, potential hegemons generate spirals o f  fear that 

are hard to control. This problem is compounded by the fact that they pos

sess considerable power and thus are likely to think they can solve their 

security problems by going to war. 

Summary 

Thus, bipolarity is the most stable of the different architectures, for four 

reasons. First, there are relatively fewer opportunities for conflict in bipo

larity, and only one possible conflict dyad involving the great powers. 

When great powers do fight in bipolarity, they are likely to engage minor 

powers, not the rival great power. Second, power is more likely to be 

equally distributed among the great powers in bipolarity, an important 

strudural source of stability. Furthermore, there is limited opportunity for 

the great powers to gang up against other states or take advantage of 

minor powers. Third, bipolarity discourages miscalculation and thus 

reduces the likelihood that the great powers will stumble into war. 

Fourth, although fear is constantly at play in world politics, bipolarity 

does not magnify those anxieties that haunt states. 

Balanced multipolarity is more prone to war than is bipolarity, for 

three reasons. First. multipolarity presents considerably more opportuni

ties for conflict. especially between the great powers themselves. Wars 

that simultaneously involve all the great powers, however, are unlikely. 

Second, power is likely to be distributed unevenly among the leading 

states, and those states with greater military capability will be prone to 

start wars, because they will think that they have the capability to win 

them. There will also be ample opportunity for great powers to gang up 

on third parties and to coerce or conquer minor powers. Third, miscalcu

lation is likely to be a serious problem in balanced multipolarity, 

although high levels of fear among the great powers are unlikely, 

because there are no exceptional power gaps between the leading states 

in the system. 

Unbalanced multipolarity is the most perilous distribution of power. 

Not only does it have all the problems of balanced multipolarity, it also 
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suffers from the worst kind of inequality: the presence of a potential hegc

mon. That state both has significant capability to cause trouble and 

spawns high levels of fear among the great powers. Both of those develop

ments increase the likelihood of war, which is likely to involve all the 

great powers in the system and be especially costly. 

Now that the theory about the causes of war has been presented, let us 

switch gears and consider how well it explains events in Europe between 

1 792 and 1 990. 

G R E AT- P O W E R  WAR IN M O D E R N  E U R O P E ,  1 7 9 2 - 1 9 9 0  

T o test offensive realism's claims about how different distributions of 

power affea the likelihood of great-power war, it is necessary to identi

fy the periods between 1 792 and 1 990 when Europe was either bipolar or 

multipolar. and when there was a potential hegemon in those multipolar 

systems. It is then necessary to identify the great-power wars for each of 

those periods. 

System structure. we know, is a funaion of the number of great powers 

and how power is apportioned among them. The list of European great 

powers for the two centuries under discussion includes Austria, Great 

B ritain, Germany, Italy. and Russia. 14 Only Russia, which was known as 

the Soviet Union between 1 9 1 7  and 1 990, was a great power for the 

entire period. Austria, which became Austria-Hungary in 1 867, was a 

great power from 1 792 until its demise in 1 9 1 8. Great Britain and 

Germany were great powers from 1 792 until 1 945, although Germany 

was actually Prussia before 1 87 1 .  Italy is considered a great power from 

1 8 6 1  until its collapse in 1 943.  

What about Japan and the United States, which are not located in 

Europe, but were great powers for pan of the relevant period? Japan, 

which was a great power from 1 895  until 1 945,  is left out of the subse

quent analysis because it was never a major player in European politics. 

Japan declared war against Germany at the stan of World War I. but other 

than taking a few German possessions in Asia, it remained on the side-
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lines. Japan also sent troops into the Soviet Union during the last year of 

World War I, in conjunction with the United Kingdom, France, and the 

United States, who were trying to get the Soviet Union back into the war 

against Germany. 1 5 Japan, however, was mainly concerned with acquiring 

territory in Russia's Far East, not with events in Europe, about which it 

cared little. Regardless, the intervention was a failure. 

The United States is a different matter. Although it is located in the 

Western Hemisphere, it committed military forces to fight in Europe dur

ing both world wars, and it has maintained a large military presence in 

the region since 1 945.  In those instances in which the United States 

accepted a continental commitment, it is considered a major actor in the 

European balance of power. But for reasons discussed in Chapter 7, 

America was never a potential hegemon in Europe; it acted instead as an 

offshore balancer. Much of the work on assessing the relative strength of 

the great powers during the years between 1 792 and 1 990, especially 

regarding the crucial question of whether there was a potential hegemon 

in Europe, was done in Chapter 8 .  The missing parts of the story are filled 

in below. 

Based on the relevant distribution of power among the major states, 

European history from the outbreak of the French Revolutionary and 

Napoleonic Wars in 1 792 until the end of the Cold War in 1 990 can be 

roughly divided into seven periods: 

I )  Napoleonic era I, 1 792-93 ( I  year), balanced multipolarity; 

2 )  Napoleonic era II, 1 793-1 8 1 5  (22 years) ,  unbalanced multipolarity; 

3) Nineteenth century, 1 8 1 5-1 902 (88 years) ,  balanced multipolarity; 

4)  Kaiserreich era, 1 903- 1 8  ( 1 6  years ) ,  unbalanced multipolarity; 

5) lnterwar years, 1 9 1 9-38 (20 years) ,  balanced multipolarity; 

6 )  Nazi era, 1 9 39-45 (6  years ) ,  unbalanced multipolarity; and 

7 )  Cold War, 1 945-90 (46 years) ,  bipolarity. 

The list of wars for each of these seven periods is drawn from Jack 

Levy's well-regarded database of great-power wars. 1 6 However, one minor 

adjustment was made to that database: I treat the Russo-Polish War 
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( 1 9 1 9-20)  and the Russian Civil War ( 1 9 1 8-2 1 )  as separate conflicts, 

whereas Levy treats them as part of the same war. Only wars that 

involved at least one European great power and were fought between 

European states are included in this analysis. Wars involving a European 

great power and a non-European state are excluded. Thus the War of 

1 8 1 2  between the United Kingdom and the United States. the Russo

Japanese War ( 1 904-5) ,  and the Soviet war in Afghanistan ( 1 979-89) are 

omitted. '7  Also excluded are European wars involving only minor powers. 

Finally, civil wars are not included in the analysis, unless there was sub

stantial outside intervention by at least one European state, as there was 

in the Russian Civil War. The Spanish Civil War ( 1 936-39) is omitted, 

although it is a close call. 

Great-power wars are broken down into three categories. "'Central 

warsH involve virtually all of the great powers in the system, and the com

batants fight with tremendous intensity. 1 8  "Great power vs. great power 

wars" involve either one-on-one or two-on-one fights. It should be noted 

that there is no difference between a central war and a great power vs. 

great power war in either a bipolar system or a multipolar system with 

three great powers. No such cases exist, however, in modem Eropean his

tory. Finally. there are "great power vs. minor power wars." During the 

1 99-year period of European history under study, there were a total of 24 

great-power wars, including 3 central wars, 6 great power vs. great power 

wars. and 1 5  great power vs. minor power wars. 

The Napoleonic E ra,  1 792-1 8 1 5  

Europe was home to five great powers between 1 792 and 1 8 1 5 :  Austria, 

B ritain/United Kingdom, France, Prussia, and Russia. Although France was 

clearly the most powerful state during this period, it was not a potential 

hegemon u ntil the early fall of 1 793,  because it did not have the most for

midable army in Europe before then. "  Remember that Austria and Prussia 

went to war against France in 1 792 because it was militarily weak and 

therefore was considered vulnerable to invasion. France retained its exalt

ed status as a potential hegemon until Napoleon was finally defeated in the 
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spring o f  1 8 1 5 .  Thus, there was balanced multipolarity i n  Europe from 

1 792 until 1 793, and unbalanced multipolarity from 1 79 3  until 1 8 1 5 . 

The period from 1 792 to 1 8 1 5  was dominated by the French Revolutionary 

and Napoleonic Wars. The first year of that conflict is categorized as a great 

power vs. great power war, because it involved only three great powers: 

Austria, France, and Prussia. Great Britain and Russia sat on the sidelines 

throughout 1 792 and early 1 793.  The remaining twenty-two years of that 

conflict are categorized as a central war. France, which was attempting to 

become Europe's hegemon, fought against Austria, Britain, Prussia, and 

Russia-although in different combinations at different times. 

There were also three great power vs. minor power wars in the 

Napoleonic era. The Russo-Turkish War (1806-12) was basically an attempt 

by Russia to take Bessarabia, Moldavia, and Walachia away from Turkey, 

which was then called the Ottoman Empire. Russian victories in the last 

year of that war won Bessarabia, but not the other two regions. The Russo

Swedish War (/808-9) was caused by French and Russian unhappiness over 

Sweden's alliance with the United Kingdom. Russia and Denmark went to 

war against Sweden and were victorious. Sweden had to surrender 

Finland and the Aland Islands to Russia. The Neapolitan War (1815) was 

fought between Austria and Naples. In the wake of Napoleon's departure 

from Italy, Austria was determined to reassert its preeminence in the 

region. while the Neapolitan forces were bent on pushing Austria out of 

Italy. Austria won the conflict. 

The Nineteenth Century, 1 8 1 5 - 1 902 

Six great powers populated the European system for this eighty-eight

year period between the final defeat of Napoleonic France and the rise of 

Wilhelmine Germany. Austria/Austria-Hungary, the United Kingdom. 

France, Prussia/Germany, and Russia were great powers for the entire 

period. Italy joined the club in 1 86 1 .  There was no potential hegemon in 

Europe between 1 8 1 5  and 1 902. The United Kingdom was clearly the 

wealthiest state in Europe during that period (see Table 3 . 3 ) ,  but it never 

translated its abundant wealth into military might. In fact, the United 
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Kingdom maintained a small and weak army for most of the period in 

question. The largest armies in Europe between 1 8 1 5  and 1 860 belonged 

to Austria, France, and Russia. but none of them possessed an army that 

was powerful enough to overrun Europe (see Tables 9 . 1  and 9 .2 ) . 20 Nor 

did any of them come close to having enough latent power to qualify as a 

potential hegemon. 

The Prussian army became a formidable fighting force in the 1 860s, 

vying with the Austrian and French armies for the number one ranking in 

Europe.2 1 France occupied that position for the first half of the decade; 

Prussia held it for the second hall. There is little doubt that Germany had 

the strongest army in Europe between 1 870 and 1 902, but it was not yet 

so powerful that it was a threat to the entire continent. Funhermore. 

Germany did not yet have sufficient wealth to qualify as a potential hege

mon. Thus, it seems fair to say that there was balanced multipolarity in 

Europe during the nineteenth century. 

There were four great power vs. great power wars between 1 8 1 5  and 

1 902.  The Crimean War (1853-56) was initially a war between Russia and 

the Ottoman Empire, with the former trying to make territorial gains at 

the expense of the latter. But the United Kingdom and France entered 

the war on the Ottoman Empire's side. Russia was defeated and was 

forced to make minor territorial concessions. In the War of Italian 

Unification (1859), France joined forces with Piedmont to drive Austria 

out of Italy and create a unified Italian state. Austria lost the war and 

Italy came into being shortly thereafter. In the Austro-Prussian War 

(1866), Prussia and Italy were arrayed against Austria. Prussia and 

Austria were essentially fighting to determine which one of them would 

dominate a unified Germany, while Italy was bent on taking territory 

from Austria. Austria lost and Prussia made substantial territorial gains 

at Austria's expense. But German unification was still not completed. 

The Franco-Prussian War (1870-71) was ostensibly fought over Prussian 

interference in Spain's politics. In fact, Bismarck wanted the war so he 

could complete German unification, while France wanted territorial 

compensation to offset Prussia's gains in 1 866. The Prussian army won a 

decisive victory. 
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Manpower i n  European Armies, 1820-58 

1 820 1 130 1 840 1 850 1 858 

Austria 2 58,000 2 73,000 267,000 434.000 403,000 

United Kingdom 1 1 4, 5 1 3  1 04,066 1 24,659 1 36.932 200,000 

France 208.000 224,000 2 75,000 3 9 1 , 1 90 400,000 

Prussia 1 30.000 1 30.000 1 3 5.000 1 3 1 ,000 1 5 3,000 

Russia 772,000 826,000 62 3,000 8 7 1 .000 870,000 

SOURCES: Figures for Austria. Prussia. and Russia are from J. David Singer and Melvin Small. 

National Material Capabilitits Data, 181�1985 (Ann Arbor. MI: Inter-University Consonium for Political 

and Social Research. February 1 993) .  Figures for the United Kingdom are from Edward Spiers, Tht 

Amry and Society, 1815--1914 (London: Longman. 1 980), p. 36, except for 1 858, which is the author's 

estimate. Figures for France in 1 820 and 1 830 are from Singer and Small, National Material Capabilities; 

France in 1840 is from William C. Fuller, Jr .. Strategy and Power in Russia. 1 600-1914 (New York: Free 

Press, 1 992). p. 2 39; France in 1 850 is from Andre Corvisier, ed., Histoirt Militaire de la Frana, Vol. 2 

(Paris: Presses Universitaires de France. 1 992).  p.  4 1 3 .  France in 1858 (the actual year is 1 857) is from 

Michael Stephen Pan ridge, Military Planning for the Defenst of tht United Kingdom, 1814-1870 (Westpon, 

CT: Greenwood, 1 989),  p. 76. The year 1858 was chosen instead of 1 860 because the War of Italian 

Unification distoned the numbers for 1 860, especially for France. 

T A B L E  9 . 2  

Manpower i n  European Armies, 1 853-56 (Crimean War) 

1 853 1 854 1 855 1 856 

Austria 5 1 4,000 540.000 427,000 427,000 

United Kingdom 1 49,089 1 52.780 1 68 , 5 5 2  1 68 ,552  

France 332. 549 3 1 0.267 507,432 526.056 

Prussia 1 39.000 1 39,000 1 42.000 1 42.000 

Russia 7 6 1 .000 1 . 1 00.000 1 .843,463 1 ,742.000 

SOURCES: Figures for Austria and Prussia arc from Singer and Small. National Material Capabilities 

Data. The figures for the United Kingdom arc as follows: 1 8 5 3-54, Hew Strachan, Wellington's Legacy: 

The Reform of tht British Army, 1810-54 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1 984), p. 1 82; 

1 8 5 5-56, Spiers, Army and Society. p. 36. Figures for France are from Corvisier, ed . . Histoire Militaire. p. 

4 1 3 .  Figures for Russia, 1 8 5 3-54 are from Singer and Small, National Material Capabilities Data, while 

those for 1 8 5 5-56 arc from David R. Jones, "The Soviel Defence Burden Through the Prism of 

History," in Carl G. Jacobsen. ed., The Soviet Dtfena Enigma: Estimating Costs and Burden (Oxford: 

Oxford University Press, 1 987),  p.  1 55 .  
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There were also eight great power vs. minor power wars during the 

nineteenth century. The Franco-Spanish War (1823) stemmed from a revolt 

in Spain that removed the reigning king from his throne. France inter

vened to restore peace and the monarchy. Navarino Bay (182 7) was a brief 

naval engagement with the United Kingdom, France. and Russia on one 

side and the Ottoman Empire and Egypt on the other. The great powers 

were helping the Greeks gain their independence from the Ottoman 

Empire. In the Russo-Turkish War (1828-29), the Russians went to war 

against the Ottoman Empire to suppon Greek independence and to make 

territorial gains in the Caucasus and other places at the Ottoman Empire's 

expense. The First Schleswig-Holstein War (1848-49) was an unsuccessful 

effort by Prussia to take the duchies of Schleswig and Holstein away from 

Denmark and make them a German state. 

In the Austro-Sardinian War (1848), the kingdom of Piedmont-Sardinia 

sought to drive Austria out of Italy and create a unified Italy under its own 

auspices. This attempt at liberation failed. The Roman Republic War (1849) 

broke out when France sent an army to Rome to restore the pope to power 

and crush the fledgling republic established there by Giuseppe Mazzini. In 

the Second Schleswig-Holstein War (1864), Austria and Prussia ganged up to 

finally take those disputed duchies away from Denmark. Finally, in the 

Russo-Turkish War (1877-78), Russia and Serbia sided with Bosnia

Herzegovina and Bulgaria in their effort to gain independence from the 

Ottoman Empire. 

The Kaiserreich Era, 1 903- 1 8 

There was no change in the lineup of great powers after l 903.  The same 

six great powers remained at the center of European politics, save for the 

fact that the United States became a major player in 1 9 1 8, when 

American troops began arriving on the continent in large numbers. 

Wilhelmine Germany, as emphasized in Chapter 8, was a potential hege

mon during this period; it controlled the mightiest army and the greatest 

amount of wealth in the region. Thus, there was unbalanced multipolarity 

in Europe from 1 90 3  to 1 9 1 8. 
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This period was dominated b y  World War I (1914--18), a central war 

involving all of the great powers and many of the minor powers in 

Europe. There was also one great power vs. great power war during this 

period. In the Russian Civil War (1 918-21), the United Kingdom, France, 

Japan, and the United States sent troops into the Soviet Union in the 

midst of its civil war. They ended up fighting some brief but intense battles 

against the Bolsheviks, who nevertheless survived. Finally, there was one 

great power vs. minor power conflict during this period: the Italo-Turkish 

War (191 1-12). Italy, which was bent on establishing an empire in the area 

around the Mediterranean Sea, invaded and conquered Tripolitania and 

Cyrenaica in Nonh Africa, which were then provinces in the Ottoman 

Empire (both are part of Libya today).  

The lnterwar Yea rs, 1 9 1 9-38 

There were five great powers in the European system between the two 

world wars. Austria-Hungary disappeared at the dose of World War I, but 

the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Italy, and the Soviet Union 

remained intact. There was no potential hegemon in Europe during these 

two decades. The United Kingdom was the wealthiest state in Europe dur

ing the first few years after the war, but Germany regained the lead by the 

late 1920s (see Table 3 . 3 ) .  Neither the United Kingdom nor Germany, 

however, had the most powerful army in the region between 1 9 1 9  and 

1938.22 Indeed, both states possessed especially weak armies throughout 

the 1920s and early 1 930s. The German army cenainly grew more power

ful during the late 19 30s, but it did not become the strongest army in 

Europe until 1939. Although it might seem difficult to believe given 

France's catastrophic defeat in 1 940, France possessed the number one 

army in Europe during the interwar years. But France had nowhere near 

the wealth and population to be a potential hegemon. Thus, there was 

balanced multipolarity in Europe during this period. 

There were no great power vs. great power wars between 1 9 1 9  and 

1938, but there was one war between a great power and a minor power. 

In the Russo-Polish War ( 191 9-20), Poland invaded a badly weakened Soviet 
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Union in the wake of World War I. hoping to detach Belorussia and 

Ukraine from the Sov�t Union and make them pan of a Polish-led federa

tion. Although Poland failed to achieve that goal. it did acquire some terri

tory in Belorussia and Ukraine. 

The Nazi  Era, 1 939-45 

This period began with the same five great powers that dominated the 

interwar years. But France was knocked out of the ranks of the great 

powers in the spring of 1 940, and Italy went the same route in 1 943 .  The 

United Kingdom. Germany, and the Soviet Union remained great powers 

until 1 945 .  Also. the United States became deeply involved in European 

politics after it entered World War II in December 1 94 1 .  As discussed in 

Chapter 8. Nazi Germany was a potential hegemon from 1 939 until it col

lapsed in defeat in the spring of 1 945.  Thus, there was unbalanced multi

polarity in Europe during this period. 

World War II (1939-45). which was a central war. was obviously the 

dominating event in Europe during this period. There was also one great 

power vs. minor power war: the Russo-Finnish War (1 939-40). In anticipa

tion of a possible Nazi attack on the Soviet Union, Stalin had demanded 

territorial concessions from Finland in the fall of 1 939. The Finns refused 

and the Red Army invaded Finland in late November 1 9 39. Finland capit

ulated in March 1 940 and the Soviet Union took the territory it wanted. 

The Cald War, 1 94 5 -90 

There was only one great power left in Europe after World War II: the 

Soviet Union.n The United States, however, was determined to prevent the 

Soviets from dominating the region. so they maintained a massive military 

presence in Europe throughout the Cold War. This was the first time in its 

history that the United States stationed large numbers of troops in Europe 

during peacetime. Europe was therefore bipolar from 1 94 5 to 1 990. 

There was no war between the two great powers during this period, 

but there was one great power vs. minor power war. In the Russo-
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Hungarian War (1956), the Soviet Union successfully intervened t o  put 

down an anticommunist revolt in Hungary. 

A N A LY S I S  

L et u s  now sort this information t o  see how much great-power war there 

was in Europe when it was characterized by bipolarity. by balanced 

multipolarity, and by unbalanced multipolarity. In particular, let us consid

er the number of wars, the frequency of war, and the deadliness of the 

wars in each of those kinds of systems. The number of great-power wars in 

each period is broken down according to the three types of war described 

earlier: central, great power vs. great power. and great power vs. minor 

power. Frequency is determined by adding up the years in each period in 

which a great-power war was being fought. War need only be fought in 

some part of a year for that year to be counted as a war year. For example, 

the Crimean War ran from October 1 8 5 3  until February 1 8 56, and thus 

1 853, 1 854, 1 8 5 5, and 1 856 are counted as war years. Finally, deadliness is 

measured by counting the number of military deaths in each conflict; civil

ian deaths are omitted. 

Bipolarity seems to be the most peaceful and least deadly kind of archi

tecture (see Table 9 .3 ) .  Between 1 945 and 1 990. which was the only peri

od during which Europe was bipolar. there was no war between the great 

powers. There was. however. one great power vs. minor power war, 

which lasted less than a month. Thus war took place in Europe during 

only one of the 46 years in which it was bipolar. Regarding deadliness. 

there were I 0,000 deaths in that conflict. 

Unbalanced multipolarity is by far the most war-prone and deadly dis

tribution of power. During the periods when there was a potential hege

mon in a multipolar Europe- 1 793- 1 8 1 5, 1 90 3- 1 8, 1 93 9-4 5-there were 

three central wars, one great power vs. great power war, and five great 

power vs. minor power wars. A war was being fought during 35 of the 

relevant 44 years, and in 1 1  of those years two wars were going on at the 

same time. Finally, there were roughly 27  million military deaths in those 
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Summary o f  European Wars b y  System Structure, 1 792-1990 

Bipolarity 

( 194>-90) 

Balanced multlpolarlty 

( l'792-9J, 181'-1902.. 1919-JB) 

Unbalanced multlpolarlty 

( 1 79J-181',  190J-18, 19)9-4') 

Nu....,. of wan 

Central Great Great 
v•. great v•. minor 

�requency "* -� 

Total War % of year• 

year• year. with war 

46 I 2 . 2 %  

1 09 20 1 8 . 3 %  

44 3 5 7 9 . 5 %  

Deacllineu of wa n  

Military 
cleatha anly 

10.000 

l .2 million 

27 miUion 

NOTE: I could not find casually data (or the Russo-Turkish ( 1 806- 1 2 )  and the Russo-Swedish Wars ( 1 808-9). both of which occurred during the Napoleonic Era. so I 
omiued them rrom the calculation. Nevertheless. the numbers or combat dea1hs lor 1hose wars are surely small and would hardly aHect 1he huse number of military 
dea1hs that occurred when there was unbalanced mullipolarity in Europe. 

SOURCES: Data on number or wars and total war years are from Jack S .  Levy, War in 1he Modern Gnot Powtr Sysltm. 149S-1975 (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky. 
1 983) .  pp. 90-9 1 ;  and J. David Singer and Melvin Small. Resort toAnns: lntemationol and Civil Won:. 1816-1980 (Beverly Hills. CA: Sage. 1 982). pp. 82-95. Data on deadli
ness of wars is from Singer and Small. Resort 10 Anns. pp. 82·95, save (or 1he following exceptions: the Napoleonic Wars. from Charles J. Esdaile. Thi Wan of Napolton 
(London: Longman. 1 995).  p. 300; Navarino Bay, from John LaHin. Brossey"s &lttles: J.500 Yeon: o/ Con{lia. Compaigns and Wan: from A-Z (London: Brassey's Defence 
Publishers. 1 986). p. 299; the Russian Civil War. from Levy, Wor, p. 6 1 ;  and the Neapolitan War. from Clive Emsley. NopoleonicEurope (New York: Longman. 1 9 9 3 ) .  
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conflicts (and probably about a s  many civilian deaths when all the murder 

and mayhem in World War II is taken into account).  

Balanced multipolarity falls somewhere in between the other two kinds 

of systems. Consider that there were no hegemonic wars, five great power 

vs. great power wars. and nine great power vs. minor power wars during 

the times when Europe was multipolar but without a potential hege

mon-1 792-93. 1 8 1 5-1 902, 1 9 1 9-38. In terms of frequency. war took 

place somewhere in Europe during 20 of the relevant I 09 years. Thus, 

war was going on 1 8 . 3  percent of the time in balanced multipolarity, com

pared with 2.2 percent in bipolarity and 79.5  percent in unbalanced mul

tipolarity. Regarding deadliness, there were approximately 1 .2 million 

military deaths in the various wars fought in balanced multipolarity, 

which is far less than the 27 million in unbalanced multipolarity, but sub

stantially more than the I 0,000 in bipolarity. 

C O N C L U S I O N  

T hese results appear to offer strong confirmation o f  offensive realism. 

Nevertheless, an important caveat is in order. Nuclear weapons, which 

were first deployed in 1 945, were present for the entire time that Europe 

was bipolar. but they were not present in any of the previous multipolar sys

tems. This creates a problem for my argument, because nuclear weapons are 

a powerful force for peace, and they surely help account for the absence of 

great-power war in Europe between 1 945 and 1 990. It is impossible, how

ever, to determine the relative influence of bipolarity and nuclear weapons 

in producing this long period of stability. 

It would be helpful in dealing with this problem if we could tum to 

some empirical studies that provide reliable evidence on the effects of 

bipolarity and multipolarity on the likelihood of war in the absence of 

nuclear weapons. But there are none. From its beginning until 1 94 5  the 

European state system was multipolar. leaving this history barren of com

parisons that would reveal the differing effects of multipolarity and bipo

larity. Earlier history does afford some apparent examples of bipolar 
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systems, including some that were warlike-Athens and Sparta, Rome 

and Canhage-but this history is inconclusive because it is incomplete. 

This problem does not arise, however, when comparing the two kinds 

of multipolarity, because there were no nuclear weapons before 1 94 5 .  It is 

apparent from the analysis that whether a multipolar system contains a 

potential hegemon like Napoleonic France. Wilhelmine Germany, or Nazi 

Germany has a profound influence on the prospects for peace. Any time a 

multipolar system contains a power that has the strongest army as well as 

the greatest amount of wealth, deadly war among the great powers is 

more likely. 

Little has been said up to this point about international politics after the 

Cold War. The next and final chapter will consider relations among the 

great powers in the 1 990s, as well as the likelihood of great-power conflict 

in the century ahead. 



T E N  

Great Power Politics in 

the Twenty-first C entury 

A 
large body of opinion in the West holds that international poli

tics underwent a fundamental transformation with the end of 

the Cold War. Cooperation, not security competition and con

flict, is now the defining feature of relations among the great powers. Not 

surprisingly, the optimists who hold this view claim that realism no longer 

has much explanatory power. It is old thinking and is largely irrelevant to 

the new realities of world politics. Realists have gone the way of the 

dinosaurs; they just don't realize it. The best that might be said about the

ories such as offensive realism is that they are helpful for understanding 

how great powers interacted before 1 990, but they are useless now and 

for the foreseeable future. Therefore, we need new theories to compre

hend the world around us. 

President Bill Clinton aniculated this perspective throughout the 

1 990s. For example, he declared in 1 992 that, "in a world where freedom. 

not tyranny, is on the march, the cynical calculus of pure power politics 

simply does not compute. It is ill-suited to a new era . "  Five years later he 

sounded the same theme when defending the expansion of the Nonh 

Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) to include some of the formerly 

communist Warsaw Pact states. Clinton argued that the charge that this 

expansion policy might isolate Russia was based on the belief "that the 

360 
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great power territorial politics of the 20th century will dominate the 2 1 st 

century,,. which he rejected. Instead, he emphasized his belief that 

"'enlightened self-interest, as well as shared values, will compel countries 

to define their greatness in more constructive ways . . .  and will compel us 

to cooperate in more constructive ways." 1 

The optimists' claim that security competition and war among the great 

powers has been burned out of the system is wrong. In fact, all of the 

major states around the globe still care deeply about the balance of power 

and are destined to compete for power among themselves for the foresee

able future. Consequently, realism will offer the most powerful explana

tions of international politics over the next century, and this will be true 

even if the debates among academic and policy elites are dominated by 

non-realist theories. In shon, the real world remains a realist world. 

States still (ear each other and seek to gain power at each other's 

expense, because international anarchy-the driving force behind great

power behavior-did not change with the end of the Cold War, and 

there are few signs that such change is likely any time soon. States 

remain the principal actors in world politics and there is still no night 

watchman standing above them . For sure, the collapse of the Soviet 

Union caused a major shift in the global distribution of power. But  it did 

not give rise to a change in the anarchic structure of the system, and 

without that kind of profound change, there is no reason to expect the 

great powers to behave much differently in the new century than they 

did in previous centuries. 

Indeed, considerable evidence from the 1 990s indicates that power pol

itics has not disappeared from Europe and Nonheast Asia, the regions in 

which there are two or more great powers, as well as possible great pow

ers such as Germany and Japan. There is no question, however, that the 

competition for power over the past decade has been low-key. Still ,  there 

is potential for intense security competion among the great powers that 

might lead to a major war. Probably the best evidence of that possibility is 

the fact that the United States maintains about one hundred thousand 

troops each in Europe and in Nonheast Asia for the explicit purpose of 

keeping the major states in each region at peace. 
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These relatively peaceful circumstances are largely the result o f  benign 

distributions of power in each region. Europe remains bipolar ( Russia and 

the United States are the major powers), which is the most stable kind of 

power structure. Northeast Asia is multipolar ( China, Russia, and the 

United States) ,  a configuration more prone to instability; but fortunately 

there is no potential hegemon in that system. Furthermore, stability is 

enhanced in both regions by nuclear weapons, the continued presence of 

U.S. forces, and the relative weakness of China and Russia. These power 

structures in Europe and Nonheast Asia are likely to change over the next 

two decades, however, leading to intensified security competition and 

possibly war among the great powers. 

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In the next sec

tion. I analyze the claims that international politics has changed or is 

about to change in essential ways, thus undermining realism. Because of 

space limitations. it is impossible to deal with each argument in detail. 

Nevertheless, it should be apparent from my analysis that the basic struc

ture of the international system did not change with the end of the Cold 

War, and that there is little reason to think that change is in the offing. I 

attempt to show in the following section the considerable evidence from 

the decade 1 9 9 1 -2000 that security competition among the great powers 

is not obsolete, either in Europe or in Northeast Asia . In the subsequent 

four sections, I make the case that we are likely to see greater instability in 

those important regions over the next twenty years. Finally, in a brief 

conclusion, I argue that a rising China is the most dangerous potential 

threat to the United States in the early twenty-first century. 

P E R S I S T E N T  A N A R C H Y  

T he structure o f  the international system, a s  emphasized i n  C hapter 2 ,  is 

defined by five assumptions about how the world is organized that 

have some basis in fact:  I )  states are the key actors in world politics and 

they operate in an anarchic system, 2) great powers invariably have some 

offensive military capability, 3) states can never be certain whether other 
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states have hostile intentions toward them, 4) great powers place a high 

premium on survival and 5) states are rational actors who are reasonably 

effective at designing strategies that maximize their chances of sutvival. 

These features of the international system appear to be intact as we 

begin the twenty-first century. The world still comprises states that oper

ate in an anarchic setting. Neither the United Nations nor any other inter

national institution has much coercive leverage over the great powers. 

Funhennore, vinually every state has at least some offensive military 

capability, and there is little evidence that world disarmament is in sight. 

On the contrary, the world arms trade is flourishing. and nuclear prolifer

ation, not abolition, is likely to concern tomorrow's policymakers. In addi

tion, great powers have yet to discover a way to divine each other's 

intentions. For example, nobody can predict with any degree of cenainty 

what Chinese or German foreign policy goals will be in 2020. Moreover, 

there is no good evidence that survival is a less imponant goal for states 

today than it was before 1 990. Nor is there much reason to believe that 

the ability of great powers to think strategically has declined since the 

Cold War ended. 

This description of continuity in great-power politics has been chal

lenged on a variety of fronts by expens who believe that significant 

changes have recently occurred in the structure of the international sys

tem-changes that ponend a welcome peace among the great powers. 

Although there are sharp differences among these optimists about the 

root causes of this purponed transformation, each argument is essentially 

a direct challenge to one of the realist assumptions described above. The 

only claim that the optimists do not challenge is the claim that states are 

rational actors. Instead, they concentrate their fire on the other four real

ist beliefs about the international system. Let us consider, in tum, their 

best arguments against each of those core assumptions. 

Sovereignty at lay 

Some suggest that international institutions are growing in number and in 

their ability to push states to cooperate with each other.' Specifically. insti-
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tutions can dampen security compeuuon and promote world peace 

because they have the capability to get states to reject power-maximizing 

behavior and to refrain from calculating each important move according 

to how it affects their position in the balance of power. Institutions, so the 

argument goes. have an independent effect on state behavior that at least 

mitigates and possibly might put an end to anarchy. 

The rhetoric about the growing strength of international institutions 

notwithstanding. there is little evidence that they can get great powers to 

act contrary to the dictates of realism. 3  I know of no study that provides 

evidence to suppon that claim. The United Nations is the only worldwide 

organization with any hope of wielding such power, but it could not even 

shut down the war in Bosnia between 1 992 and 1 995,  much less push a 

great power around. Moreover. what little influence the United Nations 

(UN) holds over states is likely to wane even further in the new century, 

because its key decision-making body, the Security Council. is sure to 

grow in size. Creating a larger council. especially one with more perma

nent members who have a veto over UN policy, would make it virtually 

impossible to formulate and enforce policies designed to limit the actions 

of the great powers. 

There is no institution with any real power in Asia. Although there are 

a handful of impressive institutions in Europe, such as NATO and the 

European Union, there is little evidence that they can compel member 

states to act against their strategic interests. What is most impressive about 

international institutions is how little independent effect they seem to 

have on great-power behavior. 

Of course, states sometimes operate through institutions and benefit 

from doing so. However, the most powerful states in the system create 

and shape institutions so that they can maintain, if not increase, their own 

share of world power. Institutions are essentially "arenas for acting out 

power relationships. "4 When the United States decided it did not want 

Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali to head the UN for a second 

term. it forced him out, despite the fact that all the other members of the 

Security Council wanted him to stay on the job. The United States is the 

most powerful state in the world, and it usually gets its way on issues it 
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judges important. If it does not, it ignores the institution and does what it 

deems to be in its own national interest. 

Others argue that the state is being rendered impotent by globalization 

or by today's unprecedented levels o( economic interdependence. In par

ticular, great powers are said to be incapable o( dealing with the mighty 

forces unleashed by global capitalism and are becoming marginal players 

in world politics.5 "'Where states were once the masters o( markets, now it 

is the markets which, on many crucial issues, are the masters over the 

governments o( states. "6 For some, the key actor in the market is the 

multinational corporation (MNC) .  which is seen as threatening to over· 

whelm the state.7 

The (act is that the levels o( economic transactions among states today, 

when compared with domestic economic dealings, are probably no 

greater than they were in the early twentieth century.8 The international 

economy has been buUeting states for centuries, and they have proved 

remarkably resilient in the face of that pressure. Contemporary states are 

no exception in this regard; they are not being overwhelmed by market 

forces or MNCs but are making the adjustments necessary to ensure their 

survival.9 

Another reason to doubt these claims about the state's impending 

demise is that there is no plausible alternative on the horizon. If the state 

disappears, presumably some new political entity would have to take its 

place, but it seems that nobody has identified that replacement. Even ii the 

state disappeared, however, that would not necessarily mean the end of 

security competition and war. After all, Thucydides and Machiavelli wrote 

long before the binh of the state system. Realism merely requires anarchy; 

it does not matter what kind o! political units make up the system. They 

could be states. city-states, cults, empires, tribes, gangs, !eudal principali

ties, or whatever. Rhetoric aside, we are not moving toward a hierarchic 

international system, which would e!!ectively mean some kind o! world 

government. In !act, anarchy looks like it will be with us for a long time. 

Finally, there is good reason to think that the state has a bright future. 

Nationalism is probably the most powerful political ideology in the world, 

and it glorifies the state. "  Indeed, it is apparent that a large number of 
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nations around the world want their own state, o r  rather nation-state, 

and they seem to have little interest in any alternative political arrange

ment. Consider, for example, how badly the Palestinians want their own 

state, and before 1 948, how desperately the Jews wanted their own state. 

Now that the Jews have Israel it is unthinkable that they would give it up. 

If the Palestinians get their own state, they surely will go to great lengths 

to ensure its survival. 

The usual rejoinder to this perspective is to argue that the recent histo

ry of the European Union contradicts it. The states of western Europe have 

largely abandoned nationalism and are well on their way toward achiev

ing political unity, providing powerful evidence that the state system's days 

are numbered. Although the members of the European Union have cer

tainly achieved substantial economic integration, there is little evidence 

that this path will lead to the creation of a superstate. In fact, both nation

alism and the existing states in western Europe appear to be alive and well. 

Consider French thinking on the matter, as reflected in the comments of 

French president Jacques Chirac to the German B undestag in June 2000: 

he said that he envisioned a "united Europe of states rather than a United 

States of Europe. "' 1 1  He went on to say, "Neither you nor we envisage the 

creation of a European superstate that would take the place of our nation 

states and end their role as actors on the international stage . . . .  In the 

future, our nations will stay the first reference point for our people. "  But 

even if Chirac proves wrong and western Europe becomes a superstate, it 

would still be a state, albeit a powerful one, operating in a system of states. 

Nothing is forever, but there is no good reason to think that the sover

eign state's time has passed. 

The Futil ity of Offense 

Some suggest that great powers no longer have a meaningful offensive 

military capability against each other, because great-power war has 

become prohibitively costly. In essence, war is no longer a useful instru

ment of statecraft. John Mueller maintains that offense had become too 

costly for rational leaders even before the advent of nuclear weapons. 1 1 
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World War I was decisive proof, he argues, that conventional war among 

the great powers had degenerated to the point where it was essentially 

senseless slaughter. The main flaw in this line of argument is that great· 

power conventional wars do not have to be protracted and bloody affairs. 

Quick and decisive victories are possible, as Germany demonstrated 

against France in 1 940-which means that great powers can still have a 

viable offensive capability against one another. 

The more persuasive variant of this argument is that nuclear weapons 

make it almost impossible for great powers to attack each other. After all, 

it is difficult to imagine winning any kind of meaningful victory in an all

out nuclear war. This argument, too, falls apan on close inspection. There 

is no question that nuclear weapons significantly reduce the likelihood of 

great-power war, but as discussed in Chapter 4, war between nuclear

armed great powers is still a serious possibility. Remember that during the 

Cold War, the United States and its NATO allies were deeply worried 

about a Soviet conventional attack into Western Europe, and after 1 979 

about a Soviet invasion of Iran. The fact that both superpowers had mas

sive nuclear arsenals apparently did not persuade either side that the 

other had no offensive military capability. 

Certain Intentions 

Democratic peace theory is built on the premises that democracies can be 

more certain of each other's intentions and that those intentions are gen

erally benign; thus they do not fight among themselves. D If all the great 

powers were democracies, each could be certain that the others had 

friendly intentions, and thus they would have no need to compete for 

power or prepare for major war. Since democracy appears to be spreading 

across the globe, it is reasonable to think that the world will eventually 

become one giant zone of peace. 

As challenges to realism go, democratic peace theory is among the 

strongest. Still, it has serious problems that ultimately make it unconvinc

ing. The theory's proponents maintain that the available evidence shows 

that democracies do not fight other democracies. But other scholars who 
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have examined the historical record dispute this claim. Perhaps the most 

telling evidence against the theory is Christopher Layne's careful analysis 

of four crises in which rival democracies almost went to war with each 

other. 14 When one looks at how the decision not to fight was reached in 

each case. the fact that both sides were democracies appears to have mat

tered little. There cenainly is no evidence that the rival democracies had 

benign intentions toward each other. In fact, the outcome each time was 

largely determined by balance-of-power considerations. 

Another reason to doubt democratic peace theory is the problem of 

backsliding. No democracy can be sure that another democracy will not 

someday become an authoritarian state, in which case the remaining 

democracy would no longer be safe and secure. 1 5  Prudence dictates that 

democracies prepare for that eventuality, which means striving to have as 

much power as possible just in case a friendly neighbor turns into the 

neighborhood bully. But even if one rejects these criticisms and embraces 

democratic peace theory. it is still unlikely that all the great powers in the 

system will become democratic and stay that way over the long term. It 

would only take a non-democratic China or Russia to keep power politics 

in play, and both of those states are likely to be non-democratic for at least 

pan of the twenty-first century. 1 6 

Social constructivists provide another perspective on how to create a 

world of states with benign intentions that are readily recognizable by 

other states. 1 7 They maintain that the way states behave toward each 

other is not a function of how the material world is structured-as realists 

argue-but instead is largely determined by how individuals think and 

talk about international politics. This perspective is nicely captured by 

Alexander Wendt's famous claim that "anarchy is what states make of 

it." 18 Discourse, in shon, is the motor that drives international politics. But 

unfonunately, say social constructivists. realism has been the dominant 

discourse for at least the past seven centuries, and realism tells states to 

distrust other states and to take advantage of them whenever possible. 

What is needed to create a more peaceful world is a replacement discourse 

that emphasizes trust and cooperation among states, rather than suspicion 

and hostility. 
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One reason to doubt this perspective is the simple fact that realism heu 

dominated the international relations discourse for the past seven centuries 

or more. Such remarkable staying power over a lengthy period that has seen 

profound change in almost every other aspect of daily life strongly suggests 

that the basic structure of the international system-which has remained 

anarchic over that entire period-largely determines how states think and 

act toward each other. But even if we reject my materialist interpretation, 

what is going to cause the reigning discourse about world politics to change? 

What is the causal mechanism that will delegitimize realism after seven 

hundred years and put a better substitute in its place? What determines 

whether the replacement discourse will be benign or malign? What guar

antee is there that realism will not rise from the dead and once again become 

the hegemonic discourse? The social constructivists provide no answers to 

these important questions. which makes it hard to believe that a marked 

change in our discourse about international politics is in the offing. 19 

Social constructivists sometimes argue that the end of the Cold War 

represents a significant triumph for their perspective and is evidence of a 

more promising future.20 In particular, they maintain that in the 1 980s a 

group of influential and dovish Western intellectuals convinced Soviet 

president Mikhail Gorbachev to eschew realist thinking and instead work 

to foster peaceful relations with the United States and his neighbors in 

Europe. The result was Soviet withdrawal from Eastern Europe and the 

end of the Cold War, a Soviet Union with an enlightened foreign policy, 

and fundamental change in the norms that underpin great-power politics. 

Although Gorbachev surely played the key role in ending the Cold 

War, there are good reasons to doubt that his actions fundamentally trans

formed international politics. As discussed in Chapter 6, his decison to liq

uidate the Soviet empire in Eastern Europe can be explained by realism. 

By the mid- l 980s, it was clear that the Soviet Union was losing the Cold 

War and that it had little hope of catching up with the United States, 

which was in the midst of a massive arms buildup. In particular, the 

Soviet Union was suffering an economic and political crisis at home that 

made the costs of empire prohibitive and created powerful incentives to 

cooperate with the West to gain access to its technology. 
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Many empires collapsed and many states broke apart before 1 989, and 

many of them sought to give dire necessity the appearance of virtue. But 

the basic nature of international politics remained unchanged. That pat

tern certainly appears to be holding up in the wake of the collapse of the 

Soviet Union. Consider that Gorbachev has been out of office and without 

much influence in Russia since the early 1 990s, and there is little evidence 

that his .. new thinking"' about international politics carries much weight 

inside Russia today.21 In fact. contemporary Russian leaders view the 

world largely in terms of power politics, as discussed below. Moreover. 

Western leaders, as well as Russia's neighbors in eastern Europe, continue 

to fear that a resurgent Russia might be an expansionist state, which 

explains in part why NATO expanded eastward. In sum, it is not true that 

the collapse of the Soviet Union was unprecedented, that it violated realist 

conceptions. or that it is a harbinger of a new, post-realist international 

system. 

Survival in  the Glabal Commons 

Realist thinking about survival gets challenged in two ways. Proponents of  

globalization often argue that states today are concerned more with 

achieving prosperity than with worrying about their survivaJ.22 Getting 

rich is the main goal of post-industrial states, maybe even the all-consum

ing goal. The basic logic here is that if all the great powers are prospering, 

none has any incentive to stan a war, because conflict in today's interde

pendent world economy would redound to every state's disadvantage. 

Why torpedo a system that is making everyone rich? If war makes no 

sense, survival becomes a much less salient concern than realists would 

have you believe, and states can concentrate instead on accumulating 

wealth. 

There are problems with this perspective, too." In particular, there is 

always the possibility that a serious economic crisis in some important 

region, or in the world at large, will undermine the prosperity that this 

theory needs to work. For example, it is widely believed that Asia's "eco

nomic miracle" worked to dampen security competition in that region 
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before 1 997, but that the 1 997-98 financial crisis in Asia helped foster a 

.. new geopolitics. •24 It is also worth noting that although the United States 

led a successful effon to contain that financial crisis, it was a dose call, and 

there is no guarantee that the next crisis will not spread across the globe. 

But even in the absence of a major economic crisis, one or more states 

might not prosper; such a state would have little to lose economically, and 

maybe even something to gain, by staning a war. A key reason that Iraqi 

dictator Saddam Hussein invaded Kuwait in August 1 990 was that Kuwait 

was exceeding its oil production quotas (set by the Organization of 

Petroleum Exponing Countries, or OPEC) and driving down Iraq's oil 

profits, which the Iraqi economy could ill-afford.2s 

There are two other reasons to doubt the claim that economic interde

pendence makes great-power war unlikely. States usually go to war 

against a single rival. and they aim to win a quick and decisive victory. 

Also. they invariably seek to discourage other states from joining with the 

other side in the fight. But a war against one or even two opponents is 

unlikely to do much damage to a state's economy. because typically only a 

tiny percentage of a state's wealth is tied up in economic intercourse with 

any other state. It is even possible, as discussed in Chapter 5,  that con

quest will produce significant economic benefits. 

Finally, an imponant historical case contradicts this perspective. As 

noted above. there was probably about as much economic interdepend

ence in Europe between 1 900 and 1 9 1 4  as there is today. Those were also 

prosperous years for the European great powers. Yet World War I broke 

out in 1 9 1 4. Thus a highly interdependent world economy does not make 

great-power war more or less likely. Great powers must be forever vigilant 

and never subordinate survival to any other goal, including prosperity. 

Another challenge to the realist perspective on survival emphasizes 

that the dangers states face today come not from the traditional kind of 

military threats that realists worry about. but instead from non-traditional 

threats such as AIDS. environmental degradation, unbounded population 

growth, and global warming." Problems of this magnitude, so the argu

ment goes, can be solved only by the collective action of all the major 

states in the system. The selfish behavior associated with realism, on the 
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other hand, will undermine efforts t o  neutralize these threats. States sure· 

ly will recognize this fact and cooperate to find workable solutions. 

This perspective raises two problems. Although these dangers are a 

cause for concern, there is little evidence that any of them is serious 

enough to threaten the survival of a great power. The gravity of these 

threats may change over time, but for now they are at most second-order 

problems.27 Furthermore. if any of these threats becomes deadly serious, it 

is not clear that the great powers would respond by acting collectively. For 

example, there may be cases where the relevant states cooperate to deal 

with a particular environmental problem, but an impressive literature dis

cusses how such problems might also lead to inter-state war.21 

In sum, claims that the end of the Cold War ushered in sweeping 

changes in the structure of the international system are ultimately unper

suasive. On the contrary, international anarchy remains firmly intact, 

which means that there should not have been any significant changes in 

great-power behavior during the past decade. 

G R E AT- P O W E R  B E H AV I O R  IN T H E  1 9 9 0 5  

T he optimists' contention that international politics has undergone a 

great transformation applies mainly to relations among the great pow

ers, who are no longer supposed to engage in security competition and 

fight wars with each other, or with minor powers in their region. 

Therefore, Europe and Nonheast Asia, the areas that feature clusters of 

great powers, should be zones of peace, or what Karl Deutsch famously 

calls "pluralistic security communities ... 29 

Optimists do not argue, however, that the threat of armed conflict has 

been eliminated from regions without great powers, such as l )  the South 

Asian subcontinent, where India and Pakistan are bitter enemies armed 

with nuclear weapons and caught up in a raging dispute over Kashmir; 2) 

the Persian Gulf, where Iraq and Iran are bent on acquiring nuclear 

weapons and show no signs of becoming status quo powers; or 3) Africa. 

where seven different states are fighting a war in the Democratic Republic 
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of the Congo that some are calling .. Africa's first world war. •10 Nor do opti

mists claim that great powers no longer fight wars with states in these 

troubled regions; thus, the American-led war against Iraq in early 1 99 1  is 

not evidence against their position. In short, great powers are not yet out 

of the war business altogether, only in Europe and Nonheast Asia. 

There is no question that security competition among the great powers 

in Europe and Northeast Asia has been subdued during the 1 990s, and 

with the possible exception of the 1 996 dispute between China and the 

United States over Taiwan, there has been no hint of war between any of 

the great powers. Periods of relative peacefulness like this one, however, 

are not unprecedented in history. For example. there was little open con

flict among the great powers in Europe from 1 8 1 6  through 1 852, or from 

1 8 7 1  through 1 9 1 3 . But this did not mean then, and it does not mean 

now, that the great powers stopped thinking and behaving according to 

realist logic. Indeed, there is substantial evidence that the major states in 

Europe and Northeast Asia still fear each other and continue to worry 

about how much relative power they control. Moreover, sitting below the 

surface in both regions is significant potential for intense security competi

tion and possibly even war among the leading states. 

Secu rity Competition in Northeast Asia 

In the large literature on security issues in Nonheast Asia after the Cold 

War, almost every author recognizes that power politics is alive and well 

in the region, and that there are good reasons to worry about armed con

flict involving the great powers.1 1 

The American experience in the region since 1 9 9 1  provides consider

able evidence to suppon this pessimistic perspective. The United States 

came close to fighting a war against North Korea in June 1 994 to prevent 

it from acquiring nuclear weapons." War still might break out between 

North and South Korea, in which case the United States would automati· 

cally become involved, since it has 37,000 troops stationed in South Korea 

to help counter a North Korean invasion. If such a war happened, 

American and South Korean forces would probably trounce the invading 
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Nonh Korean army, creating a n  opportunity for them t o  strike north of 

the 38th parallel and unify the two Koreas." This is what happened in 

1 950, prompting China, which shares a border with North Korea. to feel 

threatened and go to war against the United States. This could plausibly 

happen again if there is a second Korean war. 

One might argue that the Korean problem is likely to go away soon, 

because relations are improving between the two Koreas, and there is actu

ally a reasonable chance they will reunify in the decade ahead. Although 

future relations between North and South Korea are difficult to predict, 

both sides are still poised to fight a major war along the border separating 

them. which remains the most heavily armed strip of territory in the world. 

Moreover, there is hardly any evidence-at least at this point-that North 

Korea intends to surrender its independence and become part of a unified 

Korea. But even if reunification happens, there is no reason to think that 

it will enhance stability in Nonheast Asia, because it will surely create pres

sures to remove American troops from Korea and will also revive compe

tition among China, Japan, and Russia for influence in Korea. 

Taiwan is another dangerous place where China and the United States 

could end up in a shooting war.14 Taiwan appears determined to maintain 

its de facto independence from China, and possibly to gain de jure inde

pendence, while China seems equally determined to reincorporate Taiwan 

into China. In fact, China has left little doubt that it would go to war to 

prevent Taiwanese independence. The United States, however, is commit

ted to help Taiwan defend itself if it is attacked by China, a scenario which 

could plausibly lead to American troops fighting with Taiwan against 

China. After all, between July 1 99 5  and March 1 996, China fired live mis

siles into the waters around Taiwan and conducted military exercises off 

the coast of its Fujian province, j ust across the strait from Taiwan. C hina 

rattled its saber because it thought that Taiwan was taking major steps 

toward independence. The United States responded by sending two air

craft-carrier battle groups into the waters around Taiwan. Fortunately, the 

crisis ended peacefully. 

The Taiwan problem, however. shows no signs of going away. China is 

deploying large numbers of missiles (ballistic and cruise ) in Fujian 
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province, and it is procuring aircraft and naval ships from Russia that might 

some day make it risky for the United States to deploy naval forces in the 

region during a crisis. Furthermore. China issued a document in February 

2000 in which it said that it was prepared to go to war before it would allow 

"'the Taiwan issue to be postponed indefinitely."n Immediately thereafter, 

China and the United States exchanged thinly disguised nuclear threats.16 

Taiwan, for its pan. is shopping for new weapons to counter China's grow

ing arsenal. while remaining determined to maintain its independence 

from China. The United States could therefore get pulled into war with 

China over both Korea and Taiwan. 

More needs to be said about China, the principal great-power rival of 

the United States in Northeast Asia. Many Americans may think that real

ism is outmoded thinking, but this is not how China's leaders view the 

world. According to one prominent Sinologist, China "'may well be the 

high church of realpolitik in the post-Cold War world. "17 This is not sur

prising when you consider China's history over the past 1 50 years and its 

present threat environment. It shares borders, a number of which are still 

disputed, with thirteen different states. China fought over territory with 

India in 1 962, the Soviet Union in 1 969, and Vietnam in 1 979. All of 

these borders are still contested. China also claims ownership of Taiwan, 

the Senkaku/Diaoyutai Islands. and various island groups in the South 

China Sea, many of which it does not now control.38 

Funhennore, China tends to view both Japan and the United States as 

potential enemies. Chinese leaders maintain a deep-seated fear that Japan 

will become militaristic again, like it was before 1 945.  They also worry 

that the United States is bent on preventing China from becoming the 

dominant great power in Nonheast Asia. "Many Chinese foreign- and 

defense-policy analysts," according to one scholar, "'believe that U.S .  

alliances with Asian countries, particularly with Japan, pose a serious, 

long-term challenge, if not a threat, to China's national security, national 

unification, and modernization. "J9 
It is wonh noting that China's relations with Japan and the United States 

have gotten worse-not better-since the end of the Cold War.40 All three 

states were aligned against the Soviet Union during the 1 980s, and they had 
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little cause t o  fear each other. Even Taiwan was not a major source o f  friction 

between China and the United States during the last decade of the Cold War. 

But times have changed for the worse since 1 990, and now China fears Japan 

and the United States, who, in tum, worry about China. For example, in the 

immediate aftermath of the Cold War, Japan was confident that growing eco

nomic interdependence in Asia would allow it to maintain peaceful relations 

with China for the indefinite future." By the mid- l  990s, however, Japanese 

views about China had "hardened considerably,• and showed evidence of 

"an anxious realism about China's strategic intentions. •41 

China certainly has not been quick to employ military force over the 

past decade, although it has demonstrated more than once that it is will

ing to employ the sword to achieve particular political goals. Besides the 

missile firings and military maneuvers during the Taiwan crisis, Chinese 

military forces in early 1 995 seized Mischief Reef. one of the disputed 

Spratly Islands claimed by the Philippines. These incidents notwithstand

ing, the Chinese military has limited power-projection capability, and 

therefore it cannot be too aggressive toward other states in the region.43 

For example, China does not have the wherewithal to defeat and conquer 

Taiwan in a war. To rectify that problem, however, China has embarked 

on a major military modernization program. Indeed, China decided this 

year (200 1 )  to increase its defense spending by 1 7 .7 percent, which repre

sents its largest expansion in real terms in the last two decades.44 

Another indicator of security competition in Northeast Asia is the 

region's burgeoning arms race in missile technology.45 North Korea has 

been developing and testing ballistic missiles throughout the 1 990s, and in 

August 1 998 it fired a missile over Japan. In response to the growing 

North Korean missile threat, South Korea is making moves to increase the 

range of its own ballistic missiles, while Japan and the United States are 

moving to build a "theater missile defense· (TM D )  system to protect Japan 

as well as American forces stationed in the region. The United States is 

also determined to build a ·national missile defense· (NMD) system to 

protect the American homeland from nuclear attacks by small powers 

such as North Korea. China, however, has made it clear that if Japan and 

the United States deploy missile defenses of any kind, it will markedly 

increase its arsenal of ballistic missiles so that it can overwhelm them. 
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Independent of these developments, China is deploying large numbers 

of missiles opposite Taiwan, which, not surprisingly, is now trying to 

acquire defensive systems from the United States. But if the United States 

aids Taiwan, especially if it helps Taiwan develop its own TMD system, 

China is sure to increase its arsenal of missiles. which would force the 

United States to upgrade its TMD system in the region, which would force 

China to build more missiles, and so on. How all this missile-building will 

play out over time is difficult to predict, but the key point is that an arms 

race centered on ballistic missiles is already underway in Asia and shows 

few signs of abating. 

Finally, the fact that the United States maintains one hundred thousand 

troops in Northeast Asia contradicts the claim that the region is "primed 

for peace."46 If that were so, those U.S. forces would be unnecessary and 

they could be sent home and demobilized, saving the American taxpayer 

an appreciable sum of money. Instead, they are kept in place to help paci

fy a potentially volatile region. 

Joseph Nye, one of the main architects of post-Cold War American pol

icy in Northeast Asia and a scholar with a well-established reputation as a 

liberal international-relations theorist (not a realist), made this point in an 

important 1 995 article in Foreign Affairs.47 "It has become fashionable," he 

notes, "to say that the world after the Cold War has moved beyond the 

age of power politics to the age of geoeconomics. Such cliches reflect nar

row analysis. Politics and economics are connected. International eco

nomic systems rest upon international political order." He then makes the 

"'pacifier" argument: "The U.S. presence [in Asia] is a force for stability, 

reducing the need for arms buildups and deterring the rise of hegemonic 

forces." Not only do "forward-deployed forces in Asia ensure broad 

regional stability," they also "'contribute to the tremendous political and 

economic advances made by the nations of the region." In short, "'the 

United States is the critical variable in the East Asia serurity equation." 48 

Security Competition in Europe 

Europe might appear to be a better place than Northeast Asia to make the 

optimists' case, but on close inspection the evidence shows that security 
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competition and the threat o f  great-power war remain facts o f  life in 

Europe, too. Consider the series of wars that have been fought in the 

Balkans in the 1 990s, and that the United States and its European allies 

have twice been directly involved in the fighting. American airpower was 

used against Serb ground forces in Bosnia during the summer of 1 995, 

helping to end the fighting in that embattled country. In the spring of 1 999. 

NATO went to war against Serbia over Kosovo. It was a minor conflict for 

sure, but the fact remains that in the years since the Cold War ended, the 

United States has fought a war in Europe, not in Northeast Asia. 

The evolution of Russian foreign policy during the 1 990s provides fur

ther evidence that realism still has a lot to say about inter-state relations in 

Europe. After the Soviet Union collapsed, it was widely believed that 

Russia's new leaders would follow in Mikhail Gorbachev's footsteps and 

eschew the selfish pursuit of power, because they recognized that it made 

Russia less, not more. secure. Instead, they would work with the United 

States and its NATO allies to create a peaceful order that reached across all 

of Europe. 

But this is not what has happened. NATO's actions in the Balkans and 

its expansion eastward have angered and scared the Russians, who now 

view the world dearly through realist lenses and do not even pay lip serv

ice to the idea of working with the West to build what Gorbachev called 

"'a common European home. "49 Russia's hardheaded view of its external 

environment is reflected in "'The National Security Concept of the Russian 

Federation," a seminal policy document that Russian president Vladimir 

Putin signed on January 1 0, 2000. ·rhe formation of international rela

tions, " it states, "'is accompanied by competition and also by the aspiration 

of a number of states to strengthen their influence on global politics. 

including by creating weapons of mass destruction. Military force and vio

lence remain substantial aspects of international relations. " 50 

Russia also made it clear in 1 993 that it would initiate nuclear war if its 

territorial integrity was threatened, thus abandoning the Soviet Union's 

long-standing pledge not to be the first state to use nuclear weapons in a 

war.5 1 Russia's military weakness. however, sharply limits what it can do 

outside of its borders to challenge the United States over issues such as 
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NATO expansion and NATO policy in the Balkans. Nevertheless, Russia's 

actions in the breakaway republic of Chechnya make clear that it is will

ing to wage a brutal war if it thinks its vital interests are threatened.52 

More evidence that great-power war remains a serious threat in 

Europe arises from the fact that the United States maintains one hundred 

thousand troops in the region, and its leaders often emphasize the impor

tance of keeping NATO intact. If Europe is "primed for peace," as many 

claim, NATO would surely be disbanded and American forces would be 

sent home. Instead, they are kept in place. In fact, NATO has moved east

ward and incorporated the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Poland into its 

ranks. Why? Because there is potential for dangerous security competition 

in Europe, and the United States is determined to keep the forces of trou

ble at bay. Otherwise why would it be spending tens of billions of dollars 

annually to maintain a large military presence in Europe? 

There is considerable evidence that the pacifier argument is widely 

accepted among policymakers and scholars on both sides of the Atlantic. 

For example, President Clinton told the West Point graduating class of 

1 997, "Some say we no longer need NATO because there is no powerful 

threat to our security now. I say there is no powerful threat in part 

because NATO is there. "5l That same year, Secretary of State Madeleine 

Albright told the U.S. Senate at her confirmation hearing, "We have an 

interest in European security, because we wish to avoid the instability that 

drew five million Americans across the Atlantic to fight in two world 

wars. "54 It appears that many Europeans also believe in the pacifier argu

ment. Between 1 990 and 1 994, Robert Art conducted more than one 

hundred interviews with European political-military elites. He found that 

most believed that "if the Americans removed their security blanket from 

Europe . . .  the Western European states could well return to the destruc

tive power politics that they had just spent the last forty-five years trying 

to banish from their part of the continent. "55 Presumably that perspective 

is even more tightly held today, since the early 1 990s was the heyday of 

optimism about the prospects for peace in Europe. 

Finally, it is worth noting that Art. Michael Mandelbaum, and Stephen 

Van Evera. all prominent scholars who believe that Europe is primed for 
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peace, favor keeping American troops there and maintaining a formidable 

NATO. Might it be that they are ultimately guided by pacifier logic, not 

their stated belief that great-power war is no longer a danger in Europe?56 

Structure and Peace in the 1 990s 

There is no question that the presence of U.S .  troops in Europe and 

Nonheast Asia has played an important role in moderating security com

petition and promoting stability over the past decade. But periods of rela

tive peace in those regions cannot be explained simply by the presence or 

absence of American forces. After alt there were no U.S .  troops in Europe 

during the nineteenth century, yet there were long periods of relative 

peace. Moreover, even if the United States had committed military forces 

to Europe in the late 1 930s, there still would have been intense security 

competition among the great powers, and Nazi Germany might have 

started a major war anyway. 

To understand why the great powers were so tame in the 1 990s, it is 

necessary to consider the overall distribution of power in each area, which 

means determining how much power is controlled by each major state in 

the region, as weII as by the United States. In essence, we need to know 

whether the system is bipolar or multipolar, and if it is multipolar, 

whether it is unbalanced by the presence of a potential hegemon. Bipolar 

systems, as we saw in Chapter 9, tend to be the most peaceful, whereas 

unbalanced multipolar systems are the most prone to conflict. Balanced 

multipolar systems fall somewhere in between. 

Europe remains bipolar in the wake of the Cold War, with Russia and 

the United States as the region's principal rivals. There are three particular 

aspeds of Europe's bipolarity that make it especially stable. First, both 

Russia and the United States are armed with nuclear weapons, which are 

a force for peace. Second, the United States behaves as an offshore bal

ancer in Europe, acting primarily as a check on any local great power that 

tries to dominate the region. It has no hegemonic aspirations beyond the 

Western Hemisphere, which significantly reduces the threat it presents to 

the states of Europe. 57 Third, Russia, which is a local great power that 
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might have territorial ambitions. is too weak militarily to cause serious 

trouble outside of its own borders.58 

Nonheast Asia, on the other hand, is now a balanced multipolar sys

tem; China, Russia, and the United States are the relevant great powers, 

and none has the markings of a potential hegemon. Balanced multipolari

ty tends to be less stable than bipolarity, but the same three factors that 

enhanced the prospects for peace in bipolar Europe do likewise in multi

polar Northeast Asia. First, China, Russia, and the United States all have 

nuclear arsenals, which makes them less likely to initiate war with each 

other. Second, although the United States is clearly the most powerful 

actor in the region, it is an offshore balancer without territorial aspira

tions. Third, neither the Chinese nor the Russian military has much 

power-projection capability, making it difficult for them to behave aggres

sively toward other states in the area. 

There are two possible objections to my description of how power is 

distributed in Europe and Northeast Asia. Some might argue that the 

post-Cold War world is unipolar, which is another way of saying that the 

United States is a global hegemon.59 If true, there would be hardly any 

security competition in Europe and Northeast Asia, because there would 

be no great powers in those areas-by definition-to challenge the mighty 

United States. This is certainly the state of affairs in the Western 

Hemisphere, where the United States is the only great power. and it is not 

involved in security competition with any of its its neighbors. Canada and 

Mexico, for example, pose no military threat whatsoever to the United 

States. Nor does Cuba, which is a minor political irritant, not a serious 

threat to American security. 

But the international system is not unipolar.60 Although the United 

States is a hegemon in the Western Hemisphere, it is not a global hege

mon. Certainly the United States is the preponderant economic and mili

tary power in the world. but there are two other great powers in the 

international system: China and Russia. Neither can match American mil

itary might. but both have nuclear arsenals. the capability to contest and 

probably thwan a U.S.  invasion of their homeland, and limited power

projeaion capability.6 1  They are not Canada and Mexico. 
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Furthermore. hardly any evidence indicates that the United States is 

about to take a stab at establishing global hegemony. It certainly is deter

mined to remain the hegemon in the Western Hemisphere, but given the 

difficulty of projecting power across large bodies of water, the United 

States is not going to use its military for offensive purposes in either 

Europe or Nonheast Asia. �ndeed, America's allies worry mainly that U.S.  

troops will be sent home, not that they will be used for conquest. This lack 

of a hegemonic impulse outside the confines of the Western Hemisphere 

explains why no balancing coalition has formed against the United States 

since the Cold War ended .62 

Others might argue that America's allies from the Cold War-the 

United Kingdom, France, Germany, Italy, and Japan-should count as 

great powers, an accounting that would produce markedly different 

power distributions in Europe and Northeast Asia. There is little doubt 

that these states, especially Germany and Japan, have the potential in 

terms of population and wealth to become great powers (see Tables 1 0 . 1  

and 1 0.2 ) .  They d o  not qualify for that ranking, however, because they 

depend in large pan on the United States for their security; they are effec

tively semi-sovereign states, not great powers. In particular, Germany and 

Japan have no nuclear weapons of their own and instead rely on the 

American nuclear deterrent for protection. 

In addition, America's allies have little maneuver room in their foreign 

policy, because of the presence of U .S .  troops on their territory. The 

United States continues to occupy Western Europe and to dominate NATO 

decision-making, much the way it did during the Cold War, not only mak

ing war among its members unlikely, but also making it difficult for any of 

those states (especially Germany) to cause trouble with Russia ." Finally, 

the United States continues to maintain a formidable military presence in 

Japan, making it difficult for that potentially powerful state to engage in 

serious security competition with China. 

In sum, a good deal of evidence indicates that power politics has not 

been stamped out of Europe and Nonheast Asia, and that there is poten

tial for serious trouble involving the great powers. Nevenheless, both 

regions have been largely free of intense security competition and great-
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power war during the 1 990s. The taproot of that stability is the panicular 

distribution of power that has emerged in each area since the Cold War 

ended and the Soviet Union collapsed. The question we must now ask is 

whether the structure of power in each of those regions is likely to remain 

intad over the next two decades. 

TA I L E  1 0 . 1  

The Asian Balance of Power, 2000 

Potential power Actual power 

GNP Population Size of N u m be r  

army of nuclear 

warhead a 

China $ 1 . 1 8  trillion 1 .24 billion 2,200,000 4 1 0  

Japan $4.09 trillion 1 26 million 1 5 1 , 800 

Russia $0 .33  trillion 147 million }48,000 1 0,000 

NOTE: Two caveats are in order regarding China's GNP. First, as emphasized in Chapter 3, much 
more of China's GNP is tied up in agricuhure than is the case for either Japan or the United States 

( 1 8  percent versus 2 percent) .  As a resuh, the balance of latent power is a good deal more favor· 

able to Japan than the numbers in this table indicate. Second, the World Bank measure for GNP 

that I employ is calculated by convening national currency units into dollars at prevailing 

exchange rates. Another way to measure GNP, however, is to use purchasing power parities; this 

method gives China a much larger GNP. For a discussion of the two approaches, see World 
Development Indicators, 2000 (Washington. DC: World Bank, March 2000), pp. 1 0- 1 3, 224, 283; 

World Bank Atlas ,WOO. pp. 1 4-1 5; and Murray Weidenbaum and Samuel Hughes, The Bamboo 
Network: How Expatriate Entrepreneurs Are Creating a New Ee.anomic Superpowtr in Asia (New York: 

Free Press, 1 996), pp. 95-100. I use the World Bank's measure, because it does a better job of cap

turing a state's level of technological development, which is a key ingredient of military power. 

SOURCES:  GNP and population figures are for 1 998 from World Bank Atlas 2000 (Washington. 

DC: World Bank. April 2000), pp. 24-25, 42-43. Figures for army size are from International 

Institute for Strategic Studies [IISS] ,  The Military Balance, 200012001 (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, October 2000), pp. 1 20-2 1 ,  1 94-95. 200. Figures on the nudear arsenals are from Rohen 

S .  Norris and William M. Arkin, ·chinese Nuclear Forces, 2000, • Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists 

56, No. 6 (November-December 2000), pp. 78-79; and Rohen S. Norris and William M. Arkin, 

·Russian Nuclear Forces, 2000: Bulletin of the Atomic Sdentists 56, No. 4 (July-August 2000), pp. 

70-7 1 .  
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TA I L E  1 0 . 2  

The European Balance a f  Power, 2000 

Potential power 

GNP Population 

United Kingdom S l .26 trillion 59 million 

France S l .47 trillion 59 million 

Germany $2.20 trillion 82 million 

Italy S l . 1 6  trillion 58 million 

Russia S0 .33  trillion 1 47 million 

Actual power 

Size of Number 

army of nuclear 

warheads 

3 0 1 . 1 50 1 8 5  

4 1 1 ,800 470 

5 1 6, 500 

1 64.900 

348.000 1 0,000 

SOURCES: GNP and population figures are from the same source as in Table I O. I .  Figures 

for army size are from IISS. Military Balance. 200012001,  pp. 58. 6 1 .  67. 80. 1 20--2 1 .  Figures 

on the nuclear arsenals are from Robert S.  Norris and William M.  Arkin, MFrench and British 

Nuclear Forces. 2000, M 811/letin of tht Atomic Scitnrisrs 56, No. 5 ( September-October 2000) ,  

pp.  69-7 1 ;  and Norris and Arkin, •Russian Nuclear Forces. 2000: pp. 70--7 1 .  

T R O U B L E  A H E A D  

Predicting whal the distribution o f  power will look like i n  Europe and 

Northeast Asia by 2020 involves two closely related tasks: I )  reckoning 

the power levels of the main actors located in each region, paying special 

attention to whether there is a potential hegemon among them; and 2) 

assessing the likelihood that the United States will remain militarily 

engaged in those regions, which depends largely on whether there is a 

potential hegemon among the local great powers that can be contained 

only with American help. It is difficult to predict the balance of power in a 
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region, because it depends in good pan on determining how fast each 

state's economy will grow, as well as its long-term political viability. 

Unfortunately, we do not have theories that can anticipate economic and 

political developments with high confidence. For example, it is hard to 

know how powerful the Chinese and Russian economies will be in 2020, 

or whether China will survive as a single political entity or break apan like 

the Soviet Union. 

It is still possible, however, to make informed judgments about the 

architectures that are likely to emerge in Europe and Northeast Asia over 

the next twenty years. We can stan with the conservative assumption that 

there will be no fundamental change in the relative wealth or political for

tunes of the principal states in each region. In other words, the existing 

distribution of potential power remains essentially intact for the next two 

decades. Alternatively, we can assume significant change in state capabili

ties, focusing on the most weighty scenarios in each region, such as the 

complete collapse of Russian power or China's transformation into an eco

nomic superpower. The future of the American military presence in each 

region will depend on whether there is a potential hegemon. 

I believe that the existing power structures in Europe and Northeast 

Asia are not sustainable through 2020. Two alternative futures loom on 

the horizon, both of which are likely to be less peaceful than the 1 990s. If 

there is no significant change in the relative wealth or the political integri

ty of the key states located in each region, the United States is likely to 

bring its troops home, because they will not be needed to contain a poten

tial hegemon. Removing American forces from either region, however, 

would change the structure of power in ways that would make conflict 

more likely than it is today. The structural change would be greater in 

Europe than in Northeast Asia, as would the likelihood of intensified 

security competition. 

But if fundamental economic or political change occurs in either region 

and a potential hegemon emerges that the local powers cannot contain, 

U.S .  troops are likely to remain in place or come back to the region to bal

ance against that threat. Should that happen, an intense security competi

tion would likely ensue between the potential hegemon and its rivals, 
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including the United States. I n  shon, either the United States will leave 

Europe or Nonheast Asia because it does not have to contain an emerging 

peer competitor, in which case the region would becomes less stable, or the 

United States will stay engaged to contain a formidable rival in what is like

ly to be a dangerous situation. Either way, relations between the great 

powers are likely to become less peaceful than they were during the 1 990s. 

Before analyzing future power structures in Europe and Northeast Asia, 

it is necessary to look more closely at the claim that only the presence of a 

potential hegemon can keep the United States militarily engaged in those 

regions. A widely touted alternative perspective claims that American 

troops will stay put in the absence of a potential hegemon, because peace 

in those strategically imponant areas is a vital U.S .  interest, and it would 

be difficult to achieve without the American pacifier. This claim needs to 

be examined. 

T H E  F U T U R E  OF T H E  A M E R I C A N  PA C I F I E R  

T he central aim o f  American foreign policy, as emphasized in Chapter 5. 

is to be the hegemon in the Western Hemisphere and have no rival 

hegemon in either Europe or Northeast Asia. The United States does not 

' want a peer competitor. In the wake of the Cold War, U .S .  policymakers 

remain firmly committed to that goal. Consider the following excerpt from 

an important Pentagon planning document that was leaked to the press in 

1 992: "Our first objective is to prevent the reemergence of a new rival . . .  

that poses a threat on the order of that posed formerly by the Soviet Union . 

. . . Our strategy must now refocus on precluding the emergence of any 

potential future global competitor. "64 

In pursuit of this goal. the United States has historically behaved as an 

offshore balancer in Europe and Northeast Asia. As pointed out in 

Chapter 7, it has committed troops to those areas only when there was a 

potential hegemon in the neighborhood that the local great powers could 

not contain by themselves. In effect, the United States has traditionally 

pursued a buck-passing strategy when faced with a potential peer com-
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petitor. Therefore, the future of the U.S.  military commitments to Europe 

and Northeast Asia hinge on whether there is a potential hegemon in 

either of those regions that can be contained only with American help. If 

not, the one hundred thousand U.S. troops in each region would likely 

leave in the near future. As discussed below, no great power is likely to be 

in a position to overrun either Europe or Northeast Asia anytime soon, 

with the possible exception of China. Therefore, the United States will prob

ably bring its troops home in the first decade or so of the new century. 65 

America the Peacekeeper 

Nevertheless, a different rationale has emerged for maintaing a robust 

American military presence in those regions. The United States, so the 

argument goes, has a deep-seated interest in maintaining peace in Europe 

and Northeast Asia, and bringing its troops home would probably lead to 

instability, and maybe even great-power war.66 Peace in these regions is 

said to be of vital importance to the United States for two reasons. For one 

thing, American economic prosperity would be undermined by a major 

war in either area. Given the high levels of economic interdependence 

among the world's wealthiest powers, a great-power war would not only 

badly damage the economies of the warring states, it would also seriously 

hurt the American economy, even if the United States managed to stay 

out of the fighting. 

Moreover, the United States invariably gets dragged into distant great

power wars, which means it is an illusion for Americans to think that they 

can sit out a big war in either Europe or Northeast Asia . It therefore 

makes sense for the United States to maintain forces in those regions and 

preserve the peace, so that large numbers of Americans do not die in a 

future war. Presumably this perspective leads to an open-ended commit

ment of U .S .  troops across both the Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans. 

There is little doubt that peace in Europe and Northeast Asia is a desir

able goal for the United States. The key issue, however, is whether peace 

is important enough to justify putting U.S. troops in harm's way, which is 

the risk the United States runs if it stations troops in those regions. In fact, 
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peace i n  these two wealthy regions i s  not a vital American interest. The 

rationale for this alternative perspective is unconvincing and it receives 

little support from the historical record. 

Consider the claim that a war in Europe or Northeast Asia would 

undermine American prosperity. It is based on assertion, not analysis. 

Indeed. the only study I know of on the subject contradicts that claim. It 

concludes that .,the primary effect of overseas wars on the economies of 

neutral countries is to redistribute wealth from belligerents to non-com

batants, enriching neutrals rather than impovershing them. "67 In essence, 

the United States would probably become more prosperous in the event of 

an Asian or a European war. and it would probably also gain relative 

power over the warring great powers. This is what happened to the 

United States when it was neutral in World War I :  after some initial prob

lems, the American economy flourished, while the economies of the 

European great powers were badly damaged.6s There is little reason to 

think that a major war in Europe or Northeast Asia today would seriously 

damage the American economy. as it is .. roughly as vulnerable to a major 

great power war in Asia as it was to World War I. but it is only half as vul

nerable today to disruptions in Europe as it was early in the 20th 

Century."69 

But even if this analysis is wrong and a great-power war in Europe or 

Northeast Asia would make Americans less prosperous, the United States 

is still unlikely to fight a major war just to ensure continued economic pros

perity. 1Wo prominent cases in recent times support this point. The United 

States did not use, or even seriously consider using. military force against 

any of the members of OPEC during the oil crisis of the mid- l 970s, even 

though OPEC's actions at the time undermined American prosperity.70 

Furthermore, in the fall of 1 990, the administration of President George H. 

W. Bush briefly tried to justify the impending Persian Gulf War on the 

grounds that Iraq's invasion of Kuwait had to be reversed because it threat

ened American jobs. This argument was heavily criticized and quickly 

abandoned." If the United States was unwilling to fight a war against weak 

oil-producing states for the sake of economic prosperity, it is hard to imag

ine it engaging in a great-power war for the same purpose. 
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The claim that the United States invariably gets drawn into great-power 

wars in Europe and Nonheast Asia is also not persuasive. Both the United 

Kingdom and the United States are offshore balancers who get pulled into 

great-power conflicts only when there is a potential hegemon in the region 

that the local great powers cannot contain by themselves. For example, 

both the United Kingdom and the United States were content to sit out the 

Franco-Prussian War ( 1 870-7 1 }  and the Russo-Japanese War ( 1 904-5) ,  

because neither was a hegemonic war. Moreover. the United States would 

not have entered World War I or World War II if the European great pow

ers had been able to contain Germany by themselves. But in early 1 9 1 7, 

and again in the summer of 1 940, Germany threatened to overrun Europe. 

forcing the United States to accept a continental commiUnent. 

One might counter that, if the United States stays put in Europe and 

Nonheast Asia, there would be no great-power war and therefore no dan

ger that Americans might have to suffer the horrible costs of war. But 

there are two related problems with this line of argument. Although an 

American military presence would probably make war less likely. there is 

no guarantee that a great-power conflict would not break out. For exam

ple. if the U.S. military stays put in Nonheast Asia, it could plausibly end 

up in a war with China over Taiwan. Furthermore, if a great-power war 

did occur, the United States would surely be involved from the start, 

which does not make good strategic sense. It would be best for the United 

States either not to become involved in the fighting or. if it had to join the 

war, to do so later rather than earlier. That way the United States would 

pay a much smaller price than would the states that fought from stan to 

finish. and it would be well-positioned at the war's end to win the peace 

and shape the postwar world to its advantage. 

Putting these different rationales aside, what does the historical record 

tell us about American willingness to play the role of peacemaker or 

peace keeper in Europe and Northeast Asia? As we saw in Chapter 7, 

hardly any evidence before 1 990 shows that the United States is willing to 

commit troops to those regions to maintain peace. American armies were 

sent there to prevent the rise of peer competitors, not to maintain peace. 

One might concede this history but argue that the more relevant evidence 
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i s  what happened during the 1 990s, when American troops remained in 

Europe and Northeast Asia even though no great power threatened to 

dominate either region. 

The 1 990s: Anomaly or Precedent? 

This is all true, of course, and what has happened so far does appear to 

contradict the predictions of offensive realism. A closer look at the situa

tion, however, reveals that too little time has passed since the Cold War 

ended to make a judgment about whether U .S .  forces will stay put in 

Europe and Northeast Asia in the absence of the Soviet Union or an 

equivalent great-power threat. The Soviet Union broke apart at the end of 

1 9 9 1 ,  only ten years ago, and the last Russian troops were removed from 

the former East Germany in 1 994, a mere seven years ago. Given the sud

denness of the Soviet collapse, as well as its profound effect on the bal

ance of power in Europe and Northeast Asia, there was no question that 

the United States would need time to figure out what the new architec

tures in each region meant for American interests. To give some historical 

perspective on this matter, remember that although World War I ended in 

1 9 1 8, U.S .  troops were not completely withdrawn from Europe until 

1 923 ,  and British troops remained on the continent until 1 9 30 (twelve 

years after the war ended) .  

Simple inertia i s  also a n  important factor i n  delaying the American with

drawal. The United States has deployed large-scale military forces in Europe 

since 1 943, when it invaded Italy during World War II, and in Northeast Asia 

since l 945, when it occupied Japan at the end of World War II. Moreover, 

both NATO and the American alliance struaure in Northeast Asia are insti

tutions with deep roots that helped win a spectacular victory in the Cold War. 

The United States would not walk away from them overnight.72 

Furthermore, maintaining forces in Europe and Northeast Asia since the 

1 990s has been relatively cheap and painless for the United States. Not only 

has the American economy flourished during that period, generating large 

budget surpluses in the process, but China and Russia have been easy to con

tain, because they are much weaker than the United States. 
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This matter of a lag time aside, there is considerable evidence that the 

United States and its allies from the Cold War are "drifting apan."71 This 

trend is most apparent in Europe, where NATO's 1 999 war against Serbia 

and its messy aftermath have damaged transatlantic relations and prompt· 

ed the European Union 10 begin building a military force of its own that 

can operate independently of NATO-which means independently of the 

United States.74 The United Kingdom, France, Germany, and Italy are 

slowly but inexorably realizing that they want 10 provide for their own 

security and control their own destiny. They are less willing to take orders 

from the United States than they were during the Cold War. Japan, too, is 

showing signs of independent behavior. 75 Moreover, the American com

mitment to defend Europe and Northeast Asia shows signs of weakening. 

Public opinion polls and congressional sentiment seem 10 indicate that the 

United States is at best a "reluctant sheriff" on the world stage, and that 

over time America's military role in those two strategically important 

areas is likely to diminish, not increase.76 

Given that the United States is widely recognized to be a pacifying force 

in Europe and Northeast Asia, one might wonder why its allies would assert 

their independence from the United States, a move that is almost certain 

to cause transatlantic friction, if not a divorce. Some might say that this is 

evidence that America's former allies are balancing against the mighty 

United States. But that response is not convincing, because the United 

States has no appetite for conquest and domination outside of the Western 

Hemisphere; offshore balancers do not provoke balancing coalitions against 

themselves. Indeed, their main mission is to balance against dangerous 

rivals. 

No. America's Cold War allies have started to act less like dependents of 

the United States and more like sovereign states because they fear that the 

offshore balancer that has protected them for so long might prove to be 

unreliable in a future crisis. The reliability of the United States was not a 

serious problem during the Cold War, because the Soviet threat provided a 

powerful incentive for the United States to protect its allies, who were too 

weak to defend themselves against an attack by the Warsaw Pact. Without 

that galvanizing threat, however, America has begun to look like a less 
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dependable ally t o  states such a s  Germany and Japan, which are capable 

of protecting themselves from any threat in their own region. 

One source of concern among America's allies in Europe and Northeast 

Asia is the widespread belief that it will inevitably draw down its forces in 

those regions; this belief raises doubts about the seriousness of the U.S .  

commitment, as well as the ability of the United States to act  in a crisis to  

defend i ts  allies.77 The United States is a lso sure to pursue policies that  will 

raise doubts about whether it is a wise and reliable ally, if only because U .S .  

interests are  not  identical to those of i t s  allies. For  example, President 

Clinton, hoping to improve Sino-American relations, visited China for nine 

days in 1 998 without stopping in Japan. This trip's itinerary was seen by 

Japanese leaders as evidence that their alliance with the United States was 

weakening. 7s In Europe, the ongoing Kosovo crisis has raised doubts about 

American leadership. Moreover, the United States and its European allies 

have conflicting views about Middle East policy, about employing NATO 

forces outside of Europe, and especially about developing a national mis

sile defense. Over time, differences of this sort are likely to cause America's 

allies to provide for their own security, rather than rely on the United States 

for protection. 79 The international system, as emphasized in Chapter 2,  is a 

self-help world. 

In sum, the brief history of the 1 990s is not a good indicator of what the 

future holds for American military involvement in Europe and Northeast 

Asia. That issue will be resolved in the early years of the twenty-first cen

tury, and the determining factor will be whether there is a potential hege

mon in either region that the United States must help contain. Only the 

threat of a peer competitor is likely to provide sufficient incentive for the 

United States to risk involvement in a distant great-power war. The United 

States is an offshore balancer, not the world's sheriff. 

S T R U C T U R E  A N D  C O N F L I C T  IN T O M O R R O W ' S  E U R O P E  

F ive European states now have sufficient wealth and population t o  b e  a 

great power: the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Italy, and Russia. 

Furthermore, Germany has the earmarking of a potential hegemon. 
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Among European states. it is clearly the wealthiest, has the largest popula

tion save for Russia, and has the most powerful army in the region (see 

Table 10 .2 ) .  Nevertheless, Germany is not a great power today, much less 

a potential hegemon, because it has no nuclear weapons of its own and 

because it is heavily dependent on the United States for its security. But if 

American troops were pulled out of Europe and Germany became respon

sible for its own defense. it would probably acquire its own nuclear arse

nal and increase the size of its army, transforming itself into a potential 

hegemon. 

To illustrate Germany's potential military might, consider the popula

tion and wealth differentials between Germany and Russia during the 

twentieth century. Although Russia has always enjoyed a significant pop

ulation advantage over Germany. its present advantage is smaller than at 

any other time in the past hundred years. For example, Russia had 

approximately 2.6 times as many people as Germany in 1 9 1 3  ( 1 7 5  million 

vs. 67 million) ,  one year before World War I broke out, and twice as many 

people in 1 940 ( 1 70 million vs. 85 million). one year before Nazi 

Germany invaded the Soviet Union.80 This population disadvantage 

notwithstanding, Germany was a potential hegemon in both of those 

years. In 1 987, a representative year of the Cold War, the Soviet Union 

had roughly 4. 7 times as many people as West Germany (285 million vs. 

6 1  million ) .  Russia today, however, has only about 1 .8 times as many peo

ple as Germany ( 1 47 million vs. 82 million) ." 

Despite its smaller population, Germany was a potential hegemon in 

Europe from 1 903 to 1 9 1 8  and from 1939 to 1 945, primarily because it 

had a marked advantage in wealth over Russia. For example, Germany 

enjoyed roughly a 3 .6 : 1 advantage in industrial might over Russia in 

1 9 1 3, and an approximately 1 . 3 : 1  advantage over the Soviet Union in 

1 940. Today. Germany has a stanling 6.6: I advantage in wealth over 

Russia .82 Thus, Germany now has a significant advantage in latent military 

power over Russia, much like it had in the early twentieth century, when 

it was the dominant military power in Europe. 

Regarding actual military might, the German army is superior to the 

Russian army. The size of Germany's standing army is 22 1 . 1 00 soldiers, 

and it can be quickly augmented by 295,400 reserves, thus creating a 
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highly effective fighting force o f  more than half a million soldiers.83 Russia 

has about 348,000 soldiers in its standing army, and although it has a 

large pool of reserves, they are poorly trained and Russia would have 

great difficulty mobilizing any of them quickly and efficiently in a crisis. 

Thus, those reserves contribute little to Russia's fighting power, and 

Germany therefore has a somewhat larger army than Russia. In terms of 

quality, the German army is well·trained and well·led, whereas the 

Russian army is neither. Only on the nuclear front does Russia dominate, 

but Germany has the wherewithal to rectify this asymmetry if it decides to 

acquire its own nuclear deterrent. 

Although Germany is likely to become a potential hegemon if it has to 

provide for its own security, the United States is still likely to pull its forces 

out of Europe. Despite Germany's significant military potential, the other 

European powers should be able to keep it from dominating Europe with· 

out help from the United States. The United Kingdom, France, Italy, and 

Russia together have about three times as many people as Germany, and 

their combined wealth is roughly three times greater than Germany's. 

Plus, the United Kingdom, France, and Russia have nuclear weapons, 

which should be a strong deterrent against an expansionist Germany, 

even if it has its own nuclear weapons. 

Yet Europe may not remain peaceful without the American pacifier. 

Indeed, there is likely to be intense security competition among the great 

powers, with the ever·present possibility that they might fight among 

themselves, because upon American withdrawal E urope would go from 

benign bipolarity to unbalanced multipolarity, the most dangerous kind of 

power structure. The United Kingdom, France, Italy, and Germany would 

have to build up their own military forces and provide for their own secu· 

rity. In effect, they would all become great powers, making Europe multi

polar. And as we saw above, Germany would probably become a potential 

hegemon and thus the main source of trouble in the new Europe. 

To illustrate the kind of trouble that might lie ahead, consider how par

ticular German measures aimed at enhancing its security might neverthe· 

less lead to instability. As discussed above, Germany would likely move to 

acquire its own nuclear arsenal if  the United States removed its security 
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umbrella from over western Europe. Not only are nuclear weapons an 

excellent deterrent, a point widely recognized by Germany's governing 

elites during the Cold War, but Germany would be surrounded by three 

nuclear-armed states-the United Kingdom. France. and Russia-leaving 

it vulnerable to nuclear coercion.84 During the proliferation process. how

ever, Germany's neighbors would probably contemplate using force to 

prevent it from going nuclear. 

Funhermore, without the American military on its territory. Germany 

would probably increase the size of its army and it cenainly would be 

more inclined to try to dominate central Europe. Why? Germany would 

fear Russian control of that critically imponant buffer zone between them. 

a situation that would directly threaten Germany. Of course, Russia would 

have the same fear about Germany, which would likely lead to a serious 

security competition between them for control of central Europe. France 

would undoubtedly view such behavior by Germany with alarm and take 

measures to protect itself from Germany. For example, France might 

increase its defense spending and establish closer relations with Russia. 

Germany would likely view these actions as hostile and respond with 

measures of its own. 

So, the United States is likely to pull its troops back across the Atlantic 

Ocean in the years immediately ahead. if there is no significant change in 

the present distribution of potential power. even though that move is 

likely to intensify security competition in Europe and render it less 

peaceful. 

Europe's future could tum out differently, however. The two most con

sequential scenarios involve Russia. In the first. Russia. not Germany, will 

become Europe's next potential hegemon. For that to happen, Russia. 

which already has a larger population than Germany, must also become the 

wealthier of the two states. Although it is difficult to predict the future of 

the Russian economy, it is hard to imagine Russia becoming wealthier than 

Germany in the next twenty years. But in the unlikely event that happens 

and Russia is once again a potential hegemon, the other European pow

ers-the United Kingdom, France, Germany, and Italy-should be able to 

contain R ussia without help from the United States. After all, Germany is 
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now unified and wealthy, and Russia has only about half the population of 

the former Soviet Union, which makes it almost impossible for Russia to 

build a military machine as powerful as the Soviet army was in its heyday.a5 

Of course, a wealthy Russia would not be a paper tiger, it would simply not 

be so formidable that American troops would be needed to contain it. 

In the other scenario, the Russian economy collapses, possibly causing 

severe political turmoil. and Russia is effectively removed from the ranks 

of the great powers. Thus it will be able to do little to help contain 

Germany. This alternative future is not likely, either, but should it come to 

pass, U.S .  troops would surely remain in Europe to help the United 

Kingdom, France, Italy, and Russia check German expansion. Both of 

these scenarios involve a potential hegemon (either Russia or Germany) 

in a multipolar Europe, a situation that is likely to result in dangerous 

security competition among the great powers. 

S T R U C T U R E  A N D  C O N F L I C T  I N  T O M O R R O W ' S  

N O R T H E A S T  A S I A  

T hree Northeast Asian states presently have sufficient population and 

wealth to be great powers: China, Japan, and Russia. But none is a 

potential hegemon. Japan is by far the wealthiest state in the region. Its 

gross national product ( GNP) is about 3 . 5  times as large as China's and 

more than 12 times as large as Russia's (see Table 1 0. 1 ) .  Nevertheless, 

Japan is not in a position to convert its substantial wealth into a decisive 

military advantage that could be used to threaten the rest of  Northeast 

Asia.86 Although Japan has much greater wealth than do either China or 

Russia. it has a relatively small population, especially compared to China's. 

In fact, China's population is almost ten times larger than Japan's, and it 

appears that the gap between them will widen funher over the next fifty 

years." Thus. it would be almost impossible for Japan to build an army 

that is more powerful than China's army. Japan could cenainly build an 

army that is qualitatively superior to China's, but not so much better that it 

would offset the 1 0 : 1  advantage in numbers that C hina could maintain 

because of its huge population.  
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Japan would also face a serious power-projection problem if it tried to 

overrun Northeast Asia. It is an insular state that is physically separated from 

the Asian mainland by a substantial body of water. Thus, unless Japan is able 

to secure a foothold on the Asian continent-which is unlikely-it would 

have to invade the Asian mainland from the sea to conquer it. This was not 

a problem between 1 895 and 1 945, because China and Korea were so weak 

that Japan had little difficulty establishing and maintaining a large army on 

the continent. China and Korea are much more formidable adversaries 

today, and they would surely use their armies to oppose a Japanese inva

sion of the Asian mainland. Amphibious operations against territory con

trolled by China and Korea would be a daunting task. In short, if Japan 

shakes loose the United States and becomes a great power in the next decade 

or so, it is more likely to look like the United Kingdom in mid-nineteenth

century Europe than Japan in the first half of the twentieth century. 

There is also little chance that Russia will become a potential hegemon 

in Northeast Asia by 2020. It is hard to imagine Russia building a more 

powerful economy than Japan's anytime soon. But even if Russia experi

ences spectacular economic growth, it still has essentially the same popu

lation problem vis-a-vis China that Japan faces. Specifically, China has 

more than eight times as many people as Russia and the gap between 

them is likely to widen over time:'l8 Thus, not even a wealthy Russia is 

likely to be able to field an army more powerful than China's. Russia's 

problems are further compounded by the fact it has significant security 

concerns in Europe and on its southern borders, which limit the military 

resources it can devote to Northeast Asia.89 

China is the key to understanding the future distribution of power in 

Northeast Asia.90 It is clearly not a potential hegemon today, because it is 

not nearly as wealthy as Japan. But if China's economy continues expand

ing over the next two decades at or near the rate it has been growing since 

the early 1 980s, China will likely surpass Japan as the wealthiest state in 

Asia. Indeed. because of the vast size of China's population, it has the 

potential to become much wealthier than Japan, and even wealthier than 

the United States. 

To i l lustrate C hina's potential. consider the following scenarios. 

Japan's per capita GNP is now more than 40 times greater than C hina's. 
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If China modernizes t o  the point where it has about the same p e r  capita 

GNP as South Korea does today, China would have a GNP of $ 1 0.66 tril

lion, substantially larger than Japan's $4.09 trillion economy (see Table 

1 0. 3 ) .  If China's per capita GNP grew to be just half of Japan's present 

per capita GNP, China would have a GNP of $20.04 trillion, which 

would make China almost five times as wealthy as Japan. Finally, if 

China had about the same per capita GNP as Japan, China would be ten 

times as wealthy as Japan, because China has almost ten times as many 

people as Japan. 

Another way of illustrating how powerful China might become if its 

economy continues growing rapidly is to compare it with the United 

States. The GNP of the United States is $7. 9 trillion. If China's per capita 

GNP equals Korea's, China's overall GNP would be almost $ 1 0.66 trillion, 

which is about 1 . 3 5  times the size of America's GNP. If C hina's per capita 

GNP is half of Japan's, China's overall GNP would then be roughly 2 . 5  

times bigger than America's. For purposes of comparison, t h e  Soviet 

Union was roughly one-half as wealthy as the United States during most 

of the Cold War (see Table 3 . 5 ) .  China, in short, has the potential to be 

considerably more powerful than even the United States. 

TA. I L i  1 0 . 3  

China's Ecanamy in Perspective 

U.S. GNP (1998) 

Japan's GNP (1998) 

China's GNP (1998) 

China's GNP if It had South KoMa's per capita GNP 
China's GNP if it had haH of Japan's per capita GNP 
China's GNP lf It had Japan's per capita GNP 

SOURCE: All calculations are based on data from World Bank Atlas 2000. 

7.90 trillion 

4.09 trillion 

l . 1 8  trillion 

1 0.66 trillion 

20.04 trillion 

40.08 trillion 
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It is difficult to predict where the Chinese economy is headed in the 

twenty-first century and thus whether China will overtake Japan and 

become a potential hegemon in Northeast Asia.111 Nonetheless, the princi

pal ingredients of military power in that region are likely to be distributed 

in one of two ways in the decades ahead. 

First, if China's economy stops growing at a rapid pace and Japan 

remains the wealthiest state in Northeast Asia, neither would become a 

potential hegemon and the United States would likely bring its troops 

home. If that happened, Japan would almost surely establish itself as a great 

power, building its own nuclear deterrent and significantly increasing the 

size of its conventional forces. But there would still be balanced multipolari

ty in the region: Japan would replace the United States, and China and 

Russia would remain the region's other great powers. In short, an American 

exit would not change the basic structure of power in Northeast Asia, and 

presumably would not make war more or less likely than it is today. 

Nevertheless, substituting Japan for the United States would increase 

the likelihood of instability in Northeast Asia. Whereas the United States 

has a robust nuclear deterrent that contributes to peace, Japan has no 

nuclear weapons of its own and would have to build its own nuclear arse

nal. That proliferation process, however, would be fraught with dangers, 

especially because China, and maybe Russia, would be tempted to use 

force to prevent a nuclear Japan. In addition, the deep-seated fear of 

Japan in Asia that is a legacy of its behavior between 1 9 3 1  and 1 945 

would surely be fanned i f  Japan acquired a nuclear deterrent, intensifying 

security competition in the region. Furthermore, as an offshore balancer, 

the United States has hardly any interest in conquering territory in 

Northeast Asia. As noted above, Japan would face profound limits on its 

ability to project power onto the Asian mainland as long as China remains 

a great power. Still, Japan has territorial disputes with China over the 

Senkaku/Diaoyutai Islands, with Korea over the Takeshima/Tokto Islets, 

and with Russia over the Kurile Islands. Finally, although China is militar

ily too weak to light a major war with the mighty United States, China is 

not likely to be as outgunned by Japan, which simply does not have the 

population nor the wealth to fully replace America's military power. 
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The second possible distribution o f  power would result i f  China's econ

omy continues growing at a robust pace and it eventually becomes a 

potential hegemon. The United States would either remain in Northeast 

Asia or return someday to make sure that China does not become a peer 

competitor. Japan and Russia together are unlikely to have the where

withal to contain China, even if India, South Korea, and Vietnam were to 

join the balancing coalition. Not only would China be much wealthier 

than any of its Asian rivals in this scenario. but its huge population advan

tage would allow it to build a far more powerful army than either Japan 

or Russia could. China would also have the resources to acquire an 

impressive nuclear arsenal. Nonheast Asia would obviously be an unbal

anced multipolar system if China threatened to dominate the entire 

region; as such it would be a far more dangerous place than it is now. 

China, like all previous potential hegemons, would be strongly inclined to 

become a real hegemon, and all of its rivals. including the United States, 

would encircle China to try to keep it from expanding. Engagement poli

cies and the like would not dull China's appetite for power, which would 

be considerable. 

In sum, although the power structures that are now in place in Europe 

and Northeast Asia are benign. they are not sustainable over the next 

twenty years. The most likely scenario in Europe is an American exit cou

pled with the emergence of Germany as the dominant state. In effect, the 

region will probably move from its present bipolarity to unbalanced multi

polarity, which will lead to more intense security competition among the 

European great powers. In Nonheast Asia, the power structure is likely to 

evolve in one of two ways: I )  If China does not become a potential hege

mon, the United States is likely to pull its troops out of the area, causing 

Japan to become a formidable great power. The system, however, would 

remain multipolar and balanced. Still, security competition would be 

somewhat more intense than it is today because of problems associated 

with Japan's replacing the United States in the regional lineup of great 

powers. 2) If China emerges as a potential hegemon, Nonheast Asia's 

multipolarity would become unbalanced and the United States would 

keep forces in the region to contain China. 
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What are the implications of the preceding analysis for future 

American national security policy? It is clear that the most danger

ous scenario the United States might face in the early twenty-first century 

is one in which China becomes a potential hegemon in Northeast Asia. Of 

course, China's prospects of becoming a potential hegemon depend largely 

on whether its economy continues modernizing at a rapid pace. If that 

happens, and China becomes not only a leading producer of cutting-edge 

technologies, but the world's wealthiest great power, it would almost cer

tainly use its wealth to build a mighty military machine. Moreover, for 

sound strategic reasons, it would surely pursue regional hegemony. just as 

the United States did in the Western Hemisphere during the nineteenth 

century. So we would expect China to attempt to dominate Japan and 

Korea, as well as other regional actors, by building military forces that are 

so powerful that those other states would not dare challenge it. We would 

also expect China to develop its own version of the Monroe Doctrine, 

directed at the United States. Just as the United States made it clear to dis

tant great powers that they were not allowed to meddle in the Western 

Hemisphere, China will make it clear that American interference in Asia is 

unacceptable. 

What makes a future Chinese threat so worrisome is that it might be far 

more powerful and dangerous than any of the potential hegemons that 

the United States confronted in the twentieth century. Neither 

Wilhelmine Germany, nor imperial Japan, nor Nazi Germany, nor the 

Soviet Union had nearly as much latent power as the United States had 

during their confrontations (see Tables 3.5 and 6.2 ) .  But if China were to 

become a giant Hong Kong, it would probably have somewhere on the 

order of four times as much latent power as the United States does, allow

ing China to gain a decisive military advantage over the United States in 

Northeast Asia.92 In that circumstance, it is hard to see how the United 

States could prevent China from becoming a peer competitor. Moreover, 

China would likely be a more formidable superpower than the United 

States in the ensuing global competition between them. 
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This analysis suggests that the United States has a profound interest in 

seeing Chinese economic growth slow considerably in the years ahead. 

For much of the past decade, however, the United States has pursued a 

strategy intended to have the opposite effect. The United States has been 

committed to "'engaging" China, not "containing" it. Engagement is predi

cated on the liberal belief that if China could be made both democratic 

and prosperous, it would become a status quo power and not engage in 

security competition with the United States. As a result, American policy 

has sought to integrate China into the world economy and facilitate its 

rapid economic development, so that it becomes wealthy and, one would 

hope, content with its present position in the international system. 

This U.S. policy on China is misguided. A wealthy China would not be 

a status quo power but an aggressive state determined to achieve regional 

hegemony. This is not because a rich China would have wicked motives, 

but because the best way for any state to maximize its prospects for sur

vival is to be the hegemon in its region of the world. Although it is cer· 

tainly in China's interest to be the hegemon in Northeast Asia, it is dearly 

not in America's interest to have that happen .  

China is still far away from the  point where it has  enough latent power 

to make a run at regional hegemony. So it is not too late for the United 

States to reverse course and do what it can to slow the rise of China. In 

fact, the structural imperatives of the international system, which are 

powerful, will probably force the United States to abandon its policy of 

constructive engagement in the near future. Indeed, there are signs that 

the new Bush administration has taken the first steps in this direction. 

Of course, states occasionally ignore the anarchic world in  which they 

operate, choosing instead to pursue strategies that contradict balance-of· 

power logic. The United States is a good candidate for behaving in that 

way, because American political culture is deeply liberal and correspond· 

ingly hostile to realist ideas. It would be a grave mistake, however, for the 

United States to tum its back on the realist principles that have served it 

well since its founding. 
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